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Disclaimer

The position papers in this collection were submitted in preparation for an event sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor
any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness
of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use
would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does
not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the
United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors
expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government
or any agency thereof.
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Call for Position Papers: Workshop on the Management and
Storage of Scientific Data

Important Dates
● December 15th, 2021: Deadline for position paper submission
● January 10th, 2022: Notification of acceptance
● January 24th, 25th, 27th, 2022: Workshop
● SUBMISSION URL: https://orausurvey.orau.org/n/ASCRMSSD.aspx
● WORKSHOP URL: https://www.orau.gov/MgmtStgeonScData

Motivation

On behalf of the Advanced Scientific Computing Research (ASCR) program in the US
Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science, we are organizing a workshop on the
management and storage of scientific data.

The purpose of this workshop is to identify priority research directions in the area of data
management for high-performance and scientific computing above and beyond HPC’s traditional
"the parallel file system is the data management system" model. Supporting the breadth of the
DOE mission, including the explosion of AI uses and the growing needs of experimental and
observational science, motivates revisiting our assumptions about data management. There are
many facets of this topic to explore, including:

● Interfaces for accessing data that resides on traditional persistent storage as well as on
memory devices

● Storage-system architecture design that supports scientific workflows on varied
hierarchical storage and networking devices

● Devising metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles (Findability,
Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability)1

● Capturing provenance information about scientific data
● Utilizing AI to learn I/O patterns of emerging workloads for efficient data management;
● Providing data management support for AI and complex workflows
● Understanding the overlap between traditional storage systems and I/O (SSIO) efforts

and data management.

The workshop will be structured around a set of breakout sessions, with every attendee getting
the opportunity to participate actively in the discussions. Afterward, workshop attendees—from
DOE, industry, and academia—will produce a report that summarizes the findings made during
the workshop.

1 https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/



Invitation

We invite community input in the form of two-page position papers that identify key challenges
and opportunities in the area of systems for data management and storage. In addition to
providing an avenue for identifying workshop participants, these position papers will be used to
shape the workshop agenda, identify panelists, and contribute to the workshop report. Position
papers should not present the authors’ current or planned research, contain material that should
not be disclosed to the public, nor should they recommend specific solutions or discuss narrowly
focused research topics. Rather, they should aim to improve the community’s shared
understanding of the problem space, identify challenging research directions, and help to
stimulate discussion.

One author of each selected submission will be invited to participate in the workshop. By
submitting a position paper, authors consent to have their position paper published publicly.
Authors are not required to have a history of funding by the ASCR Computer Science program.

Submission Guidelines

Position Paper Structure and Format

Position papers should follow the following format:

● Title
● Authors (with affiliations and email addresses)
● Topic: provide a short phrase capturing the topic(s), for example:

○ Interfaces for accessing data;
○ Storage-system architecture design;
○ Metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles;
○ Capturing provenance information;
○ Utilizing AI to improve I/O patterns;
○ Data-management support for AI and complex workflows; and
○ The overlap between traditional storage systems and I/O (SSIO) efforts and data

management.
● Challenge: Identify aspects of current systems for scientific data management and

storage that show the limitations of state-of-the-art practice with examples
● Opportunity: Describe how the identified challenges may be addressed, whether it is

through new tools and techniques, new technologies, or new groups collaborating in the
codesign process

● Timeliness or maturity: Why now? What breakthrough or change makes progress
possible now where it wasn’t possible before? What will be the impact of success?

● References

Each position paper must be no more than two pages, in single column format using 10pt or
larger font, including figures and references. The paper may include any number of authors, but



contact information for a single author who can represent the position paper at the workshop
must be provided with the submission. There is no limit to the number of position papers that an
individual or group can submit. Authors are strongly encouraged to follow the structure
previously outlined. Papers should be submitted in PDF format using the designated page on
the workshop website.

Notional Questions

Position papers should present a view on management and/or storage of scientific data,
perhaps taking inspiration from some of the following:

● What are potential interfaces for unifying memory and file spaces?
● What role(s) do database querying interfaces and cloud object storage interfaces play in

scientific data management?
● How can we best use computing resources available in hardware such as NVMe, fabric

attached storage, SmartNICs, and computational storage devices?
● What are interfaces for performing computation using in-network, in-storage devices?
● How can provenance and ontology information be used to optimize scientific data

management?
● What are the costs and benefits of the rich metadata and provenance to be collected

and managed for supporting FAIR principles?
● How can AI help understand I/O performance bottlenecks and variability?
● How can AI help design new HPC storage systems?
● How can we take advantage of various computing accelerators, such as TPUs, GPUs,

and DPUs for data management tasks?
● How can we optimize data movement in complex workflows?
● What does it mean to bridge the gap between SSIO and data management? What

technologies are needed?
● How do we make data management seamless across edge, cloud, and HPC

environments?

Selection

Submissions will be reviewed by the workshop’s organizing committee using criteria of overall
quality, relevance, likelihood of stimulating constructive discussion, and ability to contribute to an
informative workshop report. Unique positions that are well presented and emphasize
potentially-transformative research directions will be given preference.

Organizing Committee

● Kathryn Mohror, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
● Rob Ross, Argonne National Laboratory
● Stratos Idreos, Harvard University
● Suren Byna, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory



● Florin Rusu, University of California, Merced
● Terry Jones, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Sponsor: Department of Energy, Office of Science, Advanced Scientific Computing Research

DOE Points of Contact: Hal Finkel <Hal.Finkel@science.doe.gov> and Margaret Lentz
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Introduction
The purpose of this workshop is to identify priority research directions in the area of data
management for high-performance and scientific computing above and beyond HPC’s traditional
"the parallel file system is the data-management system" model. Supporting the breadth of the
DOE mission, including the explosion of AI uses and the growing needs of experimental and
observational science, motivates revisiting our assumptions about data management. There are
many facets of this topic to explore including:

● Interfaces for accessing data that resides on traditional persistent storage as well as
memory devices;

● Storage-system architecture design that supports scientific workflows on varied
hierarchical storage and networking devices;

● Devising metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles (Findability,
Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability)1;

● Capturing provenance information about scientific data;

1 https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/



● Utilizing AI to learn I/O patterns of emerging workloads for efficient data management;
● Providing data management support for AI and complex workflows; and
● Understanding the overlap between traditional storage systems and I/O (SSIO) efforts

and data management.

While the program committee has identified these topics as important areas for discussion, we
welcome position papers from the community that propose additional topics of interest for
discussion at the workshop. The workshop agenda will include breakout sessions for discussing
these and selected topic areas to inform priority research directions for data management for
high-performance and scientific computing.

History
Since the early 2000s, the model of “the parallel file system is the data management system”
has been dominant in HPC facilities, with file systems such as Lustre and GPFS (now Spectrum
Scale) being the trusted persistent store for science data near the platform. At the same time,
outside of HPC platforms, a variety of technologies have emerged including GridFTP and data
transfer nodes for moving data between sites, metadata catalogs such as iRODS for finding
data across multiple locations, and many different forms of data services (e.g., noSQL,
document stores, streaming data services) catering to different use cases. While HPC storage
research continued largely to focus on how to make best use of these parallel file systems,
other communities moved in new directions.

In September, 2018, the Department of Energy, Office of Science, Advanced Scientific
Computing Research Program convened a workshop to identify key challenges and define
research directions that will advance the field of storage systems and I/O over the next 5–7
years. The workshop concluded that addressing these combined challenges and opportunities
requires tools and techniques that greatly extend traditional approaches and require new
research directions. Since this time, technologies have matured, the importance of AI has
become more obvious, and the need to enable greater FAIRness of data, all motivating a
re-examination of these topics and more related to data management for DOE science.

Scope
Supporting the breadth of the DOE mission, including the explosion of AI uses and the growing
needs of experimental and observational science, motivates revisiting our assumptions about
data management. Additionally the recognition of the value of science data beyond its initial
uses encourages us to embrace the challenge of enabling FAIR data principles. At the same
time, the high performance, enormous capacity, and resiliency properties that have made HPC
storage a success must not be sacrificed.

Changing scientific application landscape: Several trends in scientific applications have
diverse data management and storage requirements - high productivity and performance APIs,



large amounts of metadata, support for FAIR principles, etc. The scientific application landscape
is changing from traditional HPC modeling and simulation applications  to complex workflows
that involve data from scientific experiments, observations, sensors, etc. In addition, AI
workloads are becoming prevalent on HPC systems. This shift from traditional single instruction,
multiple data (SIMD) to multiple instruction, multiple data (MIMD) and multiple program, multiple
data (MPMD) paradigms is dramatically changing scientific data management. While traditional
applications focused significantly on achieving high performance, new paradigms of scientific
computing are focusing not only on performance, but also on productivity. The increase in
Python applications and support for Python from numerous analysis frameworks (including AI
libraries) demonstrates the need for new APIs, data models, tools, and libraries for efficient data
management. With massive data being produced by science applications, metadata is critical in
finding the data objects of interest. For instance, a dataset from the Baryon Oscillation
Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) has 100 HDF5 files with 1.5 million objects and 144 million
attribute key-value pairs. Finding desired data objects by searching the metadata efficiently
requires new metadata storage, indexing, search strategies. Another common requirement of
global-scale experiments and observations is sharing of data across a large number of
scientists. For instance, scientists conducting climate simulations, earth science observations,
microbiome data collection etc. share data in repositories. These data sharing frameworks
require making data findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR). In addition to
these trends, with memory and storage hardware and architectures on HPC systems changing
drastically on exascale systems, the burden of efficient data management currently falls on
application developers and end users who are often domain scientists. In order to reduce the
burden on users and to achieve high productivity and performance, various R&D activities are
required in the following topics.

Data access interfaces Technology shifts and trends are changing the ways that computing
systems use and store program data. Conventional distinctions between memory and storage
are beginning to fade, and today’s restriction of either a file interface or a memory interface is
artificially limiting (especially since the new heterogeneous memory architectures provide
significantly reduced performance gaps between layers of the memory hierarchy). The soaring
power usage of newer leadership-class machines is mandating an interest in improved power
management, but this obvious need remains underutilized as current data management
interfaces and infrastructure do not provide controls and configurations that can take full
advantage of the underlying hardware potential. In short, while memory and storage systems
have continued to evolve and improve, their interfaces have remained mostly unchanged from
those that existed decades ago, at a time when main memory was strictly a volatile resource
with uniform access and very limited capacity. IO interfaces designed decades ago could not
have envisioned the parallel applications of today—it is not surprising that there are lost
opportunities when one wishes to convey application context to the underlying IO management
system through these decades-old interfaces. Innovations would seem likely in many areas
including the separation of file space and memory space, the inclusion of objects and object
attributes, and the advances in data management theory. These technology shifts and their
implications warrant serious research efforts to reconsider, and potentially replace, the data
access interfaces.



Data management architectures. Data management architectures encompass the hardware
and software that together provide data management services to scientific workflows: storage
and networking devices, file systems, databases, object stores, etc. Successful architectural
designs enable productive interactions with data while simultaneously making best use of all the
capabilities of the hardware resources. HPC data management architectures have not rapidly
adapted to new workloads including AI and experimental data analysis. Research into new
architectural designs holds the promise of enabling more productive data management for the
rich variety of DOE science uses, building in part on advances in data management
technologies developed outside HPC. At the same time, advances in hardware, including
NVMe, fabric attached storage, SmartNICs, and computational storage devices provide
capabilities that could dramatically change the performance and capabilities of future data
management architectures, but research is needed to understand how to incorporate these
technologies into specialized HW/SW systems targeting specific use cases. Special attention is
needed in how to provide higher-level data management capabilities, such as indexing, that
would enable FAIR data principles and elevate these architectures beyond simply “storage
architectures”.

Metadata management to support FAIR principles. Storage and I/O technologies have
traditionally focused on efficient data storage and access. Metadata for a long time has been
used to describe the data components, such as the name of a data object or a file, access
restrictions, etc. Self-describing file formats allowed storing and providing more descriptions
about data objects. For instance, HDF5 or NetCDF allow describing dimensions of data and
attributes to decorate data objects. With the emergence of Find-ability, Accessibility,
Interoperability, and Reusability (FAIR) principles, the need for managing metadata has grown
significantly. Rich metadata describing the data can speed up discoverability of data and hence
the process of scientific discovery. New and enhanced methods are needed for capturing,
storing, searching, and accessing machine readable and actionable metadata.  I/O patterns of
accessing metadata are typically random and small, and often start with a query. R&D efforts
are need to develop standards, tools, and technologies for improving find-ability of data,
searching massive amounts of heterogeneous metadata, increasing value of data using
metadata, maintaining relationships among data objects and datasets from different data
sources, maintaining metadata even when the data is no longer available, etc.

Data life cycle provenance. Data provenance, i.e., the lineage of data in its life cycle, plays a
critical role in providing integrity of data and reproducibility of scientific results. In the age of
artificial intelligence helping numerous fields of science in extracting patterns in large amounts
of data, trustworthy data is essential. Provenance has several benefits, including strategies to
optimize data movement, avoid reinvention of wheels in scientific exploration, and identify
sources and users of data. Despite these benefits for scientific data, collection and utilization of
provenance has been sparse or limited to specific scientific repositories. Undocumented
changes to data is quite common that could lead to false conclusions in science (see, e.g., Hill,
et al., 2015). With the increased use of HPC resources for experimental, observational, and
sensor data, provenance gathering throughout the data life cycle becomes a requirement.



Research and software development are needed for documenting the lineage of data life cycle
and workflows, annotating relationships across datasets within a repository and across multiple
repositories across institutional boundaries, storing vast amount of provenance metadata using
efficient data structures, searching the stored provenance metadata, utilizing the provenance for
various optimizations, and generating ontologies using AI technologies.

Understanding data movement (local and remote “I/O”) performance and tuning.
The memory/storage hierarchy on modern computing systems becomes deeper and more
complex with every new supercomputer generation. In addition to the traditional
cache-ram-disk-tape tiers, SSD and non-volatile memory represent novel technologies that
have to be included in the hierarchy. The proliferation of specialized accelerators, such as GPUs
and TPUs, which have their local memory, creates a separate branch that has to be added to
the global hierarchy. Finally, computational resources are integrated on devices originally
designed for other purposes. For example, PIMs integrate processing capabilities on
high-bandwidth memory, while SmartNICs add processing to network cards. Given the
transformed and heterogeneous computing landscape, data placement and processing
becomes a considerably more challenging task. In particular, assigning and moving data
optimally across the levels of the extended hierarchy requires novel approaches. We are
interested in architectural (re-)designs of the memory/storage hierarchy that are optimized for
the advanced analytics workflows specific to machine learning and AI training and prediction.
The design of algorithms that optimally schedule processing and data movement across the
hierarchy levels is an equally important task that requires significant work in understanding the
performance of existing/proposed solutions. Lastly, we consider tuning existing pipelines for the
novel analytics workloads that result in improved performance.

AI for Data Management. Data management systems and processes include numerous
complex decisions, algorithms, data structures, and scheduling. AI can help reimagining those
design decisions to 1) create custom data management solutions to a particular data context
and 2) bring new properties that were not possible before such as reducing data footprint. For
example, recent works on AI for data management include creating data structures which are
customized to a particular workload to maximize their performance, system optimizers that can
make more accurate decisions, and replacing data or indexing representations with models to
drastically reduce memory footprint (which can in turn be utilized for other components of a data
system). We are interested in all aspects of AI-enhanced data management from system
design, core components, and all processes and operations for the whole lifecycle of data
management.

Data Management for AI and complex workflows. The I/O workloads on HPC systems are
changing rapidly. By and large, traditional scientific simulations exhibit simple I/O patterns: read
in input at the beginning of an execution, periodically write data files during the execution, and
write final data files at the end of the execution. However, now we are seeing a rising trend of
packaging traditional scientific simulations into workflows that include complex interactions
between the scientific simulations and analytics functionality, e.g., AI or in situ analytics. In these
workflows, the data generated by the traditional scientific simulation is input to the analytics



components that can perform many functions on the simulation data. For example, the analytics
components can determine whether a particular region of a large parameter space is
"interesting" and steer the execution to include more simulations of that region of the parameter
space. As another example, the analytics component can perform in situ data reduction
operations on the simulation data to greatly reduce the data volume produced. The simulation
data can be exchanged with the analytics components in multiple ways, e.g., through files or
through an interface and library that provide tightly-coupled interaction between the simulation
and analytics components. There is a great need for supporting the interchange of data in
complex workflows, from understanding the data dependencies between execution components
in workflows, to developing interfaces for exchanging data between workflow components, to
developing robust temporary file system support that is efficient for scientific simulation I/O as
well as AI/ML I/O.

Bridging the gap between SSIO and DM. Success for the next generation of HPC workloads
requires research in the overlap of data management and storage systems and I/O (SSIO). This
is largely due to the huge shift in data and I/O requirements in HPC workloads, moving from the
simple I/O patterns of scientific simulations to the diverse I/O patterns seen in complex
workflows. Emerging HPC workflows require support for widely-varying data dependency
patterns between stages of workflow components and support for the vastly different I/O
patterns of workflow components, e.g., heavy random reads for AI/ML components versus
write-heavy, parallel I/O for traditional simulations. To efficiently support the data needs of
emerging HPC workloads, we need to bridge the gap between data management and SSIO
research that have traditionally been mostly decoupled areas of investigation. We need to
explore methodologies to understand and support data exchange for the large variety of
workflow components. At the same time, the underlying SSIO infrastructure that supports that
data exchange needs to be expanded to provide efficient support for the data management
infrastructure and varied I/O requirements of the workflow components. Additionally, we want to
encourage collaboration between the data management and SSIO communities to enable FAIR
data systems that can locate and retrieve data with high performance, taking advantage of the
I/O and other capabilities of future systems.
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 Topic  : Data movement and provenance to support FAIR principles 

 Challenge  : X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) are housed in national user facilities and can produce 10’s 
 to 1000’s of terabytes of imaging data daily.  There are 5 operational, one at SLAC and four others 
 outside of the US.  All are highly competitive instruments producing data from a uniquely bright and 
 coherent X-ray source.  They serve as an excellent example of US and international data collection 
 facilities producing truly massive datasets in a variety of file formats with different policies for long-term 
 data archival and metadata provenance.  Data collection and processing requirements often outstrip local 
 processing centers requiring the transfer of big datasets from detectors to local storage and from local 
 storage to between facilities, potentially across national and oceanic boundaries.  This leads to two 
 challenges for global data analysis: 

 1)  Data collection and movement.  Facilities are being upgraded to produce data at an 
 exponentially-growing rate, causing local networking, storage, and computational resources to struggle, 
 and in the worst cases lose data.  Further, as dataset size grows larger, it is difficult to transfer data 
 between those facilities where it is collected, and the home institutions of users.  Some facilities, such as 
 LCLS at SLAC, have collaborated with top computing facilities such as NERSC and the ESnet network to 
 provide fast data transfer between facilities, allowing near-real time analysis and the ability to move data 
 to computing centers after collection with relative ease.  1  Other examples include the Pohang Accelerator 
 Laboratory in South Korea and its close collaboration with the nearby KISTI computing facility, or the 
 European XFEL in Germany and its collaboration with the Maxwell computing cluster at DESY.  However, 
 none of these facilities with the exception of SLAC are on an international network capable of moving 
 these data between computing facilities, which is vital for post experimental analysis.  And even the LCLS 
 to NERSC case requires intervention from experts, making it difficult to use as general users.  This is in 
 direct contrast to other large international experiments such as the LHC which ties directly into ESnet for 
 fast data transfer to any of the member nations. 

 2)  Data provenance  . Adherence to FAIR principles  2  is becoming increasingly vital for XFEL 
 scientists as datasets are aggregated between different facilities.  A review of the nearly 200 datasets 
 deposited in the XFEL raw data repository CXIDB  3  reveals that most depositions differ in file and 
 metadata format.  The CXIDB is a vital part of the XFEL community's long-term data management 
 solution, but data provenance requires support from two parties: the data creator and the data maintainer. 
 The creator needs to include metadata that describes the experiment and allows subsequent 
 examination.  The maintainer needs to provide interfaces for extraction and machine reading of that data. 
 It is not enough for the creator to assume that the interfaces provided by the maintainer will intelligently 
 extract the data in a machine readable manner, nor is it enough for the maintainer to provide brute 
 interfaces into raw arrays without assigning meaning to them using proper metadata descriptions. 

 Opportunity  :  Data movement: new and existing facilities need to recognize the computing demands of 
 the data they are creating as part of the design process up front, and either build or partner with 
 computing facilities to provide these resources.  Furthermore, facilities need to link into the broader 
 scientific data transfer networks that are being developed world wide, so scientists can get data to the 
 needed computing centers.  The good news is that these networks are becoming more connected with 



 higher speeds, so facilities have huge opportunities to provide the last-mile connections needed to enable 
 collaborations.  We observe that similar discussions are being had both at experimental facilities, as well 
 as HPC centers.  Now is the time to act, so that the requirements from experimental facilities and 
 computing centers can inform the design of the next generation high-speed networks. 

 Data provenance: the best driver of adoption of international standards has consistently been 
 funding mandates tied closely to international advisory boards that manage archival systems.  A great 
 example of this is the wwPDB, which was cited in the original FAIR paper.  Publishing companies respond 
 to funding mandates from governments that researchers deposit atomic coordinates into the wwPDB. 
 The wwPDB provides a web server that validates depositions, ensuring metadata is included that 
 sufficiently describes the experiment.  International advising bodies write recommendations to the wwPDB 
 that respond to the changing landscape of the field, adding new meanings to the ontologies maintained by 
 wwPDB, which in turn are adopted by researchers who must meet validation requirements. 

 All of these systems are nearly entirely lacking for the management and deposition of raw 
 imaging data, but the procedures and examples from successful organizations like the wwPDB are easily 
 transferable given the right motivations from funding bodies.  The path forward is clear: we need to move 
 beyond POSIX files, i.e. data collection at the facilities needs to do more than just turn observations into 
 raw data files. As a community, we should pay attention to the following aspects: 

 ●  Performance: we need to find solutions to avoid the network and file system becoming the 
 bottleneck, necessitating collaboration between data collection facilities with network and data 
 center operators. 

 ●  Accessibility and usability: we need to make data easy to find and retrieve for non-experts. This 
 includes improving facility and networking tools, and universally adopting data object stores. 

 Timeliness or maturity  : Data collection speeds are increasing without corresponding development of 
 network infrastructure and provenance procedures.  Indeed,  LCLS-II will start to commission the 
 superconducting accelerator in the second half of this year, aiming to increase the number of pulses per 
 second by roughly 4 orders of magnitude.  Without immediate response from the scientific community, 
 valuable data is in danger of being lost right now.  For example, the LCLS facility has committed to keep 
 its collection of raw data locally stored on tape for 10 years since initial collection.  However, data 
 collection started in 2011 and we have reached the 10 year milestone already.  These data are still 
 valuable and relevant to current research.  These problems are only getting worse as data collection 
 proceeds exponentially, but existing procedures are known for handling the problem, they just need to be 
 implemented. Here we take the position that all stakeholders in large data science need to come together 
 to jointly tackle the urgent issues of data movement and provenance in a world of exponentially growing 
 data collection rates. We highlight several paths forward, and the wwPDB as a concrete example of what 
 the community can do on each level from technical operations, to community standards. 
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Challenge
Recent improvements in artificial intelligence (AI) have made a huge impact on consumer product

development, usage, and experiences. However, until now, most of the improvements in AI have been
driven by commercial companies focused on building AI algorithms and tools around industrial datasets,
which include 2D images, videos, and text. While AI has been very successful in the consumer market, its
growth has lagged in some science domains even though many free software packages are available now
with countless tutorials and examples. Many reasons exist for the delayed adoption of AI in the science
domain, ranging from the availability of hybrid methods (e.g. AI-physics-based models) to the availability of
ready-to-use AI software infrastructure for science [Ebert19]. On the software and infrastructure side, some
of the reasons behind limited AI adoption include the difficulty to consume complex multi-dimensional
scientific datasets, limited access to reusable models and knowledge bases, and the lack of ability to run AI
models at scale on cloud and HPC infrastructure.

Current AI tools (e.g., PyTorch, TensorFlow) are not well suited to ingest scientific data formats and
their associated metadata, requiring significant effort and resources to preprocess them before any
scientific analysis is carried out. Each application that uses these AI tools currently requires custom data
loaders for scientific data formats. Examples of such data formats include 2D-4D formats such as rasters
slices (e.g. TIFF, GeoTIFF), vector geometry (e.g., Shapefile), and grids (e.g. NetCDF, HDF5).  There is a
need to replace the custom loaders with a simpler framework that reuses components across AI training
applications.

Opportunity
With the increasing adoption of AI in the

geosciences and environmental sciences community
(e.g., ExaSheds), there is a need for data systems
solutions that enable users to consume large amounts
of scientific data and annotations in their AI workflows.
While some solutions exist for 2D datasets such as
Hub, they require data to be duplicated. Furthermore,
there is more scarcity of tools to manage and serve
non-uniform 3D and 4D datasets.  Kitware, with
funding from various government agencies, is building
a data system, ResonantGeoData [rgd21]  to manage
and serve scientific 2D and 3D datasets using open source technologies and open standards (see Figure
above). While we have been working with NOAA on developing DIVE, a data hosting and do-yourself-AI
tool [dive21], more needs to be done to develop standardized data and annotation formats, and tools for
sub-domains of science. There is an opportunity to develop better tools for managing and serving scientific
datasets for consumption by AI workflows as discussed below:

Managing scientific data for AI development. AI model training requires large amounts of training
data which means that the data needs to be stored in a scalable storage system. This necessitates a need
for APIs and tooling to upload scientific data to scalable storage systems. Furthermore, a data system that
is designed to support AI workflows needs to automate indexing to support search, specifically faceted



search to ensure data can be searched efficiently.  In certain cases, a data system may need to perform
preprocessing to create efficient data representations for AI model consumption. For instance, in the case
of remote sensing data,  a data system needs to perform different modes of data extraction and
representations such as data chunking and tiling.

Serving AI-ready data. Serving AI-ready data needs to support both web and command-line
clients. For web clients, it needs to support all of the data access and transformation operations via RESTful
API. It is important that these APIs follow open standards such as OpenAPI.  For developers and data
scientists, it is important to have a command-line application and programming interfaces in widely-used
programming languages such as Python. Finally, it is always better to serve data in open standard formats.
For instance, in the case of raster data, serving data in a STAC format is beneficial to ensure that data can
be consumed easily across various tools. The SpatioTemporal Asset Catalog (STAC) specification provides
a common language to describe a range of geospatial information, so it can more easily be indexed and
discovered.

Facilitating consumption of scientific data for the AI model training. MONAI is a system that
makes it easy to consume 2D, and 3D medical imaging software in AI models developed using the PyTorch
library. Similarly, there is a need to create data loaders specific to AI tools such as PyTorch and TensorFlow
that can fetch data from local or cloud storage, use a unified API, and develop appropriate datasets and
batches. Ideally, these data loaders will bring only the required raw bytes and not the entire data and
perform intelligent caching.  Additionally, these data loaders need to support distributed training in more
complex workflows, which involves deciding which GPU data goes to for efficient training and evaluation.

Making it easy to find relevant data. It is imperative that a data system needs to support clients
that let users filter the list of data available for AI development. Visualization is one of the key means by
which a user filters the relevant dataset in addition to the metadata. With the rise of web-based
visualization tools, it is now possible to support sophisticated visualization of AI-ready datasets.

Timeliness / Maturity
Web-and-cloud-based ecosystem for serving AI data. The proliferation of modern web and

database technologies is solving major hurdles that existed to adopt a web-based ecosystem for serving AI
data. From modern frontend frameworks such as React and VUE.js to cluster orchestration systems such as
Kubernetes, it is now possible to build data systems with modern web interfaces that let users upload,
search, and consume AI-ready data into their workflow.

  Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reuse (FAIR) principles are on the rise. There is a
current realization among organizations to emphasize FAIR data practices [Wilkinson16], which will place
more focus on data coherency. Science and technology communities are coming together to build open
standards and APIs (such as STAC, 3D Tiles, OpenAPI) to support FAIR principles. More could be done for
instance standards to catalog multi-dimensional datasets and non-uniforms data, however, now is a time to
start building and prototyping data systems that are built using FAIR principles.
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Topic: Metadata management infrastructure
Challenges. Exascale systems are projected to provide much greater increases in computational speed
than in I/O bandwidth [8–10]. The utilization of this additional computing power comes with the obvious
challenge of the velocity and variety of I/O data elements rising faster than I/O performance improves, but
beyond those obvious demands there is also the challenge that the amount ofmetadata generated in the I/O
process increases dramatically. Actually, many of the techniques which might be employed to reduce and
manage the flood of data themselves rely on metadata to know what data to operate upon and produce more
metadata in the course of their operation, so in the course of solving one problem they are exacerbating
another. For example, the fact that applications cannot afford to store all generated data drives some to
adopt online (in situ)[3] techniques to reduce that data before storage. This approach has been adopted by
several large simulations, such as the XGC [2] code which uses staging approaches, for example, to track
important particles in the simulation. Ultimately these approaches require additional operations to highlight
the ’important’ particles before they can be tracked. We have also seen that in other applications, such
as E3SM, we can use techniques to identify Regions of Interest, and then filter the data away from the
other regions. In all of these cases, we need to use a combination of filtering with techniques to query the
data to ingest only the important parts of the data. This requires accessing metadata in order to identify
those regions of the data stream, and generating metadata so that downstream processing knows the origin
of the data that remains. In these cases, which have a high velocity of data flowing, we have already
seen that filtering and metadata access/creation can be expensive, since it disrupts the cache line on the
nodes running the large simulation, slowing down the simulation. In fact, a significant factor impeding the
effectiveness of this class of streaming I/O techniques is the cost of generating and accessing the rich
metadata needed to guide how the data is being filtered, stored, transformed, and streamed through the
application workflow.
Generatingmetadata, at the very least, requires additional computational resources (e.g., cycles, memory,

...), and introduces in-direct overheads related to cache pollution, particularly when generating metadata
relies on multi-input operations (e.g., to determine a bounding box across locally-generated output from a
single simulation step). Once data is tagged, its metadata is used in selecting, i.e., filtering, which data
chunks should be streamed to which workflow component. This adds metadata distribution and lookup
operations in the critical path of the workflow pipeline, and the end-to-end latency of this operation must be
minimized, so as not to obviate the expected data movement benefits from data reduction. Additionally, this
processing tends to createmoremetadata, to track which data has been processed, where it originated, etc.
If this processing is in any way distributed, asynchronous or performed other than where the data is originally
generated, this means that we’ve not only distributed the processing of data, but also of the production and
organization of metadata, further exacerbating the overall metadata challenge.
Opportunities. In recent years have seen a resurgence and increased commercial availability of pro-
grammable I/O devices – technologies which blend compute with I/O by integrating on-device I/O process-
ing units (IPUs). Examples of such devices include programmable data or infrastructure services process-
ing units, network interface cards and routers, programmable storage devices, even programmable engines
for data movement across memory nodes of a single server platform. While very diverse in their internal
capabilities, type of I/O processing units (e.g., programmable FPGAs or general-purpose low-power Arm
processors), and the manner in which they can be inter-imposed on the I/O data paths, these devices share
several features: The on-device IPU opens up an opportunity where it can be used to offload computation
(such as for metadata generation) from the main server components, thereby freeing up compute resources.
More importantly, by applying the computation on the data as the data is being moved, it is no longer neces-
sary to move I/O data up the memory hierarchy, reducing data movement time and energy and eliminating
in-direct overheads due to factors such as cache pollution. Device-side processors also allow computation
(or query) execution to be completed in a way that prevents the system-level interconnect and controllers
from becoming bottlenecks. Finally, such I/O processors typically have access to on-device architectural
components purpose-built for in-transit processing of I/O data (packets or blocks), such as special I/O in-
structions, co-processors, accelerators for checksum computations, parsing, compression, etc. This makes
them well-suited to accelerate common steps involved in access, interpretation and processing of metadata.



The capabilities of programmable I/O devices comprising the data streaming fabric in high-end systems,
are poised to address many of the metadata-related challenges for streaming I/O. Existing solution ap-
proaches to leverage these resources are focused on offloading stream processing operations [5, 7] or soft-
ware infrastructure services [1, 6]. However, in HPC and exascale systems such fabric capabilities remain
unexploited by existing software I/O stacks which control data movement and use andmanagemetadata. As
a result, it is neither possible for existing HPC application workflows to benefit from this emerging technology
tier, nor is it clear how and when potential benefits can be realized.
To address this problem, it will be important to explore opportunities for accelerating metadata services

for streaming I/O via in-fabric computing. Specifically, we argue there is a need for a new approach, that
establishes a framework that augments existing streaming I/O software stacks with capabilities to directly
leverage the programmability available in emerging systems’ data paths. In order to allow workflow stacks
to fully leverage the emerging I/O acceleration technologies, a new approach must provide a number of new
capabilities: (i) an in-fabric processing runtime specialized for metadata services for streaming data, such as
for inlining metadata generation and for accelerating metadata queries and dissemination, (ii) accompanying
programming abstractions and primitives and (iii) compilers and code-generation support; (iv) orchestration
and management logic responsible for per-node control and configuration of the in-fabric processing en-
gines, including when dealing with multi-tenancy due to co-running workflows; and (v) APIs and libraries
that expose these capabilities to applications, upper-layer software components, and data management
services.
Timeliness A new approach has the potential to create the I/O acceleration capabilities that will enable
offloading and acceleration of I/O-related metadata operations by leveraging computational capabilities of
programmable I/O devices that are currently being put in production, with enhanced, more robust versions
scheduled on the roadmap over the next few year horizon. These I/O technologies are being already adopted
and shown critical for improving the performance and efficiency of hyperscalar datacenter infrastructure [4,
1]. Asmore of these technologies become commercially available, and new capabilities are designed around
new interconnects, fabric-attached accelerator and memory components, there is an opportunity to achieve
a new level of readiness of the I/O infrastructure used in HPC systems for the deployment of these new
technologies in exascale system designs.
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Topic
Storage-system architecture design

Challenge
As scientific computing enters a new era of AI and big data, our efforts begin to contribute more to the
data storage problem which has been growing as a result of our increasingly connected, data-hungry
technologies and lifestyles. Digital information that must be stored and archived is increasing at a
staggering pace [1, 2]. The International Data Corporation predicts1 that global data storage needs will
increase from 33 zettabytes to 175 zettabytes between 2020 and 2025; this is far beyond the storage
capacity of current technologies. Present-day solutions for storage media provide a maximal density
of 103 GB/mm3 [3]; therefore, the amount of space and energy needed to simply store warehoused
archival storage (for instance, on tape) will soon become unsustainable. The power consumption
required for data storage is also projected to increase rapidly in coming years [4]. Furthermore, solutions
such as magnetic tape are prone to degradation, and are not amenable to recycling and thus must be
incinerated (producing toxic gases) or placed in landfills.

Sustainable, non-toxic, compact, long-lasting and low-power storage solutions using biomolecules, in
particular, DNA, are no longer the stuff of science fiction, as breakthroughs appear to be accelerating
[3]. In fact, consortia are forming; the DNA Storage Alliance2 includes Microsoft, Los Alamos National
Lab, ETH Zurich, Seagate, and numerous other institutions and businesses. Several new technologies
have been reported in the past few weeks [5, 2], including the unveiling of a commercial prototype for
enterprise-level DNA storage, capable of storing 600 billion gigabytes in the same amount of space
that traditional methods would use to store only 30 million.3 In addition, technologies are reducing the
latencies for accessing this new medium and may be on the order of hours in the next decade. That
said, DNA storage is currently targeting data sets with characteristics such as WORN (Write Once
Read Never) and WORS (Write Once Read Seldom) because it can serve markets such as ML training
and inference datasets for autonomous driving. Such rapid progress in such a new medium for storage
suggests that we must prepare to embrace and understand it on many levels. We will need to understand
how our anticipated scientific workflows will move beyond the standard electrical and electronic tools
we are familiar with, welcoming the potential inclusion of chemical synthesis and synthetic biology to
our digital universe, including our tight collaborations. More importantly, as scientists at laboratories
where interdisciplinary partnerships can be easily forged, we have a unique opportunity to contribute
to the development of these new storage solutions; making use of flagship resources such as our

1IDC: https://www.seagate.com/files/www-content/our-story/trends/files/idc-seagate-dataage-whitepaper.pdf
2DNA Storage Alliance: https://dnastoragealliance.org/
3Catalog DNA: https://www.catalogdna.com
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supercomputers and beamlines, and engaging the expert skill sets in computer science, simulation,
manufacturing and fabrication, chemistry, and biosciences, in order to help accelerate progress in a
much-needed solution to our storage problem.

Opportunity
Multiple aspects of DNA storage technologies are currently suboptimal and still require further
development. At the same time, numerous different solutions are being presented, from the use of
cell-free enzymatic methods to the design of nanoelectrode arrays with electrochemical control of
solid-state synthesis. Our capabilities will allow us to collaborate across these new interdisciplinary
lines, using HPC simulation and AI to help codesign optimal platforms and biochemical reactions,
while also considering how standard security and I/O protocols will be best implemented with this
new type of storage medium. In terms of workload characterization and optimization, the practical
aspects of data reading and writing for traditional and emerging HPC scientific workflows must be
optimized, including an understanding of required conditions for both productive science and FAIR
principles. With the facilities and interdisciplinary teams at DOE laboratories, it could be possible to
create a number of end-to-end prototype systems outside of proprietary industry control, paving the
way for a more rapid production realization of this much-needed solution.

Timeliness or maturity

Progress in the DNA storage field has accelerated rapidly since the seminal result by Church and
co-workers in 2012 demonstrated the encoding of a book with 53,426 words, 11 JPG images, and a
JavaScript program in DNA [1]. The challenge now is no longer “how,” but “using which method.” It
is exactly at this point in the technology that large optimization and prototyping campaigns become
the most powerful, as demonstrated by Catalog’s Shannon commercial prototype. The failure of
the national labs to enter this field of research at this point in time in order to establish the needs
of the scientific computing community would be highly regrettable. With our flagship facilities and
interdisciplinary experts, the time is now to help to shape this new medium towards a sustainable
solution to the storage problem.
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Topic: Strategy for FAIR data sharing in highly fragmented fields

Challenge

Most fields in the physical sciences today are highly fragmented and specialized, with
heterogeneous data output and methods. Research data come from small laboratories, user
facilities of various sizes, and in some fields, from a few high-profile, well-funded facilities. For
example, in nuclear and particle physics, there is a sharp contrast between large-scale facilities,
such as the Large Hadron Collider (“LHC”), the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider, and FRIB
at MSU—and relatively smaller facilities, such as the ATLAS accelerator at ANL, LANSCE
at LANL, Texas A&M, and TUNL—in the level of internal support available for producing
FAIR Open Data.

A large survey of researchers found that the majority of respondents were in favor of making
Open Data a requirement for funded research [1], however, truly reusable data is not often
available in many fields. In a study of research data in the field of hydrology [2], the authors
were only able to reproduce results from 2% of 360 data sets that had been provided as Open
Data (Figure 1).

Figure 1: From Stagge et al. [2]. Few analyses remain reproducible following publication.

The problem space of data produced at smaller facilities with widely-varying data and
analysis methods presents special needs for data management, particularly in ensuring FAIR
principles and the greatest degree of reusability possible.

At the LHC, virtual machines (VMs) are available online and pre-configured for users to
analyze their own data or repeat the analysis of shared data sets. In contrast, it is not a viable
solution to produce a “universal” VM image that can accommodate data from the wide variety
of experimental hardware and techniques at small-scale user facilities (“SSUFs”).

In low-energy nuclear physics, for example, there are a number of parameters that will
vary significantly from one subfield to another (e.g. nuclear reactions, nuclear structure, decay
measurements), from one laboratory to another, and even within each laboratory depending
on the detector systems used:

• detector arrangement and the conditions that trigger event collection
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• data format and type (timing, energy, position, etc.)
• detector background measurements, calibration data and methods
• the software packages needed for analysis
Special domain knowledge is required in order to support researchers in accurately doc-

umenting these experimental parameters, the analysis methods, and the data provenance—
including analysis scripts and expected output files.

Opportunity

The problem of producing and hosting FAIR Open Data from the experimental output of
diverse small facilities can be addressed by creating focused host centers with an appropriate
mix of (1) FAIR data experts to advise on best-practices, necessary metadata, preparation
for Machine Learning applications, legal and licensing issues, and (2) scientific staff who have
direct research experience with the methods and apparatus that produce the data they are
curating. Data science experts can incorporate powerful AI-enabled curation techniques and
ensure interoperability with AI/ML applications; a specialized scientific staff is needed so
that a host facility can realistically enable independent reuse of data without extensive direct
guidance from the original researchers. A general-purpose repository, however well managed,
cannot fully ensure the completeness and reusability of data from myriad user facilities.

Specialized data hosts can effectively educate and train researchers in the principles, prac-
tices and preparation they need to adopt in order to produce truly reusable FAIR data. As with
the data curation itself, training and education require a combination of data curation experts
and scientists with domain knowledge. The concurrent access to domain scientists with ex-
pertise from multiple curated subfields also offers an opportunity to identify cross-disciplinary
blind spots in data reusability efforts that may otherwise go unnoticed.

Below are some of the fundamental decisions and actions needed in the short term, in order
to make FAIR Open Data more prevalent in the physical sciences.

• Identifying the facilities with the necessary expertise in both producing FAIR data and
in one or more fields of scientific research.

• Allocating funding for FAIR Open Data curation, e.g. by direct support from funding
agencies, and individual contributions from research grants.

• Encouraging funding agencies to require the use of a funded Open Data host in Data
Management Plans.

Timeliness

The path to FAIR Open Data in all funded fields is a long one. It will be achieved on a
scale of years, not in a single funding cycle, because of the diversity of fields in the physical
sciences, and the special domain knowledge required of the data hosts. Ideally, guidelines
and best-practices for data management would be developed even before a facility begins
operations. Thus, it is imperative to develop a model—including staff, infrastructure, and
funding sources—for host facilities in the very near future.
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I. TOPIC

We discuss challenges with data management, provenance, and data curation for science on large-scale scientific high
performing computing (HPC) facilities. We explore promising research avenues to explore and tackle challenges ranging from
support for automated metadata management complying with FAIR principles, intuitive interfaces for accessing and exploring
large data, capturing provenance and aiding reproducibility.

II. CHALLENGE

FAIR scientific principles, including for code and data, are critical to scientific progress and discoveries[1]. Today, a research
group executes their science campaign on HPC facilities and uses the underlying filesystem to store and manage their datasets.
Curation is ad hoc and requisite metadata is encoded in scripts, code, notebooks, and other sources. Science teams also need
to contend with project storage capacity limits, resulting in either purging of datasets or moving datasets onto archival storage,
such as tape or storage systems at other institutions. More recently, research groups have been evaluating the use of data
repositories for campaigns. General-purpose scientific data repositories such as Zenodo[2], Figshare[3] and domain-specific
data repositories such as Open Quantum Materials database (OQMD) [4]and NIST Materials Data Repository[5] provide for
data storage and metadata management. However, the curation of data and metadata on these systems is currently a manual
process: It relies on a researcher to upload the data to these repositories. Moreover, the quality of the metadata specified is at
the discretion of the researcher and usually fails to capture the entire provenance of the data lifecycle. Another limitation with
these data repositories is that the repositories have a storage limit of 1̃0s GBs, which fails to meet the needs of current and
future requirements of science, especially in a data-rich environment. We expect user facilities, such as light sources with their
upgrades, to produce 10-100X more data in the near future [6], and to process this data across multiple facilities. Solutions
that can scale to meet the data needs and accommodate solutions ranging from single tenant systems to federated systems
across multiple facilities will be needed.

As science campaigns generate and analyze datasets on HPC systems, research teams do not typically capture and curate
metadata needed for end-to-end lifecycle provenance as part of their workflow. This includes various job logs used to process
and analyze the data, associated workflow logs, system environments, and application-specific metadata. This information is
available at the compute facilities though never curated. Challenges also lie in the fact that the metadata provided is often
insufficient. With scientific projects spanning across several facilities and the inter-disciplinary teams involved, the challenge
to define and capture metadata is further amplified.

III. OPPORTUNITY

HPC user facilities such as ALCF, OLCF and NERSC are conduits for exceptional research providing exascale computing
infrastructure in the near future. Science campaigns run complex workflows and store rich scientific data on the file systems.
More often than not, the entire scientific workflow is executed within a single facility, although this is changing: we are
witnessing an increasing use of cross-facility workflows to meet the needs of users, in the face of queue wait times, co-
scheduling of experimental facilities and computing facilities, and planned and unplanned facility outages.

There is an opportunity to research and develop data management software that interacts directly with the data and codes
on the file system hierarchy (including tape storage), and across facilities - all in an automated manner. Promising directions
to explore include understanding data management frameworks such as Invenio[7], ckan[8], Dataverse[9] wherein efforts have
been made to comply with FAIR standards, and how they can scale to meet the diverse needs of DOE science.

Specific opportunities include:
• Improved metadata support: Planning for metadata capture and having mechanisms for cataloging and querying this

data will be essential to deriving understanding from enormous datasets. Solutions for harvesting metadata from existing
datasets will open historical data to future metadata-based queries. Both of these rely on metadata support and community
involvement. Data harvesting techniques like Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)[10]
and Data Catalog vocabulary (DCAT)[11] aid in making these data a part of federated search engines such as Google
Datasets[12].



• Version control schemes can help maintain versions of the data through changes such as input data and execution conditions.
• As workflow tools mature and encapsulate a larger fraction of the flow of the scientific computing process, they have an

increasing purview of how data was produced and can capture provenance and improve reproducibility, assuming suitably
usable metadata systems.

• Minting DOIs allows for the datasets to have permanent identifiers and record citations, making them accessible via
current and future filesystems at DOE facilities, aiding the capture of provenance.

• The maturity of the curation process varies across scientific domains – some domains having detailed and pretty standard
ontologies and others who have multiple ways to curate with seemingly no agreement on an acceptable way. For curation
to be scalable at the facilities and across scientific communities, there is an opportunity to drive toward a common standard
together with best practices. This would involve an opportunity to work across science communities and user facilities to
understand common abstractions needed for curation.

• Extensions for visualization of certain files and data for common file types such as pdfs, CSV files, geographical data,
HDF/netCDF hierarchical data viewers would add a graphical component to data made discoverable by sufficient metadata.

• To support data-driven science, research teams need the ability to share, access, discover and collaborate with datasets.
A key facet to realize this are policies driven by facilities and science programs to incentivize this. Another aspect is
effective and intuitive interfaces for science teams to explore rapidly the large datasets at facilities, either produced by
them or by other science teams.

• There is a need to develop tools to crawl through datasets at facilities to discover and curate metadata from scientific
datasets. To accommodate the scale of the files, systems, and diversity of file types, we expect the need for scalable
crawler and indexing agents - a large-scale computing problem. We expect one would need to leverage AI driven models
to extract relevant metadata and translate them across domains spanning various ontologies, to facilitate cross-disciplinary
discovery and collaboration.

• Sufficient metadata will also support the discovery and introspection of datasets by intelligent agents, specifically by
artificial intelligence models that require additional training data to improve their accuracy, without the need for human
intervention.

Overall, a holistic solution for reproducible and easily accessible scientific data can potentially be achieved at DOE facilities.
This solution relies on scalable data management software. It requires automating the curation process and making it scale to
accommodate for growing and diverse data needs. Ideally, this solution will seamlessly work with the petascale/exascale file
systems at the facilities and operate without any impact on performance to the science.

IV. TIMELINESS OR MATURITY

We are moving to an era wherein simulation, data and learning are needed to glean scientific insights. Without effective
support for data curation, provenance and management, we will fail to make progress in a wide gamut of science. Thus, we
are at the juncture wherein science teams are becoming more vested to embrace strategies to curate, reuse, and reproduce data.
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Topic: Utilizing AI to learn I/O patterns of emerging workloads for efficient data management.

Challenges: With the onset of exascale HPC systems and future zettascale supercomputer, we will
have an unprecedented volume of data at a very high speed both for large-scale scientific workloads as
well as the operational data generated by sensors and characterization tools for monitoring the various
aspects of HPC workloads. In our recent publication [1], we have analyzed about a million HPC workloads
collected by HPC IO characterization tools and proposed a methodology for the identification of HPC IO
patterns of emerging workloads. However, during the project, we realized that a critical aspect of
improving the system is IO workload characterization, and to have real-time analysis for detecting new IO
patterns would require solving the critical challenges related to efficient data management and
computation. Similarly, while working on another project for analyzing and predicting power characteristics
of an HPC facility, an effort towards building an intelligent system requires the processing of billions of
data points, with each data point having hundreds of features[2][3]. We realized the need to build a
priority-based standard for feature selection and dimensionality reduction to avoid dumping unproductive
data in the data lake and make space for more valuable data as well as to prevent the wastage of
computation time & resources.
As the demand for building more intelligent HPC analysis and monitoring tools grows, the data-driven
based AI models would become more data greedy and require higher resolution datasets. The sheer size
of the raw dataset collected by sensors and characterization tools at a high frequency of 1Hz, which is
needed for more profound analysis and predicting tools, would be of the order of size of several hundred
PB for a few year periods. Even the largest file systems like Alpine for Summit or upcoming Orion for
Frontier supercomputer would be insufficient to store data of such high volume. The problem of enormous
data volume leads to another challenge of conflicting requirements of data reduction necessities and the
high accuracy of the data-greedy AI models.

Opportunity or Research Direction: We propose that the opportunities lie in data-driven and AI
model-centric techniques to address the above challenges, in contrast to more conventional
kernel-extraction or mini-proxy based approach. We can classify the scope of the research direction into a
few broad categories. The first approach is to leverage AI and deep learning techniques to engage in data
reduction methodologies. It will help reduce the volume of the data while still maintaining data integrity.
The data reduction methods will allow machine learning models to process a large amount of information
representing original data but much less in volume. For instance, the limitations in existing IO
characterization tools, which usually collect summarized data, or if it collects data with temporal
characteristics, then it severely affects the performance of HPC workloads, there is a need to build
machine-learning models for generating IO traces of HPC workloads. The machine learning models
should fulfill the missing gaps by rendering high-resolution datasets without impacting the performance of
the workloads. At the same time, there is an opportunity for developing machine learning models for
feature selection or dimensionality reduction on data collected from the IO characterization tools, thus
facilitating efficient storage and processing tasks. There hasn't been a standard set of features defining IO
profile, so we also need to design an IO trace generation model and develop a standard set of metrics
that can represent the IO traces with high precision and accuracy. The intelligent AI model should also be
able to generate traces with a more fine-grained resolution having temporal characteristics, unlike



summarized data generated by IO characterization tools. These AI models will be expected to run
independent of the HPC workloads, except collecting features from IO characterization tools, causing a
minimal effect on the performance of jobs. Developing data-driven parametric models for IO trace
generation is another method where instead of storing the actual data, the models can generate traces.
Another dimension of this research work is analyzing the IO performance of a job on all other concurrent
jobs running on the same filesystem. Dynamic network modeling has been proven to be an effective
approach to understand the effect of one node or set of nodes on the system and can be extended for
modeling the IO traces exhibited by jobs running in parallel. The network training needs high-resolution
data, and the generative model we proposed above can play a significant role in building the required
dataset. We consider that this approach can be further advanced to develop an intelligent scheduling
system. If a network model can reliably estimate the IO load of a submitted job on the system. In that
case, the network can provide feedback to the job scheduler to re-order the jobs in a queue to maintain
the IO load balance on the filesystem server.
The second approach is to build a high-fidelity AI workflow pipeline that can perform effective analysis
with the reduced dataset. The direct consequence of dataset reduction, if not done carefully, will affect the
performance and accuracy of all data-driven approaches, be it analysis or modeling. Future-generation
data-driven based AI models for IO profiling and characterization should apply online-learning strategies
so that IO models should be trained continuously. The models based on online learning and the
self-training approach will be more reliable towards evolving HPC workloads IO patterns. However, online
learning methods must perform in an unusually dynamic and noisy environment. Identifying temporal
patterns for trends and seasonality will be challenging to ascertain concept drift or data drift. Signal
decomposition methods can be employed for disaggregating trends and seasonality to help trigger online
learning models for training.

Timeliness: Evolving workloads running on exascale HPC computing would reveal new IO patterns.
Exascale HPC computing will enable new workloads exhibiting evolving IO trends. The demand and
resources for running more computationally complex, diverse, and extended workloads are increasingly
available. The emerging workloads are compelling HPC scientists and engineers to profile and predict IO
patterns more accurately and reliably. The need for real-time analysis is pushing the boundaries of the
existing approaches to process far more information in either real time or near-real time. It also brings the
need to manage the data smartly to use the same amount of limited disk resources to store more
information and consecutively reduce the amount of data that the AI models have to process. We believe
that the proposed data-driven and model-centric approach and advances in AI/ML algorithms and
computational framework will likely shed new light and open up avenues to solve the challenges of the
SSIO community.
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Topic: Providing data management support for AI and complex workflows

Challenge

Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods have shown impressive performances in a variety of data analysis tasks,
especially in prediction and classification. As the scientific community faces  unprecedented amounts of complex
scientific datasets, either generated by advanced instruments or by large-scale simulations run on supercomputers
at leadership computing facilities, AI methods are rapidly becoming a key component of scientific applications,
including applications in  fusion energy science, computational fluid dynamics, bioinformatics, and medical
research. Applications in these domains employ AI models for a large variety of tasks, such as classifying types of
tumors in medical images [1], reconstructing the 2D plasma profile [2] and predicting protein structure properties
[3]. In addition, more and more domain scientists are replacing expensive computational kernels within their codes
with AI models. For wider and more effective adoption of AI in scientific research on HPC systems, however,  we
have to address not only computational challenges but also major data challenges: (i) datasets are being produced
at much higher resolutions and much higher speeds than ever before, increasing the volume and complexity of
data that HPC systems have to support and (ii) application of AI methods is introducing I/O patterns which are
different than the I/O patterns for which HPC systems are designed for.

AI workflows involve iterative processes and neural architecture searches in which datasets are analyzed
multiple times with different configurations to find accurate, reliable and efficient models. In these workflows,
multiple models may be trained concurrently, and results from the models may be compared with each other to
improve the models. Model training and model inference workflows may consist of multiple steps where data is
streamed from one step to another. Moreover, multiple workflows may be executed in parallel. Examples of such
workflows targeted by members of our group include microscopy analyses of whole slide  digital Pathology images
where deep learning network (DNN) models support cancer biomarker development research [1] and in materials
science where analyses target  error identification for electron microscopy images of materials [6].  While
specialized hardware and software systems have been developed to optimize DNN performance, they are all
focused on computation and not data management.  Data management is implemented by each application in an
ad-hoc way leading to substantial challenges at scale: (i) there are massive amounts of data that need to be
loaded into multiple AI codes, each working on different pre-processing formats switching the focus of HPC to read
intensive workloads; (ii) most recent hyper-parameter search algorithms like MENNDL [4] or CANDLE [5] are limited
to in-memory data and focus only on searching different model parameters that give performance without
investigating data pre-processing parameters; (iii) different AI methods have different I/O patterns, optimizations
are needed to efficiently support multiple I/O patterns and to adapt to future AI algorithms.

The local I/O management is also visible in model management. Applications are generating models with
different accuracies and performances (from more accurate with large memory footprint to faster but less accurate
models). However this information is rarely shared among applications unless they are explicitly coded together
which means scientists need to change the codes for each study that requires a new workflow.

Opportunity

Presently application domains implement ad hoc, often application specific, mechanisms to address  the data
management challenges. Our vision is to separate the data and computational planes (training or inference) and
offload the data management to specialized I/O libraries. Figure 1 presents such a solution. The ML/AI workflow
framework is separated from AI applications. It coordinates data reads and pre-processing with the requirements of
all the AI applications running concurrently. The framework implements support for reusing data loaded from
storage for all the applications that require it and keeps track of the models generated. Hyperparameter search
codes can use the framework to query the data pre-processed in different ways (e.g. different tile size) and use



models with different properties. By separating the data plane from the AI application, the framework can fetch in
a more efficient way the required input data in the format and order given by the needs of the application and
optimize the data path between collaborative processes. It would also allow scientists to create new workflows
coupled in a natural way based on their input needs and model requirements.

For such frameworks to be developed, the community needs to rethink how to represent and manipulate the
models and scientific datasets at large-scale in a scalable and efficient manner to be able to adapt to the new
access patterns introduced by the current and future generation large-scale applications that are starting to
heavily rely on machine learning algorithms. The I/O patterns of AI applications (at individual application level and
at workflow level) have to be systematically studied and characterized in order to implement efficient support for
automating AI workflows and minimizing I/O and data management overheads. For example, data access
patterns for both training and inference can be leveraged by data management systems to prioritize and
pre-process the data across multiple workflows and to retrieve and deliver the data quickly where it is needed.
  
Timeliness

With compute power increasing at a much higher rate than storage or network technology, AI workflows that
analyze large amounts of data in intricate ways are increasingly limited by the I/O sub-systems of supercomputers.
Existing I/O optimizations have to be reevaluated based on the new patterns introduced by AI workflows.
Development of a ML workflow framework that separates the data and computation planes can provide a flexible,
adaptable, and scalable framework. Such a framework can offer high I/O performance (e.g. by adapting the
reduction rate and data transfers based on network availability and coordinating the I/O of multiple applications to
decrease the congestion) without having to implement application-specific solutions.
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TOPICS:  Metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles; Capturing provenance information; 

Data-management support for AI and complex workflows, Model validation 

CHALLENGE: (Identify aspects of current systems for scientific data management and storage that show the 

limitations of state-of-the-art practice with examples) 

Collecting and collating data with associated metadata in a centralized repository is challenging for several reasons: 
distributed storage, evolving technology, inadequately captured metadata, lack of community data standards and 
fear around data sharing and protection of intellectual property.  PNNL is home to two DOE user facilities 1) the 
Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory1 that offers capabilities ranging from mass spectrometry of 
biological samples to chemical catalysis and more and 2) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)2 that offers 
capabilities to collect data from remote sensing observatories to improve the understanding of aerosols and clouds 
and their representation in models. Open and restricted data are stored and disseminated from individually 
managed repositories and portals.  Data has diverse needs and its users range from instrument owners to scientists 
advancing their research to gaining insights into the data and to modelers who are eager to reduce the uncertainties 
in models. 

Although many domain communities have made efforts to develop metadata standards, progress still must be made 
for analytical data to be FAIR. Elements that make the collection of metadata difficult include different data 
ontologies regarding what data are captured for experiments, observations, scientific and mathematical models, 
machine learning models, etc.  In all these cases, there are concerns around versioning and model specifics that have 
a major effect on the reliability of results.   

Another challenge is the ever-increasing experiment and human time required to gain insights that lead to answering 
complex scientific questions.  Rapid, accurate, and adaptable systems are needed to facilitate data integration 
beyond what a human can do.  All of these challenges highlight the need to focus efforts on smart data and metadata 
management systems and make investments in data integration, automation, and classification. 
 

OPPORTUNITY: (Describe how the identified challenges may be addressed, whether it is through new tools and 

techniques, new technologies, or new groups collaborating in the codesign process) 

Metadata collection across domains could be enhanced using automated methods of data injection and metadata 
creation that do not rely on a standard consensus master identifier list, and do not require researchers to conform 
to any standard in their analysis or submission.  Such a process would address the need for generating metadata and 
capturing raw data without human intervention and introducing errors.  Metadata generation could also utilize 
machine learning and natural language processing to complete the metadata. 
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For machine learning provenance tracking, graphs may be a solution to explore.  Graph-like databases may be a way 
to connect versioning for models, outputs, and lifecycle provenance without the limitations of SQL data storage, and 
it may also be a means to connect metadata across institutions.  

TIMELINESS (or maturity: Why now? What breakthrough or change makes progress possible now where it wasn’t 

possible before? What will be the impact of success?) 

ASCR has long supported cutting-edge research in computing that supports DOE mission areas.  Continued expansion 
of high-performance computing and scientific workflow development necessitates that there be research into 
effective, secure metadata management systems.  In addition, advances in AI and the growing use of machine 
learning and distributed data sources requires focused effort in unified metadata infrastructure that cross cuts 
domains across the DOE facilities. 

Other organizations are already moving in the direction of centralized metadata storage. The CEDAR group2, for 
examples, collects metadata for medical record cross-reference and is accessible by anyone. 
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Topic: Metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles

Challenge: DOE computing centers host petabytes and petabytes of data that could be reused by
researchers both within the DOE complex and outside it, if it were only readily findable. That data sits in
multiple storage tiers reachable only by its owners, or in disparate science gateways, each known only by
a small community. Much of this data the centers themselves know little about besides permissions,
timestamps, and its footprint on the file system; and thus DOE itself knows less than it might about this
important work product of the research it funds. Data management plans [1] and the FAIR principles [2]
begin to address these issues, but making data available to the public in a way that others will actually
use requires extra effort on the part of investigators that they may not see as the best use of their time.

Opportunity: We need to tip the balance of how researchers value the FAIRification of data. ASCR
compute facilities can raise the perceived value and lower the work barriers by publishing FAIR data
catalogs that rely on shared metadata standards. Appropriate metadata standards and online data
catalog software already exist, but some innovation would be needed to be successful. New
developments would include automated collection of metadata and provenance information, APIs for
FAIR-data-related services, and file transfer tools to enable non-HPC users to access large datasets.

Standardization facilitates automation, enabling the creation of tools that minimize human effort to
prepare data. Standards also make data harvestable by popular data search engines. Enabling sharing at
the center level, if done with attention to good metadata and standardized data sharing techniques, can
feed information upward to services such as Data.Gov, Google Datasets, and DOE Data Explorer,
increasing the incentive to make data shareable by giving researchers a broader audience.

Since the computing center is the point of interaction with researchers and their data, the center is the
logical unit to promote and facilitate sharing of data by providing a center-wide data catalog. Center-level
automation can make the task of contributing much easier, lowering the barrier of work for researchers.
User accounting systems can be leveraged to provide a simple tagging mechanism to move a dataset
into the published state, automating addition of metadata to a publicly accessible, searchable, and
harvestable catalog. The system could include assigning persistent identifiers, automatically checking for
dead links, enabling the tracking of downloads, and collecting actionable feedback from reusers (i.e., what
made the dataset more or less usable, how it could be improved).

Though much can be automated, we recognize that some tasks can only be accomplished by the
researchers whose data is in question. Only they know which sets of their data merit public sharing, and
only they know the full context of the data. NERSC has been exploring additional options for incentivizing
users to curate their data and provide good metadata, including starter templates for data management
plans and for dataset metadata, quota exceptions for FAIR datasets, and enhancing the perceived value
of data by tracking downloads and treating datasets like publications.

The file systems that store shared data also need to support public file sharing and simple, rapid
downloads. The primary storage tier for most centers is not optimized for public consumption, and



probably shouldn’t be. We need to find ways of simplifying or obviating file movement to publicly available
file systems. Also, allowing users who are unfamiliar with the HPC ecosystem to download data without
installing special software or having access to a center’s command line would facilitate sharing across
disciplines.

In addition to agreement on metadata standards among computing centers, success in creating these
data catalogs will depend on ASCR support to facilities for long-term dataset storage, development of
automated metadata-generating systems, and development of FAIR-data-handling services (e.g.,
researcher portals for curating data and public tools for downloading datasets). Through suitable policies
and allocations, DOE can leverage FAIR data to maximize the value of the computational work it funds.

Timeliness: The inclusion in this call for papers of a facet mentioning FAIR data principles, along with an
expansion of the abbreviation for those unfamiliar with it, testifies at once to both the importance that DOE
now places on FAIR data and the relative newness of the concept to the community. The principles were
first articulated in 2016 [3], but the most recent years since then have seen an uptick in interest in the
DOE scientific computing community. For example, just over a year ago, the DOE announced funding for
FAIR data for artificial intelligence [4]. Earlier this year, the Office of Science announced the PuRe data
initiative, which centers FAIR data principles [5,6]. Clearly DOE has FAIR data on its mind. So do
scientists, who are interested in ensuring the reproducibility of research as well as reusing data from
previous research in new ways. At the same time, we are seeing increasing use of microservices at HPC
centers, such as the Petrel data service [7], myOLCF [8], and the Superfacility API [9]. Thus, the building
blocks of such a system can readily be integrated into existing service platforms.
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Challenges and Current Approaches. The US Department of Energy (DOE) operates the largest collection of experi-
mental scientific instruments in the world for a variety of scientific disciplines. Each discipline’s specific instruments
and computing requirements introduce unique design challenges for addressing the data management and processing
required by the application. The vision for the next generation of scientific instruments is that they will produce
higher volumes of data at a higher velocity [1] and are expected to perform computing and learning tasks at the
edge in order to automate experiments and/or assist domain scientists. Redesigning the computer hardware and
software systems that are capable of supporting the data-management aspects required to build tightly integrated
and intelligent scientific instruments will be fundamental to maintain DOE’s leadership in scientific discovery.

The advent of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) has led the microelectronics research community to explore efficient, fast,
scalable, reliable, and secure edge computing devices that are able to process data in real time at the source or near to
the user. However, only the high-volume commercial edge computing devices can justify the high non-recurrent
engineering costs for their development. These devices also have to collect and manage significantly lower amount of
data, and are typically specialized for one or just a few specific use cases. Experimental instruments, such as electron
microscopes, particle accelerators, mass spectrometers, and more, may need to set up a variety of specific experimental
workflows to collect different types of data, at different times, and in some cases with limited opportunities to repeat
the experiments. The sheer amount of data collected may not allow in situ processing, so methods to efficiently
store, reduce, and move the data to a large-scale system for analysis and simulation are required. While some partial
solutions may be achieved by combining existing high-performance embedded devices with reconfigurable hardware,
they may not be able to address all the unique requirements of scientific instruments.

Opportunities. We believe the future of compute within DOE experimental facilities lies in a division of processing. At
the experimental instrument or sensor, compute/data analysis will be present, providing high-speed online processing,
conditioning, and extraction of features as the data is captured. Experimental steering will be possible through results
learned during online processing leveraging custom accelerators and by providing feedback to sensors on where
best to focus their data gathering. Such an approach opens new research opportunities – most notably, how best to
partition the processing between edge-based and data center-based devices, how best to design and optimize each
device for performance, power and cost, and finally, how to interconnect these elements to deliver the highest possible
aggregate performance to instrument users while retaining flexibility.

To enable this vision, we believe that an opensource, modular, extensible, multilevel compiler toolchain to enable
hardware/software codesign and agile end-to-end generation of domain specific system is required. Enabling domain
scientists to move form novel algorithmic formulation to the implementation of a system with dedicated accelerators,
exploiting either reconfigurable logic (e.g. Field Programmable Gate Arrays) or application specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) without the assistance of a team of hardware designers, offers unique opportunities to accelerate the data
processing and management pipelines from the scientific instruments to scientific discovery. A modular and multilevel
compiler infrastructure [2] allows interfacing with the productivity tools adopted by domain scientists. They are
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critical to initiate architecture independent optimizations and design space exploration of the generated systems as
early as possible, to maximize the benefit of user-provided information. Dedicated hardware generation engines based
on existing opensource compiler technologies can today leverage a richness of algorithmic solutions to generate highly
optimized circuit designs, especially in the case of Finite State Machines with Datapath (FSMD). Interfacing with
novel higher-level compiler infrastructures with their natural support for hierarchy and (task level, coarse grained)
parallelism, opens further opportunities in generating and composing hierarchical hardware systems. The hardware
generations process benefits from the availability of opensource or licensable hardware intellectural properties
(IPs), which can beccome part of the resource library for such compiler-based toolchains, enabling algorithmic and
hierarchical system-level design. This not only accounts for opensource instructions sets (such as RISC-V) but also
templated accelerators [3] or even functional units. Compiler-based generators enable exploring the design space and
setting parameters for these components (e.g., precision). Hence, they directly tie to the configurability of templated
components. Additionally, they provide a path to supporting dynamic reconfigurability, for example, leveraging
just-in-time compilation, where the intermediate representation (bit code) can be lowered to slightly different machine
code depending on the overall system status and adapt dynamically to the experimental workflows.

Timeliness. DOE’s scientific instruments present unique challenges. Some target very specific edge use cases, others
are connected to large-scale instruments. In all cases, the ability to process multi-modal high-bandwidth data streams
in real time, perform data compression and management, and identify key data points of actual value, is critical. As
sensors evolve, the amount of collected data will explode. Only highly specialized, custom systems might satisfy these
unique, contrasting requirements, but the complexity, and ultimately the costs, associated with their design, from
software to hardware implementation, are too high. Despite the advances in tools and architectures, complexities
and costs continue to rise. Industry alone cannot satisfy the needs of DOE’s scientific instruments. Addressing these
needs can only happen by leveraging community efforts to build adequate, end-to-end tools to enable the automated
generation of specialized systems. The emergence of opensource compiler-based design automation tools, opensource
hardware, chiplet based designs, establishes a unique context ripe for new research and investments to empower
domain scientists with methods to support complex, data intensive experimental workflows.

Conclusion. We have identified needs for the co-design of efficient edge-computing and high-performance data
processing facilities for DOE’s intelligent scientific instruments. We have argued that to address these unique needs of
these instruments we need new end-to-end design automation tools able to generate application-specific accelerators
from high-level productive programming frameworks. In particular, we have highlighted the impact of these tools to
generate hyper-specialized systems able to deal with the volume, velocity, variety, veracity, and value (big 5 Vs) of
data provided by new sensors in scientific instruments. We believe that it will be possible to address these key data
management needs only by leveraging a modular, end-to-end, compiler-based agile hardware design toolchain able to
generate highly specialized data analytics and artificial intelligence accelerators.
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Topic:  Storage-System Architecture Design. 

Challenge: Latency is the single biggest performance inhibitor for high performance computing, 
effectively limiting the advance of scientific and technical discovery. Current storage systems 
rely on hard disk drives (HDDs) and solid-state drives (SSDs), and while these components have 
worked well over the last few decades, they have reached the limit of their capacity to handle 
modern I/O intensive applications, resulting in latency becoming untenable. 

We believe that the minimization of latency will require the greater utilization of DRAM in 
storage system architecture design. DRAM is orders of magnitude faster than either HDDs or 
SSDs. The greater utilization of DRAM, however, creates challenges that need to be overcome 
including persistence, data recoverability, scalability, distributed caching, efficient data transfer, 
compatibility, and affordability. 

Opportunity: Utilize DRAM-based storage system architecture for data transfer. Such new 
storage-system architecture may include one or more of the following elements: 

• Persistence – The incorporation of battery back-ups to enable the orderly transfer of 
data from DRAM to persistent storage in the event of power loss. 
 

• Data Recovery – The mirroring of data to prevent data loss in the event of component 
failure. 
 

• Scalability – The linear increase in performance as the number of nodes in the system 
increases. 
 

• Distributed Caching – The incorporation of distributed “RAM Disks” that can be accessed 
by all the processors in a multi-core computer system. 
 

• Efficient Data Transfer Methods – The incorporation of efficient data transfer methods 
such as remote direct memory access (RDMA) and block storage. 
 

• Compatibility – The compatibility with existing SCSI and NVMe compliant computer 
hardware and software protocols to avoid the need to rewrite existing software. 
 

• Affordability – The reduction of cost as measured on an Input/Output Operations Per 
Second (IOPS) basis. 
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Timeliness/Maturity: The minimization of latency is a much higher priority now than in the past 
because of exponential growth of the data volume needing to be processed in a timely and 
cost-effective manner to solve an ever-expanding list of complex problems. Latency has grown 
into a significant problem because improvements in processor speed, parallelization and 
bandwidth have far outpaced investment and improvements in the data transfer systems 
between processors and storage. Now, without an improvement in data transfer rates, further 
improvements in processor speeds will, at best, only have a marginal impact on computer 
performance.  

The impact of minimizing latency will be broad. A solution is critical to most scientific, 
commercial, and national security fields. In fact, the HPC user communities in these fields have 
been asking for these improvements for many years, recognizing that they must simplify code, 
dumb down input parameters, and reduce resolution for their software to run in a timely and 
useful manner. Indeed, the Department of Energy DOE has recognized that achieving exascale 
performance will be a multi-faceted effort encompassing, among other things, applications, 
system software, hardware technologies and architectures. A critical step to achieving exascale 
performance is increasing I/O speeds and reducing latency. 
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Topic 
Storage System performance improvement using AI with science-domain metadata and system 

performance information 

Challenge 
Storage Systems for scientific data storage are internet-scale, spanning institutional boundaries to 

deliver data to endpoints that are both batch and interactive. Policy-driven configuration is frequently 

used to automate data and metadata replication.  

In addition to data storage itself, metadata is often stored in catalogs that are distinct from the 

filesystem. Information about the performance of file movement, network health, and storage systems 

performance are found in software systems including workload managers, file transfer clients, and the 

network control plane itself.  

Characterizing system performance and understanding performance problems can require data from all 

these software components. Expertise in the science domain, system administration, network 

engineering, and software architecture are combined to draw conclusions and system performance 

trends. 

Opportunity 
There is an opportunity for an AI-based storage system capability that integrates information from these 

diverse software components to inform decisions about data movement beyond policy driven 

mechanisms. Such a capability would use AI models to identify anomalous file movement that reveal 

new usage patterns, suggest system degradation, or reveal overcommitment of resources.  The 

incorporation of science metadata and system performance data combines expertise from multiple 

domains.  

Examples of software components that can furnish performance information (such as latency, data 

rates, patterns) include Storage Elements, file systems, and tape storage systems. Time series data from 

Network Monitoring and measurement tools, such as perfSONAR, and network management systems 



quantify network capabilities, performance, and health. Examining performance data from all aspects of 

file movement characterize the end-to-end performance. Inclusion of metadata has as its aim to make 

inferences from the science-driven patterns.  

Opportunities for an AI system that incorporates system and domain metadata information might 

include: 

1. Detection of poor performance or threats to system performance prior to human notice. Actions 

to test the model might include applying QoS limits to under-performing workloads to limit drag 

on the system. 

2. Anticipate workloads, and schedule proactive data movement. This pre-staging would exercise 

systems in advance of the workload, highlighting system and network problems before they are 

consequential. 

3. increase overall availability and protection of data that it rated as important based on metadata, 

access patterns, and overall performance by proactively creating replicas.  

4. Suggest adaptive possibilities, e.g. is it better to stream vs stage a file for a particular workload? 

Is it quicker to replicate from B to C rather than from A to C based on end-to-end performance 

observation? 

Timeliness 
The maturity of community-supported software tools like XRootD, CVMFS, Rucio, LibreNMS, and 

PerfSONAR provide a mature toolset for building storage systems and instrumenting their performance 

at all layers, from the filesystem to the network. Each of these tools is a source of high-quality data and 

metadata that can provide deep insight into complex workflows. 
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Interfaces Supporting Data Management in Complex In transit Processing
Workflows on Heterogeneous Systems with Deep Memory Hierarchies
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1 Topics

Data-management support for AI and complex workflows.

2 Introduction

As our ability to produce data has and continues to out pace
our ability to store it, analysis has moved from the realm of
post-processing into the realms of in situ and in transit pro-
cessing where data is processed as it is produced. Figure 1
shows an in transit, workflow that is being used with the
WarpX laser plasma accelerator(LPA) simulation code[10].
The analysis detects the laser envelope, a feature which en-
closes the particles undergoing acceleration that will ulti-
mately form the beam. A data reduction is realized by only
writing the accelerated particles to disk. In transit meth-
ods are employed here in order to decouple the simulation
from the analysis code which depends on a parallel global
FFT, which requires the data to be laid out in memory in a
different decomposition than is used by the simulation, and
has different scaling characteristics than the WarpX parti-
cle in cell(PIC) solver[2]. Once the laser envelope has been
identified a representation is sent back to the simulation pro-
cess group where it is used to down select the particles for
tracking and to write to disk for further analysis.

This analysis use case is emblematic of some of the chal-
lenges inherent in complex in transit workflows where simu-
lation data is moved to a separate process group or applica-
tion for analysis. Often the analysis code needs to reorganize
the data in flight to account for different sized jobs or specific
domain decomposition requirements. Metadata and control
information need to be exchanged prior to the movement
of simulation data in order to make decisions about how to
execute the data reorganization and orchestrate the buffer-
ing and communication of the data. However, existing I/O
library interfaces lack means for the bidirectional exchange
of control and metadata requiring external implementations.
Additionally, specific addressability of the full memory hier-
archy is needed in order to put the data directly into the
most effective location for analysis. For instance, the data
could be moved directly into the memory bank of an at-
tached accelerator assigned to the analysis job via RDMA
transfer.

3 Background

Often in situ processing through techniques such as dynamic
steering and compression realizes data reductions enabling
the storage of higher temporal fidelity data than would be
possible before. A related approach called in-transit pro-
cessing, where data is moved as it is produced to a sepa-
rate application running simultaneously on a distinct set of
hardware resources, is often used to couple simulation and
analysis codes with different scaling characteristics and/or to
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Figure 1: A complex bidirectional in transit workflow. Data is moved
from the WarpX LPA simulation to a separate process group where
the laser envelop is detected. A geometric representation of the en-
velop is sent back to the simulation where it is used to identify par-
ticles being accelerated. A large data reduction is realized when only
accelerated particles are written to disk for post processing enabling
higher fidelity output than there otherwise would be I/O budget for.

couple analysis codes with specific data access and execution
requirements that differ from each other[5, 6]. In transit pro-
cessing requires the movement of large amounts of data be-
tween applications running on distinct sets of nodes. In addi-
tion to purely network based, “over the wire”, approaches[9]
for moving data from the producer to the consumer, high
level I/O libraries with support for self describing layouts
and rich metadata have added explicit in memory data move-
ment capabilities[3].

Generic in situ seeks to couple any data producer to any
data consumer through a single API such that consumers of
data may be swapped at run time via a simple configuration
mechanism [1]. Generic in transit leverages metadata rich,
self describing data streams to improve interoperability be-
tween codes and enable application specific dynamic steering
and routing of data improving overall efficiency[6].

4 Challenges

The proliferation in accelerator based systems and the
deeper memory hierarchy that result pose significant chal-
lenges and opportunities for effective in transit processing.
In addition to a number of CPUs and memory banks, mod-
ern HPC systems are equipped with a number of additional
on node accelerators, each with its own memory hierarchy.
Computational systems are also being deployed with ever
deeper memory hierarchies incorporating technologies such
as local SSDs, burst buffers, and run time configurable NVM.
Recent efforts have shown that directly addressing GPU
memory in I/O operations can improve performance [7] and
the ability to directly address SSD based burst buffers can
outperform in memory data transfers [4].



However, the interfaces provided by traditional I/O li-
braries, even those that enable configurable “over the wire”
data movement have not kept pace with the rapidly evolving
technological landscape. The traditional path based inter-
faces for addressing the memory hierarchy is cumbersome
and incomplete. The approach of treating new memory lev-
els in the hierarchy as file system caches is useful but not
sufficient to meet the needs of the complex work flows that
arise in in transit processing scenarios. Ideally I/O interfaces
would be expanded to provide fine grained point to point ad-
dressing enabling in transit work flows to move data directly
to and from specific locations in each level, in each memory
hierarchy, attached to each node.

In transit workflows often need to orchestrate complex
data reorganizations as data is moved from the simulation
to the analysis application either to accommodate different
scaling characteristics in the analysis or to accommodate
specific domain decomposition requirements of the analy-
sis, or both. Efficiencies in the dynamic repartitioning of
simulation data can be realized through the bi-directional
inter application exchange of metadata and control informa-
tion to prepare for and execute large bulk inter application
data movement [6]. However, existing high level I/O and
data movement libraries lack explicit interfaces for the the
bidirectional exchange of control information and metadata
leaving practitioners to implement ad hoc solutions.

5 Opportunities

Redesigned and expanded interfaces to high level I/O li-
braries could provide better access to all levels and locations
in the system memory hierarchy for the purpose of moving
data between codes running on distinct hardware resources
on the system. The interfaces could build upon the existing
implementation for the creation and use of metadata rich self
describing streams, but could be redesigned and expanded
to provide more support for inter application point to point
communication between specific resource locations, and ex-
panded to include support for bi-directional inter application
communication of metadata for steering, and execution and
flow control.

Such a revisions to I/O library interfaces could be the
foundation for the more effective use of in transit processing
on current and future systems with accelerators and deeper
memory hierarchies. The improved interfaces would facili-
tate run time decisions about how best to dynamically allo-
cate and use the extended memory hierarchy and orchestrate
movement of data directly to the desired location leading to
improved throughput and enabling better science.

6 Timeliness

The proliferation of accelerator based systems, and accom-
panying higher computational throughput, has further in-
creased the growing gap in our ability to produce data rela-
tive to our ability to store it leading to the continued need
for in situ and in transit processing. The addition of ac-
celerators to HPC systems has made their on node memory
hierarchies more complex. At the same time the on node
and system wide memory hierarchy has been expanded to
include local SSDs, burst buffers, and NVM making both
the on node and system wide memory hierarchy more com-
plex. As we approach the limits of Moore’s law modern HPC
systems equipped with accelerators and deeper memory hi-
erarchies will likely continue to play an important role in
HPC[8]

New and expanded interfaces to high level I/O libraries
that include more inter application communications capa-

bilities such as fine grained addressability of the available
memory resources and locations in the system; and new and
expanded interfaces for the exchange of control information
and metadata are needed to fully realize the potential for in
situ and in transit processing on current and future systems.
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Topic

The use of the POSIX consistency model for I/O has plagued the HPC community for many years, but it
is becoming more problematic due to two key reasons: (1) the rapid increase in the scale of HPC systems;
(2) the emergence of the new storage techniques such as persistent memory. This problem can no longer be
ignored especially as we move toward the exascale era. Even though POSIX consistency is the issue, the
solution is not finding a better consistency model. The right solution is a paradigm shift away from the
current consistency-centric I/O programming model to a synchronization-centric I/O programming model.

Challenge

There are two fundamental issues with the use of POSIX I/O for HPC: (1) It is overused; and (2) Its strict
consistency model is a major bottleneck. The left edge of the pyramid below depicts the strictness of the
consistency models provided at each storage level. One would expect that from top to bottom, the consistency
model should be weaker and weaker as sharing becomes less frequent and access patterns become simpler.
However, most storage systems only utilize the strong consistency model imposed by POSIX. Our previous
study [4] has shown that HPC applications do not require the POSIX consistency model. A weaker consistency
model can be used to improve performance without sacrificing programmability or portability.
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Figure 1: Memory vs. I/O

When it comes to the domain of memory, an important factor in the adoption of relaxed memory models
is that compilers can hide the complexity. As shown in Figure 1(b), programmers target a single consistency
model specified by the high-level programming language (e.g., C++ and Java) without the knowledge of
underlying consistency models provided by the CPUs. In comparison, there is no corresponding “compiler”
layer in the I/O programming model. General file systems (local or parallel) must provide the same consis-
tency model (POSIX) regardless of the underlying storage hardware, which leads to unnecessarily reduced
performance. Besides, the POSIX consistency is very expensive to maintain especially in distributed systems.

Opportunity

Several efforts [1, 2, 3, 5] have been made to alleviate the bottleneck caused by POSIX. These efforts propose
to replace the POSIX PFSs with relaxed-semantics or tunable consistency PFSs as shown in Figure 2(a) and
(b). Although these approaches have shown performance improvement, they are not long-term solutions to
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Figure 2: Both (a) and (b) are based on the current consistency-centric programming model, where PFSs are
unaware of the application’s synchronization logic and thus conservative consistency models have to be used.
The proposed synchronization-centric programming model is shown in (c).

the fundamental issues of using the POSIX I/O model. The fact remains that there is no single consistency
model that is optimal for all applications and hardware. Fundamentally, HPC I/O performance is hindered
by the current consistency-centric programming model and we must change our approach.

We propose a shift away from the consistency-centric I/O model we use today in HPC to a synchronization-
based I/O model, shown in Figure 2 (c). The core component is a standard synchronization interface. In
contrast to the current programming model where file systems implement a standard consistency model
(POSIX), here they implement a standard synchronization interface. File systems can provide whatever
consistency models work the best for the underlying hardware, and HPC application programmers will uti-
lize synchronization operations to ensure I/O correctness. We envision three ways to achieve the “proper
synchronization” as denoted by the circled numbers in the figure:

1. Applications directly make use of the APIs provided by the standard synchronization interface. This
should provide the best performance since application users know exactly where and when synchroniza-
tion operations are needed. The drawback is that it requires modifications to the existing applications.

2. High-level I/O libraries or special synchronization libraries can provide an abstract layer to simplify the
process of inserting synchronization operations. For example, they may allow annotations to existing
function calls, e.g., marking a close function call as a synchronization operation. This method should
be easier to use and can provide comparable performance to the first method.

3. Synchronization middleware can be designed to perform automatic synchronizations. The simplest
implementation is to synchronize at every I/O operation. Both applications and high-level libraries can
utilize this middleware. Since the application’s I/O logic is unknown to the middleware, unnecessary
synchronizations may be inserted which will lead to reduced performance. The advantage of this method
is it requires little or no modification to the existing code.

We believe this new I/O programming model will have a significant impact on HPC systems and appli-
cations. We anticipate that many HPC applications will gain great performance improvement without any
code changes. More importantly, the I/O bottleneck caused by the overuse of POSIX consistency can be
addressed by this synchronization-centric programming model. With proper and accurate synchronizations,
HPC applications should be ready to take advantage of future exascale storage systems.
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Topic:
Interfaces for accessing data. Data management and support for complex workflows

Challenge:
DOE user facilities house the world's largest supercomputers, billion-dollar scientific instruments
such as the Spallation Neutron Source, and 3D manufacturing facilities. The growing demand to
extract more science and increase the sum of the total value from these facilities has led to the
desire to interconnect and use them in concert. An example of this is digital twins, modeling an
experiment in real-time guiding manufacturing or directing an electron microscope.

In connecting facilities, the storage system is the natural intermediary. However, the parallel file
systems of today are insufficient for this task. They are too rigid to meet the requirements for
interoperability of emerging workflows due to their static nature of being pools of hardware and
software.  The motivation behind parallel file system development has primarily been to
increase capacity and I/O performance while still maintaining a POSIX interface for applications.
This has incurred not just significant fiscal costs, but comes at a cost to flexibility.  These file
systems fail to provide guarantees for interoperability, predictable performance, use
case-derived and persistent capacity, security isolation, data reduction, filtering, compression,
and visualization mechanisms.  While the list of requirements is not exhaustive as we are still
learning about these challenges, connecting billion-dollar facilities without accommodating these
needs increases the risk of experimental failure that is both costly and time-consuming.

We argue that file and storage systems will have to change to meet our new demands.  Instead,
they will need to dynamically carve out and partition individual software and hardware
components down to the individual storage elements used. In essence, we are arguing for
dynamically composing exclusive file and storage systems out of shared resources.  This
presents several challenges, such as how to migrate data to free up resources, how does the
shared file and storage manage data in such a way that best allows for the addition or removal
of disks and servers, how to automate creating, managing, and tearing down project allocations
via policy.

Opportunity:
As the term disaggregated computing has begun making its rounds within the DOE HPC
compute cluster space, we argue that the concept of disaggregated storage should as well. We
define disaggregated storage as an on-demand mechanism providing the constituent parts
necessary to create dynamic composable file and storage systems tailored to the needs of
integrated facility experiments. In disaggregated storage, the file and storage system is a pool of
hardware resources managed by sophisticated and dynamic software that enables the ability to



carve use case-specific file and storage systems out of the pool of hardware resources.
Disaggregated storage differs from commercial storage as a service (SaaS) concept in that both
the vertical and horizontal stacks should be completely configurable.  It should offer a
provisionable software abstraction layer over a set of hardware resources and an entire isolated
I/O subsystem including all necessary software and hardware pieces that are composable.  In
addition to reducing the OpEx and CapEx costs, we aim to provide a performance-driven and
guaranteed file and storage system for interoperated scientific user facilities.

Timeliness and Maturity:
We are at a technology inflection point with the advent of DPUs, ARM server CPUs, NVMe over
Fabric, NVIDIA DGX, and other supporting technologies. This view will change the composition
of a parallel file system to include computation within a pool of servers and discs to support
advanced data filtering and compression.  Pools of disks usually dedicated to a single server or
pair of servers are too expensive of a commodity to keep in reserve for partitioning. Instead,
advanced headless storage systems managing disaggregated disks with network interfaces
may become the fine-grained approach to support this work. The COVID pandemic has
demonstrated the necessity of connected experimental ecosystems to enable rapid science
progress during global crises. Flexible storage on demand is one part of the development of this
ecosystem necessary to accommodate the varying requirements of a more connected world of
science.
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Topic
Definition and standardization of data-access interfaces and security models for cross-facility research.

Challenge
The current trends within modern scientific research of increasing data volume, variety, and velocity, coupled with a

lack of standardized high-performance data access solutions, have led to significant burdens on researchers engaged in
data-centric, cross-facility, and/or collaborative research efforts. While large-scale observational and computational facilities
generally provide data infrastructure sufficient for localized research, there is a notable lack of support for researchers that
need to share or utilize data and data streams across facility or organizational boundaries. Without uniform, performant, and
secure data access technologies, researchers are forced to spend significant time contending with basic "data plumbing"
issues instead of focusing on actual scientific research. While there are existing technologies and solutions that individually
address subsets of the data access problem space, there are no comprehensive stakeholder-driven solutions that offer
uniformity, performance, security, or maintainability.

GridFTP is a point-to-point data transfer protocol standardized by the Open Grid Forum [1] to specifically address
the needs for reliable and efficient data transport for grid computing environments. Globus and the Globus Toolkit (GTK) [2]
are specific GridFTP implementations developed by the Globus group within the University of Chicago which have become
the de facto standard for data transport within the scientific community. While Globus has provided invaluable services to the
scientific community for many years, ultimately DOE and ASCR have no direct control over this specific implementation,
resulting in significant operational risks to future integrated facilities. For example, Globus dropped support for GTK (now
the Grid Community Toolkit [3]) which was, and still is, widely used by the HPC community.  From a technical perspective,
Globus has evolved toward a web-centric model that does not directly support the requirements of most facilities running
HPC or analytics environments (i.e. command line interfaces, scriptable APIs, unsupervised processes). In addition, GridFTP
does not support data streaming or low-latency data transport for live experiments that require near-real-time analytics on
remote computational resources.

Security is a critical aspect of data access, and with the push towards cross-facility and collaborative research, it
becomes increasingly challenging to achieve system-wide security from a technical perspective. Existing security models
either do not scale across many organizations or user accounts, or do not accommodate the unique constraints of HPC and
scientific environments. Federated identity management is a step in the right direction, but the current approach is not
suitable for higher security enclaves or for long-running unsupervised processes.

Opportunity
ASCR is in a unique position to support research into a data access framework that would be an enabling technology

for large-scale, data-oriented, cross-facility science. Important research topics, such as ML/DL, are currently hindered by data
rather than compute, and this problem is likely to become worse over time due to the current focus on computational
performance and capacity over data storage and transport. While data access is only a part of the overall data problem, a
scalable data-access framework would enable uniform, efficient, and secure transport and/or streaming of large volumes of
data across organizational boundaries. Such a capability would thus enable the development of transformative distributed data
systems for creating cross-facility workflows, data pipelines, and large-scale, FAIR-principled [4] scientific data management
systems. The result of this data framework research would be a living, stakeholder-driven standard that would specify the
architecture, requirements, and interfaces of a scalable data transport and streaming system. Future developers and vendors
could then create compliant solutions for integration into the DOE/ASCR network of laboratories and facilities.

Research into a framework rather than specific technologies permits a degree of flexibility while still ensuring
interoperability. A data access framework would define an abstract ecosystem of interfaces, security models, and quality of



service attributes for a variety of data utilization patterns, such as point-to-point transfers, streaming, and/or
publish-subscribe. Such a data framework would provide uniform, high-level data access semantics while encapsulating
lower-level technologies and protocols - enabling the adoption of future technology improvements without requiring rework
to applications or the framework itself. A framework would also enable low-level protocol negotiation to ensure optimal and
secure data exchange between sites with varying capabilities as well as providing a window of backward compatibility for
long-term maintainability. In general, the key design objectives of an ideal data access framework would be interoperability,
security, performance, scalability, and maintainability; however, DOE/ASCR oversight of the research and standardization
process is essential given the significant investment required to develop and integrate new technologies into the large and
highly complex systems managed by DOE/ASCR.

There are a number of modern technologies that could be evaluated for applicability, or inspiration, regarding
specific technical aspects of a data framework. For example, it may be possible to adapt or tailor current federated identity
management models to better work with the security and interface requirements of ASCR facilities. There are also a number
of popular data transport, streaming, and pub/sub technologies that could be evaluated for use in a data framework, or as
technical guidance for the development of new data technologies.

Timeliness
Heterogeneous models for HPC that employ accelerators such as GPUs and TPUs in tandem with traditional

multicore CPUs have influenced not only the algorithms of HPC, but also the future design and locations of the computers
themselves. Scientific campaigns can now collect such large amounts of data from observational facilities as to necessitate
some level of processing at the data source itself – at the edge – before transferring the data to traditional HPC centers. This
move to the edge will be accompanied by changes in the way scientific campaigns use automation and networks to get their
work done. The current practice of utilizing different compute and data resources from different facilities will become
increasingly common, making this the perfect time to begin creation of a framework to support those needs.

Moreover, modern technologies such as blockchain and smart certificates enable improved designs that were not
possible when GridFTP and Globus were first designed. A promising approach lies within the Web 3.0 technologies
augmented with newer networking methodologies. For example, BitTorrent was benchmarked by Sandia [5] and shown to be
performant but could be more user-friendly. Random linear network coding technologies [6] associated with WiMAX
protocols could overcome some of the networking overhead associated with TCP network acknowledgements resulting in
greater throughput and improved error correction of transmissions. Similarly, technologies like IPFS [7] offer secure and
distributed storage of resources over peer-to-peer networks. Building from the distributed nature of these synthesized
technologies and hybridizing with mesh networking technologies such as Batman [8], multiple concurrent data transmission
paths may be coordinated to route massive amounts of data to a destination. When security is a vital concern, authentication
and resource discovery can be delegated to smart contracts on the blockchain. This capability would provide redundancy,
authentication, transaction records (provenance), improved automation, and secure resource sharing.
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Challenge: persistent services to wrangle huge data volumes from coupled HPC + ML/AI 
workflows could be massive force multipliers yet create barriers to portability.  We should 
invest in the continuing merging of traditional HPC with Cloud-based technologies, and work 
to enable a portability layer for workflows to leverage future merged compute environments. 
 
The coupling of traditional High Performance Computing (HPC) with new simulation, analysis, 
and data science approaches provides unprecedented opportunities for discovery but also 
creates new application and infrastructure challenges.  These new applications combining HPC 
and data science will require sophisticated infrastructures to manage data, including 
maintaining workflow state, cataloging simulation outputs, supporting dynamic and adaptive 
workflows, hosting training data for machine learning processes, and enabling data curation. 
Additional complexity arises if these workflows are coupled to experimental facilities.  A key 
issue is that these infrastructures are often placed firmly in the hands of the application 
developers and are not supported by the system software stack or workflow management 
software.  In these cases, application developers often adopt a model where all services are 
deployed within the same batch allocation as the compute and data science components of a 
workflow [1].  A downside of this approach is that it is explicitly tide to the batch system and its 
limitations, and the ability to elastically leverage compute resources is limited.    For cases 
where a workflow system does handle data management and movement, there are additional 
barriers to installing and configuring the required services and servers leading to barriers to 
adoption, and a workflow being portable only to data centers where these barriers have been 
overcome. 
 
It is likely, as we have seen in commercial ML/Analytics applications, that persistent services to 
manage these complex data-driven workflows will be crucial to ensure they are tractable to 
maintain and deploy, and scalable across a range of hardware.  Enabling portability and 
performance of these services in blended HPC + ML/AI environments, particularly as HPC and 
Cloud technologies continue to merge, will greatly enhance the ability of teams to incorporate 
data management capabilities and build or leverage sophisticated workflow systems and 
infrastructures. 
 
Opportunity: creating portable interfaces for persistent services in blended HPC + Cloud 
environments to support high performance exascale+ workflows that combine HPC, ML/AI, 
and experimental data sources will accelerate the ability of scientists to leverage these new 
hardware environments. 
 
Several facilities are working toward programmable interfaces to HPC / data center resources 
(e.g., the NERSC Superfacility effort [2]).  There exists at least one open-source effort to provide 
portable API’s for cloud technologies [3].  A research effort focused on understanding how to 



build on these ongoing efforts to create a portability layer for performant coupled workflows is 
needed.  Key challenges for such an effort are: 

- a systematic approach is needed to understand performance and bandwidth 
requirements of cloud + ML/Experimental workflows 

- current approaches (e.g., on-prem Kubernetes environments) may not provide scale or 
bandwidth needed for tightly coupled HPC + ML/AI workloads and research may be 
required on enhancing these technologies or developing new approaches 

- the ongoing blending of traditional HPC and Cloud technologies, and the rate of change 
in each space is high, orchestrating jobs and services is a key area of research and 
innovation 

- security postures at facilities vary widely, and network capabilities and configurations 
are heterogeneous 

Nevertheless, providing workflow and applications developers with portable API’s to data 
management services, orchestration and messaging services, and related capabilities would 
enable adoption of these capabilities at a higher rate than we are seeing currently, and enhance 
the capability and portability of future HPC + ML/AI workflows. 
 
 
Timeliness: workflows that integrate HPC, ML/AI, and/or experimental data streams are 
increasing in number and size, as evidenced by complex workflows deployed for the Gordon 
Bell Covid-19 competition at Supercomputing 2020 [4].  Workflows of this complexity will 
probably require site-specific configuration and optimization in the absence of good performing 
portable APIs to interface with persistent services providing Data Management, incurring an 
opportunity cost on application teams building and leveraging these workflows.   Efforts to 
merge Cloud and traditional HPC are ongoing, and several facilities now boast on-prem Cloud 
environments in their data centers which provides fertile opportunities for co-design and 
experimentation.  An effort towards portable services for data management and orchestration 
can leverage representative applications and the emerging environments at facilities to make 
forward progress and engage in co-design activities. 
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1. Challenges

Many large scientific facilities will constantly gener-
ate huge amounts of streaming data. For example, LSST
(Legacy Survey of Space and Time) [1], [2] is the successor
to a long tradition of sky surveys and its camera is expected
to take over 200,000 pictures (1.28 petabytes uncompressed)
per year, far more than can be reviewed by humans. Man-
aging and effectively analyzing the enormous output of the
telescope is expected to be the most technically difficult part
of the project. At the same time, more and more emerging
applications, such as social networks, cybersecurity and
bioinformatics, also have an increasing amount of stream-
ing data [3]. These applications motivate the challenging
problem of designing a novel storage-system architecture to
efficiently support different scientific workflows [4], [5], [6].

The scientific workflows can be divided into three types,
streaming workflow for the current in-motion data, learning
and mining workflow for historical data, and archiving
workflow for long time archived data. The challenges for
such streaming data storage and management architecture
are as follows: (1) the basic data block management should
be flexible because scientific workflows often have different
data access patterns; (2) the data storage and management
should support all workflows well instead of just one kind
of workflow. Since time is a critical factor to design and
develop the storage and management architecture for the
broad set of scientific workflows, we propose a novel time
based storage and management architecture to attack the
challenges of a lifecycle data management [7], [8].

2. Opportunity

The basic idea of the proposed storage and management
architecture is given in Fig. 1. It is a time based evolving
architecture. This means that how data are organized and
managed is highly related with the timestamp of the data.
The data block size, the data storage position and data access
method will change with time.

For any streaming workflow, the real-time performance
is a critical requirement so the data management should
provide fine grained random data access and only a small
number of data in a limited time window are available. On-
line query applications can use an in-memory database [9] to

improve the data access performance. To further improve the
distributed processing performance, the streaming data with
the same timestamp can often be partitioned into distributed
memory so they can be processed in a parallel fashion.

However, the online streaming workflow often needs
models and statistical data generated from historical data.
The learning and mining workflows can provide such infor-
mation. The historical data block will often be organized
based on hours, days, weeks or even months. At the same
time, the data with the same or close position will be
stored closely. In such workflows, we often find that more
recent data will often be accessed with high frequency.
So the data closer to current time will often be organized
as smaller blocks. At the same time, the metadata about
different blocks will also be generated. Taking advantage
of the metadata and the variable size data block, machine
learning and data mining workflows often can achieve high
data access throughput and high performance.

Archiving the data and related programs are necessary
for scientific applications. They are often IO intensive ap-
plications and data compression/reduction are often needed
to improve the performance.

Figure 1: A lifecycle scientific streaming data storage and
management architecture

Fig. 1 shows that when we build a data storage and
management architecture and it can evolve with time and
can support different kinds of workflows well during the life-
cycle of given streaming data. This architecture will cover
the complete hierarchical storage levels. The size of data
block and management methods at different levels can be



very different to support different kinds of workflows. The
novel storage media, such as SSD devices [10], non-volatile
memory (NVM) cards [11], provide us the opportunity to
design a novel hierarchical and integrated storage system.

3. Timeliness or maturity

When large scientific facilities, sensors and network are
widely deployed, more applications will generate streaming
data. At the same time, the novel storage devices also
provide us the media to store streaming data at their different
lifecycle stages. So a novel data storage and management
system is necessary to efficiently support different kinds of
streaming workflows. The success of the novel streaming
data storage and management architecture will directly sup-
port different kinds of scientific workflows and explore the
value of streaming data in their lifecycle.
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Challenge 
 
Research programs in both experimental and computational sciences are generating primary 
data at ever-increasing rates.  This data is often very difficult to capture and utilize, and as a 
consequence, loses value over time.  Nevertheless, there is a growing demand for high-level 
insights from comparative studies performed over secondary, summary datasets.  For a 
concrete example, the collection, over time, of photographs from a single microscope or output 
trajectories from time-integration performed by a single simulation program create streams of 
primary data.  To advance science and guide the direction of research programs, we would like 
to gather data from multiple instruments pertaining to a single physical phenomenon, make 
question-specific summaries, and compare.  In the field of materials sciences, there are several 
well-known examples of highly successful data compilations created in this way 
[1].  Nevertheless, these represent only a small fraction of the data resources now available. 
 
The challenge here is to create policies for recognizing, capturing, and encouraging the 
processing and sharing of primary and secondary datasets.  Can consortiums organized within 
fields of research create tools that lower the barriers for researchers to safely and effectively 
store and advertise their results?  Can institutions contribute to the value of data by 
implementing policies for internal validation and publication?  How can we encourage the 
formation and growth of communities producing and maintaining secondary data? 
 
Opportunity 
 
Materials-Project started as a collection of computed energies for periodic solid materials, and 
became a hub for a community of materials researchers interested in diverse 
properties.  Wikipedia, Github, and Kaggle have similar stories.  These are all examples of what 
is possible with online communities organized around the production and curation of 
data.  Scientific data can benefit in similar ways from adapting these models.  There is an 
opportunity to create a forum for publishing annotated datasets – for example to summarize an 
entire instrumental history or to gather disparate experiments on a selected set of materials.  To 
prevent data storage explosion, these primary datasets might be given limited lifetimes or expire 
if they remain unused.  The key outcome from such a forum would be opportunities for creating 
higher-level, summarized datasets.  Summary datasets can then be used for a variety of novel 
and exciting research.  Can an AI predict phase diagrams from lattice data?  What is the 
“materials space” of compressibility, cost, hydrogen storage capacity, grain size dispersity, 
etc.?  What types of alloys have the widest variation in damage resistance to ionizing 



radiation?  What past experiments have been performed that would help predict the outcome of 
a proposed new experiment? 
 
Timeliness 
 
There is an increasing, global awareness about the importance of comprehensive, publicly 
accessible, reference databases.  Part of the driver is AI approaches, which require well-typed, 
formatted, and comprehensive datasets in order to make useful predictions.  Another is the 
continuing need for maintaining a single source of reference data to prevent unnecessary 
duplication of effort.  National-level efforts are currently being directed toward collecting and 
curating data libraries in multiple domains of science, arts, and humanities [2].  At the same 
time, there is already a critical mass of existing databases and consortia which are available to 
assist in the process of developing data ontologies and defining best practices [3].  A concerted 
effort right now toward providing a platform, storage mechanism, and method for facilitating 
discussions between these groups could have an outsized impact on the global state of 
data.  The DOE could potentially benefit both by having a platform for capturing its internal data 
(aiding data producers) as well as taking the lead to shape a data access platform (aiding data 
consumers). 
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Today, scientists largely manage their workflows and storage systems separately relying on
ad-hoc scripts, manual steps, or rarely, workflow tools. This has resulted in a fundamental
disconnect between user workflows and the storage systems at high-performance computing
(HPC) facilities since workflow tools treat the storage as a blackbox and the storage systems
have little or no knowledge about the workflows. For example, past studies showed that adding
a fast “burst buffer” tier need not necessarily improve the performance of all workflows running
on HPC systems [1,2]. There is a need for future storage systems to be intelligent such that they
learn and adapt based on the workflows and data they handle and inform decisions at the
workflow-level.
Challenges
One of the major challenges in designing an intelligent storage system for the future is the
inability to identify and predict the myriad workflow and data access patterns that exist on HPC
systems. Past research proposed abstractions and policies for efficiently managing workflows
and data on hierarchical storage systems [2,3]. However, there is a lack of appropriate design
patterns that could inform users about the different possibilities and trade-offs of managing
workflow data across the different storage systems. In addition to that, users and/or workflows
manage their data and workflows without any feedback from the storage system, which results
in suboptimal I/O and workflow performance. It is challenging to predict the optimal workflow
and data management strategy without experimenting across different systems, using different
configurations. Additionally, users and system administrators have to manually plan for storage
capacity and usage. The interplay of data life cycles, persistence models of storage systems,
and workflows are often ignored. This becomes even more challenging when workflows need to
manage data across edge, cloud and HPC resources.
Opportunities
Detecting and predicting patterns. The next-generation of storage systems can be more
aware of the workflows and data. Past research has shown the importance of detecting
workflow patterns by analyzing job and I/O logs in identifying the needs for future systems [4,5].
Next-generation storage systems need to be able to identify and classify different workflow and
data access patterns automatically for efficiently managing data. There is an opportunity to use
AI/ML methods to derive patterns across different workflows where simple log-based analysis
might fail. These methods might be able to correlate and identify workflow patterns across
different science domains. Additionally, an AI-enabled storage system can build predictive and
analytical models iteratively to continuously improve the understanding and management of
workflows and associated data. Such methods can also be used to correlate performance
bottlenecks to different workflow and data access patterns.
Using AI for optimizing data management. As data gets distributed and moved across
different storage systems by the workflows, there is an opportunity to provide feedback from the
storage systems to the users. This feedback can be used not only for efficient data distribution



and management, but also for optimizing the use of different storage systems. There is an
opportunity for AI-based recommendation systems to provide users with the necessary
information required to optimize workflow and data management performance. Such
recommendations can be used to alleviate I/O bottlenecks, minimize performance variability,
and identify trade-offs of different storage options. Past research has shown that data
management strategies need to evolve based on workflow and data needs [2,3,5]. Instead of
static and/or ad hoc policies for storing, moving and managing data for complex scientific
workflows, there is an opportunity for AI-based recommendation and automation systems to
manage the storage resources more effectively and dynamically. These recommendations will
influence the design of optimal data management strategies, and also allow users to better
understand their data and workflows across different storage systems.
Enabling elastic data management on federated storage systems. The growth in the
volume of and evolving scientific software architectures that include edge and cloud computing
have made data management for complex workflows across distributed heterogeneous storage
resources a new reality. While existing models of allocating storage resources to workflows are
mostly static, distributed infrastructures open up the possibility of using storage resources
on-demand across the HPC and cloud infrastructures. AI can play a critical role in predicting the
allocation and usage of appropriate storage resources for users and workflows, and drive the
decisions about where, when and how to move data. This provides an opportunity for future
storage systems to be more dynamic and elastic in nature, instead of being a static resource.
The use of workflow patterns and AI-based recommendations can help users, system admins
and workflow managers to automatically and efficiently distribute data and allocate storage
resources. Users will be able to dynamically grow and shrink storage resources and manage
their data based on execution, data usage and I/O patterns of the workflows.
Timeliness
Data from scientific experiments, observations and simulations is increasing at a rapid rate. It is
necessary that such large amounts of data are managed efficiently and effectively by the users
and their workflows. Novel methods are required that would allow storage systems to interact
intelligently with the workflows. With the advancements in AI, methods can be developed and
integrated into the next-generation storage systems that will allow them to learn, adapt and
provide feedback for achieving optimal workflow performance.
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Problem Background and Motivation 
 
HPC data management and I/O resource management are tightly coupled. Our users produce data via running 
complex AI and science workflows, they store this data and then, wish to access it at a later point – 
hopefully, expecting FAIR principles (Find-ability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability). 
Unfortunately, at every single step, users need to access the I/O resources and deal with the consequences of 
the I/O resource management policies. With the growing number of users and the complexity of AI workflows, 
our data management and I/O resource management policies are getting severely challenging. The 
traditional “selfish” approach of I/O performance tuning and better resource allocation for oneself will not 
be sustainable – this is what we have been doing for decades. Determining a few “one size fits all” and 
“constant at all times” policies will become ineffective with growing AI workflow complexity and diversity 
in user characteristics. Instead, we argue that data management and I/O resource management should 
become “incentive-driven” where users are “helping” each other to maximize the quality of everyone’s 
observed experience at times when it matters to them – this will be key to bridging the SSIO and data 
management (DM).  
 
Key Ideas of the Approach   
 
This whole approach is inspired by two recent works on the use of incentives for HPC resource management 
[1,2]. The first work is directly demonstrated in the context of data management and I/O resources. In 
particular, this work, GIFT [1], shows that it is possible to provide both competing goals -- much better overall 
system throughput (system-level goal) and per-application execution time (user-level goal), when a coupon-
based system is used for I/O bandwidth allocation (depicted via a visual representation below). The system 
obfuscates the coupon management details from the users, but provides both fairness and efficiency in the 
long-term using coupons (throttle now and reward at a later point). It also shows that one can apply this concept 
to trade-off I/O performance with compute time (barter system) to minimize the overall regret, when 
appropriate. The second work, Shiraz, demonstrates similar concepts but in the context of I/O (checkpointing) 
and reliability – how some applications can be incentivized to perform I/O at relatively less-reliable times[2]. 
 

Opportunities and Areas of Investment   
 
Multiple interesting and challenging opportunities exist for us 
to make incentive-driven systems operational and production-
ready. We need to invest staff time and effort to develop a 
system software stack to specific incentive-driven strategies – 
this will essentially involve enriching I/O and user accounting 
stack with multiple game-theoretic kernels and testing it out for 
different user behavior, access patterns, and reuse patterns.  
 
Opportunities involve identifying areas where the incentive 
is likely to be most effective. For example, incentives around 
reducing I/O contention during high peak load are likely to be 



successful where users can be given coupons, and later they can be redeemed for better 
performance. Similarly, data management policies could benefit from incentives where different users could 
use different storage hierarchy levels (burst buffer vs. PFS) at different times for opportunistic 
performance. Users can be incentivized to purge their data quickly for better I/O performance or job wait 
time.  
 
A key opportunity is to develop systems and techniques that promote users to participate in such incentive-
driven I/O management systems – essentially, the system should specify how users can benefit from such an 
approach and what their expectations should be in the short-term and long-term? From a system’s point of 
view, it is important to develop techniques that can provide provable guarantees about I/O performance in 
a control-theoretic manner. This control-theoretic core can leverage AI to learn user behavior (from data 
life cycle provenance) to design more effective incentive-drive user interfaces for scientists.  
 
Finally, as a systems’ core building block, we need to implement a mechanism that ensures that users cannot 
“game” such systems – that is, the system needs to remain strategy-proof. This is directly related to SSIO 
and DM’s focus on user access interface and metadata management using FAIR principles. This aspect 
requires careful consideration and robust design to ensure that incentive are being managed at a level that 
cannot be easily gamed, but at the same time users are reasonably happy and understand that FAIR principles 
are being followed.  
 
Timeline and Anticipated Challenges 
 
The expected timeline  is approximately 3-5 years. Most of the timeline would be in developing system 
software stack which have configurable incentive-driven data management and I/O resource management 
policies. Experimental prototype creation, implementation and validation at large scale will require significant 
time and staff investment. The major challenge would be buy-in from users and social aspects of this proposed. 
It’s an unorthodox approach, from a computer science / computer systems point of view, because we have 
traditionally been taught to design deterministic systems. In that sense, incentive-driven approach might appear 
non-intuitive at first,  but they have the potential to be transformative – almost all breakthrough scientific 
discoveries are a result of collaborative efforts among scientists, then, it only makes that we can utilize our 
systems better and make it effective if we can build a collaborative framework around our users!  
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Topic: This position paper focuses on a new storage-system architecture design.

Challenge: High-Performance Computing (HPC) faces significant I/O challenges. The applications’ data
volume and their needs for high-speed data accessing are growing fast. HPC storage is also expected to
deliver low latency and high IOPS for emerging machine learning and artificial intelligence workloads [3].

To fulfill such requirements, modern HPC systems deploy multi-tiered storage stacks, which may include
client-side on-demand file systems (e.g., GeKkoFS or BeeOND), burst buffers (e.g., DataWarp or IME),
together with the traditional parallel file systems. These storage layers obtain distinct latency, bandwidth,
capability, data visibility, and data durability attributes. As a result, how to leverage them most effectively
and to obtain the best performance becomes a critical job to the end-users.

This places significant burdens on end-users as they need to know available storage options in the HPC sys-
tems, performance, capacity, data visibility, and durability. In addition to the usability challenge, letting users
manually configure the multi-tiered HPC storage systems often misses significant runtime optimization op-
portunities [5]. For instance, without deep understandings of the I/O patterns, users may select sub-optimal
I/O configurations (e.g., data size, location, or durability); without a global view of the entire storage system,
multiple applications and users may compete for the same storage resource, resulting in a limited perfor-
mance [7]; without a real-time view of the storage resource statuses, users can not dynamically schedule or
tune I/O operations in runtime to improve the performance [2].

As the HPC storage becomes more complex and heterogeneous, effectively and productively using it will
simply become more challenging; the gained performance will be unsatisfactory as well. This problem roots
in the isolated design of current HPC storage systems and their high dependencies on users’ manual tuning
and configurations. Therefore, We see a need to shift its design from isolated multi-tired storage to unified
storage; from users’ manual configuration to intelligent automatic management.

Opportunity: The key to addressing the previously described challenges is to build a unified, intelligent
HPC storage system that automatically delivers high I/O performance to end-users.

If we consider the heterogeneous storage devices are just running a slim layer of software to store data
objects and communicate with each others, then to achieve such a unified and intelligent storage, we will
need an intelligent data management system to conduct most of the configuration and tuning work, such as
determining data locations, directing data buffering and moving, scheduling I/O requests, without any users’
hints or manual configurations. We expect such data management decisions would be made by machine
learning components based on historical patterns and real-time storage system status, effectively delivered
by an extremely high-performance metadata layer. The machine learning components will also dynamically
tune the I/O operations based on the real-time system status, together with achieving optimal performance.

To enable such a unified and intelligent storage system in HPC, we need to address multiple challenging
questions that are barely touched in previous work.

• First, what metadata is necessary, adequate, and accurate for data management tasks, such as data loca-
tion selection, visibility and consistency tuning, and dynamic IO scheduling? Many of these metadata
are about the runtime status of other HPC components, such as batch job schedulers. How can they be
integrated with the POSIX namespace to enable unified and easy metadata access?

• Second, how to support the common metadata operations and the data management functionalities ef-
ficiently to match the scale and speed requirements of modern HPC systems? The upcoming Exascale
machines may deliver IO maximally at billions of random-read IOPS [1], which far exceed the IOPS
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that SSDs and HDDs. Persistent memory seems promising. However, can it deliver such a speed to
work with future systems?

• Third, how to improve the intelligence of data management such that it can coherently manage various
IO tasks to achieve extreme performance? Existing studies touched a small part of these IO tasks such
as data location, pre-fetching, or asynchronous data movement but lack understanding of how they
work together and miss runtime I/O tuning. So, how the runtime I/O tuning can be done by machine
learning models?

Timeliness or maturity: Building such a unified, intelligent HPC storage system becomes feasible now for
two reasons: 1) the availability of new persistent memory (PMEM) devices to support needed fast metadata
operations; 2) the progress in deep learning to accurately capture I/O patterns. Here we focus on explaining
the maturity of persistent memory, while the machine learning part has been proven in many recent studies.

Feasibility of persistent memory. Persistent memory (PMEM) (particularly, Intel Optane DC Persistent
Memory [4]) is a new kind of memory device that provides near-DRAM data access latency, higher ca-
pacity, lower-price, and data persistence. Its higher density, lower cost, and near-zero standby power cost
make it a perfect choice for implementing our proposed global metadata management layer. For instance,
for 128-byte small random reads, a single fully populated PMEM server can deliver 60 million IOPS [6]. We
know that DOE’s upcoming Exascale machine Frontier will deliver around 5TB/s read/write bandwidth and
2 million random-read IOPS. Its on-demand file systems on compute nodes will maximally deliver 75TB/s
read bandwidth and 15 billion random-read IOPS. Then theoretically, we just need 25 PMEM servers to
deliver 15B IOPS. Although this is just a theoretical calculation, it still shows the feasibility of persistent
memory to deliver needed fast metadata management.
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The growing needs of experimental and observational science generate vast amount of data, and the
volume of generated data is growing exponentially at an unprecedented rate. Meanwhile, memory is in-
creasingly heterogeneous based upon the advances of hardware technologies, such as 3D XPoint, through
silicon via (TSV) and fast interconnect. The traditional assumptions about data management (including
architecture, memory profiling methods, memory allocation, interfaces for accessing data, and supporting
of AI and complex workflows) must be revisited. This position paper discuss the impact of emerging dis-
aggregated heterogeneous memory (DHM) on scientific data management. DHM uses network attached
memory that is distinct from the memory in the compute nodes. This approach allows the disaggregated
memory to scale independently of the system’s computing or storage capacity, and removes the need to
over-provision one resource to scale another.

1 Challenges
Underutilization of memory resource in production HPC. We performed a large-scale study to under-
stand how exiting workloads on production HPC systems at Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL) utilize
the memory resources [1]. For this, we analyzed more than two million jobs on four HPC clusters. Our re-
sults show that most jobs only utilize a small fraction of memory resources, and for more than 90% time, a
node utilizes less than 35% memory capacity. How to utilize memory resource efficiently is a challenge.

Data management challenges on multi-tiered memory architecture. The memory system is becom-
ing more and more heterogeneous. The traditional NUMA system in HPC is adding new memory tech-
nologies, such as high-bandwidth memory (HBM) and high-density persistent memory (PM), which easily
exceeds two memory tiers in the traditional design. Intel’s Optane DC persistent memory-based machine
is such an example where we see persistent memory plus DRAM create two tiers and NUMA effects cre-
ate another two. Disaggregated memory system, far away from the compute nodes, will add another tier.
Different tiers have different latency, bandwidth, and capacity, creating challenges on data management.
Figure 1 depicts such a memory architecture with rich memory heterogeneity.

Figure 1: Architecture of disaggregated heteroge-
neous memory.

The data management in the multi-tiered mem-
ory architecture includes at least three problems:
(1) deciding where scientific data (including raw
data and metadata) should be allocated, (2) decid-
ing how data should be migrated between memory
tiers to make the best use of fast memory tiers for
high performance, and (3) deciding how data ob-
jects should be co-located in the same page or in
the same memory banks to avoid page-level false
sharing or bank conflicts.

The complexity of data management on multi-
tiered heterogeneous memory creates a major pro-
gramming challenge for domain scientists. There
are a large amount of data objects with different
lifetime, access frequency, and memory footprint. Mapping them to rich memory tiers introduces an
extremely large design space. Workload knowledge can help leverage such memory/storage architec-
ture. however, current system-level solutions, e.g., file systems and operating systems, cannot be tailored
quickly for the rapid changes on architecture or for specific workflows/workloads because their privilege
access and system-wide impact. Relying solely on developers to optimize at per-application basis is non-
scalable/portable. Thus, there is a gap between system software and applications, which can be filled with
novel approaches for understanding (profiling) and learning workloads on heterogeneous architecture and
knowledge transfer.

2 Opportunities
The above challenges provide many opportunities to study new data management frameworks. Software-
based data management on heterogeneous memory consists of at least three components – a profiling
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mechanism, a migration policy, and a migration mechanism. A profiling mechanism is critical for identifying
performance-critical data in applications and is often realized through tracking page accesses. A migration
policy chooses candidate pages to be moved to top tiers. Finally, the effectiveness of a data management
solution directly depends on whether its migration mechanism can move pages across tiers at low overhead.

Scalable profiling. Existing memory profiling mechanisms manipulate specific bits in page table entries
(PTEs) to track memory accesses at a per-page granularity. The profiling overhead scales linearly with the
number of tracked pages. Some solutions only profile a small set of randomly-chosen pages based on
PTE manipulation or performance counters, or heavily rely on the user to configure the profiling method to
reduce profiling overhead. However, such a strategy compromises profiling quality and may miss frequently-
accessed pages and time-changing access patterns.

Formal metrics that quantify performance impact from pages need to be established to guide page se-
lection for profiling. By only tracking the most performance-critical pages at a time, a solution can guarantee
adaptiveness to time-changing patterns and controlled overhead.

Learned data placement on disaggregated heterogeneous memory aims to use machine learning
models as a migration policy to decide data allocation and migration on DHM. Existing migration policies
either rely on a memory profiling mechanism or use domain knowledge to decide data access frequency
and lifetime. Using the memory profiling is reactive in nature, because it is based on the assumption that
the future data access patterns bear similarity to the recent ones measured by a memory profiler. How-
ever, this assumption ignores data semantics and is often not held for irregular data access patterns. As
a result, the memory profiling-based approach cannot effectively direct data placement for complex work-
flows or scientific applications with irregular data access patterns. Using domain knowledge, we can have
a good knowledge (sometimes parameterized performance modeling) on access patterns and lifetime of
data objects, and hence take action early to migrate data objects for high performance or memory sav-
ing [2]. However, using domain knowledge demands deep knowledge on scientific applications and domain
science, which are not always available to scientists.

Machine learning can learn implicit data semantics and even domain knowledge, and hence can address
the limitation of the above two approaches. For example, machine learning can learn data correlation within
a sequence of data access, and hence enable data prefetcing for high performance. This is especially useful
for those workloads with irregular (or even random) but still follow some distributions in data accesses.
Using machine learning to guide data migration for disaggregated memory is especially useful, because
data movement across nodes is relatively slow (compared with data movement with a node) even with
emerging fast interconnect, and using machine learning can proactively trigger data movement to hide the
migration cost. However, using the learned data placement must address a set of challenges, such as
reducing inference time, deciding input features, and handing mis-prediction cases.

Data access interface. The remote disaggregated memory and local memory can build a global ad-
dress space. Data access will be based on load/store instructions with potential page faults intercepted and
redirected to the remote memory to fetch pages. Based on the emerging cache coherence protocol (such
as CXL), the data access across the compute node and the remote memory pool can also happen at a finer
granularity (e.g., cache block level), which allows tracking of data dirtiness and reduce unnecessary data
movement. The data allocation will be based on a new allocation interface allowing the user to give hints on
data semantics (e.g., metadata or observational scientific data). The traditional data format (such as HDF)
can be significantly simplified to benefit from the memory-centric data access method.

3 Timeliness and Maturity
The emerging disaggregated heterogeneous memory is based upon the recent progress in the interconnect
technologies. For example, high-end infiniband-based deployment (FDR/EDR) can offer low latency at
the order of microseconds, close to local memory latency. The emerging optical interconnect technology
based on the recent advances in integrated photonics can further enable scalable rack-distance and energy-
efficient interconnects. Built upon the fast interconnection, GenZ, CCIX, OpenCAPI, and CXL provide
memory-semantic access to data with possible cache coherence in place.
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Topics: This white paper is addressing the following topics of the call: Storage-system architecture 

design. It is also related to: Data-management support for AI and complex workflows. 
 

Challenge: Scientific applications users, I/O runtime designers and storage systems developers are 

facing a massive I/O and storage paradigm shift through the combination of 5 almost simultaneous 

changes in the I/O patterns of supercomputing facilities. The first change is the adoption by all I/O 

libraries of asynchronous I/Os permitted by the inclusion in HPC systems of high-performance local 

storage such as NVme [1]. The second change is the rapid adoption by users of lossy data reduction [2] 

that leads to non-uniform I/Os from nodes running parallel executions. The third change is the 

introduction of AI to accelerate computation and to perform data analytics. AI exhibits specific I/O 

patterns different from HPC simulations [3]. The fourth change is the integration in the HPC systems 

of latency critical tasks that must be executed as soon as possible. This new need coming from the 

integration of edge computing (facility instruments, sensor networks) and HPC systems break the 

traditional batch scheduling model and requires fast I/Os to implement effective preemption [4]. The 

fifth potential change (not yet widely adopted in the HPC community but widely adopted in other 

domains) is the transition toward highly distributed object stores [5] in replacement of the classic 

centralized parallel file systems and the adoption of computational storage [6] that allows to move 

some computations directly on the storage systems. Researchers in I/Os and storage systems are currently 

mostly considering the impacts of these 5 changes independently on existing infrastructures. We argue 

that because these changes will happen in a short time frame, they must be considered together through a 

holistic approach for the design of the next generation storage systems and I/O runtimes. 
  

Opportunity: Research and development of tools that would identify favorable pathways 

to optimize the storage infrastructure and I/O runtime environments in the context of the 

combination of these 5 changes. The community needs characterization studies, performance 

models and simulations (and potentially emulations) to understand the impact of the I/O patterns and 

optimization opportunities in the design space of holistic storage solutions that combine future hardware 

technologies and runtimes in various configurations, both from the perspective of performance (read/write 

latency, throughput) and reliability. Examples of questions that such tools would address: 1) How to 

handle the metadata and data? Shall they be stored together or separately? If separately, what storage 

design would optimize the performance for both? Can computational storage help accelerate metadata 

processing? 2) What size should each storage tier be? Should the storage system be rather flat and 

centralized, fully hierarchical and distributed or any configuration in between? 3) How separated should 

the system traffic and the storage traffic be? Should they be physically separated by using different 

interconnects and servers or should they use the same physical infrastructure possibly augmented with 

software mechanisms to isolate them? 4) What impact does the differences in data representation and 

access model have across the storage hierarchy? For example, if persistent memories use a memory-

oriented access model (byte-level access using pointers), what is the cost of emulating this model on top 

of external repositories that support put/get or POSIX models? 
 



Case study example: One example of convergence between HPC and ML workloads is HPC 

ensemble simulations driven by DNN models, which learn the patterns exhibited by the simulations and 

decide how to select the next simulation parameters. The DNN models are trained on-the-fly with the 

outputs of the simulations, which are curated and labeled. This is a write-intensive I/O scenario that 

involves both data and metadata. On the DNN training side, the same data is read-intensive and 

deterministic (i.e., order of reads is known in advance). Write operations could take advantage of the 

deterministic nature of reads to implement I/O optimizations. However, the complexity of this scenario 

raises questions at all levels: is it better to share I/O resources between the readers and the writers (and 

potentially risk conflicting optimization goals), or is it better to dedicate separate I/O resources and handle 

data movements between readers and writers explicitly? Should the metadata be stored together with the 

data or separately? On what storage tiers? Are optimization decisions consistent across various I/O access 

models or does the optimal strategy need to change (e.g. when moving from POSIX to object stores)? 

Without rigorous characterization, performance modeling and simulation efforts, it is easy to miss a large 

number of optimization opportunities, let alone explore the design space that implements them. 
 

 

Timeliness or maturity: The five discussed changes will happen within the next 2-3 years on systems 

like Aurora at Argonne. Aurora will be a platform of choice to capture the new I/O workload because it 

will run applications using asynchronous I/O, compression and a mix of AI and HPC tasks. It will also 

feature a distributed object store that can be used as an alternative to parallel file systems and that could 

be monitored to understand how the mixed I/O workload translates to low-level storage operations on a 

distributed object store. ALCF is also exploring ways to implement effective preemption for latency 

sensitive tasks. Tools exist to support this research such as Darshan that characterize I/Os and storage 

system simulators like CODES. The community will need to perform a gap analysis to identify the new 

tools to develop or the new features to augment existing tools to enable the exploration of the large new 

parameter space defined by the 5 changes in the I/O workload and storage software and hardware. 
 

Potential scientific impact. The scientific impact will first be about the design of the next generation 

storage systems for HPC and AI workloads featuring asynchronous I/O, latency sensitive tasks, 

compressed data, object store interfaces and computational storage devices. The broader scientific impact 

will be on I/O runtime design and optimization for the next generation storage systems. Impact is also 

expected at the facility level: the availability of tools and research studies on storage system design 

considering the 5 mentioned changes will inform and help identify relevant designs for procurements. 
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Topics: Metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principle, The overlap between traditional 
storage systems and I/O (SSIO) efforts and data management. 
 
Challenge 
The Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science (SC) provides the world’s most capable scientific 
instruments, large-scale computational facilities, and observational networks. These scientific resources 
have enabled significant advancements in fields spanning Nuclear Physics to Earth System Sciences. 
Today many of these scientific advancements are made by small teams of researchers working in an 
extremely close (and agile) collaboration. These collaborations are often deeply embedded in a 
particular domain and carry with them a tailored set of practices and technologies in data management.  
Unfortunately, these practices and the technologies that support them can miss critical information  
necessary to support Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability (FAIR) [1] beyond 
the small collaboration.  
 
Technologies across these collaborations are often developed independently and without significant 
engagement with the SSIO community. This can result in a fragmented set of tooling with poor 
interoperability with state-of-the-art SSIO technologies and suboptimal functional reuse. On the SSIO 
side, a lack of understanding and visibility into FAIR data management requirements can result in 
technologies that provide poor support for these requirements, reinforcing the need to develop stand-
alone technologies among established teams.  
 
Opportunity 
Many of the technical requirements brought by FAIR data management could benefit from focused SSIO 
R&D. A few examples of these opportunities include:  
 

• Findability could benefit from SSIO technologies for efficient provenance and metadata capture 
such as  property graphs [2] which allow properties and relationships of data to be efficiently 
represented for large-scale simulation campaigns. Recent work in scalable metadata services [3] 
have demonstrated significant performance gains in advanced metadata operations relative to 
MongoDB and SciDB systems.  

 
• Accessibility could benefit from SSIO technologies for more scalable and seamless access to 

multiple tiers of storage within an HPC facility, from high-performance flash storage tiers, disk 
based parallel file system tiers built upon GPFS or Lustre, lower performance but high-capacity 
campaign storage built on object storage, or even large-scale archival storage systems. This 
tiering strategy is an important design point enabling each tier to be optimized for different 
performance and capacity requirements but can often form a bulwark to accessibility. 

 
• Interoperability could benefit from a focus on high-performance and scalable support for highly 

descriptive and structured data formats that can be used across large-scale simulation, scientific 



instruments, and observation facilities or campaigns. Research that bridges the performance 
and scalability gap between highly descriptive formats such as Resource Description 
Frameworks (RDFs) and highly “relaxed” structures used in HPC is sorely needed. 

 
• Reusability often requires significant data engineering, a process of data transformation and 

reorganization which traditional HPC storage system technologies were not designed for. 
Understanding these workloads and their underlying requirements could significantly influence 
future SSIO architecture and design.  

 
 
 
Timeliness 
 
While the entire breadth of capabilities required to support FAIR data management is daunting, focusing 
on core mechanisms that could be provided through targeted SSIO R&D could have transformative 
benefits for DOE, providing foundational technologies for making SC data, “AI Science Ready”.  
 
AI techniques have been adopted across many HPC science campaigns and facilities (ALCF, OLCF, and 
NERSC) have rapidly deployed deep-learning and other AI technologies to facilitate these workloads. 
This presents a timely opportunity for SSIO R&D to address FAIR data management requirements across 
traditional scientific simulation and AI workloads in an integrated fashion.  
 
Recent advances in storage system software composition [4] provide a methodology and technology 
platform on which services to support FAIR data management could be rapidly prototyped, evaluated, 
and deployed. Hardware innovations such as computational storage and networking occurring across 
multiple technology vendors provide a unique opportunity to co-design these services across data-
management, SSIO, and hardware.  
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Harnessing   Hierarchy  
Gerd   Heber 1 ,   Chris   Hogan 1 ,   Anthony   Kougkas 2  

Topics:  
- Storage-system   architecture   design   that   supports   scientific   workflows   on   varied   hierarchical  

storage   and   networking   devices  
- Utilizing   AI   to   learn   I/O   patterns   of   emerging   workloads   for   efficient   data   management  

Challenge  
To  achieve  good  performance,  today’s  users  of  HPC  systems  are  being  asked  to  know  a  lot  about  the                   
system,  its  hardware  and  software  composition,  and  a  long  list  of  dos  and  don’ts.  And,  of  course,  this                   
changes  from  system  to  system.  From  an  I/O  perspective,  perhaps  only  RAM  and  parallel  file  systems                 
(PFS)  have  been  present  with  some  predictability.  Whenever  “shiny”  go-between  hardware  showed  up,  the               
job  of  making  changes  fell  to  application  developers.  Perhaps  the  main  reason  for  this  was  the  lack  of                   
support   for   these   “outliers”   in   the   underlying   middleware.  
In   principle   there   are   four   categories   of   escape   routes:  

1. Stop   interspersing   new   hardware  
2. Make   the   existing   middleware   software   hierarchy-aware  
3. Create   a   uniform   (in   appearance!)   hierarchical   aggregate  
4. Create   a   new   middleware   capable   of   handling   the   complexity   of   modern   hierarchical   storage  

Option  1.  is  perhaps  only  theoretical.  Option  2.  seem  appealing  because  it  would  shield  applications  from                 
change.  However,  we  believe  that  the  success  of  retrofitting  middleware  layers  might  be  limited  due  to                 
complexity,  the  cross-cutting  nature  of  hierarchy-awareness,  and  application  changes  being  necessary  in             
the  end  to  achieve  performance  gains  that  would  make  the  whole  effort  seem  worthwhile.  Option  3.  would                  
achieve  the  same  (shielding  applications  from  change),  but  it  is  likely  that,  in  practice,  its  non-uniform                 
access  characteristics  will  bleed  back  into  applications  without  any  ability  to  control  it,  aside  from                
application  code  changes.  Options  1-3.  also  share  a  common  problem,  which  is  that  they  implicitly                
perpetuate  an  abstraction,  the  notion  of  filesystems  and  files,  which  is  perhaps  not  the  direction  that                 
high-performance   storage   or   cloud   storage   are   headed,   at   the   moment.  
The   challenge   is   to   design   something   that   achieves   the   following:  

a. It   is   hierarchy-aware.  
b. It   is   transparent   to   applications.  
c. It   plays   well   with   existing   middleware.  
d. It   is   neutral   with   respect   to   I/O   abstractions.  
e. It   runs   in   user   space   without   the   need   for   elevated   privileges.  

Item   a.   means   that   it   shows   demonstrably   better   performance   by   utilizing   hierarchies   over   the   PFS  
baseline.   Item   e.   is   not   strictly   necessary,   but   a   practical   consideration.  

Opportunity  
We  believe  that  there  is  an  opportunity  to  create  a  new  middleware  along  the  lines  of  option  4.  by  taking                     
advantage  of  the  full  spectrum  of  new  storage  (e.g.,  PMEM,  NVMe)  and  network  hardware  (e.g.,  IB  RDMA,                  
RoCE,  NVMeoF),  and  by  targeting  new  storage  interfaces  such  as  object  stores.  The  new  middleware                
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2   Illinois   Tech,     akougkas@iit.edu  



should  not  attempt  to  appear  as  a  unified  storage  layer  which  exposes  a  certain  storage  abstraction.  [4]                  
That  would  be  a  mere  return  to  option  3.  Instead,  it  would  appear  as  a  distributed  buffering  layer  with  the                     
following   characteristics:  

- A  set  of  adapters  for  popular  middleware  (e.g.,  UNIX  STDIO,  POSIX,  MPI-IO,  HDF5)  would  extend                
existing   applications   w/o   the   need   for   code   changes   and   make   them   hierarchy-aware.  

- Buffering  behavior  at  different  levels  (global  default,  per-call,  etc.)  would  be  governed  by  policies,               
which  would  shape  the  way  data  is  distributed  throughout  the  hierarchy  and  across  nodes  [1,2].                
There  would  be  default  policies  for  common  workloads,  but  also  support  for  user-defined  policies.               
This  would  also  be  a  natural  place  for  utilizing  AI  to  learn  I/O  patterns  [3]  of  emerging  workloads  for                    
efficient   data   placement,   routing,   compression,   etc.  

- Buffering  resources  could  be  discovered  and  used  dynamically,  but  also  configured  statically  for              
well-understood   scenarios   and   predictable   resource   utilization   for   buffering.  

- This  buffering  middleware  would  appear  as  a  distributed  application  extension.  In  order  to  support               
cooperating  applications  (e.g.,  “data  hand-over”)  a  user  space  daemon  would  take  custody  of              
in-transition   data   or   to   support   publisher/subscriber   patterns.  

- Finally,  occupying  a  fairly  central  position  at  the  middleware  crossroads,  we  believe  that  there  are                
interesting   codesign   opportunities,   for   example,   with   Mochi-style   data   services.  

Timeliness   and   Impact  
The  deployment  of  a  new  breed  of  storage  devices  and  ever  more  capable  fabric  in  multiple  DOE  sites  and                    
the  breathtaking  speed  of  hardware  turnover  in  public  clouds  pushes  the  question  of  how  we  are  going  to                   
fully  utilize  that  hardware  to  the  forefront.  Let’s  create  something  that  builds  on  what  we  have,  but  also                   
supports  complex  scientific  workflows  that  so  far  had  to  make  due  with  improvisations  and  difficult                
compromises.  
We  believe  that  the  proposed  buffering  layer  will  finally  enable  a  less  forceful  convergence  for  hybrid                 
BigData  and  HPC  workloads,  and  dramatically  accelerate  workflows  that  hitherto  had  to  use  the  PFS  for                 
communication  between  stages.  Traditional  write-heavy  workloads  such  as  checkpointing  will  benefit,  and             
so  will  applications  that  have  chosen  to  implement  custom  buffering  such  as  LOFS  [5].  Because  buffering                 
would  occur  in  “multiple  dimensions“  (e.g.,  vertically  across  hierarchy  layers,  and  horizontally  between              
nodes),  we  believe  that  seemingly  pattern-free,  read-heavy  workloads  as  found  in  ML  training  [3]  will  see                 
I/O  performance  gains.  Finally,  scratch-heavy  read-after-write  workloads  such  as  reverse  time  migration             
might   get   a   boost   as   well.  
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relationship between scientific computing and data is
being redefined by the confluence of two factors: experimental
and observational instruments capable of generating tremen-
dous amounts of data are coming online, and AI-enabled
methods of deriving insight from tremendous amounts of data
are emerging at an unprecedented pace. Whereas traditional
modeling and simulation (hereafter “HPC”) produce large
datasets to fuel new insights, extreme-scale data analysis (here-
after “AI”) consume large datasets to generate new insights.
Unlike the well-structured I/O workloads of HPC, extreme-
scale AI workloads also read data in random patterns that are
intrinsic to the statistical methods being applied to that data.

Fortunately, technologies exist to meet the I/O challenges
of AI. High demand from AI in industry has made solid-state
storage an economical option for high random access perfor-
mance, and this affordable flash has given rise to new breeds
of parallel storage systems designed to deliver high random
access performance (but not high bandwidth) at scale [1]. That
said, there is no one-size-fits-all solution, and trade-offs must
be made that either optimize for HPC or AI.

In practice, HPC facilities now deploy single, monolithic
storage systems that are imperfect for both HPC and AI,
making all users equally unhappy. Worse yet, this monolithic
model will erode overall productivity as scientific discovery
moves towards workflow-driven modes where a single study
may require both HPC-like and AI-like steps. In such a future,
deploying monolithic storage systems not only makes all
users equally unhappy, but precludes any one workflow from
achieving optimal performance at every step.

II. AN I/O SUBSYSTEM FOR THE FUTURE

In an utopian I/O world, each workflow step would use
an I/O subsystem specifically optimized its needs. In reality,
giving each workflow step a bespoke storage system is not
economically tractable under the traditional monolithic storage
system model. However, common hardware technologies–
solid-state storage and high-speed networks–can deliver out-
standing performance to both HPC and AI workloads. Thus,
the matter of delivering bespoke storage systems to each
workflow step is actually a matter of software reconfiguration,
not hardware economics. As such, we envision reconfigura-
bility, dynamicism, and software-defined approaches to be key
elements of all future workflow-optimized storage systems.

Fig. 1. Notional reconfigurable storage system comprised of (a) a familiar,
monolithic parallel file system for unsophisticated users (green) and dynami-
cally reconfigurable elements (b-d) for advanced users. Possible configurations
may include (b) IOPS-optimized storage for random-read-heavy AI training,
(c) bandwidth-optimized storage for traditional checkpoint-restart, or (d)
extreme bandwidth and IOPS storage for exchanging data between AI and
simulation within a workflow. The resilience characteristics of each configu-
ration govern their performance optima, and a pool of unreserved storage (e)
shrinks and grows as different workflows request different resources.

Such a system is depicted in Figure 1 and is composed
of homogeneous storage elements (e.g., servers filled with
flash). As jobs enter and exit the compute subsystem, they
request ephemeral storage that has the performance charac-
teristics best suited for their I/O patterns. For example, the
AI training step of a workflow may be best served by a file
system that duplicates data across storage elements to increase
read IOPS and decrease tail latency by effectively halving
write bandwidth. If the next step of that workflow requires
simulation based on the surrogate model that was just trained,
it could then request storage that is configured using traditional
Reed-Solomon coding to optimize for the streaming read
and write patterns common to bulk-synchronous simulation.
The physical storage elements remains unchanged throughout,
obviating the economic infeasibility of providing workflows
with bespoke storage. Instead, software reconfiguration is used
to achieve different ratios of bandwidth, IOPS, and resilience
based on the requirements of each step in users’ workflows.

HPC systems do not implement storage in this way to-



day, but reconfigurable, software-defined storage has a long
history in commercial computing. For example, Amazon
Web Services offers dynamically provisionable networked file
systems through its FSx product, and all cloud platforms
offer dynamically provisioned block devices that attach to
compute nodes over a high-speed network. Even within the
HPC community, components of software-defined storage have
been demonstrated. Cray DataWarp allowed users to allocate
private parallel file systems to their compute nodes on-demand
and choose whether they wanted to trade random write per-
formance for consistency guarantees at job launch [2]. The
Mochi project takes this reconfigurability farther by providing
a framework for workflows to implement highly optimized
storage systems that can be dynamically created and destroyed
in userspace [3].

Between the extensive existing commercial and hyperscale
technologies and the HPC-specific software-defined technolo-
gies built upon them, a rich assortment of configurations for
a workflow-optimized reconfigurable storage system already
exists. However, these tools and technologies were developed
for expert users– software engineers building infrastructure for
businesses or sophisticated scientists in full control of their
entire workflow’s source code. For the average user, this high
degree of dynamism, reconfigurability, and optimization adds
tremendous complexity.

III. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

For a reconfigurable storage system to deliver on the
promise of optimal performance for each workflow step, the
complexity of the underlying system–dynamically optimizing
and moving data–cannot be foisted on end-users. Thus, we
foresee several challenges and opportunities.

A. Choice of configurations

Making optimal use of a reconfigurable storage system
requires that each user understands both the I/O needs of
their entire workflow and the optimal storage configuration to
match those needs; this is unrealistic in most cases. Fortunately
AI can reduce this complexity by providing sensible defaults
and recommendations for non-expert users. For example, a
user could simply request a certain capacity of storage along
with their compute resources, and an inference engine trained
on that user’s past jobs would be able to decide the optimal
storage configuration for the workflow steps.

Machine learning has been applied to infer areas for op-
timization for applications and workflows [4]–[6], but more
work is required to improve the recall rate of these models and
understand what factors cause them to fail. This may require
extending I/O profiling tools to capture more information
about how data is accessed–not just I/O patterns–which will
allow models to better reflect end-to-end workflow behavior.
Developing new data fusion methods to integrate user- and
system-level telemetry with workflow metadata will also be
required to ensure that the storage configurations applied for
each workflow step holistically optimize time to solution rather
than individual metrics of I/O performance.

B. Data placement

Data placement becomes much more complex in the world
of reconfigurable storage because reconfigurability implies
ephemerality, and data will have to be moved in order to be
persisted. Very much like economics drove HPC centers to
embrace tiered storage, the diverging requirements of HPC
and AI are driving the fragmentation of the topmost storage
tier. Requiring users to track data across ephemeral storage
configurations themselves is unduly onerous.

Fortunately, there are several ways in which this problem
can be addressed. Many challenges around managing data in
ephemeral storage systems were partially addressed during
the development of burst buffers; for example, job control
language was extended to allow users to declaratively state
what data needed to be in what tier at the beginning and end of
each job step [2]. This could be extended to allow workflows
to declare, for example, that a training dataset must exist in
random-read-optimized storage as a condition of job launch,
and the resulting model weights must exist in persistent storage
as a condition of job completion.

This declarative approach to expressing the data require-
ments of a workflow will require much richer interfaces for
data access [7]. Work performed towards semantically rich
data management interfaces must now be rethought in the
context of scheduling workflows on dynamic storage systems
to ensure that the complexity of ephemeral storage does not
hamper scientific productivity. Developing semantically rich
interfaces for data access also enables data to be optimally
reorganized in transit to match the performance characteristics
of the underlying storage configuration with its intended access
modes, both reducing complexity and increasing performance.
Finally, new semantic interfaces to data bring the additional
benefit of enabling passive capture of detailed provenance
information for other data management systems as well, un-
derscoring the broad value of developing these capabilities.

IV. OUTLOOK

Many core technologies required by a reconfigurable storage
system for HPC and AI already exist–programmable infras-
tructure, scalable microservices, and software-defined storage
are all well utilized outside of HPC. It is therefore important
that the HPC community does not reinvent what industry
has already done. Instead, focusing our efforts on adapting
technologies meant for software engineers at tech companies
to scientists at ASCR facilities will be the shortest path to
advancing data management and accelerating scientific discov-
ery. The future success of modernizing I/O for scientific com-
puting lies in aligning our tools, methods, and infrastructure
with the greater currents in the open-source community where
possible. Industry has surpassed HPC in leading innovation in
many applications of extreme scale computing and AI, and the
reconfigurable storage concept outlined here is an adaptation
of commercial innovation to suit the needs of HPC. The
most critical work ahead lies in ensuring that this adaptation
effectively bridges the gap between advanced technologies and
the unique needs of scientific users.
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Topic: User Data Management Abstractions

Challenge: There is a key need to scale up and scale out scientific data access to match the
scaling of computational science applications.  Industry has focused its data scaling solutions on
large collections of small and mostly independent (log or image) items.  Scientific data,
conversely, is generally highly interdependent and rich in not only current but future
connections. Data storage, transmission and retrieval is of course a common need in all types of
computing, but it’s particularly critical in the HPC space where inefficient I/O is a significant
impediment to efficient utilization of HPC resources.  There has been a lot of prior work that
attempted to create data models that were broadly useful, ranging from simply serializing data
into POSIX directory and file structures, using HDF5’s hierarchical models[2], ADIOS’s
PGAS-like model[3], or even the tuple space solutions proposed by Linda[1], DataSpaces[4], or
more recently Unity[5].  These are all good working solutions to address specific short-term
issues in scientists' workflows, but none are a complete solution.

It has become critical to rethink the user-level abstractions and storage and I/O technologies we
use for scientific data. As we look forward to large and complex datasets being fed into larger
and more complex workflows that contain ML, simulation, and even experimental control
aspects, operations at the level of “read” and “write” are at an unsatisfyingly low level of
abstraction for interacting with scientific data. As a result, modern scientific data management
solutions have been forced into a number of uncomfortable trade-offs. At the performance level,
the POSIX tape-based access patterns give high performance only to specific read patterns.
This serialization for performance forces libraries and end users to adopt data structure and
metadata tagging on “write” that may be unclear, poorly maintainable, fragile, and even
pathological for particular later access patterns, such as AI/ML training for digital twins.

Opportunity: Extending the publish/subscribe design pattern provides an opportunity to match
the abstractions we use for interacting with scientific data. Starting from publish/subscribe rather
than POSIX read/write, we can extend the abstraction to surface more of the lifecycle of data,
exposing publication, use, reuse, deletion, and validation phases which have mostly been
hidden from users. Furthermore, exposing that lifecycle allows metadata, which is subject to
significantly different usage patterns, to be managed using the same abstractions but with
tailored strategies. Scientific data should be considered as an archive of high performance data
events, with generation, annotation, optimization, annotation, curation, and consumption of
those events representing key stages of the data lifecycle.

While the details of future data models and APIs that might support this type of data
management would be the subject of research, there are signposts that may indicate useful
directions.  For example, model-based program analysis can help us understand how data is
produced and used, capturing significant semantic and provenance information, but that



information is difficult to represent as part of existing metadata representations. Directories and
files, while otherwise restrictive, can provide useful context (separating this version of data from
that, this user’s runs from others) and protection (via file and group permissions) that isn’t
intrinsic in all other models. Some features of publish/subscribe approaches, like
reader-specified data filtering, are a natural fit for emerging hardware capabilities like
fabric-attached computing that lack a semantic foothold in read/write models.  Taken together,
such snippets of useful features from different approaches are at least indicative of functionality
that has proven valuable and might be replicated in a new approach.

We believe that there is a significant opportunity in this space to move toward a fusion of
storage, database, and internet-scale data management techniques by refocusing on making
the data elements inherit explicit tags and contexts through channels, sub-channel designations,
perhaps even literal hashtags.  In some ways, this vision is more metadata-focused than data
focused, because derived and implicit metadata capture upon write and the use of metadata to
determine data routing and delivery would be of primary importance.  However, ML-based
learning techniques should be useful to improve the use of that metadata for optimizing and
customizing data delivery.

Timeliness: Scientific data is already facing pressure to scale up and scale out, serving as the
glue in workflows which use simulation and analytics in interchangeable ways. The space of
large-scale data storage solutions has become increasingly diverse as cloud-based object
storage and NVM approaches are increasingly integrated into mainstream computational
science. This collision of storage and computational diversity has exposed assumptions, relied
upon by current data management approaches, whose cost-benefit implications have become
unfavorable. Now is an excellent time to revisit those assumptions and develop data
management abstractions which reflect the semantics of how data is used rather than how it is
stored.
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Challenge:  AI techniques are being employed in large-scale simulations to accelerate scientific 
discovery.  As a result, high-performance computing (HPC) simulations increasingly take on 
characteristics of big data analytics.  With this emerging paradigm where intensive computing 
produces massive amount of data and in turn the data is mined to accelerate computing, 
traditional parallel file systems can be easily overwhelmed with dynamic data access patterns 
resulted not only from simulations but also from on-line training and inferencing.  
 
Figure 1 shows the average epoch time to train ResNet50 with ImageNet-1K with a 256-node 
system. Each node has 4 GPUs, and the dataset is stored on the parallel file system. As the 
number of GPUs increase from 2x4 to 8x4, training exhibits near linear scaling.  As the number 
of GPUs increases to 64x4 and beyond, training time is dominated by waiting for data as parallel 
I/O becomes the bottleneck.  At 1024 GPUs, almost all epoch time is spent on waiting for data. 

 
Figure 1. Average epoch time to train ResNet50 with Imagenet-1K dataset in different scales on an HPC 

system.  The epoch time stopped decreasing when the data loading overhead stopped scaling [1]  
 
Opportunity:  The architectures of current and next generation supercomputers are designed 
for both HPC and AI applications.  Opportunities abound in effectively leveraging such platforms 
to develop the next generation intelligent data subsystem that provides:  1. efficient I/O 
support such as data prefetching, staging, and exchanging for classic simulations, AI 
applications, and AI-augmented simulations, and 2. additional data services through modern AI 
techniques for efficient data organization, compression, retrieval, regeneration, sampling, 
archiving as well as state cataloguing and rare event detection. 
 
Supporting converged HPC and AI workloads:  Classic simulations tend to exhibit regular data 
access patterns that can be learned by AI models.  Predictions in advance can help optimize I/O 
performance. Deep learning applications in the training phase exhibits irregular data access 
patterns that are challenging to learn and predict, but optimizations specific to these 
applications are still possible [1] through higher-level interface between application and data 
subsystem.  For example, with stochastic gradient descent, only some kind of guarantee of 



random sampling of data [2] is needed, and the application does not necessarily need to specify 
a complete ordering of data items. AI-augmented simulations bring the challenges of both 
classic simulations and deep learning applications.  A powerful data subsystem is necessary to 
meet the needs of a diverse landscape of applications, and at the same time it needs to take full 
advantage of technologies such as RDMA, NVMe, user-level file systems, GPU-direct on 
leadership computing facilities.  
 
Enhanced intelligent data services: In light of increasingly “intelligent” applications [3], new 
functionalities are desired of the data subsystem. Many will be made possible by the rapidly 
evolving AI techniques.  For example, auto-encoders and generative models bring new answers 
to questions such as what data to archive, how to archive them, how to retrieve them (or 
regenerate them), and how to combine archived data with on-line data.  With such techniques, 
not only data can be compressed and regenerated, it is also possible to generate new data that 
did not exist before.  We expect compression, dimensionality reduction, state cataloguing and 
rare event detection become standard services offered by the next generation intelligent data 
subsystems.  Standardized services will greatly improve the productivity of practitioners and 
performance of large-scale applications.  To provide intelligent services, AI algorithms that 
handle high-dimensional, feature-rich scientific data are necessary.  Neural network models for 
scientific problems and auxiliary data from scientific simulations demands research attention 
and investment to realize the full potential of AI to science.  
 
Connecting edge systems and cloud: As more computing moves to the cloud and edge systems, 
large-scale simulations produce data that benefit other similar applications, and at the same 
time, it can benefit from insights gained from applications that run on public cloud or dedicated 
clusters.  An intelligent, flexible, and scalable data subsystem is key to the success of future 
computing paradigms.  
 
Timeliness: Progress in this area lays foundations for converged HPC workflows and data 
analytics that are urgently needed by several research efforts tackling grand-challenge 
problems with tremendous social, economic, and environmental impact.  Taking a systematic 
approach towards the new paradigm is necessary to produce long-lasting software utilities are 
meet the common needs of these projects.  It brings rigorousness and efficiency that is 
otherwise lacking in ad-hoc per project effort.   
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Machine learning, data mining, and other applications often bring a requirement that metadata be 
present in some index service or arrange their own. This can be, often is, accomplished using a 
database of some form. At a minimum, seemingly, a key-value store is required as a basic 
building block. 
 
Using such databases are awkward and cannot by themselves maintain relationships between the 
(meta)data they maintain and the related source data, for instance. Any tool we might 
contemplate to extract or derive metadata from source data needs to connect to and interact with 
a database. This can be awkward as it ties the tool to the database choice at some level and 
because the source might not also reside within the database. It becomes a kind of bridging 
service, then, between a bulk-store storage system and the metadata storage. An unreliable 
bridge, though, in that it constrains, but cannot itself enforce how the source data is organized 
within the name space of the storage system but must utilize that name space. For instance, it is 
all too easy to consider a scenario where the source data is perused and the interesting metadata 
captured within a database then later, through mistake or ignorance the source data is moved, or 
removed, so removing the implicit or explicit link between the derived metadata collection and 
the actual data it describes. 
 
These issues motivate storage system support of, first, the ability to link existing storage system 
API providing user-level metadata function to an external indexing service and, second, the 
ability to expose storage system namespace changes as events to that, or other, services. 
 
The ability to link existing storage system API metadata function to an external service would 
allow tools to leverage that API to deposit, maintain, and manage the interesting metadata in a 
way that is completely divorced from the indexing service, or database, choice. For instance, 
existing POSIX file API provides such metadata capabilities that tools can, and do, use. What 
such a choice fails to provide, though, is the ability to mine all the metadata on the storage 
system without also enumerating the POSIX namespace. If the storage system exposed the 
existence, content, and related authorization information to an external indexing service then this 
metadata could be gathered, maintained, and managed in a way that enables fast, system-wide, 
search. 
 
Such a change also enables reliable maintenance of the semantic link between the derived 
metadata and the source data. For instance, if a user modifies, removes, or alters the source data 
it would be possible for the external service to react. It could react to these events by one or more 
of capturing, intact, a previous version of the data via copy, versioning, or snapshot, or removing 
the associated key-value pairs within the global index, or reassociating the associated collection 
with the new location of the source data. 



 
Such a system would provide for, at least, automated maintenance and management of a volume-
wide metadata index and remove the need for tools to be aware of how that index is maintained. 
Capturing and accurately maintaining metadata has long been a problem and this idea seems 
ripe, on it’s face, to make a decent stab at beginning to address that. 
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Challenge
Scientific data management continues to be a challenge today and has been on track to become even
more complex with the ever-increasing heterogeneity of storage systems, as shown in the figure
below. Traditional scientific applications are designed with a single storage location in mind,
interacting only with the file systems collocated on the computing system where data is generated.
However, as mentioned in the MSSD pre-workshop document [1], there has been a growing trend
that scientific data resides not only in where it is generated, but also in various cloud services,
workstations, laptops, and even edge and Internet of Things (IoT) devices (as shown in the figure
below). To analyze the data, users often have to manually move the data from multiple data sources
to a single location before accessing it. For instance, a typical scientific workflow using HPC
resources is as follows: data are collected by edge devices or generated by simulation codes in an
HPC center, scientists then analyze the data on a different (often smaller) cluster or their
workstations, and then publish or share the processed data as well as analysis results to the
community on public cloud storage. Data sharing can be a barrier as it can take a significant amount
of time when the data is large and/or there are a large number of files involved. In certain cases, it
may also be impractical due to storage space constraints. In addition, it could also result in a loss of
metadata information when the data is transferred multiple times, making it challenging to maintain
the principles of findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability (FAIR).

Opportunity
Future scientific data management systems must focus on operating in “virtual data facility”
scenarios that provide seamless data access across heterogeneous storage systems that are located in
various computing environments (edge, cloud, supercomputing, laptops, etc.) while maintaining the
FAIR principles. A novel data management system should provide simple and optimized data and
metadata access methods to ingest and retrieve data, select the most appropriate storage location
automatically, and maintain machine-readable and query-able rich metadata. Such a system should be
capable of adding new data and metadata, and sharing the data along with their metadata among
users. These capabilities remove the barriers of data access and sharing, allowing scientists to focus



more on their scientific discovery instead of spending time to organize, memorize, and transfer their
data manually. By hiding all the unnecessary details about the storage locations and device
characteristics, it could significantly increase scientific research productivity. We propose three
research directions for managing scientific data without borders:
1. Seamless data access APIs for scientific productivity - Scientific data users should only care about

the data at an abstract level (i.e., structured and unstructured grids, multi-dimensional arrays,
tensors, etc.) itself instead of where the data is located as long as they have permission to access.
A “virtual facility” views data as objects and abstracts away their storage locations across multiple
environments and the low-level details of the storage devices. Objects can be stored in a flat
namespace and be located with a unique identifier or through querying on metadata. Once access
credentials are provided and verified, users can perform various operations, such as “post/create”,
“put/update”, “get/read”, and “delete”, on one or a group of objects with popular programming
languages, such as C/C++, Python, R, etc., and the data management system will determine where
to put or retrieve the data.

2. FAIR metadata management for fast discovery of data and trustworthy data - Metadata and
provenance play a major role in helping scientists locate data they wish to analyze. The “virtual
facility” manages the rich metadata along with the data to help scientists deal with the increasing
volume, complexity, and creation speed of data. It also automatically records and maintains the
provenance of the data as part of the metadata management process. All the metadata is easily
searchable and can be automatically shared with their associated data objects, making it
understandable and reusable by the community.

3. Runtime system with active monitoring and optimization for efficient data movement - Since
efficient data movement is critical to the performance of data ingestion and retrieval,
understanding data accesses and their performance in the different stages of data management in a
“virtual facility” is crucial to automatically and transparently detect bottlenecks and to guide data
movement optimizations without end-user involvement. This requires defining data movement
and I/O metrics across multiple environments, monitoring these metrics actively with low
overhead, and guiding optimization methods proactively. Existing solutions for monitoring and
optimization should be accessible with an  API and account for the data ingestion, management,
and retrieval stages, including data placement and movement, and also recording contextual
information, with low overhead, regardless of the physical location of the data.

Timeliness
The efforts to provide seamless data access methods and maintain FAIR principles allow scientists to
focus more on their science by getting the data to where it is needed in an efficient, timely, and
easy-to-manage way in the era of “scientific big data”.
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1 Data management support for AI and complex workflows

Artificial intelligence (AI) and Big data analytics are two pillars working closely with the modeling and simulation
pillar for scientific discoveries. Leadership computing facilities have also been actively embracing these emergent
workloads for upcoming and future systems. We expect these workloads to occupy a significant fraction of the time
on these systems and effective data management to support AI training and inference will be needed.

We are witnessing several novel AI chips being architected to accelerate workloads. These include systems such
as Cerebras, Groq, and SambaNova, and are being evaluated for science by leadership computing facilities [2].
These architectures makes the HPC systems more heterogeneous and the workflows more complex - One involving
challenging data coupling between AI and traditional scientific simulation [4] and on heterogenous systems.

The data management and I/O patterns of AI workloads are different from traditional simulation workloads. In
the exascale era together with novel AI hardware, we will need to systematically reconsider the data management
and storage landscape to meet the science needs. In this position paper, we will first discuss two key challenges: (1)
AI training at exascale; (2) AI and simulation coupled workloads. We will also discuss research thrusts
spanning I/O and storage libraries, profiling needs and benchmarking efforts needed in the next 5 - 10 years in
order to address the challenges.

2 Challenges

2.1 Data management challenge for AI training at exascale

• Parallel I/O Interfaces: AI Framework libraries such as Tensorflow (TF) or PyTorch (PT) use POSIX I/O
for reading and writing datasets. For example, TensorFlow data pipeline is optimized for its native tfrecord
format, and this does not support parallel I/O. Given the challenges with POSIX I/O semantics, we expect
scaling challenges for applications using this API. There is a need to design new interafces for AI frameworks
to fully utilize parallel I/O to meet the data scales expected. Additionally, scientific datasets in formats such
as HDF5, ADIOS and NetCDF are not natively supported by AI frameworks

• Metadata intensive, small and sparse I/O operations: Traditional parallel file systems such as Lustre
and GPFS do an excellent job at supporting large bulk I/O. AI workloads typically involve intensive metadata
operations with a lot of small, sparse and random I/O. On Lustre, the metadata performance is a key
bottleneck. There is a need to re-architect file systems to support scalable metadata operations together with
small and sparse I/O.

• Complex data format: AI datasets are in various kinds of file formats, including json, text files, image
files, unstructured data formats such as key-value store database. There are no effective parallel I/O APIs to
access these datasets at scale.

• Software support for storage hierarchy: Node-local storage and burst buffers have been proposed to
bridge the performance gap between memory and the parallel file system. There is a need to develop I/O
libraries or methods to efficiently incorporate these novel hardware architectures into the data movement
pipeline, for example, utilizing intermediate storage layers for caching / pre-staging the datasets to liberate
the I/O pressure on the parallel file system. There are other layers in the entire storage hierarchy, such as,
CPU memory, GPU memory. There is a need to develop a unified API to manage data movement across
different tiers in a transparent manner.
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2.2 Data management challenge for AI and simulation coupled workloads

The key challenge for these workloads is the data coupling and movement between AI training and inference stages
with an HPC simulation. The data exchange can be done through the storage. For example, SmartSim uses a
database [1], where new samples are committed to the database on the fly from a simulation. One can run an
AI inference or training on samples in the database similar to how we deal with streaming databases. However,
future workflow are expected to much more complicated. The AI and simulation may be executed completely on
two computing systems, perhaps at two different computing centers.

There is a lack of infrastructure and software support for data movement and streaming. In particularly, there is
a need for integrating / interfacing different hardware and software components involved in the data movement, such
as the workflow manager, AI framework data pipeline libraries, scientific I/O libraries (HDF5, NetCDF, ADIOS)
used by the simulation for storing data, as well as inter-facility data transfer infrastructure such as Globus. The
data movement and streaming may involve different types of storage, such as memory, node-local storage, and
global file systems; therefore, there is a need to develop high level abstractions to simplify the data management.

3 Opportunity

We identify the following three research areas to focus on to overcome these challenges:

• Optimizing data movement to support complex coupled workflows: Data movement will need to
account for the deep memory hierarchies with diverse capacity and capabilities, together with the underlying
interconnect topology interconnecting various subsystems. At the same time, another dimension we need
to consider is the compute and memory requirements of the coupled processes, the rates at which they
produce and consume data, the availability of leveraging in-network compute, among others. We will need
a programming model wherein these application requirements can be expressed in a declarative manner and
have a runtime that optimizes this multi-objective optimization taking into account both the application needs
and the underlying system characteristics and, thus, removing this burden from the application developer.

• New parallel I/O for support AI frameworks: For the AI training and inference at scale, we need to
tackle this again in two separate though synergistic dimensions. First, we will need to augment the underlying
deep-learning frameworks, such as Tensorflow(TF) and PyTorch, to fully exploit parallel I/O. For instance,
we will need to augment the TF dataset API to go beyond its support for POSIX I/O and embrace parallel
I/O. Next, given that several scientific datasets are in formats such as HDF5, NetCDF, and ADIOS, we will
need to augment the frameworks to support these formats natively.

• Holistic Profiling and Benchmarking new workloads: As the workflow become increasingly complex, it
is crucial to develop tools and benchmarks that can profile data movement to understand the bottleneck and
identify avenues for improvement. These include: (1) Developing holistic tools to profile the data movement
at different levels spanning AI, Memory, Compute, Storage, and Interconnect. VaniDL is one such example
[3]. (2) Profiling and benchmarking existing AI workloads running on different leadership facilities will help
us identify I/O patterns for different kinds of scientific workloads. DLIO [3] is one early work toward this
vision. (3) Study the I/O performance of different file systems / storage solutions for diverse science, and
automate the organization and layout of these datasets on existing and aid in the design of future systems.

4 Timeliness

Given the increased adoption of AI for Scientific computing on leadership systems, we are currently faced with a
challenge to support AI Data management. The time is ripe to make significant investments for science at scale.
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Topic: Scalable Data Indexing and Search

Challenge

Rapid advances in digital sensors, networks, storage, and computation coupled with decreasing costs is
leading to the creation of huge collections of data—commonly referred to as “Big Data.” This data has the
potential to enable new insights and discoveries that can change the way business, science, and govern-
ments deliver services to their consumers and can impact society as a whole. Increasing data volumes,
particularly in science and engineering, has resulted in the widespread adoption of parallel and distributed
filesystems for storing and accessing data efficiently. However, as filesystem sizes and the amount of data
“owned” by users increase, it is increasingly difficult to discover and locate data amongst the petabytes of
accessible data, with exabytes of storage capacity on the horizon. While much research effort has focused
on the methods to efficiently store and process data, there has been relatively little focus on methods to
efficiently explore, index, and search data using the same high-performance storage and compute systems.

One of the most significant burdens faced by the scientific community is the lack of efficient tools that enable
targeted search and exploration of large file systems. While it is now trivial to quickly find websites from the
billions of websites in existence, it is difficult for researchers to search data in their scientific data stored on
large-scale storage systems. Google has pioneered much of the information retrieval and search engine
research; however, its area of focus is large-scale distributed search over web data rather than searching
over scientific data stored in high-performance file systems—two areas with significantly different data,
storage, processing, and query models. In the enterprise search domain there are several tools that are
commonly used to enable scalable search, such as Apache Lucene [1], Apache Solr [6], and ElasticSearch
[4]. While these solutions were designed to work well on commodity hardware, they are not designed to
make use of the advanced features of HPC systems, and are typically tightly coupled with some sort of
distributed file system, such as Apache Hadoop File System [7] not commonly found in HPC. Many of
these Apache projects have been implemented in Java, which also has not garnered wide adoption in HPC
systems. Other existing works from the HPC domain have also aimed to tackle this problem, however they
typically have focused on indexing and search of metadata [2, 5] as opposed to the scientific data itself.

Opportunity

In the absence of better options, scientists often fall back to the state of the art methods for finding data in
single, centralized systems. That is, they use traditional Linux tools: ls and grep, or find. However, these
utilities are not designed for large file systems. For example, listing all files (a common operation when
searching for a specific file name) in a production parallel file system commonly found on large computing
clusters could take many weeks to complete (given that it contains billions of files and metadata performance
is typically limited to 1000 operations per second). Further, this does not consider the time to read the data
itself, a task that could compound the search time by several orders of magnitude. Searching through a 10
petabyte file system (the size of the persistent storage system on the Theta supercomputer at Argonne) by
reading through the entire data could take over 3 years at a modest 100MB/sec read rate.

Classical tools are not suitable in the context of large-scale storage systems. We believe that tools which
allow data and metadata stored on today’s HPC storage systems (e.g. Lustre, GPFS, Ceph, Globus [3])
should be index-able and search-able in a transparent effortless way while not impacting the performance
of the storage system for I/O intensive workloads. Scientific data comes in many flavors, from free-text data
(e.g. logs in text files), to numerical data (e.g. matrices in HDF5, time-series data), to image data (e.g.
medical images in DICOM format), to video data (e.g. videos from biology studying organisms behavior).
Each data type might need specialized indexing and search methods, further complicating an already diffi-
cult problem at scale. Due to the sheer amount of data found in today’s HPC storage systems, any solution
must be distributed, be parallel in nature, and use recent advancements in non-volatile memory.



Timeliness

This work is transformative due to its radical distributed architecture for data organization, indexing, and
search, enabling fundamental long-missing functionality to large-scale scientific computing storage systems.
There are unique challenges in indexing and searching large-scale scientific storage systems, as they can
hold petabytes to exabytes of data spread out over billions of files, and the computing systems attached
to these storage systems can produce an avalanche of data (e.g. terabytes per second). In parallel and
distributed file systems, and more specifically in scientific computing, there is no scalable search system
that is able to efficiently and automatically index and organize data. Scientists can explicitly read or write
specific data by using file names, but when file systems contain millions to billions of files in a complex and
deep directory hierarchy, finding data is analogous to looking for a needle in a haystack. Storage systems
in high-performance computing have become so large that many scientists have to spend a significant part
of their work to organize and catalog their scientific datasets in order for them to find their data at a later
time. This departs from the traditional brute force data searching (saving a significant amount of time) or
the explicit a priori creation of specialized catalogs (saving a significant amount of money).

While it is now routine to search for data on a personal computer or discover data on the Internet at the click
of a button, there is no such equivalent method for discovering data on large parallel and distributed storage
systems. There is an urgent need to develop new methods to support search in large storage repositories
in scientific computing systems. While some dedicated scientific communities have developed specialized
catalogs and tools that aid discovery, such approaches are limited in terms of generalizability, and they are
often cumbersome to use due to imposed schemes and the need for manual data wrangling.

Storage technologies have seen rapid improvements in the past decade as non-volatile memory has in-
creased per device throughput and latencies by orders of magnitude through the introduction of NVMe and
DDR4 interfaces. High-end computing hardware that uses many-core architectures with multiple storage
devices with fast network interconnects along with open-source storage systems such as Lustre, Ceph, and
Globus, have made the timing the development and deployment of such tools that could be deployed as
infrastructure services much more likely to succeed than at any point in the past. These tools will revolu-
tionize the heroic effort invested by the scientific community to organize large data repositories and make
them accessible to the scientific community at large, touching every branch of computing in high-end com-
puting. These advancements will strengthen a wide range of research activities enabling efficient access,
processing, and sharing of valuable scientific data from many disciplines.
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Related topics: Interfaces for accessing data;
Metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles

Challenge

The rapidly increasing variety, scales, resolutions, and availability of observational, experimental, and
computational data, such as that provided by DOE large facilities and observatories, provides the potential for
new insights and new opportunities for addressing the scientific and societal challenges of the 21st century.
This availability of data is leading to complex data-driven workflow formulations targeting discoveries across
domains and datasets, such as those envisioned by the NERSC Superfacility. These workflows aim to compose
and analyze heterogenous data from multiple sources, disciplines, and domains, for example, multi-user
scientific observatories, instruments, and experimental platforms. They are increasingly leveraging
computational capabilities across the continuum, from high-end systems to the edge.

This growth in the scale and variety of the data coupled with a growth in the number of users accessing this
data is resulting in new challenges associated with ensuring that the data can be discovered, broadly accessed,
integrated, and analyzed in a timely manner. For example, facilities often provide data-download portals for
data and data-product discovery and access. However, these tend to be highly domain-specific and can limit
discoverability, integration into multidisciplinary workflows, and overall access to these resources by the
broader science community.

Recent years have also seen significant advances in capabilities aimed at increasing access to commercial data
and data services as well as the federation or resources (e.g., NERSC Superfacility, Open Science Grid).
However, current solutions still require users to have certain domain knowledge about the facility to be able to
effectively find the data they need and do not provide capabilities to help users discover new data and products
that they do not know a priori. Furthermore, these solutions are not equipped with intelligent discovery and
anticipatory delivery of data and data products from large facilities to the users anytime, anywhere.
Consequently, more effective and timely data discovery and access for composing workflows from multiple
sources are urgently needed for large facility-enabled science. These capabilities can be built leveraging
existing technical solutions as described below, addressing the urgency of connecting data sources, computing
environments, and interdisciplinary researchers to unleash the full power of data and AI to support science
workflows across sectors with significant societal impacts.

Opportunity

The collective potential of the emerging data and computational ecosystem for scientific advances, the
associated challenges outlined above, and current trends in intelligent data-science, present opportunities to
rethink how data is discovered and accessed. Specifically, one can envision an intelligent data discovery and
delivery framework supporting the broad discovery, timely delivery and FAIR use of science data. Such a
framework would be composed of user query analysis techniques to model access patterns and associated
localities and affinities, optimized data caching, data prefetching, and data steaming mechanisms to support
optimized push-based data delivery and a data recommendation framework based on the knowledge network
model described above to facilitate data discovery (see Figure 1).

Furthermore, as integrating knowledge from many sources can quickly grow in scale, it can leverage the
distributed nature of the knowledge network to develop a parallel implementation along the computing
continuum based on artificial intelligence techniques. Therefore, such a framework can be exploited from the
edge (e.g., data quality from instrumentation) to high-end system resources (e.g., real-time data assimilation
for digital twins that support critical management decisions). It revolves around the key innovations illustrated
in Figure 1 and has the potential to deliver a new federation technology to enable data-driven scientific
workflows. For example, leveraging concepts such as open knowledge networks, knowledge extraction, and



graph theory [1], coupled with CI components and data management techniques, can be used to implement
intelligent data discovery and push-based data delivery. It goes beyond existing history-based methods that are
the most commonly used approach for web prefetching [2].

Figure 1. Overarching architecture of the envisioned intelligent data service framework

The path forward to improve data access and delivery methods include distilling knowledge exploring the
connection between the facilities' data and their associated research, which is natural in human learning. For
example, the concepts underlying recommender systems, which are extremely effective in e-commerce, can be
leveraged in connection with science projects and domain-specific research. The co-design of the software
framework with a focus on service composability in support to end-to-end application workflows can enable
the integration and orchestration of a wide range of existing CI components for optimizing data management in
support of anticipatory delivery of data and data products thus reducing data transfer, latency and time to
solution.

Timelines or maturity

The growth of complex, distributed computing ecosystems that couple simulation, observation, and simulation
will provide significantly new frontiers for science. Large facilities are already in production (e.g., Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), Advanced Light Source(ALS)), and others are
under construction (e.g., ITER, Second Target Station at SNS, upgrades to ALS, etc.). In addition, exascale
systems are nearing deployment (Frontier and Aurora) that will become key pieces in a scientific computing
ecosystem.

The emergence of a distributed ecosystem composed of rich, diverse, and connected data sources (such as
instruments, experimental facilities, and observatories) presents new opportunities for data-driven scientific
discovery and innovation. An intelligent data discovery and delivery framework that leverages the state of the
art in intelligent data science can ensure the data is FAIR and broadly accessible and that these opportunities
are effectively and scalably realized. Furthermore, preliminary work based on a collaborative knowledge graph
to represent the auxiliary information extracted from facility metadata, domain knowledge, and history of user
requests [3] has demonstrated the feasibility (and benefits) of this approach leading to a significant reduction
in data access and data transfers from facilities as compared to current approaches.
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Topics: Interfaces for accessing data

Challenge:
The dichotomy between memory and storage, originating with the historical orders of magnitude
performance gap between the two, is manifested in a dichotomy of representation between in-memory
and in-storage data structures. While non-volatile memory technology advances combined with
sophisticated hardware and software cache algorithms has greatly reduced the gap, advances in scientific
data management software libraries have lagged.

On current systems, frequent conversions between in-memory representation and storage-level format
are needed in scientific data management. The state-of-the-art practice stores in-memory data from
scientific simulations into persistent storage and retrieves data from storage to memory for processing. In
practice, when data sizes in storage often exceed main memory, more conversions may be needed for
out-of-scale processing. For instance, querying and processing scientific data could benefit from
domain-specific metadata management, custom information indexing in object storage, such as key-value
stores and application-tailored databases. However, infrastructures for building such object stores are not
widely available, and their implementations are mostly based on file storage, which requires conversions
between in-memory representation and storage-level formats.

Meanwhile, emerging memory and storage architecture has blurred boundaries. For example, fast NVMe
SSD and terabyte-scale persistent memory are filling the gap between the conventional DRAM-based
memory tier and HDD-based storage tier. The most common practice today is that application developers
must use different interfaces to explicitly determine which tier of memory/storage to store and retrieve
data. For instance, on Summit-like systems, node-level NVMe, network-attached burst buffer, and global
storage are all accessible to applications through file systems, but users need to manage their data stores
across these tiers.

We advocate unifying storage and memory by creating storage interfaces tailored to memory-like access.
A unified interface for in-memory representation and storage-level format of object store could eliminate
the overhead of the abovementioned conversions. A unified interface could also improve programming
productivity and performance portability across different memory/storage architectures. Such unified
interfaces need to have a self-identifying format that augments global information in existing
memory-pointer based interfaces because the data is likely to persist beyond the application’s lifespan,
and decentralizes the metadata management because terabyte-scale data volumes are commonplace on
today’s systems.

Opportunity:
A unified interface should support domain scientists to describe high-level data requirements and data
views for processing and analysis. Based on the data requirements, system software could potentially
eliminate redundant data conversions between in-memory formats and storage formats, or relax the
management on data consistency and reliability, which often incurs high overhead due to serialization of
metadata. Today, database constructs have provided a standard way of describing data views. However,
since databases are heavy weight, new research is needed to develop lightweight interfaces that can
meet the performance requirements of in-situ workflows. Potential tools and techniques include standard
APIs such as JSON for domain scientists to describe high-level semantics and compiler-based analysis
on the data analytics code to derive proper semantics. The APIs and new algorithms must be created
through co-design between domain scientists and system software researchers to capture common data
semantics that cover different science domains.



A translation layer must be developed to match the high-level data view and requirements defined in a
unified interface to the underlying machine-level formats and granularity. Such a translation layer needs to
derive efficient data organization and formats in the underlying storage device to match the access
patterns to the data. For instance, a key-value store interface could have key and value data physically
separated into different memory/storage locations. Frequently queried keys reside in fast storage and
potentially use relaxed consistency constraints because they are mostly read, not updated. Instead,
values could be compressed and stored in slower but larger storage devices, where the translation layer
may even insert data staging processes to bridge the speed gap. Another example is to derive data
distribution in storage based on the data views. For instance, temporal or spatial features processing
would benefit from different data organizations in the storage to maximize bandwidth and reduce latency.
In addition, the translation layer should also leverage hardware acceleration to speed up the conversion
of data organizations. Such a translation layer needs to be easily extendable -- to cope with changes in
the underlying memory/storage devices, new hardware capabilities and capture best practices developed
in domain sciences.

Developing unified interfaces to access in-memory and in-storage data structures could open up several
performance optimization opportunities that are infeasible in today’s separate interfaces to memory and
storage. First, in-transit data management during complex workflows and coupled multi-scale
multi-physics simulations can be substantially accelerated if data storage can aggressively leverage
underutilized memory resources and near-data processing capabilities. For instance, dynamically
available resources, e.g., underutilized node memory and fabric-attached memory, can be considered a
transient tier in the memory/storage hierarchy. However, it is infeasible to rely on users to leverage this
storage tier because system resource utilization is unpredictable. Our previous work on leveraging
underutilized memory on HPC systems for out-of-scale processing [2] proves the feasibility from system
software’s perspective. An open question is how applications could inform system software about their
intent on data use to bypass unnecessary overheads in conversion, serialization, and consistency, etc.

Timeliness and Maturity:
Unified interfaces to access scientific data across memory and storage hierarchy are needed now
because commercially available memory-like storage devices have arrived, including high-density
memory modules like Intel's Optane DC PM, high-throughput SSD like NVMe, and the CXL standard.
Memory, storage, and network switches with computing capabilities are emerging—for instance, Nvidia's
ConnectX SmartNICs can offload data processing to the NIC, and El Capitan supercomputer features
Rabbit-p processors attached to chassis-level SSD networks for near storage processing. Unfortunately,
the diversity of new data storage and processing technologies further complicates scientific data
management. Our previous works on user-space memory mapping service[1] show that providing a
unified interface for applications to access data residing in different storage tiers improves the usage of
new storage devices and application performance portability. A unified interface for in-memory and
storage-level format with flexibility for domain scientists to express their high-level requirements on data
could effectively reduce the conversion overhead on current systems and improve the utilization of new
technologies on future machines.
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Revisiting Database Technology for Scientific Data
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Topic: The overlap between traditional storage systems and I/O (SSIO) efforts and data management.
Challenge: As parallelism increases, existing scientific IO library file formats are under strain dealing

with the extreme scale. The two most popular styles, physically contiguous as used by HDF5 and PnetCDF
and log-structured used by ADIOS, have hit the strain under different conditions. For the physically con-
tiguous model, a 3D domain decomposition requires either a tremendous number of small IOs to construct
the single, contiguous model in storage or a massive data rearrangement phase where processes exchange
data to build larger blocks that can be written more efficiently. Either of these cases are problematic for
disk-based storage arrays. The disk latencies accumulate quickly and dominate the IO time and/or the data
rearrangement phase can account for 90%+ of the IO time large domains. For solid state storage, the data
rearrangement time is unchanged, but the extreme number of IOPS for the small IO operations still add up
to an inefficient operation.

The log-structured approach avoids both of these issues by building a buffer in memory and writing a
series of log entries representing part of the simulation domain. While this avoids the data rearrangement
and the small IO operations, it does not deal well with small data per process.

The metadata overhead for the contiguous model is fixed size no matter the data size. For the log-
structured, the metadata is fixed per log entry. For strong scaling, the log-structured approach shifts from a
low percentage overhead to a significant overhead. Further, the IO time for log-structured IO when the entire
domain can be fit into memory of a single node, yet is split into multiple log entries, can be significantly
worse than the physically contiguous model.

The challenge is not just in the write/read granularity, but also in the ability to select and find data
within the structure. Both HDF5 and ADIOS walk the metadata tree to find the requested variable with the
performance degrading as the metadata load increases. Further, while both support annotations to identify
data of interest, there is not an efficient way to access that data either. In the case of HDF5, all metadata
entries must be searched to find if an annotation is attached to it. For ADIOS, it can offer a list of the
annotations, but it is a simple list that must be searched linearly with the same scalability issues mentioned
above. Both the data size/granularity and the searching performance needs to be addressed in a way that
can accelerate scientist activities.

Opportunity: Examining alternative data storage formats that may break through these barriers is
needed to address the needs of extreme scale data management. For example, NoSQL databases, such
as MongoDB, and key-vale stores/object stores like Redis, offer an alternative approach that has proven
effective in non-traditional HPC applications. Initial attempts to use them in HPC environments [3] revealed
incompatibilities with how these systems assume data management works. For example, columnar databases
like Cassandra offer an unlimited number of optional columns with a few fixed columns. Unfortunately, the
only columns that can have an index are the fixed columns. Any query that relies on the optional columns
results in a table scan (or a spawn of Spark to perform the search in parallel).

While these results are not conclusive evidence these approaches cannot be used, they do offer challenges.
Alternative examples exist, such as DAOS being something like a key-value store/object store and MadFS
(Tsinghua University) or OceanStore (Huawei) that have adopted these tools to offer a new storage system
design paradigm. In the case of DAOS, no independent evaluations of the software on a variety of different
hardware has been offered making the advantages of the system neither attributable to software nor the
Optane hardware used in the published studies. MadFS dominated the IO500 benchmark for ISC 2021 and
OceanStore came in second for SC 2021 showing the potential of the alternative approach. However, neither
of these systems have revealed publicly their specific design choices nor made their software available for
others to try. MadFS offered confidential design notes and source code access to validate their performance
numbers, but no public release was offered. OceanStore is a commercial product, but has had no publications
nor any detailed design or implementation details offered to insights into how they work. These three efforts
are promising, but are all focused on the storage system layer itself making the performance gains and stored
data format non-portable. Instead, examining how to achieve these advantages at the user layer will offer a
portable way to achieve the advantages without having to reformat the storage system and deal with things
like how to archive a key-value store to tape.

Anecdotal testing of using embedded database technology demonstrated potential for a fast, low overhead



(space and time), reliable data format with an easy to program interface. Further detailed scalability
demonstrations are shown in the EMPRESS [1] metadata management system. EMPRESS uses an embedded
SQLite database to scalably store user annotations for any other data format by storing the logical domain
coordinates rather than file offsets. These annotations are indexed using typical database indexes offering
greatly accelerated data identification and direct logical access to the corresponding data without searching
the underlying storage format. Extensive testing has shown this approach can offer as much as a 500x
acceleration compared to using just using the underlying HDF5 format.

This work further inspired employing SQLite as the actual data storage format for a new IO library,
Stitch-IO [2]. Traditional IO libraries largely require an entire simulation domain be written or at least the
size of the entire domain be known at the start of the file use. For applications such as simulating 3D additive
manufacturing, thermal spray modeling, and other cases where the domain is potentially very large, but the
compute is focused in a small part of the domain for each timestep, using these traditional approaches made
these simulations infeasible at scale. Stitch-IO eliminated the need to define the simulation domain size
and simply stored blocks with coordinates and data stored in an associated blob. Using databases indexes
on the coordinates and the timestep, selecting blocks for reading to construct the arbitrary request can
automatically select the correct blocks and order them for easy combination into the request buffer. B-
tree index performance and database query optimization statistics quickly cut down the potential matching
blocks making the query far more efficient than any linear search of stored blocks. Further, by only storing
the small area where compute occurred, the data storage requirements is reduced by as much as 99% with
no fidelity loss. Even when running the simulation on 10s of processes rather than 1000s, the wall clock time
is the same or less due to the radically reduced IO time.

Further advantages of this approach include SQLite’s easy accessibility in Python and other environments.
With the database engine controlling concurrency, while the simulation is running, an external monitoring
process can perform periodic queries to determine the simulation progress. The full implications and potential
of this approach has yet to be explored.

Timeliness or Maturity: While the advantages of using embedded databases technology as a data
storage format are formidable, it is not without cost. SQLite, the most used database engine in existence,
is designed for single user environments. Write operations lock the entire database serializing access. This
does not scale to 100,000s of processes even with decomposing into multiple sub-files. Further, locking is
currently implemented assuming POSIX locking works for the underlying storage system. GPFS properly
implements POSIX locks while Lustre, the most common parallel storage system, does not. This requires
user-level serialization.

Other efforts, such as DuckDB, have focused on having high functionality, but have ignored any perfor-
mance concerns. However, like SQLite, DuckDB is offered as a source file that can be added to a project
rather than deployed as a system-level service. With these newer database systems being developed, a strong
foundation to address parallel writing access, for example, can be added without having to write an entire
database engine. The reliability characteristics offered by a database engine and the performance advantages
for indexed data access can complete change the face of data management for scientific codes.
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The Twilight of I/O as a User Concept
Jerome Soumagne1, Gerd Heber1, Andres Marquez2, Elena Pourmal1

Topics:
- Interfaces for accessing data
- Understanding the overlap between traditional storage systems and I/O (SSIO) efforts and data

management

Challenge
I/O middleware libraries (e.g., HDF5, ADIOS, PnetCDF, MPI I/O), commonly used on production systems
for storing scientific data, have all been originally designed when parallel file systems and disk-based
storage were prevalent. Dressed up in different flavors of higher-level models of abstraction (e.g.,
hierarchical, object-based model in HDF5), they have nevertheless perpetuated I/O as a user concept
and concern. It is an unfinished job, because it creates an obvious dilemma: users have to match the
application’s data models to middleware primitives and worry about how these choices affect I/O
performance. What is worse is that as these middlewares are ported to new storage types, the
performance characteristics of middleware primitives may shift, creating the perfect nightmare for users
[Xie2021]. This issue has only been exacerbated with the increasing amounts of data generated due to
both an increase in problem complexity, in processing power, and new system architectures. Applications
have therefore been forced to restructure and finely tune their I/O models so that they could get the most
from the I/O bandwidth offered by parallel file systems [Wan2022]. This has been often at the detriment of
slower reads, as post-processing algorithms generally no longer match with the data format that was
output to disk, commonly forcing extra post-processing steps to be taken for data analysis to be realized
efficiently and in a timely manner. As a consequence, the increasing need for more complex workflows
(e.g., AI, multi-physics workflows) has drastically encouraged application users to find new solutions (e.g.,
in-situ, in-transit analysis) that bypass file systems in an effort to reduce the cost of analysis and I/O
optimization efforts. To further reduce the cost of I/O, solutions such as asynchronous I/O are slowly
taking an important role, but they require an important commitment from the application developer in
order to be used properly, potentially making the use of I/O middleware even more complex. In that
context, there is a challenge for I/O middleware libraries to provide software that no longer requires
application’s I/O to be finely tuned based on the storage system architecture but remains in tune with the
application needs and data models.

Opportunity
With the emergence and preponderance of new technologies such as persistent memory and object
stores, the limitations that used to be imposed by disk-based storage are now replaced with new
opportunities for defining file formats and storing data—this has been seen recently with solutions such as
Intel’s DAOS [Soumagne2022], but also more broadly with Cloud solutions (e.g., Amazon S3, Ceph
RADOS). While those solutions can be brought into existing I/O middleware solutions, application
developers and users may only be able to fully grasp their benefits by rethinking once more the way they
are doing I/O in order to reach the desired performance. In other words, those new capabilities, while
beneficial, are not sufficient in themselves to directly fit to the needs of applications and the interfaces
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exposed by I/O middleware. They must also evolve so that they can be fitted to the application data
models as they were originally thought of. The evolution from disk and block-based storage to object
stores now opens an opportunity for I/O middleware to rethink how interfaces should be presented to
applications. The traditional write and read semantics may be re-thought to instead focus on the
description of the I/O data model to  prevent tedious and constant optimization efforts from the application
developer. There is therefore an effort that must take place between application and middleware
developers to design and evolve the current I/O interfaces.
Furthermore, along with those new technologies, new types of workflows and I/O needs have emerged,
which are gradually being expressed through custom data services [Ross2020], designed to address a
response to a particular I/O need (e.g., data staging, monitoring, multi-tiered storage abstraction, etc).
Those data services, while becoming essential, also introduce another degree of complexity for
application users, who may need to design custom I/O pipelines. In that sense, it also becomes the
responsibility of I/O middleware to rethink the way data is accessed in order to facilitate that process and
take advantage of those new types of I/O methods more efficiently. This may be done along with
rethinking the type of semantics that are provided to applications so that they remain tied to data models.
A more radical proposal would be to eliminate I/O as a user concept altogether. With persistent memory
overcoming the chasm between random access and block I/O, there is now an opportunity for providing
users with convenient primitives to state “persistence intents” and let a virtualized I/O layer be the new
frontier for middleware developers (e.g., through I/O compilers, data services, etc).

Timeliness and Impact
The storage and HPC community has now reached a turning point where the traditional storage system is
no longer the only means for accessing data. With the emergence of object stores and data services,
there is a need to evolve I/O middleware interfaces that were designed at a time where monolithic
block-based parallel file systems were the norm. The increased complexity of workflows and storage
architectures require the rethinking of interfaces so that they no longer interfere with the applications’ data
model and no longer require extraordinary engineering efforts of optimization.

Removing that burden from application developers has an extremely high impact and has the potential for
saving precious development time by focusing more on science aspects and less on the engineering
efforts. By removing complexity from the application, it has also the potential to open to new opportunities
and types of workflows that were until now discouraged.
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Leveraging In-network and In-Storage Computation for
Complex Scientific Workflows
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Topic: Optimizing data movement in complex workflows by using in-network and in-storage computation

1 Challenge
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Figure 1: State-of-the-art complex scientific workflow using
file staging via intermediate file system

Traditionally, complex scientific workflows
produce data in advanced scientific instru-
ments and perform analysis in one or more re-
mote high-performance computing (HPC) fa-
cilities. Current practice, as shown in Figure 1,
is often to stage data as files from experiment
to HPC via an intermediate file system: typi-
cally, one accessible from dedicated data trans-
fer nodes (DTNs) located in a Science DMZ
at the perimeter of the HPC facility’s campus
network. The incoming data from the wide
area network (WAN) are received by services running on the DTNs, which write the data to the file system;
analysis codes running on HPC compute nodes then read the data from the file system. Most often, this data
sit idle on the file system for a significant time as the compute jobs almost always have a queue wait time
on the HPC systems. In case if the compute nodes are readily available, intermediate disk-based file system
for data staging can introduce significant performance degradation, even when using a high-performance
parallel file system [1]. The challenge here is to address these inefficiencies for complex scientific workflows.

2 Opportunity
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Figure 2: Complex scientific workflow using in-network and
in-storage computing

Emerging in-network and in-storage compute
capabilities offer promising opportunities. Ad-
vanced networks can also provide storage ca-
pabilities in addition to compute capabilities.
For example, the recent NSF funded FABRIC
test bed offers both compute and storage capa-
bilities in the network. These new capabilities
open new opportunities to overcome challenges
related to available bandwidth and resource co-
scheduling in remote data analysis use cases for
scientific computing. We envision new infras-
tructures capable of “parking” data in the network while waiting for HPC resources to become available
(see Figure 2). Furthermore, while data is waiting for HPC resources, we could perform computation in the
network devices (or storage) by keeping data in movement across the infrastructure.
Opportunities in Single-job Scenarios: While traditionally, data have been moved closer to computa-
tion, pervasive computing and storage capabilities in-network [2] and in-storage [3] present an opportunity
to move computation closer to the data. Usually, computation code is much smaller in size compared to
data and this presents an interesting optimization opportunity. Offloading precomputation to network and
storage devices will improve the chances of meeting the overall objective of optimizing the complex work-
flow. For instance, when the lead time to start computation on an HPC is high, compute resources available
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within the network and storage units could be orchestrated to offload the precomputation or a part of the
computation.

With security becoming a growing concern, data getting processed as it moves across a network presents
an interesting moving target type of defence that is hard to hack as compared to a longer duration mapping
between computation and data. However, this approach data moving across the network should be optimized
as more traffic in the network could produce unnecessary congestion. Finally, we should start reasoning about
how complex scientific workflow can benefit from in-network and in-storage computation while maintaining
a balance between computation efficiency and infrastructure usage.
Opportunities in Multiple-job Scenarios: A short term goal is to minimize duplicate data movement
along a network path. A straight forward approach is to use multicast or unicast replication to optimize data
movement of the same dataset to multiple jobs in a complex workflow. Another example is to consider jobs
starting at different times that can stage data in-network to minimize latency and maximize reusability, or
match multiple jobs’ data consumption rates using many heterogeneous storage resources (e.g., RAMdisk,
SSD, and HDD-based SAN).

We envision progressive computation of data along a network path to cater to different jobs requiring
different functions of same data (e.g., one consuming raw data, another consuming normalized data, and
another consuming log-normalized data) as a mid- to long-term goal. This could enable the realization of
security and policy primitives with in-storage and in-network computation across multiple jobs, placement of
desired computation at vantage points to cater to multiple consumers minimizing data stream replication with
heterogeneous in-network computation resources (e.g., P4 [4] switch or VNF), and bifurcation (trifurcation
and more m-furcation) of one aggregate data stream to cater to many jobs by placing filtering at vantage
points: schema based (field1 to job1 and field2 to job2) and semantic filtering (field1 = value1 for job1,
field1 = value2 for job2) or a combination of both.

3 Timeliness
The emergence of programmable switches has inspired new ideas in in-network computing. For instance,
early proposals have explored implementing network functions such as load balancers fully on the data plane.
In-network cache applications that leverage programmable switch hardware to implement key-value stores
are among early demonstrations as well. Similar approaches have taken advantage of solid-state drives (SSD)
to perform in-storage computing.

Modern programmable switches have different processing capabilities depending on their hardware and
software architectures. In general, their main benefits are high throughput (10 billion packets/s) and low
latency (sub-microseconds). Similarly, in-storage processors leverage large memory bandwidth (1Gbps per
processor) and their proximity to storage drastically reduces data movement. However, programmable
switches support only basic arithmetic/Boolean operations and they do not allow loops. Furthermore,
both programmable switches and in-storage processors lack a common interface for optimal orchestration.
Although these capabilities may be sufficient to implement network functions or key-value stores in the
network, scientific applications require more complex operations.

By efficiently integrating in-network and in-storage computation into complex scientific workflows, we
intend to improve the ratio of data used by the workflow to the amount of data transferred by leveraging
heterogeneous compute and storage resources without impacting performance and security. To achieve
this goal, we have identified the following research directions: placement of security primitives, function
transformation and staging at vantage points to provide relevant information depending on the application
access pattern looks like a good research direction, development of common interfaces for orchestrating in-
network and in-storage computing resources, and co-design of complex/heterogeneous scientific environments.
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Automating Data Management Through Unified Runtime Systems 
John Wu, Bin Dong, Alex Sim, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, KWu@lbl.gov 
Topic: Providing data management support for AI and complex workflows; Interfaces for 
accessing data 
Challenges: Scientific discoveries, such as Higgs boson and gravitational wave, require 
extensive data analyses. To accomplish these analysis tasks, domain scientists often build 
extensive tools around popular data analysis tools and artificial intelligence (AI) tools.  For 
example, the discovery of Higgs boson utilizes a large framework (i.e., ROOT) built by the high-
energy physics community [1], while the gravitational wave discoveries make use a collection of 
data management and AI tools tied together with custom glue layers [2, 3].  These custom tools 
require considerable efforts, maybe thousands of person-years, to develop and maintain for 
each application domain.  Are there ways to reduce such custom software development efforts? 
Currently, the most successful large-scale data analysis and AI frameworks are designed for 
commercial applications, originally motivated by large internet business needs.  Their core data 
management functions are generally known as Big Data systems.  The core design principle of 
these systems is to separate the concerns of data management systems from application logic, 
which dramatically simplified the development of large applications that require the power of 
many CPUs to work together.  These Big Data systems created a virtuous cycle that attracted 
millions of data scientists to build more useful tools for more applications, including scientific 
applications.  There are a number of high-profile reports on using the current machine learning 
tools for science [3-5].  However, we also see fundamental differences between internet 
business use cases and scientific use cases, and believe it is worthwhile to investigate options 
for developing more effective data management frameworks for science. 
To illustrate the differences and their impact, we briefly describe two use cases involving 
astronomy.  In a study of dark matter distribution, a deep neural network named CosmoFlow 
was used to predict the evolution of the dark matter in the universe.  In this case, because each 
data record that needs to be fed into the neural network is much larger than that of a typical 
commercial application, the training process spent considerably more time in the I/O operations 
than in commercial applications.  In order to reduce the I/O time, scientists have been exploring 
different approaches, such as to use large amount of solid state storage to hold the data.  
Unfortunately, such approaches prevent the data records to be shuffled as the training process 
generally calls for, which created doubt about the trustworthiness of the solutions found.  In 
another example  involving gravitational wave from a neutron star merge, a considerable effort 
is spent to search for relevant observations distributed in databases around the world to 
augment the main gravitational observation.  The existing AI tools generally assume all 
necessary data records are available on the same platform, while this use case requires 
dynamic integration of data records from widely distributed sources.  These examples bring up a 
number of common data management tasks that are currently handled through custom software 
[3].  Following the lesson from Big Data  successes, we believe the best way to address these 
data management challenges is to develop a unified runtime system of data management 
services to connect scientific data with the popular AI tools. 
Opportunities:  Scientists have a vast amount of data to analyze and the internet businesses 
have developed a myriad of analysis tools, we see a great opportunity to bring them together. 
This has recently become an effective approach because the foundational data model used in 



science and in popular machine learning tools are converging.  In science much of the data is 
stored in multi-dimensional arrays, while many of the new generation of deep learning 
frameworks are similarly using arrays (tensors) as their core data structure.  Earlier Big Data 
tools have used key-value pairs as their data model, but experiences showed that common 
analyses could be much more effectively expressed using arrays than using key-value pairs. 
Now that scientific applications and popular data tools are using a compatible data model, we 
see a great potential to develop a unified data management system to connect different data 
components, such as object stores, I/O libraries, and machine learning tools.  Due to the 
dynamic nature of data accesses from the examples above, we foresee the unified data 
management system to include a number of different run-time services to automate common 
data management operations.  Next, we briefly outline a few example services. 
Advanced Data Searching: In a large data set, usually a relatively small subset of the records 
contains the most critical information for a particular task.  In the past, the indexing techniques 
to accelerate the searches only involve known features in the data.  It would be useful to bring 
together the state of art on statistical feature extraction, hierarchical indexing, and I/O 
performance optimization to support advanced searching operations on HPC systems. 
Efficient Data Access for AI: The upcoming solid state storage systems and memory systems 
offer brand new opportunities to accelerate the I/O operations for massive scientific datasets. 
Work is needed to build effective I/O tools and services to take full advantage of these new 
storage devices. 
Optimized Data Communication: Most of the existing ML tools require the data to be randomly 
shuffled periodically, which creates random data accesses or massive data communication.  
Compared with computation, such as additions and multiplications, reading a byte from disk and 
sending a byte another node take considerably longer time.  It is therefore necessary to 
optimize HPC data communication for common types of data analysis operations.  
Timeliness: In the data management context, the lesson we take from successes of Big Data 
systems is to separate the data management tasks from the data analysis operations 
(separation of concerns).  In the recent years, we have seen a convergence of data models that 
could make this separation feasible for scientific application.  It is possible to develop an 
efficient set of data services to mediate between scientific data and popular tools.  These 
services would allow the scientists to concentrate on their analysis operations while leaving the 
data management tasks to the data run-time system. 
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Support	for	In-Flight	Data	Analyses	in	Scientific	Workflows	
John	Wu,	Lawrence	Berkeley	National	Laboratory,	KWu@lbl.gov	
Ben	Brown,	Paolo	Calafiura,	Quincey	Koziol,	Dongeun	Lee,	Alex	Sim,	Devesh	Tiwari	
Topic:	Providing	data	management	support	for	AI	and	complex	workflows	
Challenges:	DOE	user	facilities	produce	large	volumes	of	data	that	led	to	grand	scientific	
discoveries	[1-3].	However,	the	raw	data	from	these	facilities	are	very	large,	often	noisy,	and	
typically	require	extensive	data	analyses	to	produce	scientific	results	[4,	5].		We	observe	that	each	
application	domain	has	their	own	data	analysis	tools.		For	example,	High-Energy	and	Nuclear	
Physics	(HENP)	experiments	have	developed	extensive	online	data	reduction	tools	[4,	5].		Similarly,	
other	experimental	and	observational	facilities	each	has	their	own	software	tools	[6-8].		Since	each	
tool	took	considerable	efforts	to	develop,	often	requiring	many	thousands	of	person-years,	a	natural	
question	is:	Would	a	unified	framework	be	able	to	serve	many	scientific	domains?	
Our	basic	thesis	is	that	a	common	data	management	system	could	support	many	different	data	
analysis	algorithms.			Next,	we	use	compression	as	an	example	of	data	analyses	because	it	is	a	
common	operation	and	actively	used	in	many	science	workflows.		Furthermore,	we	concentrate	on	
a	scenario	where	data	analysis	operations	could	be	performed	while	it	is	en	route	from	data	
acquisition	site	to	the	storage	site.	
To	be	concrete,	next	we	briefly	describe	a	use	case	from	operations	of	an	electron	microscope.		The	
National	Center	for	Electron	Microscopy	(NCEM)	is	a	DOE	user	facility	located	at	Berkeley.		One	of	
the	latest	addition	to	NCEM	is	a	four-dimensional	scanning	tunneling	electron	microscope	(4D-
STEM)	that	scans	each	sample	in	a	2D	grid	and	collects	a	2D	electron	diffraction	pattern	at	each	grid	
point	[9].		This	camera	provides	a	new	imaging	capability	previously	thought	to	be	only	
theoretically	possible,	and	opens	up	an	entirely	new	set	of	techniques	for	measuring	strain,	
magnetism,	phase,	grain	orientation,	at	the	nano-	to	atomic-scale	[10].	
The	4D	camera	generates	data	at	about	500	Gbit/s	(4X120	Gbit/s)	and	requires	online	data	
reduction	as	illustrated	in	the	figure	on	
the	right	[9,	11].	Compression	will	allow	
users	to	produce	more	data	and	larger	
scans	that	produce	“more	science.”	
Further	improving	the	data	reduction	
process	would	reduce	the	storage	
requirement	and	network	bandwidth	requirement,	and	could	lead	to	online	diagnoses	of	the	image	
scanning	process,	which	improves	the	overall	operation	of	the	4D	camera.		Currently,	the	reduction	
process	uses	a	combination	of	FPGA	and	custom	PCs.		Replacing	this	custom	setup	with	off-the-shelf	
edge	computing	devices	and	using	data	centers	for	permanent	storage		and	analyses	could	reduce	
cost	of	operating	the	microscope.		In	this	process,	we	would		need	an	in-flight	data	reduction	
framework	to	connect	data	producers,	such	as	this	4D-STEM	with	DOE	computing	facilities.	
Opportunities:		Storage	and	data	communication	technologies	are	going	through	a	period	of	rapid	
changes	recently,	which	creates	a	great	opportunity	to	introduce	in-flight	data	management	
capability	to	support	the	data	reduction	workflow	mentioned	above.		These	changes	include	data	
communication	networks	are	becoming	softwarized	(through	software-defined	networking),	data	
storage	are	being	active,	and	edge	computing	is	bringing	more	devices	outside	of	computer	centers.		



Together,	these	technologies	could	be	used	to	effectively	support	complex	data	analysis	workflows	
with	flexible	in-flight	data	analyses.	
In	addition	to	the	changing	hardware	technologies,	a	key	roadblock	in	software	technology	that	was	
preventing	different	applications	from	sharing	a	common	set	of	data	management	tools	is	that	they	
each	uses	a	different	file	format	to	store	their	data.		Fortunately,	many	of	these	experimental	and	
observational	researches	are	starting	to	adopt	new	file	standards	based	on	HDF5,	which	suggest	
that	HDF5	could	be	a	common	platform	for	a	unified	set	of	data	management	tools.	
Timeliness:	HDF5	has	been	a	key	technology	in	managing	data,	performing	I/O,	and	providing	a	
portable	file	format	for	science	data	in	various	fields.		It	is	one	of	the	most	used	I/O	libraries	at	DOE	
supercomputing	facilities.		A	number	of	recent	features	introduced	into	HDF5	library	are	very	
useful	for	online	data	reduction	tools	[12].		For	example,	HDF5	supports	filters	to	perform	
compression	and	decompression	transparently	and	asynchronous	execution	user-defined	
operation	that	could	include	data	reduction	and	analysis.		Even	though	additional	features	might	
still	be	needed,	these	recently	added	features	form	a	strong	foundation	for	a	unified	data	run-time.	
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Topic: FAIR data modeling 

Challenge:  Many organizations face challenges in managing and analyzing data, especially when relevant datasets 

arise from multiple sources and methods.  Analyzing heterogeneous datasets and additional derived data requires 

rigorous tracking of their interrelationships and provenance.  This task has long been a Grand Challenge of data 

science, and has more recently been formalized in the FAIR principles1: that all data objects be Findable, 

Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable, both for machines and for people.   Adherence to these principles is 

necessary for proper stewardship of information, for testing regulatory compliance, for measuring the efficiency of 

processes, and for facilitating reuse of data analytical frameworks. 

The problems of making an organization’s data Findable and Accessible to its members are largely solved by 

modern databases, including relational databases such as SQL2  and non-relational “NoSQL” databases such as 

document stores3.  The challenges of assigning a unique, permanent ID to each dataset generated within an 

organization, and then ensuring that the dataset is deposited into a database where it may be retrieved by appropriate 

people, are largely managerial problems rather than technical ones.  On the other hand, making all types of data both 

Interoperable (enabling powerful integrated analyses that span many datasets generated by different teams within an 

organization) and Reusable (enabling later use of datasets by somebody other than the person or team that originally 

generated the data) is extremely difficult.  Reusability is challenging because non-specialized data storage formats 

often do not allow or require specification of key details, even basic ones such as units of measurement.  As a result, 

undocumented assumptions and conventions can make it very difficult to reproduce or reuse data. Ensuring 

Interoperability between datasets is challenging for many of the same reasons: when different groups within an 

organization produce data, impedance matching must be done in order to perform an integrative analysis.  Some 

sources of impedance are differing units, incompatible scaling or normalization of different datasets, and different 

identifiers used by different groups to refer to the same objects. 

FAIR data has been achieved for some specialized data 

types, such as protein structures, evolutionary relationships, 

and genome sequences (as well as the data types in KBase4).  

However, modeling new data types in a FAIR way involves 

hand-crafting complex data structures (e.g., SQL tables) to 

capture all relevant details of these data; these models are 

expensive to build and maintain.  Most bench scientists 

prefer to store their data in Excel spreadsheets or other 

general-purpose formats such as document stores, even 

though these are difficult to make FAIR.  These tradeoffs are 

illustrated in the figure to the right. 

In practice, most data types can be represented using a small 

number of data models, such as arrays, graphs, trees, and 

hash tables.  We surveyed hundreds of data types used by our colleagues in the ENIGMA project, a large consortium 

of researchers that study how communities of microbes interact with their environment (https://enigma.lbl.gov/).  

We discovered that the vast majority of data, from raw assays to processed results, can be represented as multi-

dimensional arrays of scalars.  We believe that this result is generalizable across many fields of research and 

business.  For example, climate modelers widely use the Xarray library for storing data in multi-dimensional arrays, 

in which key-value pairs are used to label each dimension5.  Similar libraries exist in most computer languages, and 

file formats such as HDF5 and NetCDF-4 are well supported, mature technologies.  However, a common file format 

alone is not sufficient to ensure Interoperability and Reusability: in addition to a standard file format, all data, 

dimensions, and units in these multidimensional arrays must also be formally and rigorously documented. 

Interoperability &

Reusability

Development Speed &Ease of Extensibility

Optimal

Balance

Fully Specified Data TypesUnconstrained Documents

ReusabilityReusabilityEase of Extensibility

Degree to which Data Types are Formally Defined



Opportunity:  We have developed the Contextual Ontology-based Repository Analysis Library (CORAL), a novel 

framework for data modeling and analysis, which aims to achieve an optimal balance between the ease of adding 

new data types and adherence to FAIR principles. 

An overview of the CORAL data model is shown in the figure below.  A) to rigorously document context for all 

data, we introduce the concept of a contexton, or unit of context.  Contextons are built using microtypes, which we 

define as atomic data types representing a simple concept relevant to a domain of interest.  Both rely on ontologies, 

which define a controlled vocabulary for describing a domain of interest.  Together, the microtypes and ontologies 

defined for a particular instance of our platform represent a language that allows users to formally describe all data 

in that instance in a way that is both Interoperable and Reusable.  B) Dynamic data types, which make up the vast 

majority of data, are defined by the users of the system as they are needed.  Dynamic data types are built by 

combining commonly used mathematical data structures with contextons.  This “building blocks” approach enables 

new data types to be defined as needed, with low costs, but also ensures that they are documented in the formal and 

rigorous manner that is necessary for Interoperability and Reusability of the data.  A limited number of static core 

types, which are fully specified traditional data structures, are also built using contextons in order to ensure 

Interoperability with the dynamic data.  These static core types include the system type Process, which is a special 

core type needed to document the provenance of each data object.  C) All static and dynamic data are referenced in 

an object graph, where nodes are static or dynamic datasets, and edges are processes.  This graph formally annotates 

the provenance of all data.

 

Timeliness: CORAL relies on new multi-model database technology (ArangoDB) to enable simultaneous searches 

of both the provenance graph and the linked data objects. 
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TOPIC: Data-management support for AI and complex workflows

I. CHALLENGE

Science is currently in the age of a digital, data-driven science revolution. With this, data has an increasingly significant role
and value to facilitate data-directed decision making. As researchers, trying to perform interdisciplinary science, we increasingly
need our data to be more connected, regardless of its source. Yet, a challenge that currently exists is the ”data silos” for the
ever-growing and heterogeneous nature of scientific data across domains.

A data silo means the data is not as accessible as it should be or maybe not at all for teams besides the ones that generate
it. If a great deal of time is required just decoding data to make it translatable to another team, one or more data silos are
likely present in the organization. Data silos stem from issues that are structural (i.e. many layers of separation between teams),
cultural (i.e. keeping data from each other, rather than working together), and technological (i.e. applications most likely not
designed to be integrated together).

The Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) data principles aim to help address data silos. Specifically, they
describe as an end goal that, for our scientific data, we need ”...more rigorous management and stewardship of these valuable
digital resources, to the benefit of the entire academic community.” [1] The FAIR data movement requires additional metadata
be recorded. This provides a challenge since there is a burden of accurate metadata for FAIR data. This requires rethinking
how we collect scientific data from ”birth” (i.e. when the data is produced at the experimental instrument or computational
resource)

II. OPPORTUNITY

A. What is a Data Fabric?

A data fabric, overall, is a set of data management principles, guiding practices, communities and standards that can
”...optimize access to an organization’s distributed data and intelligently curate and orchestrate it for self-service delivery.”
[2] Given that an organization’s distributed data will evolve with time, both in content, scale, and format, it is important to
have a flexible and scalable approach. These concepts of evolution and scalability are central to a data fabric. The data fabric
you need is highly correlated to questions like: How can data be more valuable to you? What obstacles and roadblocks do you
currently have with data? What are the software and services that provide data or allow you to perform operations on data?

1) Principles, best practices, communities, and standards: For an organization to foster this evolving nature of the data
fabric, it requires a set of data management principles, guiding practices, communities and standards and very importantly a
philosophical view that data and the services that enable it to have more value are really important. The software community
and the landscape around it changed drastically during the big data revolution in an effort to handle and make the increasing
amount of disparate data useful to more people. Not all the changes were positive but a common set of principles, approaches
and best practices evolved and became more useful. A data fabric should always strive to be cooperative with communities
and working groups because of the inherent value in connected data and services. Part of that cooperation can and does result
in formally published standards and approaches.

2) Design principles: The design principles will be core to the scientific data fabric.
a) Data availability: Data should be intuitive. You should know how to get it. You should know how long that takes (aka

Service Level Agreements/SLAs) and what the steps are to get it. You should have services that provide it to consumers in the
format they need using a technology that makes sense for the problem. It should be easily discovered. It should be searchable
the way you need to search: Textual, spatial, temporal, graph, ontological...

b) Data value: Data has value intrinsically. It is hard, arguably impossible, to understand the full value of any specific
piece of data a priori. That is, before it is inspected and analyzed: Is it like any of the data you already have? If you talk about
it the same way you talk about your existing data, can you learn more about your data and ask it harder questions? Treat all
of your data like it might have a secret, that when known, is very valuable.
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c) Connected Data: Data is inherently more valuable when it is connected. When connected by something like an
ontology, it earns semantic value that may be applicable to the way you design and build the data fabric. Knowledge graphs
[3] are a good example of this idea and they are illustrative of the kinds of problems connected data and data fabric solve.

d) Data is FAIR “from birth”: As the knowledge graph is created for the connected data, this should not have to always
be a manual process after the data is originally created. Instead, the data should be created according to FAIR data principles
”from birth”. The more relevant semantic meaning the data has, the richer it will make the data fabric. Also, this will streamline
the data ingestion process as well.

e) Harmony: Data, Services and Software: We all use similar data. Even if it not explicitly connected, yet. There are large
and very important movements going on currently that emphasize the value in talking about data similarly through ontology
and various other semantically expressive approaches both technically and conceptually. We should acknowledge the obvious
value in these efforts and enable that way of thinking in the services and software we build.

f) Learn from your data: If captured and connected properly you can learn a lot about your data that will provide value to
your overall effort and mission. Embrace that and constantly be looking for ways to derive value from it. Specifically, explore
using AI to try to learn patterns that might be useful at a broader level, use statistical analysis to determine the most efficient
ways to solve problems, and utilize predictive workflows based on current knowledge and many more.

B. What does a Data Fabric look like for a Scientific Organization?

The National Science Data Fabric [4] is a new project funded by the National Science Foundation that shows potential to
create the first international scientific data fabric. We speculate this will be a pioneering project that will lay the foundation
for additional large-scale data fabric developments for scientific data. This is a unique opportunity for the Advanced Scientific
Computing Research (ASCR) program to also invest in empowering data-driven science by promoting data to a ”first class
citizen” across domains via similar development into integration of a data fabric.

III. TIMELINESS

A. Short-term strategy and gains

The data fabric can be adopted easily and unobtrusively. In fact, the approach values flexibility, ease of adoption and embraces
the requirement to provide value early and consistently while iteratively growing into what it needs to be. It should start by
identifying, including and participating in the communities and groups already working on these concepts, even outside of
ASCR. As a group we should be understanding, refining and adopting methodologies and practices to unify our data and
services to make them more useful. This purposeful approach offers the chance to innovate the way we do science and write
software potentially solving harder problems than we have ever solved.

a) Best case for on-boarding data: Everyone talks about data the same way and the data unification effort is very minimal.
That is to say, we use a connected ontology and the semantics we express are in a similar domain. We can leverage existing
raw data and we only use, much lighter, metadata such that our hardware, network, storage needs etc. are minimal and they
are already available and paid for. The amount of effort to participate in and leverage the power of the data fabric must be
kept minimal. Ultimately, semantic meaning can be derived and directly leveraged to enhance the data or guide the types of
services and software required.

b) Worst case for on-boarding data: There is no understanding or value given to connected data and services. It is
challenging and takes more time to talk about data accurately and universally for organizational or other reasons. Existing
services and data are hard to access and can not provide programmatic access in a meaningful way. Connected data technologies
can take longer to develop at scale. We have to automatically try to derive semantic meaning rather than have participants do
that explicitly, which is almost always more precise.

B. Long-term strategy and gains

One important long-term strategy of the data fabric is it must be allowed to evolve with research and scientific applications. A
rigid data fabric that is inflexible for new data ingestion will quickly become just another isolated, data silo for the organization.
Only by continuing to invest in and develop the connection of the organization’s data, governed by data fabric design principles,
will the organization continue to reap the benefits of the new data-driven science revolution.
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Topics:  

• Capturing provenance information about scientific data  
• Providing data management support for AI and complex workflows  

  

Challenge:    

In recent years, there has been rapid production of data artifacts – both large scale (traditional Big 

Data) and large ensembles of small-scale data sets (typical machine learning applications). A growing 

technical burden has been placed on researchers that attempt to organize and manipulate data. Often scripts 

must be used to do simple tasks. Simply copying data from a remote computer to a local machine can take 

days depending on the network bandwidth and size of the data source.   

Furthermore, tracking the many parameters that are involved in running simulations or 

computational models is often nontrivial. This poses a problem in keeping data generation reproducible and 

testable. Using word documents, README files, or lab notebooks to track changes made while configuring 

a computing environment to set up and run a model requires a level of detail that is not easy to maintain, 

even if extreme care is taken. As science typically follows an iterative process this reproducibility challenge 

makes it difficult to build and expand on existing scientific discoveries. Appropriately capturing the 

provenance of a dataset, the metadata around the configuration of models, and analysis tools used in its 

evolution in a complicated workflow is essential for adding transparency to the scientific methodology and 

a data set’s reproducibility.   

Reproducibility and manipulation of a data set are also complicated by outdated methods of 

dissemination. Journal articles remain the de facto means of disseminating scientific results. In 2015, a 

study looking at the reproducibility of results attained in several economics studies noted that in nearly half 

the papers it was impossible to reproduce the results [1] often due to missing files. The complexity of 

computing environments in which a data set is generated or analyzed can also make it difficult to manually 

record all the relevant parameters correctly. Two scientists trying to repeat a scientific workflow are likely 

to see differences in their results, due to computing environments or missed parameters. It can take multiple 

iterations of adjusting parameters to reproduce the results exactly.  

  

Opportunity:    

Publication of a dataset to a repository along with a journal article is not enough to ensure 

reproducibility. The complexity of modern scientific problems means they cannot be accurately captured 

in traditional pen and paper approaches. Computational sciences that generate large amounts of data from 

scratch using first principles are uniquely poised to take advantage of pipelining tools that can immortalize 

the generation of a data set with a corresponding small digital footprint. Ideally, it would be possible to then 

download such a pipeline and reproduce the results at a press of a button. If science is truly meant to be a 

collaborative endeavor it should be possible for others to adjust and build upon such a digital pipeline 

without having to repeat processes in the pipeline that are required for reproducibility but offer little 

scientific value. The challenges of using digital pipelines to reproduce experimental results are larger but 

there remains opportunity for improvement given that almost all scientific instrumentation has a digital 

component with configuration options and software that could be captured, though there exist hurdles in 

overcoming restrictions related to proprietary vendor instrumentation.  

Tools exist for many aspects of managing data, but they only solve parts of the problem. The 

combination of these tools to generate truly reproducible digital pipelines still faces problems in the form 

of:  

• proprietary software used to generate the data;  



• the reliability and long-term stability of data sets or tools hosted on the cloud or accessed 

over the internet;  

• the effective capture of metadata and configuration options around experiments and 

simulations; and  

• the publication of data pipelines that can be run along with journal articles.  

  

Timeliness:  

Reproducibility of data has benefitted from active development in the field of Machine Learning 

models on workflow tools such as SnakeMake [2], Kubeflow [3], and many others. These tools help to 

automate complex data workflows. Container technologies such as Singularity [4] have also gone a long 

way in helping to make scientific workflows reproducible and portable. Dependency management tools 

such as Spack [5] have attained success in the reproducibility of building complex software stacks to run 

simulations.   

Upcoming Web3.0 technologies offer a means of indexing, discovering, and monitoring 

provenance of scholarly articles, data resources, software, data standards, and conglomerate 

configurations.  These may be indexed and officiated using distributed autonomous organizations (DAOs) 

such as using non-fungible tokens (NFTs) as an analog to digital object identifiers (DOIs).  

Technologies evolve quickly, resulting in a treadmill effect whereby older versions of software 

become deprecated quickly and competitors arise quickly.  As a result, pipelines dependent on these 

technologies run the risk of failed reproducibility over time.  What is needed is an approach to compile or 

provide a containerization wrapper that is invariant to changes in time to maximize the likelihood of 

conformance to standards and backward compatibility.  Given appropriate hardware and software 

preconditions, and with the ability to compile, bind data, and have a machine-readable means of interpreting 

metadata enough information can be made available to an experimental sandbox to reproduce scientific 

experiments.  
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Topic: Fine-grained, wide area data management and access for experimental science.
In order to perform both data reduction and more advanced analysis, such as machine learning (ML), on
data collected at major facilities such as the Advanced Photon
Source, it is largely the responsibility of the visiting scientists to
navigate the patchwork of computational resources available at
facilities themselves or to transfer large volumes of data to their
own institutions. If an experiment involves multiple
collaborators who each contribute to different modes of data
analysis, the experimental team may have to transfer TBs of
data to multiple locations. For example, a team in Argonne’s
Materials Science Division regularly collects several TB/day at
Sector 6 of the APS. This entire volume is currently streamed
to an APS data cluster for initial data reduction, then transferred
to MSD for spectral analysis and, in parallel, copied to Cornell
for ML via Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM) for
unsupervised Bragg peak clustering, then to ALCF Theta to fit
parameters. The raw data are archived by the APS for 1-2 years,
but the intermediate results from each stage of analysis are
distributed over multiple machines in multiple locations, as
shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, the rate-limiting step for each stage of analysis is the data transfer (1 day
of transfer for 15 minutes of analysis!). The Management and Storage of Scientific Data community
could have a big impact on improving the data movement costs of this workload by enabling and
optimizing remote data operations for a range of data creation and access patterns.

This white paper sketches an alternative paradigm that could profoundly impact how facilities
handle large-scale experimental data in the future. In our approach, users are presented with a unified
view accessible to all collaborators, which is populated on-demand with experimental data and/or
theoretical simulations from multiple sources, and synchronized with distributed remote locations (cloud,
exascale computing facilities) as needed. From the user perspective, this will have three advantages: (1)
accelerated analysis and learning pipelines due to reduced data transfer overheads; (2) improved
integration of data analysis and advanced modeling (digital twins), and (3) increased productivity due to
less management overhead and development overhead. To this end, we need to design and develop a
portable, adaptable infrastructure that exposes high-level data manipulation primitives to filter, query and
assimilate simulation/experiment/ collaborator data into unified views at fine granularities, while
optimizing interactions with the remote data sources through a combination of local caching and data
planning strategies.

The choices a scientist makes in performing this post -pipeline analysis are usually specific to the
particular scientific question being addressed by the experiment, and therefore impossible to encapsulate
in a predefined pipeline. We envision that pipeline construction by exposing Python network-accessible
object interfaces. The community is already moving toward Python for sequential processing and basic



data manipulation, while performance -critical sections are expected to be written in C, C++, or Fortran,
and exported to Python. Such libraries are likely to be usable in other settings, such as high- performance
computers. The ongoing development of high  resolution, high  frame  rate detectors and the x-ray and
neutron scattering science capabilities they offer has created a data management and I/O challenge. Large
experimental datasets must be rapidly stored and managed for near-real time analysis. The construction of
analysis  pipelines partially automates the analysis process, transferring data to storage and among
multiple analysis software packages, but approaches are often too rigid for dynamic studies by human or
learning agents.

It is as important therefore that we have a plan for ensuring that the results of any pipeline are
accessible in a convenient and reasonably standardized form as it is to develop tools for constructing the
automated pipelines in the first place. It is no longer sufficient
to deposit the data in an archive, if the user is then required to
download it in order to perform any follow up operations.
Current methods of data management at large-scale facilities
have not adapted to the needs of facility users as data volumes
have grown and the speed of data collection accelerated.
Facilities typically provide medium-term stores to archive the
data, but these are only accessible as file repositories through
SFTP or Globus.

We have to develop an I/O abstraction and architecture
that allows fine -grained access to the data without requiring
significant data transfers. Thus we propose several key I/O
abstraction challenges: 1) Detector ingest, filtering and upload
(IFUP), via Pythonic filter plug-ins wrapped around advanced
buffering and staging with multiple back-ends; 2) Fine-grained
local caching that maintains the illusion of a fully available
local view, but efficiently populates it on-demand and maintains its coherence in the background; 3)
Orchestration of remote data sources, which automatically selects the best remote source to interact
with (based on proximity, availability of data, permissions) and keeps the remote data sources
synchronized; 4) High level indexing and query support to extract, group and present the data to
analytics and learning tasks using familiar plug-and-play abstractions, from multiple data services.

Our approach is to develop a toolkit of learning and analysis-ready Python libraries that can be
integrated into workflows by users from a broad range of disciplines, depicted in Figure 2. We envision a
pluggable framework in which user Python fragments can be wrapped around existing IFUP technologies
(e.g., Globus) but with a range of callback points controllable via Python tools. Fine-grain local caching
will be addressed at lower levels, investigating how to efficiently buffer and issue fine-grain put/get
operations in bulk to hide the latency of accessing remote data sources without compromising coherence.
To this end, we envision approaches based on snapshot isolation that can take advantage of related efforts.
Enhanced data analysis and learning will be enabled through extensions to a remote object toolkit which
provides a familiar numerical interface, and optimizable aggregated data pipelines for deep learning
frameworks. For example, in the GMM case, a container library entry for Bragg peak identification
would be run at data ingest time, and the learning agent would walk the resulting peak index over remote
object interfaces to quickly and efficiently produce usable results which are also stored for use by others.
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Topic: Data-management support for AI and complex workflows.

I. CHALLENGE

Experimental data processing pipelines are growing not just in volume and velocity but also in complexity, as machine learning
(ML) methods become an ingrained part of the workflow at multiple levels. Data access and transfer rates are often a limiting
factor in overall time-to-completion. These workflows, here dubbed Experimental Data for Machine Learing (XD/ML) pipelines
are also heterogeneous, consisting of phases that have different performance limits.

Typical XD/ML pipelines contain multiple phases relevant to the study of data management architectures. These include
data capture: encompassing retrieval from the instrument, fast edge inference, and staging to temporary storage; indexing:
extracting and synthesizing metadata, loading into catalogs and databases; reconstruction: moving selected instrument data to
high performance computing (HPC) for full first-principles analysis; and model training: using reconstructed data to (re)train
edge inference models. Each of these phases could involve a full read and write of the dataset to persistent storage, but many
optimizations are typically employed. Additionally, in the presence of ML-based, application-aware, policy-based workflow
decisions, these steps could proceed in different orders, be omitted, or re-executed in loops.

The data access workloads in complex XD/ML pipelines are qualitatively more difficult to diagnose, validate, optimize,
and reason about when compared to traditional data acquisition patterns. This is not only because of the inherent difficulty
of explaining ML models, but also because the ecosystem of data management tools and services is not tightly integrated.
Ultimately, this prevents researchers from explaining why a particular result was obtained, sharing training data with others,
or reproducing experiments [1].

II. OPPORTUNITY

Experimental science projects continue to advance from a manual “collect data, analyze later” paradigm to an automated,
AI-enhanced, self-documenting “collect, analyze, feedback, document” paradigm. Project teams typically assemble one or
more “flows” to perform a series of tasks, usually associated with particular available hardware. Over time, multiple flows
are assembled into an application suite, generalized for multiple uses, and made portable to multiple data acquisition and
processing systems. Scientific developers in these contexts, however, lack an ecosystem in which such workflows can be
rapidly assembled, ported, scaled, and optimized; here we describe how the problem space can be bridged to a Management
and Storage of Scientific Data (MSSD) context.

These flows have different computational requirements and priorities: for example, in serial crystallography experiments
it is important that quality control and stills processing [2] be performed within seconds, and can employ local accelerators,
while structure determination requires HPC but can be delayed if needed. Ptychography experiments that process intensive data
streams on an HPC system, however, can introduce severe I/O bottlenecks due to, for example, the random sample loading used
in model training to reduce bias. AI/ML-specific sample loading and caching optimizations are essential, with special emphasis
on awareness of flow and data streaming. Additionally, flows may be controlled by nearly opaque ML models, making dynamic
decisions about progress in the overall experiment, (e.g., when new data inferred to be of type D are produced, retrain model
M , record outputs in catalog C, and proceed to the next sample material).

A. Exposing data access challenges through policy engines

Policy engines must be deployed at one or more levels to ease the interoperation of flows and regulate users and facilities.
Such policy engines need not be centralized. A handful of key policy points are near-universally needed for flow management.
These include: deadline: a flow must be started or completed by a particular deadline; priority: a flow should be prioritized
relative to other flows from the same user, group, or facility; resource limit: a flow component should not consume more than
a predetermined limit in terms of resource allocation used; locality: computation should minimize data transfer, favor use of
an accelerator, or execute close to an instrument; application-specific conditions: for example, an ML model should be trained
until it reaches a threshold metric. At the present time, teams are integrating ML methods into pipelines to minimize human
intervention with the workflow, e.g., for automatic detection of regions of interest, mechanically cropping diffaction patterns,
and enhancing reconstruction with AI/ML techniques.
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Generalized flow policy management offers a potential interface between XD/ML researchers and the MSSD community. By
exposing the structure of flows and exploiting MSSD optimizations, high-quality, portable, re-usable flows could be developed.

Expecting the emergence of a fully generalized, centralized policy engine is unreasonable. Rather, steps toward distributed
policy management can be taken following the approach of stable distributed control systems [3]. This approach would start
with the development of common performance control interfaces across services and tools. Then, local, constrained policy
decisions and optimizations could be made. Meta-controllers could be deployed as applications are scaled up to negotiate
broader problems, and optionally integrated with centralized policy services.

The goal of distributed service negotiation is not unreachable. Interoperable software and services are necessarily being
developed in the HPC community. For example, the E4S [4] and Spack [5] projects have built up a very large suite of build
routines enabling HPC teams to integrate and even link many tools together. Similarly, the ExaWorks project [6] is building
an interoperable ecosystem of workflow tools that can build up nested workflows and other compositions.

B. Connecting flows to streams with data movement optimizations for continual learning

In this context, experimental science flows governed by policies that control data-in-motion introduce opportunities to optimize
data management at multiple levels. In terms of abstractions, it is not sufficient to reason about input data as a static sequence
of bytes available from the beginning (either as a file on parallel file system or a set of key-value pairs in an object store).
Instead, data arrive continuously as a stream and computations need to be started as soon as possible, then adapted to process
new data on-the-fly, as they arrive. This raises an entirely new set of challenges in the ML space. For example, a DNN model
training cannot simply update the model by processing new mini-batches, as this leads to the problem of catastrophic forgetting
(bias towards newest samples). On the other hand, accumulating all streamed data and retraining from scratch every time new
mini-batches are available is not feasible either. Therefore, there is a need for advanced data streaming abstractions that look
and act like normal streams, but can be augmented with policies to transparently mix historic and new data in order address
application requirements.

In the example considered above, one can imagine data streams that automatically cache representative training samples based
on a selection policy. Then, when a new mini-batch arrives, it is automatically augmented to include historic representative
training samples, which effectively results in a transparent rehearsal for the DNN training without the need to modify the
training process itself. Naturally, the design points of such abstractions have important implications on the whole storage stack,
including: locality: where to cache and/or persist historic data; categorization: whether to handle live data and historic data
separately or together; hierarchy: how to leverage multiple storage levels; new hardware: how to take advantage of persistent
memory to reduce the performance gap between accessing historic data and live data.

C. Capturing, interpreting, and replaying automated data access decisions

Given that data access is supported by policy-level tools, it becomes possible to automate the inspection of flow progress and
to make created datasets FAIR. Provenance records generated by workflows must be augmented with model version history so
as to record how a possibly complex ensemble of variably-accurate models have been trained and updated over time, because
these models impact the MSSD-relevant data accesses made by the system. The system would thus create a structure so the
user can ask how a workload pattern was obtained, in the form of a provenance history.

III. TIMELINESS

The identified challenges and opportunities are highly relevant in the next 2-3 years. At Argonne, data flows between APS
and ALCF are already being used by multiple applications. Without addressing these challenges, performance and scalability
will be limited, because the benefits of advanced processing rates available on emerging exascale systems will be lost to
inefficiencies in data movement. The Braid project at Argonne is addressing some of these challenges in deploying workflows
based on Globus Flows [7] and the Braid Provenance Database [8].
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Topics:
● Interoperability in FAIR digital objects, and among FAIR infrastructure
● Stewardship of scientific data

Vision: We envision a future in which the US Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science (SC) R&D
community will soon be able to easily identify, acquire, adapt, merge, and reuse scientific data to develop
and implement bespoke hybrid applications to support the DOE mission. The collection of data assets in
DOE data repositories will be findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR) during the era of
machine-actionable data, as discussed in Wilkinson et al. [1]. The collection of benchmark scientific data
supporting the DOE science mission and the associated digital assets and artifacts will advance
Advanced Scientific Computing Research (ASCR) goals toward democratizing (autonomous and
egalitarian) access to science data. The collection of scientific data will also be complemented by
semantically enriched metadata, which will help advance the goals of other external frameworks in
“relating data, models, and tasks” [2].

Challenges: All five program offices within the DOE Office of Science leverage ASCR facilities to meet
their computational needs and accomplish their science goals. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has
revealed the necessity of “virtual collaboration, enhanced automation, autonomous controls, and robotics
[which] could open up new ways of performing complex experiments, collaborating, and accelerating
scientific breakthroughs" [3]. In the context of scientific data management and stewardship, this challenge
extends beyond collaboration among science teams to autonomous machines collaborating (or even
contending with one another) to facilitate breakthrough science via “a seamless integration of research
infrastructure,” which also implies seamless data flows across organizations and facilities while
concurrently negotiating across legal frameworks [4,5].  Here, we are primarily focusing on the challenges
of interoperability in actionable FAIR digital objects (FDO) toward facilitating ease of discovery, access
and manipulation in the context of R&D toward the goal of knowledge discovery and innovation. As noted
by Wilkinson and coauthors, the grand challenge here is in “assisting machines in their discovery and
exploration of data,” which then “becomes a first priority for good data stewardship.”

Opportunities: The 2020 SC User Facilities Roundtable recognized that “data, computing, and
networking infrastructure are critical for scientific productivity; they are the substrates the research
community uses to explore, create, and share information” [3], clearly identifying that the first class
opportunity that the SC user facilities pioneer the development, implementation and stewardship of
FAIRecosystem(s) comprised of FDOs and FAIR workflows. There is a strategic opportunity for ASCR to
provide the leadership across all U.S. agencies in realizing the vision for integrated ecosystems of
experimental facilities, observing systems, computational resources and data assets – all interlinked by
means of interoperable FAIRecosystems and services.

Much work remains to be done in defining domain-specific FDOs [6], characterized by their persistence,
uniqueness and in being actionable [4]. They have so far been introduced into the European Open
Science Cloud (EOSC) as a means to turn FAIR principles into practice and assist with establishing
cross-disciplinary infrastructures, but research is still needed to understand appropriate methods to bind
all relevant, domain-specific information to a stable digital entity, as well as how these digital entities may
be linked across domains. Interoperability must be expressed in the metadata, where data is described
using a  “formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language for knowledge representation” as
per FAIR’s definition of the I1 indicator [1]. It is also necessary that metadata: adopt “vocabularies that
follow FAIR principles” (I2); and “include qualified references to other metadata (I3).” As more progress
remains possible with the I1, I2, and I3 indicators, standardized formats and vocabularies that assist with
inter- and cross-domain knowledge representation will be essential for linking data assets.

Timeliness and Priorities: The DOE scientific community is striving toward adhering to the FAIR data
principles. Several DOE projects have already achieved success in making the data assets findable and



accessible. There are also many examples of reusability of data assets, often enabled via standardization
and synthesis of metadata. Progress is being made toward making the data more reusable in the sense
of FAIRness, not only within the same domain science community but also across collaborating science
communities – for example in producing, synthesizing and consuming climate projections by collaborators
across ASCR, BER and BES. Various science communities are still working toward defining semantic
models that will facilitate linking data resources, which is critical for the data assets to be successfully
integrated as FDOs in a framework1 for true interoperability, especially across domains.

During the past decade, scientific data at ASCR facilities (both experimental and computational) are
growing at unprecedented rates that have outpaced the DOE scientific community’s ability to exploit the
full potential of the data. We are approaching the era of acquiring experimental data at unprecedented
rates; and high-fidelity simulation experiments are now generating multi-petabytes of simulation data [7].
A timely investment by ASCR in FAIRecosystems will enable scientists to develop autonomous systems,
that will enable them to: (1) dynamically exploit resources where and when available, often during a
limited window of opportunity, while preserving provenance for reproducibility; (2) derive innovative
methods and new hybrid models that respect the laws of nature while aided by advances in machine
learning and artificial intelligence that are explainable; and (3) extract knowledge and information from
diverse and heterogeneous sources.
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Topics Addressed:   
• Devising metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles  
• Opportunity to build a metadata standards repository and integrated tools to facilitate cross-domain 

and facility optimization of scientific data management 
 
Challenge:  By the end of 2020, there was an estimated 44x10^21 bytes (44ZB)1 of accumulated data.  
To give an approximation of relative size, there are 352 x 10^18 gallons of water in the Pacific Ocean.  
Using this as a reference, 44ZB is 125 Pacific Oceans partitioned into individual gallons. The scientific 
community is drowning in data and the new problem we face is how to make sense of it.  
Part of this sense-making lies in metadata, which enables navigation within and across data stores: 
without metadata, data loses its usefulness. That is, good science requires good metadata. However, most 
metadata is poorly modeled (or non-existent) and requires manual, labor-intensive processes to “map” 
metadata before value creation can begin.  Furthermore, if the community looks to FAIR as a roadmap for 
better metadata management, FAIR stresses that “Metadata needs to meet domain-specific standards” [1], 
and yet, there are limited metadata standards available within every domain (for instance, energy research 
lacks such a standard [2]) and, where such standards do exist, there is no centralized location to find and 
make use of them. Constructing metadata that links technologies, methodologies, and infrastructures, let 
alone individual data units, across domains will require not just extensive labor, but a comprehensive 
knowledge of cross-domain metadata standards.  
In addition to standards, metadata is often time-sensitive and will require adequate versioning. Scientific 
research that includes scaling, analysis, and comparing heterogeneous data with different levels of 
granularity across groups and domains is complex. This will require adequate metadata that describes not 
just present events, but those that have already happened (i.e., legacy data) as well as those that have not 
yet happened. As data changes over time, so will the standards and ontologies to make sense of that data.  
The metadata management infrastructure of the future will require more than just a clever technological 
implementation; it will require a deep understanding of domain-specific knowledge, an easy-to-use means 
to translate that knowledge from one domain to the next, and a clear cognitive map to provide appropriate 
context for researchers as knowledge changes over time.   
As of now, data tagging is frequently the proposed solution (e.g., [3]). As such, data tagging methods are 
often reinvented, which then generates technical debt related to identifying data tag relevance and 
linkages. The major challenge, then, is simple to characterize, but appropriate planning and execution will 
be necessarily complex: the scientific community needs to facilitate metadata (re)use and comprehension 
across scientific domains without placing the bulk of this cognitively arduous task (labor, comprehension, 
versioning) on the overwhelmed scientist. 
 
Opportunity:  We are aware of tools like BioPortal2, an open, automatically updated repository of 
versioned biomedical ontologies stored in various formats accessible via Web browsers and services, and 
the Cedar Workbench3, which allows scientific researchers and data producers to generate high-quality, 
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semantically enriched metadata with terms from controlled vocabularies and ontologies (and which is 
connected with the BioPortal).  These two tools are domain-specific – namely, to help the biomedical 
research community – but also provides a beautiful example of what is possible, given time and 
resources: (i) a repository of community approved ontologies, vocabularies, and mappings; (ii) related 
widgets in that repository that make seamless integration with existing tools possible for developers; and 
(iii) a separate front-end tool connected to this ontology/vocabulary repository that aids researchers and 
data producers with metadata creation and mappings either on-the-fly or by API integration with existing 
tools.  
We propose the research and development of both such a repository as well as a complimentary metadata 
facilitation tool for the wider science community, with an eye to cross domain and facility use. DOE 
science labs are perfectly positioned for such research, as they represent a huge breadth of science 
domains (and as such can survey and test ontology availability, utility, and (re)use) and can provide the 
necessary scope of research expertise: information scientists and related experts in knowledge 
management, software engineers, and domain scientists with a vested interest in facilitated metadata 
management and connected data infrastructure.  With the emergence of Web3.0, ontologies, data 
dictionaries, and standards are ideal candidates to be published and managed with new tools, like smart 
contracts that define rule sets capable of locking down interface rules for metadata curation, provenance 
using blockchain, and developer APIs using smart contract tools like Brownie and Truffle. 
 
Timeliness:  The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)4 and other international Open Science 
initiatives like BOOST 4.0 [4] are underway now that address the need for developing large-scale data-
driven architectures that have adequate metadata management to aid in algorithm flexibility, analytics, 
analysis, and sharing. This is an excellent opportunity to leverage the international interest in open, shared 
data, and provide tools for applying rich, domain-specific metadata to the wider science community. 
Managing metadata on peta- and exascale file systems is challenging, and an active research topic. 
Several options to solve scalability challenges are addressed in [5]. Moreover, cross-facility initiatives 
like ORNL’s INTERSECT project that aim to build and deploy a scalable system-of-systems environment 
that interconnect high performance computing, edge computing, data analysis, and experimental 
instruments to enable autonomous “self-driving” scientific experiments will need effective metadata tools 
to facilitate this interconnectivity; enabling the (re)use of domain ontologies and vocabularies will be 
essential and should happen in tandem with architecting these systems.  
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Topic Addressed:  Providing data management support for AI and complex workflows 
 
Challenges:   
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques are becoming popular within the 
scientific community [1, 2]. Workflows increasingly integrate ML models to guide analysis, couple 
simulation and data analysis codes, and exploit specialized computing hardware (e.g., GPUs, neuromorphic 
chips). These workflows inherently couple various types of tasks such as short ML inference, multi-node 
simulations, long-running ML model training, etc. They are also often iterative and dynamic, with learning 
systems deciding in real time how to modify the workflow (e.g., by adding new simulations or changing 
the workflow altogether). 
 
Workflows empowered with ML techniques largely differ from traditional workflows running on HPC 
machines. While workflows (i.e., one large-scale application simulating a scientific object or process) 
traditionally take little input data and produce large outputs, ML approaches target model training, which 
usually requires the input of a large quantity of data (either via files or from a collection of databases) and 
produces a small number of trained models. These models can be standalone applications, or even 
embedded within larger traditional simulations. There exists an inherent tension between traditional HPC, 
which evolved around executing large capability codes, and AI-HPC, which requires the coordinated 
execution of many smaller capability-scale applications (e.g., large ensembles of data generation co-
mingled with inference and coinciding with periodic retraining of models). 
 
With their reliance on data, effective AI-workflows should provide fine-grained data management and 
versioning features, as well as adequate data provenance capabilities [3]. This data management will have 
to be flexible: some applications and workflows might need to move data via a filesystem, while others 
could be better served from a traditional database, data store, or a streaming dataflow model. During 
inference, it may be best to couple the (lightweight) model as close to the data it is processing as possible. 
In any case, effective data management is a key feature of successful AI workflows. 
 
Furthermore, any data management support for AI will require some type of privacy management: 
algorithms trained on data with PHI are clearly sensitive, but there may be other, less obviously sensitive 
data used in AI research that could be inadvertently exposed. Part of the support for such systems needs to 
assume that many scientists using AI may not be AI “experts”, and data management support should make 
it as clear as possible what these AI algorithms may/may not be used for. AI and ML packages have become 
incredibly easy to use, which makes them that much harder for domain scientists to explain. 
 
Current AI workflow systems (e.g., MLFlow, AirFlow, Kubeflow, Pachyderm, etc.) are also difficult to 
deploy in complex research environments. These systems assume use of specific languages or environments 
that are not easily deployed where, say, the user lacks root access, needs to delegate tiered access 
permissions to specific portions of a workflow, or is beholden to institution-specific security policies.  
 
AI algorithms are notoriously opaque [4]. Tracking the provenance of intermediate and final artifacts 
through all stages of the workflow is crucially important for engineers and scientists to understand and 
explain the output of a particular AI algorithm. Without such fine-grained metadata, it can be difficult or 
impossible to verify that an algorithm has executed as intended, much less that its results can be trusted. 



Existing approaches to logging these artifacts allow flexible use, where users choose what to log, but this 
approach may result in omitted artifacts or partially logged artifacts. 
 
Opportunity: 
Here is an opportunity to address data management concerns related to provenance, privacy, data access 
concerns and permissions, artifacts, and overall explainability. We propose the following approach: to 
extend a currently available workflow management system as a prototype which can satisfy the constraints 
to be deliberately “paradoxical” by being opaque where security is concerned (the resulting model cannot 
be tampered with in order to recover the original anonymized data) but transparent where the automation 
and execution details are concerned (by tracking provenance and metadata about the execution for 
debugging purposes, for explainability, and for scrutiny by other scientists, which is critical to the scientific 
process). Doing open science on protected data is a challenging problem, but the FAIR principles [5] can 
still be observed at multiple levels of the workflow. Better tools would enable scientists to satisfy all these 
constraints automatically so that they can just focus on doing science; rather than reinvent the workflow 
wheel yet again, we propose to examine a current, commonly used tool (e.g., MLFlow) and extend its 
capabilities to effectively understand and map out a solution for provenance, privacy, permissions, artifact 
tracking, and explainability. 
 
Timeliness:   
Data management and workflows will be fundamental components in various cross-facility initiatives, such 
as INTERSECT at ORNL. As projects such as this develop and incorporate data and workflows from 
multiple domains, addressing issues related to provenance, privacy, access/permissions, artifacts, and 
overall explainability will be crucial to ensuring that these components are incorporated into the engineering 
process, and not addressed as afterthoughts. 
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1 Challenge

The increasing demand for computational performance along with the slowdown of Moore’s
law results in the need for extremely heterogeneous systems with new accelerator designs, memory
technologies, and memory hierarchies to continue improving application performance and reduce
energy consumption. In the current environment, applications are written with the static mapping
of their memory objects based on the kernel placement on the specific computing resource (CPU,
GPU, FPGA) decided at design time. It is a challenge to provide an environment to the developer
with application performance portability targeting extremely heterogeneous systems which have
not only heterogeneous accelerators but also have heterogeneous memories. Recent state-of-the-art
techniques have proposed either the run-time mapping of tasks to heterogeneous computing units
with the static mapping of memory objects [1], [2], or have proposed the run-time selection of memory
without considering task mapping constraints [3]. A Heterogeneous memory system framework is
needed to address the performance and portability of applications for extreme heterogeneous systems,
which studies the traditional memory mapping techniques, task mapping techniques and proposes
a run-time adaptable heterogeneous memory mapping approach to work in conjunction with the
heterogeneous task mapping approach. It is challenging to address this problem in multiple areas
such as programming model, compiler support, and run-time framework.

There are some studies that partially address this issue. Narayan et al. [3] propose a novel
page allocation approach to utilize heterogeneous memory systems at the memory object level,
which conducts profiling and classification of memory objects offline. Wu et al. [4] propose a
lightweight runtime solution called Unimem to minimize unnecessary data movement. Unimem
works in phases of profiling, modeling, and placement of memory objects, and the concept is
evaluated with non-cycle accurate simulation. Olson et al. [5] extend the application run-time
layer with automated monitoring and implement an online data tiring solution that facilitates data
allocation and placement across heterogeneous memory only based on the latency and if there is
a benefit to migrating data. Although these studies provide great ideas and insights to approach
the issue, a detailed and dedicated exploration is needed in order to develop a complete solution for
accommodating future heterogeneous memory systems that can effortlessly accommodate a range of
memory technologies.

2 Opportunity

Applications can have very different memory requirements. Research is required to profile
applications to understand their memory requirements when determining how the application
can best leverage the available memory. For example, an application can be latency-sensitive, or
bandwidth-bound; while DDRx DRAM (still) provides the fastest interface but High Bandwidth
Memory (HBM) provides superior bandwidth performance. There could be a need for low power
(LPDDR) or Non-Volatile (STT-MRAM, ReRAM, PCM) memory for a specific application as well.
Therefore, there would be a great opportunity to analyze a broad range of applications from a
memory requirement perspective and this research can lead to interesting insights.

Concurrently, there would also be an opportunity to conduct elaborate analysis of candidate
memory technologies, many of which are novel/emerging and lack a detailed understanding of

1



underlying technologies and concepts. A detailed exploration of these memory technologies would
certainly enrich the community with useful knowledge.

The performance and portability challenges of heterogeneous memories need to be addressed with
an extension to existing programming models [2] with unique input/output (IO) objects specification
of computational kernels along with the task specification. The IO object’s specification should have
sufficient details for dynamic mapping. Researchers have to balance the details and gains. It also
provides opportunities to support the specification with compiler (LLVM) extensions. Researchers
have an opportunity to investigate dynamic mapping techniques for heterogeneous memories which
include heuristics (genetic, dynamic programming, etc.) and machine learning techniques, and
consider trade-off axes such as performance, energy consumption, complexity, memory usage, and
bandwidth requirement.

DOE applications are expected to fully exploit the advantages of the proposed heterogeneous
memory system framework with both performance gains and portability to variations of the emerging
extremely heterogeneous systems. A efficient heterogeneous memory system would effortlessly
facilitate allocation and mapping to memory sub-modules during run-time, while maintaining
coherence, and preferably without placing a large burden on the programmer.

3 Timeliness

The end of simple technology scaling for easy performance gains along with the rise in diversity of
computation accelerators and memory systems are resulting in extremely heterogeneous computing
systems. New emerging memory technologies like ReRAM, SST-RAM, PCM, HBM, and HMC have
matured and are now being included within accelerator designs. For example, FPGA designs are
now including HBM and SSD attached memories. The open-source movement further transformed
the emergence of new processing cores (RISC-V), computing accelerators (artificial intelligence,
neuromorphic, HPC) along with the integration of new memory technologies. In response, we have
already seen the emergence of true heterogeneous commercial platforms incorporating CPUs, GPUs,
accelerators, and FPGAs each potentially including diverse sets of memory. Although static mapping
of tasks to accelerators and static mapping of memory to memory devices has been researched
before, we are now facing a new challenge of maintaining performance portability as codes are ported
between heterogeneous systems with different accelerator and memory structures. Advanced dynamic
mapping of both the accelerator and memory systems will be needed to maintain portability and
performance in these increasingly heterogeneous and diverse systems without creating a large burden
on the programmers to write system-specific code.
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Composable Data Management Architecture 
Modern HPC and AI workflows increasingly depend on availability of large amounts of scientific data 

across variety of computer systems. Some of this data comes directly from laboratory or field 

instruments, other data result from interim computational steps, and certain data may come from 

earlier collection or calculation that may have taken place years and even decades ago. As scientific 

research frequently involves data sharing on a global scale, security and access control requirements 

come into play. Achieving timely, secure, and economically viable access to data from computational 

systems becomes one of the key enablers of scientific workflows. 

This concept paper describes a composable architecture for managing, storing, and moving scientific 

data. Rather than dictating an entirely new concept, it attempts to generalize modern data management 

techniques and classify existing components into “planes” by their function. This allows to break down 

otherwise complex problem into manageable pieces and point out areas of improvement that require 

focused research. 

The proposed architecture consists of building blocks or, “components”, that exist within the following 

three “planes”: 

- Asset Management plane. This is a domain-specific plane that relies on metadata to identify and 

point to data files, objects, and collections. Asset management implementation could be as 

trivial as a directory structure that follows a certain naming convention, or as complex as a 

searchable domain specific database with domain aware UX front-end that points to collections 

of files and S3 objects with opaque names and identifiers. The key parameter of this plane is 

ease of use. 

- Data Presentation plane. This is traditional HPC/AI storage, such as parallel filesystem, NFS 

server, or an object storage system. Its main purpose is to deliver data and capture results 

produced by the applications running in HPC/AI compute systems. Components on this plane 

are not domain aware, and their key parameter is performance. Going forward, components on 

this plane may also include streaming data sources, high-performance ephemeral namespaces, 

key-value stores, etc. 

- Data Persistence plane. Traditionally, this is a “data archive”. This component is responsible for 

safekeeping the data for a prolonged period. The data stored by this component is immutable 

and may not be accessible directly. For access, the data needs to be moved into Data 

Presentation plane. The data objects stored in Persistence plane are protected by erasure codes 

or by storing multiple copies on different media in multiple locations. This plane is not domain 

aware and is driven via API. The key parameters of this plane’s components are the cost of 

storage and the time it takes to produce or store data to or from Presentation plane. 

The relationship among these planes is shown on the diagram below. The users interact predominantly 

with the components of the Asset Management plane. This helps them identify the data that is available 

in the Data Presentation plane or that is stored in the Data Persistence plane. The data may be readily 

available or may need to be restored via API calls. As the applications produce new data in the 

Presentation plane, they update the Asset Management accordingly. The data may also be imported 

from or exported to external agents, such as scientific instruments. This activity is also facilitated and 

tracked by components of the Asset Management plane. 
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Considering that there may be multiple components in each plane, this architecture can accommodate 

many currently practiced workflows. The architecture assumes that components of only one plane 

(Asset Management) are domain aware. The components of two other planes are domain agnostic and 

therefore can be generalized and delivered by an independent system vendor. The Asset Management 

components must take advantage of the APIs to the components of two other planes, particularly to the 

Data Persistence planes that does not have commonly used APIs such as POSIX (unlike Data Presentation 

layer). 

By interconnecting one or more components of each plane to their counterpart(s) in other planes via 

APIs, practitioners can compose an HPC/AI data ecosystem of arbitrary complexity that is fit for a 

particular scientific workflow. 
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Topic: Devising metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles

Challenges

A science campaign is a collection of simulations/experiments and analyses performed towards a larger goal of
scientific discovery. Over a period of months or even years, science teams may run their codes and analysis using
different  parameters on different systems to achieve their science goal. Since the teams and resources are
distributed, this typically leads to vast amounts of data spread over geographically distributed locations. This data
needs to be analyzed for discovering knowledge. The challenge is both in ease of management of this distributed
data and in the efficient mechanisms for the collaborators to find this data during a campaign. There is a need to
analyze the data collectively although tools are generally built to manage files and not data collections. No
abstractions or tools exist in the scientific community that treat campaigns as a core paradigm of computing. For
example, scientists make simulation runs, and manually perform tasks such as copying data to an end point,
organizing the files, writing analysis scripts that depend on this ad hoc data and file structure, organizing data into a
bespoke directory hierarchy, and so on.

Fundamental challenges associated with data management, performant data analysis, and reproducibility are
observed widely across various science domains[1,2,3]. While versioning systems are used to track application
source codes, tracking input and output data and workflows is rare. When a science campaign completes, data is
distributed and disorganized; there is no central repository that consists of all components (data, codes,
workflows) of the campaign along with rich metadata to establish provenance. Consequently, there is no easy way
to analyze all data in a full campaign in a holistic way. This problem of metadata management and provenance
tracking for a campaign is further exacerbated by the emergence of A.I. for science research. Data that constitutes
A.I. workflows consist of training data, A.I. models, and dynamically evolving models using on-the-fly training.
Managing all this data is ad hoc, unorganized, and ultimately inefficient. FAIR principles (Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, Reusable) have thus gained traction for both data [4] and workflows [5], with increased emphasis on
reproducible A.I. However, rich metadata and core abstractions to represent science campaigns that consist of
managing data and workflows are missing.

Opportunity

The above challenges can be addressed by considering the science Campaign as a core data-driven paradigm for
computing in the exascale era and beyond. As opposed to applications simply being an instance of computational
kernels that ingest data, perform computations, and generate output, a simulation must be associated with a
‘Campaign’. A campaign must be a structured data store of all components in the campaign - different data
objects, applications, workflows, and analyses codes, visualization tasks, performance provenance, plots, and
different types of metadata to describe components. It must have the mechanism to express links or actions between
components that establish a knowledge graph from core components to science results. Detailed metadata about
components along with rich labels and annotations for data can make a campaign Findable (F). Sophisticated
federated infrastructures for distributed campaigns can make them Accessible (A). Labels, metadata, and digital
object identifiers for various data objects in the campaign can make it interoperable (I). Rich, annotated data and
workflows used for obtaining science results can make it Reusable (R).

The Campaign abstraction must be implemented by a Campaign Management System - a collection of APIs, tools,
and a federated data store for storing all data associated with a campaign. High-level APIs with sophisticated options



for managing different data must be a core component of such a system. Applications must publish or store data
using scientific data management frameworks instead of directly using conventional file I/O APIs. Internally, the
campaign management system may use files, object stores, databases, or a combination of several technologies to
store the raw data depending upon fundamental properties of data such as type, size, scale, persistence, and
reusability. The flexibility of this approach is that it is decoupled from the underlying technology for storing data,
which makes it scalable. The system must consist of a collection of services for efficient data management, analysis,
and visualization. Using user-provided and automated provenance extraction, the system must capture rich metadata
about data objects and workflows. The system must index the data internally for efficient query performance.
Queries submitted from local or remote locations must be transparently translated into operations that locate the data
and read it efficiently using sophisticated data management frameworks.

In addition to high-level interfaces for data management, there needs to be core support for additional options for
managing data and composing workflows, as listed below.

● Data lifecycle: automated data movement - long term storage, local storage, transient data etc.,

● Data movement: interfaces for streaming or file-based data movement,

● Data compression/reduction: Policy-driven compression/reduction of data

In short, a high-level abstraction for managing data and information that decouples science applications from
low-level system details can open a plethora of opportunities for optimizing data management transparently. A rich
Campaign API centered around a federated Campaign data store and efficient query mechanisms for data and
information retrieval can form the core components needed to build the infrastructure for supporting the FAIR
principles for next generation science research.

Timeliness

The emergence of federated computing, A.I. for science, and the ever-growing data scales pose additional challenges
for verifiability and reproducibility of science results. More data are generated from simulations and experiments,
and are distributed across different sites and further spread across different objects. As I/O bandwidth and storage
capacities have not kept up with the increase in computing power, data has become a vital commodity, and
efficiently analyzing it for extracting knowledge requires a structured and methodical approach. The concept of a
Campaign as a central paradigm for associating data and workflows with scientific research can help achieve this
objective.
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Position 
The time has finally arrived to research, develop, and standardize a high-level persistent device interface that 
enables solid state storage infrastructure to scale from laptop to exaflop, to expose capabilities and speed of 
emerging low-latency storage, and to serve and operate on decades of data accumulating in the deepest bulk 
archives.  A modern object interface is needed, that can be presented over local bus interfaces (e.g., PCIe via 
NVMe and/or CXL), that is also designed from the outset for highly scaled networking. 
 
Challenges 
A trend toward userspace storage with kernel bypass has opened opportunities to innovate.  Available storage 
interfaces are inadequate, block is too primitive, NAS is hampered by file semantics, T10 OSD was conceptually 
sound but premature.  A variety of object interfaces have emerged as alternatives to POSIX in the intervening 
years.  Meanwhile the advent of NVMe has contributed momentum to development of new device interfaces 
that have been quickly integrated into the specifications ([1]).  Examples include a new set of commands for key-
value storage operations (i.e., NVMe-KV) and the support of zoned namespaces. 
 
Innovators continue attempting - with good reason - to delegate useful functions into storage devices. As 
storage controllers become more powerful this becomes more practical. An obvious first target is to distribute 
important storage functions into them.  The Flash Translation Layer, as a good example, already adapts a front-
side (block) interface to media-specific layout, and handles important hidden functions in support of that 
interface (e.g. caching, power loss protection, wear levelling, garbage collection…).  A higher-level more useful 
abstraction than block, is not a huge stretch. 
 
But what features should such an interface have? The NVMe K/V spec is one example, but is too simplistic for 
resilient scalable storage.  LSMT and other storage interfaces have emerged and are being used as mid-layer 
interfaces to DBs, object stores, etc, but haven’t been scaled.  NFS was arguably the most successful networked 
storage device interface, but is hampered by antiquated semantics. While tremendously useful, traditional 
block- or byte-addressable device interfaces haven’t the functionality required to meet the needs of modern 
disaggregated and hyperconverged software-defined storage use cases.  And block devices have significant 
security vulnerabilities; one bug, a rogue node, or an intruder can wipe out entire device regions, or entire 
storage systems.   And software abstractions are required over many of these, to be reasonably consumed by 
applications or extended across the network. 
 
Attempts to embellish block with computational storage functions have met with limited viability; function 
shipping into raw block devices is a primitive approach (NVMe computational storage model), and enabling 
device-local processing by embedding a traditional filesystem has been attempted, but is simply a stopgap – 
another indicator a more sophisticated access method is required. 
 
A secure way to embed logic within a local persistent device, along with structured data, is needed.  This is a 
perfect use case for object-oriented storage devices. 
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Discussion 
Some core principles can guide contemplation of a modern object device interface. 
 
Disaggregation of storage devices from compute nodes is beneficial in efficient use of resources.  Trapping 
devices within a node forces fixed / overprovisioned allocation ratios of compute to storage, despite varied 
workloads.  Disaggregation can programmatically allocate device bandwidth, IOPS, as well as capacity more 
efficiently. 
 
Fabric bandwidth, latency, and scale affect the topology and effective reach of disaggregated storage.  Chassis- 
or rack-scale fabrics offer lower latency and potentially higher parallel bandwidth.  Datacenter-scale fabrics offer 
more flexibility of resource scheduling and data or device sharing opportunities.  One size doesn’t fit all, though 
a common storage access method is beneficial across all topologies. 
 
A demand for (optional) data resilience drives distributed data placement across fault domains.  Data must be 
placed close enough to computational units to meet performance requirements.  Redundant data must be 
distributed widely enough to ride through faults while avoiding data access loss or data loss.  And capabilities 
must be enabled for devices to be recovered and coordinated in large-scale deployments. 
 
Redistribution of server- and client-side networked functions are required to scale out disaggregated storage.  
Traditional data path models that delegate resiliency to server-side storage controllers, and journaling to client-
side filesystems or the like, must be inverted.  Distributed transactions coordinated between clients and servers 
is required, at scale, without locks/bottlenecks. 
 
A new, more sophisticated device interface beyond block or simple key-value, is needed to drive the solid-state 
era of our industry.  Inevitable interdependent client-to-server and server-to-server functions require a more 
advanced device API.  Such must be lean enough to support a broad set of layered use cases including file, K/V, 
container, database, and others.  It must be useful when scaled down to a single device, operate at datacenter 
scale across a network, and have potential for coarse- or fine-grained security, all without limiting expected HPC 
performance. 
 
Timeliness 
The storage industry is now at a unique inflection point, with mature solid state storage media, powerful device 
controllers, an explosion of storage interfaces, and an opportunity to build the foundation for post-exascale data 
systems with advanced functions reaching aggregate bandwidths of hundreds of TB/s, billions of OPS, & single-
digit-microsecond latencies. The potential of an object-based device interface is more compelling than ever. 
 
Opportunity 
Research is required to further evolve, stabilize, standardize, and enable an ecosystem with such an interface, 
and devices that embody it.  An investigation would survey historical implementations and state-of-the-industry 
object interfaces (e.g. DAOS target, various OSDs / OSTs, LSMT implementations, filesystem and DB backends, 
etc).  Missteps in prior similar standardization efforts must be considered and avoided.  A practical demonstrator 
should be built to validate any proposed design.  The result should be an open interface and potentially a 
protocol to extend the latest data interface standards (e.g., NVMe, CXL) for widespread adoption. 
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Topic: Data-management support for AI and complex workflows
Challenge: The growth in volume, variety, and complexity of data generated at experimental,
observational, and computational facilities, is fundamentally changing the landscape of workflows
seen in the DOE complex. Models and digital twins running on the edge that provide a
closed-feedback loop to experiments and observations (e.g., decisions for sensor placement,
resolution of data collection), data ingestion at data repositories, AI models running on the edge
and HPC, and data analyses that combine experimental and simulation data are becoming
increasingly commonplace. Today, there are limited capabilities available to support the lifecycle of
data from acquisition to analysis, sometimes over a distributed set of resources. Data management
in the future will include myriad goals from preparing products for consumption by models and AI,
ingesting to make it available through search in data repositories, and archiving for long-term use
and retrieval.
Next-generation scientific discoveries increasingly rely on a comprehensive and integrated strategy
that brings together experiments, models, and data. Our current approach that separates data
management from workflow management is no longer feasible since the data and processing life
cycles are often intertwined, requiring support for real-time data management during data
acquisition, data wrangling, processing, and analysis. For example, we need algorithms, methods,
and tools to support AI and complex workflows that apply QA/QC (Quality Assurance and Quality
Control) and provide access to diverse and large datasets, and manage the memory-storage
hierarchy on current and future HPC systems.
Opportunity: The emergence of large-scale compute needs for experimental and observational
data combined with new paradigms and technologies, including edge computing and AI, provide us
an unusual opportunity to rethink the data management layer for scientific applications to satisfy
the needs of a wide range of applications from sensor data (e.g., the Watershed SFA) to images
collected from instruments (e.g., light sources, microscopes, telescopes). This white paper
captures a few key areas of data management that require immediate and timely attention - a)
managing distributed data, b) data wrangling, c) metadata and provenance management.
Managing Distributed Data. Scientific data today is already distributed across organizations,
projects, and facilities – often managed in an ad-hoc manner by individual users. The growing
volumes of data and the emergence of network, edge, and cloud storage will further exacerbate the
situation. Data storage and access tools will need to allow users to seamlessly and transparently
access storage regardless of location. The data storage layer will need to provide seamless access
to relational, time series, and non-relational databases, filesystems, block and object stores, etc. In
addition to being accessible for analyses and processing, it is critical to provide methods and tools
for larger community access through repository and archives. Data repository tools need to support
scientific stewardship and preservation, with the goal of expanding access and improving usability
of critical data generated by DOE. Data management methods for storing, versioning, organizing
data by citation and tracking data usage, searching and retrieving data via web and programmatic
tools, and supporting FAIR, data standards, formats and protocols, is becoming increasingly



critical. There is an opportunity to automate the lifecycle of data in these curated collections
starting from data capture, ingestion, annotation, management, consistency checking, and
organization of data. Automation while allowing humans-in-the-loop will be key to large-scale
creation of FAIR scientific data and require us to address key research challenges in data
management.
Data Wrangling. Experimental, observational, and simulation data are often messy and rife with
inconsistencies. Today, data wrangling and QA/QC methods are largely manual and require a mix
of domain-specific and general techniques. There is a need to develop generalized methods to
manage QA/QC on diverse, high-dimensional variable data sets. Automation and scalability of
these methods are necessary to support data sets beyond current size and variability. Data
wrangling processes require human-in-the-loop interaction. It is important to augment scalable
methods with transparent and collaborative interfaces, analogous to software issue trackers, that
allow data providers, archive operators, and data consumers to interact with the data wrangling
and QA/QC process. AI provides us a way to automate tedious data wrangling tasks by possibly
making suggestions to the end-user on data cleaning methods. Future data management methods
will need to provide a performant set of pre-HPC data extract-transform-load (ETL) pipelines
tailored to allow data to land quickly from scientific sensors, and rapid validation / preparation for
HPC analytics. Automating the real-time and near-time processing, curation and QA/QC of data is
an essential precursor for improving efficiency while using it for AI at scale.
Metadata and Provenance management. Metadata and provenance management has been
considered critical for data management for many years [1]. The emergence of AI workflows makes
it even more critical to address these challenges to ensure the data used by the AI models are
traceable and accountable and ensure that we can trust the AI models. However, AI also provides
an unique opportunity to automate metadata and provenance management that have been largely
tedious and human-intensive. Generating metadata using machine learning, deep learning and
natural language processing from a number of artifacts including proposals, publications, images
has shown promise. Similarly, AI/ML methods can be used to learn and improve the methods for
tracking, capturing and correlating provenance information within and beyond a single system.
These AI-driven methods can be used to identify new, unknown data sources, instrument them
on-the-fly, and collect any missing provenance to make the system trustworthy.
Timeliness. Scientific data is increasingly at risk of being unusable without appropriate data
management methods, techniques, and tools. Data wrangling and curation techniques, metadata,
and provenance are especially critical as we enter the era of Artificial Intelligence where data
generated will be used not only by humans but also complex algorithms.
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Topic: Capturing provenance information/Utilizing AI to improve I/O patterns 
As we step into the era of exascale computing, two trends are bringing new challenges to our community. 
The first trend is that many scientific applications are becoming data-intensive, where the volume and 
velocities of data produced by the simulations and experiments are growing exponentially. Searching for 
useful information in these exponentially growing datasets is like finding a needle in a haystack. The 
second trend is that the data produced by scientific applications is accessed by different scientists for 
many purposes. Therefore, workflow and data management strategies need to be flexible to adapt to the 
diverse user requirements as the data is repurposed during its lifecycle. 
Challenges: 
In order to accelerate scientific discovery under these trends, one challenge is to manage the data 
placement and movement intelligently across the storage hierarchy so that scientists can access their most 
needed data with low overheads. Particularly, if data can be prefetched and preprocessed for fast access 
based on predictive guidance before it is requested by the user/application, it can greatly speed up the 
time spent in post processing the data, allowing a greater percentage of the data to be analyzed. In 
practice  this task is extremely challenging because it requires an accurate predictive model and efficient 
scheduling system to be built which leads to a few challenges: 1) sufficient provenance of the data and 
user access patterns needs to be captured and maintained with very low overheads for model training; 2) 
the model needs to capture the user intentions which can be updated dynamically since the user access 
patterns might change over time; 3) the data prefetching and preprocessing need to be scheduled 
intelligently to avoid interference with other user/system activities. In our vision, the efficiency of 
scientific workflows will be significantly improved if these challenges can be addressed.  
Opportunities: 
There are abundant research opportunities in addressing these challenges. First, capturing the provenance 
of scientific workflows has been studied by the community for decades, and many approaches have been 
proposed [1, 2, 3]. Most of the existing approaches focus on collecting provenance of a certain type or at a 
certain layer [4]. For example, some tools can record user space information, such as user identities, 
operations executed, etc., while others focus on collecting system level information, such as file access 
history, etc. In our vision of building an accurate predictive model to guide the data prefetching 
operations, we need to capture provenances at different layers and combine them to train the model. For 
example, the provenances captured at the user space can tell us which user generated or accessed which 
datasets, what operations the user applied to different datasets, etc. The metadata associated with the self-
describing dataset generated by middleware like HDF5 [5], ADIOS [6], etc. allows us to know the 
detailed semantics of data objects inside each dataset. Tools like Darshan can capture system level 
provenance that include file access history along with the performance of I/O operations. The 



provenances collected from different layers need to be organized in a compact format to mitigate the 
storage overhead and be findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable.  
Second, the development of AI/ML techniques has advanced significantly over the past decade, which 
makes building and training an accurate predictive model based on the collected provenance to guide data 
prefetching and preprocessing possible. Particularly, this model needs to capture the explicit relationships 
or even reveal the hidden relationships between three major factors involved in typical scientific 
workflows. There are many cases this model will enable, such as : 1) when a user is running a certain 
scientific code, the model can predict which operation is likely to be applied to which dataset in the near 
future; 2) when a certain variable was just accessed, the model can inform us a different variable might be 
needed by the user soon; 3) when a user  accessed a dataset similar to another collaborator who analyzed 
the data in a similar fashion, the model can infer that the same dataset will likely to be accessed by a 
collaborator. In practice, there might be hundreds of users, thousands of operations, and millions of 
datasets involved in the process of scientific discoveries. In order to be as flexible as possible, there is an 
opportunity to use a graph-structured model to represent these factors and the relationships between 
them.  
Finally, there is an opportunity to build an efficient scheduling system to mitigate the interference 
between data prefetching/preprocessing and other user/system activities. For example, if the I/O and 
communication traffic are sharing the same network infrastructure, severe interference might occur, 
leading to a performance degradation. Therefore, the scheduler needs to find a good tradeoff between the 
benefit and risks of enabling data prefetching at a certain time. Since the historical I/O performance can 
also be recorded in the provenance, a performance model can be built to allow the scheduler to calculate 
the cost-effectiveness of data prefetching and preprocessing.    
Timeliness: 
The recent developments in AI/ML technologies, especially the innovations in graph neural networks 
(GNNs) [7], make our vision of intelligent scientific workflow and data management promising. 
Compared with the regular deep learning techniques, an important advantage GNNs have is they are able 
to capture the graph structure of data, which emphasize not only the data itself but also the relationship 
between data. This is particularly useful for capturing the relationships between the user, operation and 
data involved in scientific workflows.  
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1 Topics
Metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles; Storage-system architecture design.

2 Challenges
Data-driven scientific discovery has been well acknowledged as a new fourth paradigm of scientific inno-
vation [4]. As the complexity of data infrastructures rapidly increases, however, the paradigm shift imposes
multifaceted challenges for managing scientific data with necessary rigorousness. The traditional HPC stor-
age models centered around parallel file systems (e.g., Lustre) may no longer be enough because many
computations today may be conducted on non-HPC infrastructures at scale (e.g., Cloud platforms and Edge
sites). Such complexity and diversity makes sharing and reproducing scientific data difficult. Inspired by
the FAIR principles [5] (i.e., Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable), we identify three major
challenges as follows:

Figure 1: FAIR Metadata Services Bridge HPC
and non-HPC Environments by Ensuring FAIR-
Compliance of Scientifc Data.

Lack of FAIR Metrics. The FAIR principles were proposed
as a guide for maintaining digital artifacts with critical prop-
erties that are increasingly important at scale (e.g., interop-
erability [5]). While the concept has been recognized across
communities in recent years, the-state-of-the-art FAIR pro-
totypes (e.g., F-UJI FAIRness Evaluator [2], FAIR Maturity
Indicator [3]) only cover a limited number of basic metrics
(e.g., containing URLs) which is too simple for describing
the FAIRness of scientific data. For example, scientists often
seek a variety of metadata information from scientific data,
including but not limited to the origins of data products, the
configurations used for deriving results, the usage patterns of datasets in different granularity (e.g., files,
groups, attributes), and so on. Such complex metadata are important for ensuring the scientific rigorousness,
but are unfortunately missing in existing FAIR metrics.

Lack of In-Depth Validation. The existing FAIR evaluation typically parses the description of a dataset and
checks if the description contains expected information or follow a pre-defined format (e.g., a valid URL
or DOI format). While such text-based format checking is helpful, it is relatively shallow because it does
not evaluate the findability or accessibility of the data in depth (i.e., whether it is truly retrievable from the
URLs or the DOI.ORG). Moreover, it is impossible for existing solutions to determine whether a dataset is
actually interoperable or reusable because there is no any execution involved in the evaluation process.

Lack of System Support for Generating FAIR-Compliant Metadata. Most fundamentally, existing so-
lutions only consider measuring the FAIRness after a dataset has been generated, which is often too late to
achieve the complete FAIRness. Many of the critical metadata that are necessary to ensure the FAIR com-
pliance (e.g., provenance information for reproducibility) must be collected during the process of creating
the data products, which requires dedicated system support that is mostly ignored by existing solutions.
Without such build-in metadata support (e.g., provenance tracking and querying), it is impossible to achieve
full FAIRness for scientific data on modern infrastructures.

1
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3 Opportunities
To address the challenges identified above, a unified framework providing critical FAIR metadata services
covering the measurement, validation, and generation of FAIR-compliant data across infrastructures is much
needed (Figure 1). Such a framework will likely require cohesive efforts across communities (e.g., HPC,
cloud & edge computing, storage systems). We identify a few key opportunities and enablers as follows:

FAIR Awareness & Requirement. As the scale and complexity keeps increasing, more communities are
realizing the needs of FAIR. A wide range of stakeholders (e.g., funding agencies, publishers) increasingly
require FAIR-compliance on data [5]. Reinforcing such positive trend will likely forster the wide adoption.

Provenance System Support. Data provenance, or data lineage, describes the lifecycle of data. Great ef-
forts have been made to collect provenance at different levels (e.g., databases, operating systems, work-
flows). While practical provenance support for scientific data at scale is still in its infancy, we expect the
advancement will lay a cornerstone for interoperability and reusability.

Figure 2: The ARA Infrastructure Spanning Over 37
Miles Enables Experimental FAIR Metadata Services at
Scale [1].

Containerization & Serverless Computing. Soft-
ware containerization and the serverless paradigm
is pushing the decoupled compute and data storage
to the next level, both of which are contributing to
the elasticity inherently needed in FAIR.

Open-Source Data Infrastructures. Large-scale
data infrastructures (e.g., ARA [6] in Figure 2)
will enable deep integration of metadata services
in open-source software stack for generating FAIR-
compliant data at scale.

4 Why Now
A wide range of technologies along the four dimensions identified above (e.g., GoFAIR initiative, W3C
provenance model, Apache OpenWhisk, OpenStack, ARA-like Infrastructures) are growing and flourishing
now. Based on such key enablers, the vision of unified FAIR metadata services, if success, will push the
scale of scientific discovery as well as the rigorousness of scientific data to a new level.
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Most of today’s published scientific data resides in domain-specific or general purpose (institutional) repository
systems. These platforms often come with attractive characteristics such as convenient submission
procedures, linking between related resources (datasets and source code, for example), and intuitive user
interfaces. However, they are still siloed in a way that most of their data and value-added information is merely
accessible to humans. The figure below shows a screenshot of a dataset available via OSTI’s DOE Data
Explorer. This is only one of many examples that highlights valuable information i.e., descriptive metadata and

links to content, conveyed on the landing page.
We can see the dataset’s persistent identifier (in
this case a DOI), its authors including their
ORCIDs, publication date, type of object (dataset),
and even the sponsoring entity of the work. All
these data points are trivial for a human to collect
and use. For a machine i.e., a web crawler,
however, this information is not easily accessible.
When encountering the URL of the landing page,
a machine has no easy or uniform way to extract
the data of interest describing the (in this case)
dataset. Too often, the only way is to scrape the
page, re-engineer the HTML code, and apply
heuristics to somewhat intelligently make
decisions on, for example, how to retrieve the
authors’ ORCIDs. Not only is this process
error-prone, it is also time-consuming and usually
breaks the moment the user interface is changed.
In addition, scraping is typically discouraged by
content providers and frequently results in blocked
IP addresses of the scraping client. A content
aggregator, for example, is therefore left with
using the API, specific to each portal and platform.

Typically, APIs provide information that seems useful for the hosting entity but often has no anchor in the
community actually using the data. So, given the lack of synchronization between APIs, their functionality, and
serialization, true system interoperability is very hard to achieve. To support FAIR principles as they are
intended, in a machine-actionable and uniform way, we need to find better ways of making scientific content
available on the web. More specifically, we need a robot to be able to determine which link among the many on
a landing page leads to the content and which leads to metadata.

The principles of the web i.e., links and link relation types can play a role in addressing this problem. In the
above example, if a machine resolved the URL of the landing page and, together with its content, was offered
self-describing and meaningful links that convey the resource’s persistent identifier, what type of content to
expect (dataset vs source code, for example), the persistent identifiers of the authors, the location of the
metadata records, etc, such links would significantly contribute to making FAIR’s Findable, Accessible, and
Reusable a reality. The concept based on such machine-actionable links also contributes to FAIR's
Interoperable through its uniform approach and because it is entirely based on widely implemented web
protocols specified in IETF RFCs. As such, the interoperability that results from adopting it is not restricted to



the scholarly landscape or individual scientific platforms but encompasses the web at large. The below figure
schematically shows some of the links that are possible for a landing page to convey. The red labels are
currently defined link relation types that may be applicable in this context.

We have seen a lot of acquisitions, mergers, and
consolidations in the scientific data market, in
large part driven by the “Economies of Scale”
principle. As such, we are increasingly losing
control over our scientific data, its management,
and even use. It is therefore of utmost
importance to investigate, test, and deploy
working standards-based solutions in support of
open science principles that ultimately FAIR is all
about. Some of the technology is already
available, for example, a number of link relation
types to make links meaningful are already well
described and standardized but very likely more
is needed to encompass the broader scientific
landscape.
In addition, the replication crisis in various
scientific disciplines is real. From Psychology [1],
to Neuroscience [2], to artificial intelligence [3],

and, more recently, cancer research [4,5], we observe the same issues with aspects of FAIR. It is on the
scientific community to address this crisis, we can not rely on commercial publishers or vendors to solve it for
us.
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Challenge: 
With the increased commoditization of storage services there are a lot of choices facing data owners.   These 
services including varying capabilities in locality, availability, reliability, access control, network bandwidth, 
security, performance, longevity and cost.  For large projects or institutions, these considerations are part of 
designing a dedicated system.  For many other efforts, it is neglected.   These tradeoffs can easily reduce the 
impact of the data by placing barriers to use or even existence.  If the choice is between expensive and 
available or cheap and not open and easily available, the result is not impactful.  In the case of scientific data, 
data are derived from a variety of sources and the cost to producing the data can be significant.  An expensive 
field campaign may be irreplaceable and not easily reproducible.  A large simulation may be extremely 
expensive to rerun.  These challenges drive the need to keep the data permanently even though the lifecycle 
of the data may change over time.  The data often transitions from active use to a historical reference.  It may 
be replaced by a newer dataset or suddenly be in demand because of a publication.  There are a broad variety 
of intermediate states across the spectrum of data service requirements that can vary with the lifecycle of the 
data.   
Additionally, the stakeholders of the data evolve over time with each having their own interest and 
preferences in the data service capability.  The stakeholders consist of producers, consumers from diverse 
domains and system managers.  The producers typically do not have a long-term engagement with the data 
lifecycle.  They can provide good input into the expected patterns of use during the first phase of the 
data.   With deliberate effort, data producers and owners can predict the long-term lifecycle, but they may be 
inconsistent in their ability to do this, and unforeseen uses cases can sometimes be the most impactful. The 
consumers clearly have a vested interest in the data, but it is often ‘in the moment’ or erratic.  They work 
around and work with whatever is provided.   Long-term consumers certainly have insight into the preferred 
data service capabilities that would help their work.  The data managers have the role of managing cost 
against ambiguous requirements for data services and changing service options.   
 
Opportunities: 
Tapping into the shared needs and insights of each group to create a data service framework for long term 
management is difficult with a variety of storage services combined with a diverse user base. 
Developing transparency and shared vocabulary with these groups would enable planning of effective data 
services.  This could include creating of common data service patterns with an understanding of the tradeoffs 
well documented.  As an example, a dataset is initially created and shared with the few key collaborators 
reviewing it.  Data producers would like instant access to the data next to where they are doing their 
computations and evaluation.  When the data is made available to a broader community, the locality changes 
as well as expectations around access control and reliability.  Some datasets may include dynamic features of 
searching and transformation that include computing capabilities and performance during this phase.   As the 
data continues to mature, a subset may evolve into a robust reference dataset with long-term expectations of 
instant public availability while other portions are migrated to colder storage.  The data still needs to be 
available to the broader community, but the infrequent access makes longer delivery times acceptable.  The 
data manager may migrate the data to a cheaper storage solution that still meets the reliability and longevity 
needs of the data while sacrificing some user convenience.  To mitigate the often hidden and significant cost 
of labor to move, manage, access and update the data, tools are needed that clearly and effectively handle the 
heavy lifting with minimal involvement. Defining policies and processes for managing data is a continuous 
process and is important to manage the cost of data services while providing research material for those with 
little or no funding and promote innovation and potential new data uses. 
 
Timeliness: 
The increased diversity in storage services and capabilities that are now available and often expected and 
with associated costs, creates a challenge for everyone involved in data management to reconcile. 



General Scalable Cooperative Provenance Capture
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1 Introduction

Data provenance is defined as one or more artifacts of metadata that can be used to track changes to data over
time and to ensure its integrity. Secure provenance is achieved in a system when the integrity of provenance data
can be ensured and the provenance data itself is always available for querying. There are efforts to build provenance
systems in HPC already; but, most of them are tied to individual workflows. There are some notable exceptions
to such workflow-specific systems, such as SPADE [2], PASSv2 [4], the Lightweight Provenance Service [1], and
other language-specific mechanisms (R, Python, etc.) [3]. Because we seek to generate quality provenance that
is actionable for its intended a posteriori purposes, this whitepaper discusses an approach to general scalable
cooperative provenance capture, together with a strategy for integrated provenance management enabled by current
and emerging system infrastructure. The integrated framework envisioned here is one that brings together research
achievements from the database, security, and HPC communities to support secure collection, maintenance, and
sharing of scientific workflow provenance data.

2 Challenges

We identify these key challenges: (1) siloing of provenance; (2) issues with diverse storage system interfaces on
a given system, (3) cross-system provenance correlation, and (4) provenance trustworthiness.

HPC storage systems have not supported provenance well. While individual user communities have embraced
provenance as a means of ensuring reproducibility, reducing error, and understanding results, many application
areas are not well equipped to leverage provenance in their workflows. This creates silos of provenance information
that are often user-managed along with the output data itself, leading to similar data management issues. Such
data is only useful for those who know how to find it, or are careful enough to ensure it is preserved properly.

While general provenance tracking for HPC has been demonstrated, the preponderance of storage system
interfaces available presents a key challenge. It is now common to find traditional parallel file systems alongside
system-provided object stores, key-value stores, ephemeral stores (like burst buffers or BeeOND [6]), or glue
components that facilitate cross-component data exchange (like Faodel [5]). Kernel-level provenance systems that
leverage Linux kernel events will be unable to see interactions with many of the previously listed storage systems;
and, if data is able to be collected for these other interfaces, correlating the provenance will be difficult.

Similar issues exist for provenance correlation between different provenance systems. As simulations become
more complex, disparate components are tied into workflows that may not have compatible representations or
query interfaces. Data spanning use from one provenance system to another may not have a useful link, requiring
manual annotations or inspection of project artifacts to ascertain provenance. Such methods are more error prone
and less useful for automatic processes.

Finally, the provenance captured must be trustworthy in terms of its integrity, completeness, and availability.
Secure provenance is required to ensure accountability and support non-repudiation. Potentially, certain provenance
data must also be subject to access controls.

3 Opportunities

The above challenges can be addressed by focusing on flexible provenance systems that can operate at different
levels of specificity to the workload, thereby allowing rational trade-offs of overhead vs. specificity (e.g., system-
wide, automatic, and efficient provenance capture, paired with domain-specific systems that are able to provide
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more information that cannot be inferred). Such cooperative behavior has the potential to increase assurance
in provenance through implicit, secure mechanisms and unified management while allowing application-level or
workflow-level information to increase the value of the provenance.

Designing such systems will be challenging. Provenance systems are not necessarily compatible, so an underlying
common system requires attention to both ingestion and queries. However, users will be able to perform powerful op-
erations that can span provenance crossing different workflow engines and provenance frameworks. Further, since the
provenance is more integrated through unifying management and query mechanisms, users of provenance can extend
from developers through to system administrators and architects who want to understand how systems are used.

By extending common provenance gathering from specialized workflow tools to general system use, new ways of
leveraging provenance can be applied. For example, it becomes possible to understand what data sets are most valu-
able within a system, based on the number of derivative products and their impacts. Such queries might be performed
at the behest of a program manager, and be used to understand how investments can be made for maximum benefit.

The big impact of this approach is a design and strategy that takes the goals of future provenance analyses
(queries) as input requirements for the integrated management of the provenance, models for correlating provenance
across systems and within a system, as well as rationale for acceptable levels of overhead incurred during collection
for a given workflow or use-case.

4 Timeliness/Maturity

Recent developments in operating system and storage technology have made high performance integrated provenance
more feasible:

• Elastic system infrastructure such as Kubernetes allows for the ability to scale unexpected heavy workloads
into the compute section of an HPC system, removing the difficulty of forecasting provenance load.

• High-bandwidth, low-latency storage technologies (like NVMe, accessible over RDMA, and persistent memory)
can benefit the analytic workloads required by provenance stores.

• High-performance analytics support for parallel file systems (like SkyhookDM via Ceph and Apache Arrow
via its efficient columnar store implementations for distributed storage) provide similar capabilities for hosting
and processing large provenance data on parallel file systems.

While hardware developments are important, the push for reproducibility in HPC is driving the need for
pervasive provenance at many HPC sites. Users are now more willing to use provenance facilities, especially if
they don’t come with a large developer burden or efficiency reduction.
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 End-to-end Scientific Data Provenance: Challenges and Opportunities 
 Swen Boehm, Michael J. Brim, and Olga A. Kuchar, ORNL, {boehms, brimmj, kucharoa}@ornl.gov 

 Topic  : Provenance capture, curation, and sharing for scientific data 

 Challenge  : 

 Data provenance is information that describes “the entities,  activities, and people involved in 
 producing a piece of data” [3]. Scientific data takes many forms including but not limited to scientific 
 modeling and simulation input or output datasets, data analysis and visualization products, databases 
 containing domain-specific data populations, and scientific publications and presentations. Prior DOE 
 workshops and funding calls have clearly stated the need for capture and curation of scientific data 
 provenance to improve data usability, scientific integrity, and scientific reproducibility [1,2]. Current 
 research directions that explore the potential to enhance DOE science using artificial intelligence and 
 machine learning, where many approaches rely heavily on a large quantity of quality data, are only 
 magnifying the lack of associated technologies and solutions that meet this need. 

 Capturing end-to-end provenance information across a diverse range of scientific domains and 
 environments poses many challenges. Provenance information has many potential uses (e.g., scientific 
 reproducibility, data veracity, and data lineage), and each use may have different requirements for the 
 information that needs to be captured and its level of detail. For example, reproducibility may benefit from 
 having detailed provenance information for each of the applications and methods used in the production 
 of data, while data lineage may only require high-level descriptions of the data transformations used by 
 those applications and methods. Ideally, we could capture provenance information for all data in enough 
 detail to cover the superset of all use case requirements, but practically that may be intractable due to 
 storage or process overhead constraints that could potentially create artificial bottlenecks in scientific 
 workflows. Furthermore, many workflow solutions exist that collect at least some provenance data for 
 their respective workflows. However, collection is often limited to the activities occurring within the 
 workflow system, which makes it difficult to collect end-to-end provenance information for data that is 
 used or produced outside of a particular workflow solution. 

 Storage of provenance information poses a challenge as well. Recording the provenance for all 
 data products may significantly increase the amount of metadata that needs to be stored. Short-lived or 
 intermediate data products could further exacerbate this issue. Provenance information also needs to be 
 accessible to everyone who has access to the data. One approach would be to add the information to the 
 data product, which may require changes to widely-used data schemas that introduce undesirable 
 incompatibilities with existing data consumers. Alternatively, and more promising, would be the use of 
 linked data records that are stored separately from the data products. Another level of complexity is 
 added if a data product is derived from a database or created with (complex) queries. Depending on the 
 type of query and of the data this might require storing of intermediate data in addition to the query data. 
 And finally, and maybe most challenging is ensuring the integrity and verifiability of the provenance 
 records. To trust the data and its provenance, it needs to be verifiable that the provenance record has not 
 been altered and indeed belongs to the data product. 

 Opportunity  : 

 While there are standard methods for recording provenance information (e.g., PROV-O [4]), there 
 are no established standards on how to capture and curate provenance data to enhance data usability 
 and sharing. The breadth of science domains within the DOE mission portfolio provides a unique 



 opportunity to address this problem through co-design and research towards a provenance capture, 
 curation, and sharing standard that enables provenance tracking across different solutions and 
 environments, based on guidance from domain scientists, information scientists and computer scientists. 
 Such a standard is the first step toward design and deployment of technologies that enable end-to-end 
 scientific data provenance. Existing workflow systems are obvious targets for deploying the enhanced 
 technologies in an automated and minimally intrusive manner, but many scientific workflows still include 
 manual data tasks, such as records in physical lab notebooks or entries in spreadsheets. These manual 
 processes cannot be ignored and require provenance tracking solutions that do not add significant 
 overhead for the scientist. Additionally, the new provenance technologies should integrate with and 
 leverage existing scalable data and metadata management solutions. 

 Timeliness or maturity  : 

 There exists a suite of upcoming Web3.0 tools well-suited for data provenance.  Blockchain is 
 arguably data provenance at its core. Sequences of transactions are linked together, distributed for 
 redundancy and security, and become an immutable and verifiable resource.  Similarly, smart contracts 
 such as on the Ethereum blockchain offer a means of publishing usable code by its users.  Such an 
 approach provides a verifiable means in which to publish standard, taxonomies, and distribute 
 programming rule sets around standards that may be pulled and compiled into client-side tools. Thus, a 
 clear, immutable lineage may be established and encourage building off of the work of others, such as 
 extending or incorporating scientific smart contracts. Concerns about the energy requirements of 
 blockchains can be addressed by utilizing Proof of Stake based blockchains or DAG (Directed Acyclic 
 Graph) based distributed ledgers  [5]  . Another potentially useful technique involves the use of verifiable 
 data structures as described in [6]. 

 Other timely aspects include software management solutions that naturally provide useful 
 provenance information. Open source software development practices including public version-controlled 
 code repositories (e.g., GitHub) provide useful identifiers (i.e., commit hashes) to easily and uniquely 
 identify specific software code versions. Containerized applications and technologies like Spack enable 
 unique identification of entire software stacks used in the creation chain of a data product. Runtime 
 introspection to capture the execution environment, such as the modules loaded within an HPC batch job, 
 can be combined with software provenance records to enhance reproducibility of experiments. Another 
 opportunity the provenance records for the software stack provide is tracing all the data products created 
 with an application or library that contained a bug and introduced errors. 
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HPCFAIR:
An Infrastructure for FAIR AI and Scientific Datasets for HPC Applications

Murali Emani1, Argonne National Laboratory
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Xipeng Shen, North Carolina State University

Introduction: While Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) has disrupted every comput-
ing industry, the challenges in quickly accessing, reproducing the results, or reusing the research components
have become overwhelming for researchers. The massive data produced by research communities such as
experimental datasets, AI models constitute a rich repository of artifacts. Implementing sound data manage-
ment principles is the need of the hour to leverage the rich repositories. Future of Research Communications
and e-Scholarship (FORCE11) [1] defined the four foundation pillars, namely FAIR, that stands for data ar-
tifacts to be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reproducible. It dictates the publication of scientific
datasets and AI/ML models and associated research components making them adhere to FAIR principles.
The advantages are manifold in that it helps end-users such as domain scientists or application developers to
adopt and easily integrate data artifacts into their applications for reuse. This significantly cuts down the ap-
plication time development and support reproducing their experiments. The emergence of the frameworks’
development to address these challenges demonstrates a conspicuous necessity for applying FAIR [2] data
guiding principles driving better scientific data management and stewardship.

The HPCFAIR Framework: Adhering to the previously explained FAIR principles, we developed a
framework, HPCFAIR [3], to assist the high performance computing and science communities compre-
hend the relationship between models, datasets, and workflows with a high-level ontology. The overarching
goal of this framework is to implement FAIR principles for ML-driven HPC. Here, we have concisely
summed the FAIR data principles for data objects that include AI models, datasets and associated workflow
components.

• Findable (F): F1. Data objects (defined by R1 below) are described with rich metadata.
F2. Metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the data objects it describes.
F3. Enable mechanism to find data objects AI models by rich associated metadata.

• Accessible (A) A1. Data objects stored are retrievable by their unique identifier with persistent metadata.
A2. Communication protocol to retrieve data objects is open, free, and universally implementable.
A3. Access to data objects requires authentication and authorization, where necessary.

• Interoperable (I) I1. Data objects use a formal, accessible, and shared language for information description.
I2. Data objects are interoperable from one format to another.
I3. Data objects include qualified references to other data objects.

• Reproducible (R) R1. Metadata (of the data object) is extensively described with high fidelity.
R2. Data objects are served with a public and accessible data usage license.
R3. metadata adheres to domain-relevant community requirements.

HPCFAIR has several components including a front end, metadata, containerized images storing models,
and a Python library for managing models and datasets. All metadata is provided by a supportive ontology
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Office of Science User Facility supported under Contract DE-AC02-06CH11357. Prepared by LLNL under Contract DE-AC52-
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[4]. We are also working on advanced component to automatically synthesize workflows. The components
of HPCFAIR communicate with each others using a set of APIs. With the APIs provisioned, users can query
for datasets and models trained for a specific task, with metadata. These can be deployed in their applications
and run them without the need to worry about the software support. If the data objects are not available,
the user can save them in a central repository for future reuse. Designing as a three-tier architecture will
enable us to implement each component as an independent module with minimal dependencies and is easily
extensible to the other language APIs. The indexed metadata allows users to search for the required data
objects based on tags or keywords. We store the metadata in the JSON-LD format to ensure that it can be
accessed via open and standard communication protocols like API calls. We currently support access to
public data objects and present steps to access any behind the login data objects. Similarly, while loading
any data object, we check for its existence in the cache. In such scenarios, we provide users with either a
reuse option or newly force-load the data object. We aim to incorporate authentication checks to ensure that
access is granted to only authorized users.

HPCFAIR empowers researchers to explore the research methodologies, metrics databases, varying
datasets, and novel learning techniques. Notwithstanding the proposed framework’s capability to support
the generic ML use cases, we primarily focus on tailoring it to suit the large-scale HPC workload.

Research Opportunities: The experience of developing HPCFAIR has helped us identify new research
opportunities to facilitate provenance and metadata management infrastructure FAIR AI.

First of all, metadata is essential to improve data provenance and trustworthiness. While ontologies with
controlled vocabularies and properties provide the required metadata, developing ontology-based metadata
is still a tedious, repetitive manual process for different domains. Even with available ontologies, annotating
real world application data with ontology concepts is another bottleneck. There is an urgent need to develop
techniques to automatically generate and update ontology-based metadata for any scientific domains and
subsequently annotating large amount of data objects.

Next, while there are efforts to have unified formats for AI models (e.g. ONNX), more research and
development efforts are needed to standardize APIs and data formats involving fast-evolving machine learn-
ing techniques. Yet another limitation is that existing APIs to access data objects do not have sufficient
support to collect and manage rich metadata for scientific data objects. There is a need to design APIs and
the associated data formats with enhanced features. It requires an emphasis on costs and benefits analysis of
scientific data management.

Based on the FAIR data principles, researchers have developed different ways to quantitatively and even
automatically evaluate the level of FAIRness of a given dataset. We believe that the same approach can be
adopted for scientific datasets. The community should expand the FAIR data principles to incorporate more
guidelines for to enable this feature. We should also invest in both qualitative and quantitative metrics and
automated evaluation processes and tools to improve data provenance, and other favorable properties.
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Topics. Interfaces for accessing data; Capturing provenance information; Utilizing AI to improve I/O patterns
Challenge

Scienti�c exploration is hindered by storage rates and volumes. Scienti�c exploration is increasingly dis-
tributed and data-intensive. The answers to many questions involve composing applications with di�erent character-
istics, e.g., numerical solvers, data analytics, and machine learning. To focus on exploration rather than application
development, domain scientists emphasize productivity and �exibility. The result is work�ows, or loose compositions
of di�erent applications or tasks. Each application potentially uses a di�erent programming model. Data sources are
distributed. As a result, distributed I/O is often the de facto method for task communication or composition. Although
easy to program, this composition faces bottlenecks from storage rates and data volumes [4, 5].
Shifting workloads means online performance adaption is important. Online performance adaption has
signi�cant potential. Changing workloads cause dynamics in data and storage �ows [1, 3]. Further, large-scale
work�ows often have latent inter-task (intra-work�ow) locality that, if exploited, would reduce data rates and
volumes. However, e�ecting performance adaption faces challenges in monitoring, modeling, and diagnosis. Of
particular note, AI/ML can learn and detect complex patterns within workload execution, but faces the challenges in
data volume, data variance, training cost, feature selection, and model selection [2].
Emerging architectures expose severe limitations in storage interfaces. Emerging storage architectures
blur memory and storage — and even compute. First, memory systems are increasingly likely to consist of hybrid
technologies, potentially with separate address spaces specialized for ‘low’ latency and high capacity. For example, a
big-data system today may contain both ‘fast’ DRAM and ≈8x more byte-addressable persistent memory. Second,
byte-addressable persistent memory could consist of even larger ‘nearby’ pools. With the new Compute Express
Link (CXL) standard, it will be possible to directly attach nodes to very large, coherent, pools of persistent memory.
Third, near-data accelerators will enable near-data computing. High-performance storage systems already include
accelerators, bringing the potential for application-directed near-data exploitation The CXL standard also supports
accelerators within memory pools.

Today’s storage interfaces contain implicit assumptions about storage architecture that fail to account for this
�exibility and will therefore poorly utilize emerging storage architectures. Examples of deprecated assumptions are
block access, limited parallelism, simple consistency models, and ‘dumb’ devices (read/write only).
Opportunity

Data-oriented work�ow abstractions. To accomplish goals within domain science, it is important to avoid
bottlenecks from storage rates and volumes — as well as subsequent data movement through networks and memory.
To avoid such bottlenecks, work�ows should incorporate designs that elevate data �ow and volume to �rst-class
concerns. For example, the Map-Reduce pattern enabled near-data tasks. However, this one pattern was insu�cient:
it assumed a �at data space and SIMD-style parallelism that could not account for changing tasks and parallelism
based on data. Some examples of needed research areas include:

• What are plausible programming abstractions for avoiding data access bottlenecks, ranging from best practices,
state-of-the-art, to visionary, that generalize domain needs with respect to domain programming patterns?

• What are common algorithmic patterns for data manipulation and transformation? How can these patterns be
decomposed and recomposed to capture locality, avoid unnecessary data movement, and exploit performance
di�erences between devices? How can such recomposed tasks execute near data?

• What are productive but su�ciently �exible methods for expressing composition options between abstraction
components so as to achieve performance?



Co-design of provenance and AI/ML modeling for adaptation. Workloads have important dynamics, ranging
from shifts in task characteristics to latent inter-task locality. With AI/ML, it is now possible to learn how to detect
complex patterns that evade most heuristics and human inspection, and use them to improve future workloads. These
include patterns within code (static patterns) as well as execution (dynamic patterns). However, the practicality of
AI/ML (training time, resources, data volume) is heavily dependent on carefully designed provenance and observation.
Consequently, there are opportunities to explore:

• What provenance techniques and learning methods can capture patterns within distributed work�ows without
an enormous volume of training data? How can it avoid frequent model training and re-training?

• Can inclusion of static characteristics help minimize noise in training data without removing useful �uctuations?
How do we determine a threshold to di�erentiate noise from data?

• What model architectures and feature selection techniques can be used to manage features with a diversity of
semantics? Can we determine a set of model architectures that will best suit models that change over time?

• What methods can capture the bene�ts of federated learning (improved data gathering) while avoiding accuracy
penalties from reducing global model update frequency?

• How can we manage model obsolescence as workloads change? Can we determine a suitable schedule to
replace or update models in response to workload changes?

Interfaces for data vs. devices. Today’s programs use entirely di�erent interfaces and execution assumptions
for persistent vs. volatile data, block vs. byte accesses, and compute-centric near-data execution. For more e�ective
science, can programs be written against logical data sets that consist of logical data objects? Programs could then use
“late binding” for (a) accessing data objects from persistent data stores/memory or volatile fast (e.g., open and read

(block) vs. memory load); (b) near-data computing by selecting and moving tasks to smart devices. Late binding rules
could be either automatically inferred by analysis or supplied by programmer rules/hints, where the former likely is
only e�ective in restricted cases. To ameliorate the common bottleneck of loading large data sets, data-execution
rules could maximize data movement parallelism between persistent and volatile stores and potentially overlap reads
with compute.

• How can data-centric interfaces be lazily mapped to devices to resolve volatile/persistent, block/byte, near-data
computing?

• How can data-centric interfaces use abstract data locality and parallelism to exploit tiers and parallelism in
storage architectures?

• How can tasks be moved to smart devices so as to minimize data movement?
Timeliness

These questions are timely because scienti�c exploration is increasingly distributed and data-intensive because it
combines sensor data, numerical solvers, data analytics, and machine learning. This combination requires coordination
between experimental facilities (with specialized instruments), computing facilities with supercomputers, and possibly
even cloud resources. Further, emerging systems blur memory and storage; and they will increasingly have the
potential for near-data computing by co-locating compute capability near storage and memory. It will therefore
become routine to exploit near-data computing.
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Topic: We lack techniques to exploit the unification of Communication and Computation.

Challenge
Large experiment and measurement complexes—such as particle accelerators, antenna arrays, and
underground detectors—present a cluster of data management and storage challenges that delay
the “time to physics”:

• Large volumes of data are generated and must be transported, stored, and processed. Typically,
petabytes of data are transported over multi-gigabit links to—and within—compute clusters [4].

• Similar queries or processing by different project participants on stored data results in duplication
of transport, computation, and storage effort across different sites [3].

• There is a latency and bandwidth gap between devices used for acquisition, communication,
processing and storage of data—such as how network bandwidth has been outstripping what a
CPU can process—which makes it challenging to integrate these devices into one large machine.

This complexity is mitigated in how HPC clusters are designed and operated. For example:

• When processing large volumes of data it could be better to move code to the data, rather than
move data towards the code that processes it. This so-called data centric approach minimizes
data movement and prefers in-place processing of data, but how to write general programs that
can operate in this manner is not well understood.

• Various Software-Defined Networking (SDN) controllers exist to coordinate and schedule com-
munication resources at a fine granularity. But currently this coordination relies on a logically
centralized view of the network. Round-trip times (RTTs) grow with the size of a network and,
coupled with centralized network management, this impedes rapid reaction to congestion or fail-
ures in large networks.

• CPU-based data processing is sometimes replaced—and often complemented—by processing on
other devices such as GPUs, FPGAs and custom ASICs. But we lack general and high-fidelity
techniques to reason about heterogeneous and distributed processing resources.

Opportunity
Linking these challenges and mitigations together is the network connecting the data generation,
processing and storage technologies, and the infrastructure used to manage that network.

We are starting to see the proliferation of programmable commodity network interconnects that
are unifying Computation and Communication, and this unification creates new opportunities for
data management and storage through in-network computing [5]. Among other uses, this comput-
ing paradigm is being explored for fault mitigation and distributed and heterogeneous in-network
programming [6]. There is also an opportunity to extend the features sets of HPC interconnects to
incorporate additional programmability to better serve frequently-occurring workloads.

Programmable network interconnects diffuse a variety of processing devices across the fabric—on
both switches and network cards—to which logic can be offloaded. Logic running on these devices is
interwoven with communication to help manage the network (e.g., load balancing or fault tolerance)
or opportunistically carrying out key computation+communication tasks within large-scale data
processing, such as data concentration [2] and caching [3]. Other potential benefits from using
in-network computing for data management and storage include: (1) in-network coordination to
lower the RTT by making local decisions without involving a centralized SDN controller; (2) data-
centric computing by moving code to programmable network switches or NICs; (3) provenance
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tracking across processing stages by using custom network headers; (4) slicing of network resources
by generalizing VXLANs; (5) in-network scheduling for interconnect resources: for example, to
preempt high-priority tasks over delay-tolerant background tasks that are using some of a project’s
infrastructure; and (6) automating and thus simplifying checkpointing of long-running codes.

A community wide effort is needed to realize this opportunity however since we currently lack
adequate models to (i) author and distribute programs across programmable interconnects (perhaps
by borrowing tried-and-tested ideas from distributed OSs) and (ii) reason about the integration
of distributed and heterogeneous resources along these interconnects. This effort will likely involve
multi-disciplinary projects to develop non-Von Neumann-style programming [1] paradigms that can
better utilize programmable interconnects.

Timeliness or maturity
The opportunity to develop techniques for data management and storage by leveraging programmable
network hardware is helped by the following:

• Industry has been moving in this direction with commoditized hardware.
• The toolchains to use this hardware have matured in tandem with the hardware’s take-up.
• Different communities have formed to take up and adapt this hardware for different settings—

including telecoms, cell networks, and datacenter networks—and improve key features—such as
security and programmability.

• There is a growing skill pool formed by graduates from universities that feature programmable
network hardware in their network curricula, and from employees of companies that currently use
or experiment with this hardware.

• There is an opportunity for cross-community fertilisation of techniques between network fabrics
and other programmable fabrics such as those found on FPGAs and Systems-on-Chip (SoC).
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Topic: Utilizing AI to learn I/O patterns of emerging workloads for efficient data management

Challenges:

One of the main challenges which applications face as they scale (in/out) is minimizing the time spent in
reading and writing data. This challenge continues to grow as the use of AI has further integrated into
scientific workflows. This is due to the fact that much more data is being used to train a model to be used
in the scientific process, which ultimately means that more data has to be written. One solution that the
community has used to meet this challenge is to asynchronously perform I/O in concert with the
application. Asynchronous I/O has become a promising approach to improve the user-perceived I/O
performance since the data can be temporarily buffered in the DRAM or stored in the non-volatile
memory before being written to the much slower storage tiers. However, since the inter-node
communication and I/O traffic share the same network, using asynchronous I/O blindly without an
intelligent scheduling strategy may cause significant interference with the application itself, potentially
slowing down the application compared to synchronous I/O.

From the perspective of shared HPC storage systems (sharing disks, servers or network), the total I/O
bandwidth is always limited and shared among concurrently running applications, thus the I/O
interference between different running applications are also common and effects asynchronous I/O as
much as synchronous I/O. Due to the complexity of applications’ I/O patterns, efficiently and intelligently
coordinating the I/O operations from a collection of running applications to reduce the overall overhead
caused by I/O interference and contention is extremely challenging. Since admins are not allowed to give
a user full access to all I/O traffic on a large system, a user level application cannot make decisions on its
own. Building a system-wide model that advises applications by giving predictions when it is best to
perform I/O operations is a feasible middle ground to utilize system-wide knowledge.

Thus, the main challenge is to perform both a local optimization of I/O for large-scale applications while
giving the best global optimization. We envision that AI models will be built to best guide the
applications and the overall performance of the filesystem. Part of the challenge is in the ability to use the
memory/storage hierarchy in order to cache data on the faster tiers before draining this to the
slower/larger storage tiers. The local model will need to understand how to avoid interference from
internal communication of a code, so that the I/O to slower tiers is coordinated with the communication
within the application. Furthermore, the global model needs to be created so that it can predict the overall
I/O on the system to best optimize the writing  to storage tiers. Therefore, this problem presents itself as
both a global and local optimization problem.

Ultimately our goal is to both optimize the overall system I/O performance and use advanced scheduling
techniques to optimize the application time. This involves local and global optimization and requires
advanced scheduling techniques to coordinate the guidance from these competing models.



Opportunities:

AI methods are being used today for a large variety of tasks, including optimizing the resource scheduling
and management for HPC batch jobs [1] and scientific workflows [2] and to detect write bottlenecks on
supercomputer I/O systems [3]. Beyond the active use of AI/ML in HPC systems, across science domains
and HPC platforms, scientific applications often perform I/O based on predefined and preconfigured I/O
patterns and manage a massive amount of data using I/O middleware libraries, such as ADIOS[4] and
HDF5 (https://www.hdfgroup.org/solutions/hdf5/). Given the predictable I/O patterns of scientific codes and
built on the tunability of the HPC I/O middleware stack, it is possible for scientists and system
administrators working at HPC facilities to leverage AI models of these patterns in order to optimize I/O
performance through efficient configurations or to minimize system level congestion. The AI models
have shown effectiveness when utilized to analyze application’s local I/O performance  [3].
Comparatively, our vision utilizes AI/ML models to characterize the local I/O behavior of individual
applications as well as the global models utilized for the overall I/O traffic and patterns visible at the
system level. Thus, the local and global AI models and the derived features can be utilized at different
levels to predict each individual application behavior and the interaction between applications and the
target I/O system in order to: (i) schedule the data transfer from the main application to the different
storage tiers deciding which storage tier the data should be written and when it should be written, (ii)
schedule the draining of data from the higher storage tiers to the lower storage tiers, for ultimately
archiving the data, (ii) combine it with the system level patterns in order to choose the best moments to
transfer the data between multiple storage tiers so that to minimize congestion at the I/O level.

Being able to understand the I/O patterns of applications with the system level traffic trends would allow
the design of I/O middleware and system software,  which can optimize their configurations (e.g., the best
configurations for MPI aggregation and for data layout in Lustre).

Timeliness or maturity: The storage system connected to Frontier is 5 times faster than the one attached
to Titan, however, Frontier is 50 times more powerful than Titan. Furthermore, with the emerging AI
applications in DOE HPC workloads, our I/O patterns are rapidly changing at individual application and
file and storage system levels and this trend is expected to continue with the advent of edge computing.
Additionally, the availability of many cores and the flexibility to use threads in current supercomputers
allows for creating asynchronous I/O solutions that were not possible in previous generations. DOE has
been investing in I/O middleware libraries for more than a decade and there are mature products such as
ADIOS, HDF5, and MPI-IO that can provide a clean abstraction between the applications and the
proposed intelligent I/O organizer, simplifying the adaptation by HPC centers.
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Topic: Services for Rich Science Metadata

Challenge: Having recognized the benefits of annotating scientific data with metadata of many
different types (structure, policy, provenance), the computational science community now faces
the challenge of how best to go about it. Basic metadata is provided by POSIX-flavored
filesystems, and file directory naming is still widely abused as a method of encoding important
information about collections of bits. Container formats such as HDF5 provide APIs for attaching
rich structure and access metadata. Local, bespoke solutions which provide lookaside metadata
for applications and workflows have proliferated, with varying degrees of uptake, maintainability,
opacity, and durability. The transitive closure, as it were, of this metadata (for a set of related
artifacts), is of great utility for implementing a range of useful data management strategies.
However, the variety of metadata representation and access mechanisms, each with its own
methods for interrogation and update, is a significant barrier.

More importantly, these collections of metadata are fragile: they depend on irregular, implicit
connections maintained through labor-intensive, manual processes and which frequently are
only available as shared cultural knowledge within collaborative groups.  Because of this
fragility, it’s exceedingly difficult given today’s tools to associate or query arbitrary relationships
between data artifacts. A POSIX filesystem can tell you about how files should be grouped in a
hierarchy, but struggles to express multiple hierarchies among a set of items (let alone
non-hierarchical relationships). Container formats represent scientific data very efficiently, but
are not well-suited to expressing or discovering sharing and usage policies which apply to that
data. Lookaside solutions can provide extensive and arbitrary metadata, but it is then difficult to
apply FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) principles to that metadata.

Opportunity: Robustly defined and semantically rich metadata can help us to build software
which can more completely address the complexities of scientific data. These complexities show
up in the sheer variety of possible usage scenarios, only a few of which we can include here.
For instance, scientific data can have many consumers with different access, formatting, and
organizational requirements. Better metadata can enable per-consumer customizations which
are frequently regarded as impractical today because of the wide range of possibilities.
Performance improvements can also be enabled through flexible representations of
relationship-based metadata. Similarly, semantically richer metadata could drive implementation
of the kinds of flexible and granular data protection policies needed in order to support
advanced scientific development methodologies such as DevSecOps.

These observations are not in and of themselves novel.  The key opportunity we see is that
there have been substantial advancements made in understanding open knowledge networks



and/or knowledge graphs as high performance abstractions for encoding complex relationship
data. More than just provenance or campaign parameter information, such knowledge graphs
can also offer ways to encode the many different views over scientific data that might be
relevant.  Many scientific datasets may have standard prefix tree indices to allow access in a
standardized order, but they also store spatial or spatio-temporal data that might be
well-represented in an R*-tree for optimized query patterns. Imagine if one could replace a
POSIX directory hierarchy with an R*-tree structure, and all of the possible optimizations that
might come from a system being able to understand that spatial context for the data.  Such an
implementation would provide efficient queries for interrelated scientific data not possible on
today’s systems without support from external services. The ability to embed the intent and the
index structures for different queries into a coherent and optimizable knowledge graph
representation enables richer automation of services.

One component of investment in new representations of rich metadata is a new ecosystem for
portable, reusable, and transferable data services that function over and maintain that
metadata. Such data management services could include the following:

● automatically localize a segment of the data archive at a particular location based on
access patterns;

● evaluate cost functions which govern whether it’s better to store a particular type of data
or recreate it on demand;

● apply granular data protection to protect privileged information when making published
data sets available;

● track federated facility administration policies to automate and to audit compliance with
site-specific requirements;

● aid in boot-strapping a coherent campaign data record from the data hoard of disparate
file entities; and

● efficiently shuffle and clean longitudinal scientific data for presentation as Arrow or
Pandas data frames as used in AI/ML workflows.

The current context for microservices and service composition techniques for scientific data lags
because we have lacked a sufficiently rich and high performance way of marking up the data.
Too much of that management has lived in the implicit assumptions of each researcher’s or
community’s chosen implementations.  Achieving a shared ecosystem for multi-indexed, richly
annotated scientific data will be an essential part of supporting DOE’s future science needs.

Timeliness: There’s a growing acknowledgement that metadata, provenance, and
reproducibility of our large scientific datasets are increasingly important.  Today’s data sets will
only grow larger, and the multi-, inter- and trans-disciplinary teams of the future will need even
more support to be able to use them.  To make sure we are capturing and expressing all of the
relationships and contexts that are relevant for achieving DOE science mission goals, it is
critical that we invest in research that moves to a more sustainable data management and
policy solution.  Formalizing support for the complex relationships between scientists, software,
and data in a cohesive metadata system thus becomes both an important method of extracting
domain knowledge from experienced researchers who may over time become less active, but
also of curating and transferring that knowledge to new generations of researchers.
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Topic:  
Utilizing AI/ML to optimize storage settings.  

Challenge:  
For the last decade, High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments, such as ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] at the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC), provide some of the largest and most complex scientific data stores [3]. This 
paper focuses on the ATLAS experiment as an example, but circumstances are similar for other HEP 
experiments.  
Having recorded billions of particle collision events with the ATLAS detector, scientific discoveries, such 
as the discovery of the Higgs Boson in 2012, depend on processing and storing several 100’s PB of 
complex scientific data. HEP experiments typically use C++ to reconstruct detector measurements into 
physics objects and data representations that use all of C++’s advanced features (including but not 
limited to, varying size containers, pointers, inheritance and polymorphism) need to be made persistent. 
Furthermore, given the large amount of data, efficient data compression is mandatory (e.g., ATLAS 
achieves a compression factor of 3 - 4 and still needs about 200 PB of disk storage).  
The most efficient data compression can be achieved when corresponding records from different events 
are combined into the same compression buffer. Splitting object members into separate compression 
buffers may increase their compression factor if the buffer size is sufficient. However, it should be noted 
that these compression buffers will be the smallest read access unit for downstream processing. 
Therefore, choosing these storage parameters, including compression algorithms and levels, is a 
complex and manual task that requires balancing metrics such as storage needs, I/O speed and memory 
requirements not only for the producer but also the consumer.  
The next generation of HEP experiments, including ATLAS and CMS at the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) 
and DUNE will require even more data, making the task of optimizing I/O and storage even more critical 
and challenging [4]. 

Opportunity:  
ATLAS uses powerful workflow monitoring tools [5] that can deliver deep insights into data consumer 
workflows, such as their read access patterns. This information is especially useful for physics analysis 
processes that are far less predictable than upstream production processes (such as reconstruction and 
simulation). Using methods of AI/ML to learn from data access patterns and efficiencies of these jobs, 
optimal storage parameter settings for the input data could be derived automatically.  



Timeliness or maturity:  
LHC and its experiments, including ATLAS and CMS, are scheduled to start the next period of collisions 
and data-taking, so-called Run 3, in early 2022. The processing framework for ATLAS, Athena has been 
successfully migrated to support multithreading, and a new analysis model has been established. These 
changes meant storage settings for new data products had to be determined, which had to be done 
using limited studies resulting in only approximate optimization. Developing an automated mechanism 
of determining storage parameters, would be timely to be exercised in Run 3 and deliver results in terms 
of storage savings and better I/O performance for analysis. However, as Run 3 is the last data taking 
period before the major luminosity upgrade of HL-LHC, this would present an important testbed as the 
higher dater rates make such improved optimizations critical.  
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Topic: Optimizing data movement for adaptive in-situ workflows

Challenge: Scientific simulations running at extreme scales are generating increasing quantities of data,
rapidly making it impractical to store this data for subsequent analysis. The challenges associated with the
large data volumes are further exacerbated by current architectural trends in leadership machines towards
significantly lower ratios of IO to CPU capacity. As a result, data processing is increasingly being performed
in-situ using resources on the system where the data is produced, i.e., using in-situ workflows. These
workflows can range from tightly coupled where analyses are linked directly to the simulation binary, to
loosely coupled where analyses are run in independent processes.

While in-situ workflow provide an approach for effectively realizing the potential of extreme-scales for
science, they also present complex runtime management challenges. These challenges include the effective
placement of data both across the nodes of the system as well as across a deep memory hierarchy so as to
optimize data access times while also minimizing any impact on the execution workflow components.

There are also trade-offs between performance and flexibility in choosing between tightly and loosely
coupled analysis. A tightly-coupled analysis does not require coordination or data transfer between data
producer and consumer, and is generally more efficient on a per-process basis. However, if the analyses’ run
time is not uniform across the process group, there is a risk that a relatively small number of long-running
processes blocks the simulation, which often includes a numerical solver that imposes synchronization across
all the ranks of the simulation. This is potentially catastrophic for a large-scale simulation, as all but a few
processes will be idle in such an unbalanced scenario.

Loosely coupled analyses, on the other hand, offer a solution to this problem by decoupling the activity
of the analysis routine from the simulation processes. Long running analysis processes can be overlapped
with simulation and even moved to idle resources to balance the overall computing load. However, loosely
coupled analysis requires additional overhead for data transfer and coordination.

Figure 1: A hybrid approach to autonomous rebalancing of in-situ analysis. Long running analyses are migrated to
out-of-process resources, rebalancing the workload of the simulation code.
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Recently, progress has been made in optimization for this trade-off through a hybrid tight/loose coupling
between simulation and analysis codes[1]. The analysis code can be deployed in either coupling mode and
moved back and forth between loose and tight coupling as processing load shifts. This allows a dynamic
response to load imbalance and autonomous rebalancing of CPU resources. Figure 1 illustrates this method,
showing the process of rebalancing using a off-node resources.

This approach is paradigmatic of a class of performance optimizations that autonomously alter the com-
putation load of a program based on data-driven triggers. More generally, these triggers can be influenced
by data and system characteristics and are not known a priori and so may not be predictable before run-
time. As ML-based optimizations are increasingly applied to data management it is reasonable to expect a
proliferation of load-shifting optimizations based on learning about runtime characteristics.

However, as the computation is shifted, data access requirements also shift. Dynamic computation balanc-
ing results in dynamic data generation and access patterns. These shifting patterns can result in imbalances
in network and memory resource usage that cause secondary performance degradations. Further, since the
characteristics that influence load rebalancing are not known a priori, it may not be feasible to predict what
data management resources will be needed until a workflow is already in progress.

Opportunity: Resource management is crucial to achieving high performance at large scale. Developing
methods to coordinate activities between autonomous analysis activity and data management operations is
an opportunity to improve the performance of large-scale in-situ workflows.

Notionally, this coordination can be explicit or implicit. Explicit coordination requires the development
of interfaces to export understanding from the workload balancer to the data management framework (i.e.
what data is needed by an analysis process, and under what circumstances those needs will shift). This is a
feasible approach under some load shifting solutions, but could break down for ML-based triggering of load
shifting since it may be difficult to articulate the conditions under load shifts through a software interface.

Implicit coordination of data management with autonomous trigger-based rebalancing is, in a sense,
fighting fire with fire. Implicit coordination answers the data management challenge with an autonomous,
intelligent data management framework. By identifying trends in data access patterns, an intelligent data
access framework can anticipate and respond to future data needs by moving data closer to the predicted
data consumer[2]. Further resource balancing can be achieved by time-sharing network and memory re-
sources that are shared between data management and simulation tasks.[3]

Timeliness: Rebalancing analysis computation load can be expected to improve performance in the
presence of an uneven analysis workload. Some use cases where this is the case are when the compute time
of an analysis is data-dependent (such as during an isosurface calculation) or when an analysis involves a
random walk or Monte Carlo sampling leading to variable convergence time.

Many ML algorithms suitable for the analysis of simulation data have characteristics that are likely to
lead to unbalanced analysis workloads. ML-based scientific computing is an area of rapid development and it
is likely that as the use of ML in analyses increases, so too will workload imbalance and the performance risk
identified in the Challenge is likely to be an emerging issue for this growing class of workflow. Additionally,
ML-based algorithms present a relatively hard version of the problem identified, typically requiring an
autonomous data management solution.
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Topic: Interfaces for data coupling in complex workflows

Challenge: Computationally addressing current scientific and societal grand challenges is increasingly leading
to complex, data-intensive applications workflows rather than monolithic application codes[1]. Furthermore,
current architectural trends of large-scale leadership computing systems, such as decreasing ratio of IO to CPU
resources, are resulting in in-situ formulations of these workflows where analysis and visualization tasks run
alongside coupled simulations on the same systems, interacting and exchanging data in real-time mostly using
system memory rather than persistent storage [2]. Figure 1 shows an example of a complex workflow integrating
multiple simulation, analysis, and visualization components. All components are run simultaneously, and data
are exchanged using a coupling framework.

Figure 1: The component interactions of the WDMApp cou-
pled multi-simulation workflow, which includes analysis and
visualization routines.1

The development of such in-situ workflows has re-
sulted in a positive feedback loop in co-design. For
example, as systems software is developed to support
in-situ workflows, it is also leading to the generation
of new modes of interaction between workflow compo-
nents. For example, when run in-situ, the results of an
analysis program can be used to steer the simulation
in ways that wouldn’t be possible if the analysis is run
post hoc. Furthermore, the real-time visualization of
simulation results is leading to new opportunities for
scientists to interactively direct simulations, reacting
in real-time to surprising results. As the software en-
vironment supporting in-situ workflows as well as the
workflows themselves become more complex through
this iterative co-design process, the need for high-level
workflow design abstractions and tools have become
apparent.

The development of these in-situ workflows is of-
ten organic, and as a result, it frequently requires the
modification of existing simulation, analysis, and vi-
sualization codes/packages to support in-situ composition and operation. Converting existing software packages
for use in in-situ workflows has largely been an ad hoc process, requiring developer teams familiar with each code
to coordinate their efforts generating compatible interfaces between workflow components. Modifying a workflow
constructed in such a way requires further coordination, reducing the reusability of the workflow components.
Among the complications of coupling codes eien this way, ensuring data compatibility is a critical. Data are
generated and consumed with certain units, precision, grid resolution, etc. If an understanding of the parameters
of a data set is not shared between data producer and data consumer, then the workflow can fail or (worse)
produce spurious results. Self-describing data sets have helped ameliorate this concern to some degree, but this
solution require that data validation be implemented and applied on each component, for each interaction.

Recent work has begun to address the issue of workflow development complexity by defining programming
models for composable workflows[3]. At a high level, these models typically allow abstract Workflow-Level
Interfaces (WLI) to be defined and wrapped around application code to create workflow components, and ad-
ditionally provide semantics for composing workflows that describe the interactions between components using
elements of the WLI. These interactions are specified in a workflow descriptor. A well-defined workflow in-
terface creates opportunities for resusability of workflow components, as well as multiple implementations of the
same WLI (i.e., different software packages that can take on the same role in a workflow). However, further work
is needed to standardize and mature composable workflow models.

1©2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Choi et al. Coupling exascale multiphysics applications: Methods and lessons
learned. In 2018 IEEE 14th International Conference on e-Science



Opportunity: As complex in-situ workflows become essential to large-scale scientific computing, high-
level programming and runtime support that improves scientists’ productivity by allowing them to simply and
flexibly develop, execute and experiment with these workflows can have a tremendous impact. To this end,
workflow descriptor languages are an opportunity to communicate information about the workflow to underlying
middleware and system libraries. One of these opportunities is in data compatibility checking. In developing
composable workflows, the common data model can be lifted out of application code so that it can be specified
once and validated by the workflow framework at compile or run time. Doing this requires semantics for describing
the data format provided and expected by each interface, as well as the ways that different aspects of each
components’ independent data model are related (e.g. what are the relative grid coordinates between two
coupled simulation components) and can even include data about workflow intentions (e.g. where in a global
data domain should errors be minimized in interpolation).

Providing a common data model that is defined by workflow developers and known a priori offers many
additional advantages. Beyond validating the compatibility of data exchanges, a data model provides application
intelligence that can be leveraged by the developers of the libraries and frameworks that realize composed
workflows. As a notional example, if a data producer is generating data at a higher precision than any consumer
in the workflow will require, an optimization could be dropping higher excess-precision bits to reduce transfer
and storage costs. This sort of optimization can be difficult to provide without a common data model, but if
the workflow developer is able to define such a data model, then the workflow framework can implement such
an optimization ”behind the scenes”.

Further, with common understanding about how the data will be generated and consumed, many data
translation features of workflow development that are onerous and repetitive to implement in ad hoc in-situ
workflows can be integrated into workflow frameworks. This reduces the amount of effort required to develop
complex workflows. For example, different workflow components may use overlapping or mismatched grids.
Correctly implementing data translation between components is an expensive and error-prone task that must be
repeated for every interaction in ad hoc workflow development. Composable workflows create the opportunity
to singularly implement and optimize this functionality for a large group of common data transformation tasks.
The key to performing the right transformation in an efficient way is an expressive data model. Developing
an expressive data model and integrating it into one or more composable workflow frameworks provides an
opportunity to bridge the gap between application-level data understanding and opportunistic data management
framework optimizations in a way that can be coupled to the workflow logic itself.

Developing a data model that improves the workflow development codesign process will require collaboration
between workflow developers, application code developers, and computer scientists. This requires an under-
standing of not just what type of data parameters fit the needs of code compatibility, but also which parameters
provide information that is likely to be useful to data operation optimization.

Timeliness: As in-situ workflow are increasingly used by applications address important scientific grand
challenges, their complexity will continue to grow, as will the need for abstractions and tools to support com-
posable workflow development. This is a nascent period for the composable workflow paradigm. Establishing
an expressive data model in conjunction with the development of this paradigm has the potential to improve
the value of adoption to both workflow developers and data scientists. Without a suitably expressive data
model, there is a risk that workflow code developers will continually re-implement the same data transforma-
tions (and this is not uncommon in ad hoc coupled workflows today). To mitigate this risk, it is desirable to
gain understanding of what makes an expressive and useful data model before the paradigm has matured.

At the same time, developments in data management middleware have reduced the development effort by
enabling the modular development of data services. This has created new opportunities for a rapid codesign cycle
that allows data management optimizations to be quickly prototyped and introduced into workflow frameworks.
This decreased development time has increased the ability of data management framework developers to translate
data understanding into optimizations in a timely way, increasing the value of data insights that could be gleaned
from an effective data model.
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Topic. Interfaces for accessing data  

Challenge  
Science relies on increasingly accurate digital representations of complex natural phenomenon. Current trends 
include simulations of complex systems by coupling of codes designed for individual components [1], or learning 
and continuously updating simulation models based on measurements from large-scale observational and 
experimental facilities [2], [3]. As a result, ever larger volumes of data are stored and accessed by ensembles of 
scientific applications with tight requirements in terms of throughput and latency.  
This evolution creates new challenges for HPC storage systems. First, we expect new I/O patterns characterized 
by concurrent flows of (a) random reads resulting from sampling large collections to avoid overfitting when 
training models, (b) sequential reads resulting from strong coupling of codes, and (c) writes of extremely large 
data elements (multiple TBs in size), produced by simulation or measurements, in high velocity bursts. This 
diversity of I/Os will result in new levels of interferences in storage systems and thus a high variability in I/O 
performance. I/O jitters and I/O throughput variance were identified as bottlenecks years ago [5]. Even with 
traditional HPC I/O workloads, dominated by sequential writes, these problems result from competing traffic, 
contention on storage servers or I/O routers, and concurrency limitations in the client compute nodes. They 
cause suboptimal I/O performance. We expect that new I/O patterns will exacerbate these problems. Getting 
near-optimal I/O performance will require dynamic management of I/O interferences in space (managing the 
I/O path) and time (managing I/O scheduling).  
Second, the volume of data to be stored and retrieved is so large that data compression/refactoring is necessary. 
Tradtional approaches based on lossy compression sacrifice fidelity for performance. This is no longer adequate 
for the level of accuracy and performance required by the next generation of scientific applications. Ideally, the 
most interesting data in a collection can be returned first within a given time constraint. This requires enough 
meta-data and appropriate models to take these decisions at run-time, within storage nodes, without negative 
impact on I/O performance.  
  
Opportunity  

Computational storage denotes the 
integration of programmable compute 
resources within storage devices, as opposed 
to traditional disks that are pre-programmed 
by their vendors to just read and write data 
blocks. Computational storage makes it 
possible to run portions of data pipelines on 
storage devices, and thus promises reduced 
data movement, better energy efficiency and 
reduced costs. These are specialized 
processing units, including multi-processor 
system on a chip or data processing units 
(DPU) equipped with hardware accelerators, 
that are cheaper and more energy efficient 
than general-purpose CPUs.  
Interfaces to the I/O library and to the storage 

system are needed in order to utilize computational storage devices to make it possible to program the storage 
infrastructure [7] to meet the needs of data pipelines and minimize data movement. More specifically, 
programming the storage infrastructure entails:  

1. Defining new storage interfaces:  Computational storage can expose storage with a variety of 
interfaces that encapsulate relevant processing [8], e.g., reading quantized samples from a collection, 
returning refactored samples from a collection, generating metadata when data is written. By using 
computational storage, I/O libraries will be able to dynamically manage I/O interfaces to define possible in-



transit data queries and conversions. The I/O library could use these interfaces to offload some of the most 
computational intensive internal kernels (like metadata generation) as well as to define interfaces visible by 
the application to allow scientists to request application-specific offloads (like reduction, filtering, etc.)  

2. Shipping code from compute nodes to storage devices: Portions of data pipelines can be shipped to 
computational storage at run-time to reduce data movement [9].  I/O libraries in the future will be designed 
to take advantage of this capability and adapt to the requirements of the application and system behavior. 
Metadata generation and handling and data pre-processing are ideal candidates. Filtering the data needed by 
an application by checking properties of its metadata before transferring it to the application will help reduce 
traffic and avoid system level congestion. Moreover, I/O libraries will have the possibility to adapt to the 
performance of the system (e.g. combined with a refactoring method, the storage could be given rules to 
prioritize the data and progressively transfer it to the application so that the application does not need to wait 
for the entire data to be received before starting the execution)  

The advantages of desiging interfaces between applications and I/O libraries and between I/O libraries and 
storage are multi-folded [1]: (i) Offload I/O internal expensive kernels to decreases the application end-to-end 
execution time; (ii) Allow I/O libraries to adapt to the needs of applications by offloading application-specific 
data transformations like local metadata reads and data filtering (Such a decoupling of meta-data and data 
generation is possible for self-describing data formats); (iii) Offloading data refactoring functionalities from the 
compute nodes to storage devices further reduces I/O traffic between compute and storage nodes; (iv) Allow 
the I/O library to adapt to the performance of the network and I/O patterns of the application. Ideally, compute 
nodes should access the most interesting data items in a collection within a given time and traffic budget. This 
requires that computational storage is able to make relevant predictions. Such predictions could be based on a 
model instantiated or trained on computational storage, based on locally generated meta-data.  
Timeliness  
Computational storage is in the process of being standardized. A task force at the Storage Networking Industry 
Association (SNIA), a trade group representing storage companies, defined terminology and architectures for 
computational storage in August 2020. They denote the processing units integrated with storage as 
computational storage processors. When combined with traditional storage drives or hubs, they provide 
Computational Storage Services (CSS) to hosts.   
An extension of the NVMe standard for computational storage is expected in 2022. Such a standard will define 
mechanisms for uploading code to computational storage. We expect that it will be possible to associate 
computational storage cards (e.g., Bittware 220-U2 or Bittware IA-840F1) to existing NVMe SSDs, in the coming 
year.   
The NVMe standard for Solid-State Drives was first defined in 2011. Linux support was introduced in 2013 [11]. 
NVMe SSDs were introduced with the 4th generation Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility in 2018. If we 
assume a similar process for computational storage, we can expect its introduction in Leadership Computing 
Facility before 2030. It is time to prepare for the co-design of the storage infrastructure and scientific 
applications to ensure efficient management of I/O interferences as well as adaptive data refactoring.  
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Topic: Interfaces for accessing data, storage-system architecture design 

Challenges 

Present-day storage design and I/O methods treat data read from the storage system as opaque byte sequences. This 
simplistic abstraction, along with the limits it imposes on data management, is problematic and a poor fit for the 
dynamic needs of scientific applications. For example, application codes may want to retrieve data at different 
precisions/resolutions when the storage/compute resources for data analysis are highly constrained, or to explore a 
new feature of the data in an ad-hoc fashion. Such analyses are common in scientific workflows, particularly for 
datasets shared by broad communities, which are not well supported by the DOE SSIO toolchain today. There are 
several challenges which must be overcome in order to meet the needs of modern workflows. First, scientific data 
needs to be refactored into different levels of reduced representations such that approximations to the original data 
with different levels of accuracy can be dynamically recomposed to satisfy a broad spectrum of analysis needs [3]. A 
key challenge is that data refactoring needs to be done in an efficient manner that avoids significantly increasing the 
complexity and overhead of storage and I/O. Given the performance of next-generation storage systems, this is a 
formidable task. For example, DAOS, the I/O system of the upcoming Aurora system will achieve over 25 TB/s 
bandwidth. and with refactoring and recomposing, the end-to-end performance needs to be on par with writing the 
raw data to be useful [4,5]. Second, the hierarchical nature of the refactorization calls for new methods that can take 
full advantage of the hierarchical storage on DOE systems. Currently, scientists decide which files to move to lower 
layers in an ad-hoc fashion, before data is purged by the file system. By storing the smaller, lower accuracy 
representation on faster storage, the time to reach the required accuracy during analysis can be accelerated, compared 
to retrieving the same amount of data from a slow storage tier. How do we intelligently place refactored data in a way 
that is best suited to the storage hierarchy and how do we move data across tiers as the usage pattern changes for a 
particular workflow need to be addressed. Third, by fetching a reduced set of representations, the outcomes of data 
analysis can be negatively impacted and it requires a theoretical foundation to understand and bound the error so that 
the data representations can be fully trusted by the scientists.  

Opportunities 

To address these challenges, a team of researchers consisting of computer scientists, applied mathematicians, and 
application scientists have started an effort to completely redesign the I/O paradigm for scientific data analytics. As 
of now, the team has established a theoretical foundation to bound the error for reduced representations [1,2] and 
further research opportunities include: 1) at the data generation stage: fine-grained decomposition of data is needed 
in order to fully utilize the deep storage hierarchies on HPC systems as well as satisfy various accuracy needs for 
different data analysis tasks while minimize the I/O costs. Also, data decomposition needs to be device (e.g. accelerator 
or edge device) friendly at the data source, so that the decomposition can incur a low overhead to the critical path of 
a scientific run. This requires research that focuses on how to efficiently map data refactoring algorithms to a range 
of hardware architectures in HPC and edge devices, and how to be portable so that data can be refactored and 
recomposed on different types of system?  2) at data storage, management, and retrieval stage:  Given a set of 
physical quantities evolving across time, different levels of errors after refactorization, and distinct user intentions, 
how do we maintain the relationships between different quantities of interest, data objects generated by refactorization, 
and errors associated with those data objects? How do we optimize the data placement of the refactored data based on 



user intentions and characteristics of multitier storage hierarchy during the data life cycle, so that we can minimize 
the time to knowledge? It is necessary to design efficient metadata structures and algorithms to manage refactored 
data objects across the multitier storage hierarchy. Also, the data placement can affect the performance of both storage 
and retrieval. The optimal data placement for the refactored hierarchical data on multitier storage systems can be 
formulated into a combinatorial optimization problem, with the goal of finding the shortest time for fetching all 
required data levels with constraints on tier capacity and movement overhead. Further, we need to intelligently make 
data placement decisions leveraging ML/AI techniques. 3) at the data analysis stage:  Dynamic recomposition of 
data based upon the user prescribed error tolerance and storage resource availability. The higher the error tolerance 
and the lower the resource availability is, the less the amount of data needs to be retrieved from the storage, thus 
greatly reducing the I/O time (and potentially compute time) for data analytics. This allows for a wide range of 
accuracy and performance needs (e.g., post processing versus near-real time processing for scientific experiments) 
from DOE applications across a variety of system environments. Given the fine-grained decomposed data, how to 
efficiently fetch and recompose data in a progressive manner to satisfy different accuracy needs? This requires 
research efforts that focus on understanding the complex relationship between the improvement of accuracy and the 
added I/O cost so that domain scientists can make the best decision with constrained resources. A more challenging 
task is how to enable data analytics to take advantage of the progressive data retrieval capability by incorporating 
iterative refinement in terms of resolution and accuracy. Finally, to further reduce the I/O and compute overhead of 
data analysis, research efforts need to be made to allow for partial refinement of the spatiotemporal domain for both 
data analysis and I/O middleware. 

Timeliness 

Scientific instruments have been continuously producing large amounts of data at an increased speed. This places 
tremendous stress on science campaigns as the storage capacity and I/O bandwidth have not grown as fast as the data 
rate, making it difficult for the data to be archived or moved from edge to HPC devices, and vice versa. Small files 
can stay on parallel file systems where the bandwidth is fast, however large datasets mostly need to be moved to lower 
storage tiers (e.g., HPSS) for capacity. For the current storage and I/O capabilities, the majority of data produced by 
large-scale facilities could never be read back for analysis due to the forbidden cost in data movement. A smart and 
resource-aware I/O and storage management method is of urgent need so that data analytics can benefit from the 
improved fidelity of simulation models and sensor readings. 

Recently, a range of error-controlled data reduction tools have been integrated to I/O libraries, such as ADIOS, HDF5, 
allowing data to be reduced at a user-prescribed accuracy. Further combining data refactoring with the error-controlled 
reduction techniques makes it possible to decompose data into fine-grained representations, with each segment of 
representations to be stored independently on different storage tiers and be progressively retrieved with guaranteed 
accuracy to accommodate environments with different resource availability and user-prescribed data fidelity.  
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Topic: Metadata management infrastructure for scientific workflows to support FAIR principles

Challenge: The FAIR principles [1] have laid a foundation for sharing and publishing digital assets and,
in particular, data. The FAIR principles emphasize machine accessibility and that all digital assets should
be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable. Scientific workflows encode the methods by which
the scientific process is conducted and by which data are created. It is thus important that workflows both
support the creation of FAIR data and adhere to the FAIR principles themselves. Workflows are hybrid
processual digital assets that can be considered as data or software, or some combination of both. As such,
there is a range of considerations to take into account with respect to the FAIR principles [2]. Some
perspectives are already well explored in data/software FAIRness, such as descriptive metadata, software
metrics, and versioning; however, workflows create unique challenges, such as representing a "complex
lifecycle" from specification to execution via a workflow management system.

Workflow systems vary as widely as workflows do, resulting in a variety of approaches that differ in
expressivity, execution models, and ecosystems. These differences are mainly due to individual
implementations of language, control mechanisms (e.g., fault tolerance, loops), data management
mechanisms, execution backends, reproducibility aspects for sharing workflows, and provenance and
FAIR metadata capturing. Unfortunately, there is no attempt to develop an approach from a perspective of
making interoperable components that require standardized APIs and metadata, which are still open
challenges [3]. The need for interoperability is paramount, and it recurs at multiple technical levels (e.g.,
task, tools, workflows, data, metadata, provenance, and packaging) as well as non-technical levels
including semantic, organizational, and legal issues (e.g., licenses compatibility, data sharing policies).
The need for interoperability of workflow applications and systems is commonly modeled as a problem of
porting applications and data management across systems, which may require anywhere from days to
weeks of development effort. Most of the previous approaches for tackling the interoperability problem
attempted to develop complete vertical solutions.

Opportunity: Given current efforts for developing FAIR data and software, it is important to first
understand what efforts could be adapted to workflow problems. A fundamental tenet of FAIR is the
universal availability of machine processable metadata. Developing methods for FAIR workflows requires
community engagement: (i) to define principles, policies, and best practices to share workflows; (ii) to
standardize metadata representation and collection processes about workflows; (iii) to create developer-
and workflow-friendly guidelines and tools; and (iv) to develop shared infrastructure for enabling
development, execution, and sharing of FAIR workflows [3]. Additionally, ensuring that provenance can
capture the necessary information is key for enabling FAIRness in workflows. As a result, there is an
opportunity for developing common APIs that represent a set of workflow library components, so that
interoperability could be achieved at the component level, including APIs for defining inputs, storing
intermediate results and output data, and automating the capture and annotation of metadata information.

Many provenance models [4] can be implemented or extended to capture the information needed for
FAIR workflows. Additionally, FAIR principles are more likely to be followed if the process for capturing
these metrics is automated and embedded in workflow systems. In this case, a workflow execution will
become FAIR by default, or perhaps with minimal user curation. There is also a tendency to combine the
workflow with its execution model and data structures (e.g., the intertwine between the abstract workflow,
its execution, and its data management). It is then of the greatest importance to understand which
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component in the workflow system architecture accounts for which functionality. Thus, separation of
concerns is key for interoperability at many levels, e.g. separation of orchestration of the workflow graph,
its execution, data management, and metadata capturing. There is an additional opportunity for exploring
how provenance is represented in the metadata of these workflow library components, as change across
systems will be important for both knowledge representation and interpretation by humans and machines
using the workflow. Furthermore, research into how the metadata itself is versioned will be necessary to
understand how these components have changed over time.

Timeliness or maturity: Given the computational demands of many workflows, it is crucial that their
execution be not only feasible, effortless, and efficient on large-scale HPC systems (in particular
upcoming exascale systems), but also metadata and provenance capturing needs to be automated and
comprehensive; thus FAIRness can be attained. Current efforts to apply FAIR principles to data and
software (e.g., FAIR4RS and FAIR for Virtual Research Environments) tackle the problem by considering
workflows as software. The European EOSC-Life Workflow Collaboratory, for example, has developed a
metadata framework for FAIR workflows based on schema.org, RO-Crate, and the common workflow
language (CWL), which could lead to standardization of metadata about workflows. On the other hand,
most efforts to unify workflow systems and/or their components (in particular data and metadata
management) have led to the specialization of some of these standards which may require that other
systems conform to that specification, thus resulting in low adoption. Attempts to standardize may also
lead to overly generic interfaces that ultimately inhibit usability and lead to hidden incompatibilities.
Efforts such as the GA4GH-DREAM have promoted “bake-offs” to compare and identify workflow
systems capabilities to define standardization within domains. An open question is whether such attempts
should be domain-specific or domain-overarching. As FAIR principle entitled "I1" [1] recommends using
a “formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language for knowledge representation”,
understanding if and how workflows may need to diverge from such a recommendation is essential.

More recently, the need for distributed computing at scale with heterogeneous resources (HPC, cloud,
edge, etc.) has emerged as the demand for processing and storage is continually increasing. This new class
of workflow applications uses cross-facility resources (computational, storage, and visualization), and
advanced network capabilities for large data movement. Interoperability among resources, and more
importantly across facilities, is crucial for enabling seamless workflow executions. Efforts such as the
DOE NERSC's Superfacility project provide the mechanisms for bridging experimental and observational
instruments with computational and data facilities; the DOE OneID's project provides identity
management and federated authentication access to shared/cloud services. Although these solutions are a
step forward to enable access to (and to some extent interoperability among) resources/services,
provenance capturing and automated metadata extraction is still an open question for this new class of
high-profile, cross-facility workflow applications.
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1 Introduction
Applications involving voluminous data can often benefit from the computing being performed as close to the data
source as possible. This need for computation at the edge arises due to communication constraints, privacy and
sensitivity of data, latency and liveliness requirements, or costs of moving data. Machine learning and inference at
the edge are growing at a rapid pace. In support of AI@Edge applications, a wide range of computing platforms
(hardware and software) with widely varying resources, spanning from intelligent embedded devices like smart cam-
eras, to powerful on-premise systems are being integrated at the source of the data. Devising metadata management
infrastructure to support FAIR principles [8], capturing provenance, and providing data management support for AI
is increasingly of importance to scientific edge computing.

Edge computing, featuring AI/ML, is rapidly being adopted by a wide range of DOE scientific domains. To
address this, Argonne National Laboratory developed a state-of-the-art programmable and networked AI@Edge
computing and sensing-actuation platform for science called “Waggle” [5]. Waggle edge-nodes use commodity AI-
optimized processors and deep learning to process data directly at the edge and report analyzed results. Waggle has
been used in a wide range of scientific projects and supported by academia, industry, and multiple federal agencies. It
was the core platform used by the National Science Foundation (NSF) Array of Things (AoT); a DOE-NNSA–funded
effort called DAWN, uses Waggle as the common platform for deploying new radiation sensors and urban radiation
detection networks; the NSF-funded Sage project [4], based at Northwestern University, has expanded Waggle’s
AI edge computing capabilities and focused on cyberinfrastructure for “software-defined sensor” networks, whose
functions can evolve over time with new measurement or policy demands; Argonne and Exelon corporation are
exploring how AI-enabled sensors can improve electrical grid reliability and advance “smart city” technologies; and
the DOE Vehicle Technology Office supports a project using Waggle to study traffic patterns at O’Hare Airport.

2 Opportunities and Challenges
A fundamental aspect of AI@Edge is locally sourced sensor data (camera images/video, LiDAR data, audio samples,
beamline data etc.) being processed using AI/ML models that may be trained on “similar” data. Due to technical
(repeatability of sensor orientation and calibration, local conditions etc.) and logistical reasons (availability of
deployment resources), it is almost always the case that the sensors across different edge devices generate data that
is different enough that the inference accuracy of an algorithm can vary significantly across the devices. Partial
retraining of algorithms at the edge (light-weight training) using both local site-specific samples, and also specifically
curated data from other edge devices, has the potential to greatly improve the algorithms, and their inference
accuracy. One challenging aspect is maintaining labeled data locally at the device, both for local training, and
gathering toward creating the curated datasets for the aggregate of edge devices. This data is often annotated
with meta information and other useful contexts, should be cataloged, and searchable for local and global use, and
available across the network in a seamless manner.

Machine learning applications are data hungry and require as many data points and features as possible to improve
their predictions, which often requires integrating data from different sources. This is true for AI@Edge applications
too. Edge computing often is not used in isolation, but through coupling with centralized HPC resources for a
variety of reasons including generating a high-level holistic view (inference/analysis) across the whole application
space and in-turn steering the computation at the edge, training new AI/ML models for the edge, running large-
scale simulations that incorporate edge inferences and sensor data, and monitoring the health, and edge analysis
accuracy and drift. A cloud-based (for scalability, geographical availability, latency) centralized resource often plays
the role of an orchestrator and data gatherer for edge computing resources. For coupling edge applications to HPC

∗corresponding author: rajesh@anl.gov
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computations (edge driven HPC and HPC steered edge sensing and computing), seamless, low-latency, on-demand,
and bidirectional flow of data mediated by the cloud is of utmost importance.

The above two examples clearly illustrate the necessity of FAIR Principles. Together, edge, cloud, and HPC are a
fertile ground for a variety of workflows and triggers. Traditional data access in this continuum still has not matured
to provide both static “bulk access” to curated data for analysis, and fast-paced, dynamic, and low-latency access
for rapid observations and triggering in a consistent fashion. For example, triggers could include conditions such as
“Notify me if I detect more than X events / Y mins”, “Run HPC computation if more that X edge devices identify
a certain event”, “Update the model if prediction accuracy is consistently lower than Y and there is no change in
environmental condition”, “Notify me if my program fails to meet a certain frequency of measurement”, and “Run
traffic state analysis model at the edge when more than 10 automobiles are seen in a minute” among others. The
storage and data management system has to support powerful metadata queries and scalable time queries with few
aggregations to make the above triggers and observations possible in quasi/realtime.

Data systems for managing the AI/ML life-cycle is a fundamentally challenging problem. Can we build a uni-
fied data system which manages the complete AI/ML lifecycle, while also negotiating the bandwidth, latency and
availability challenges that are unique to edge computing? Such a system would include data management, training,
monitoring and actionable feedback from models in production, specifically, understanding the right metrics and
presenting them in a meaningful way to users, and retraining. Borrowing from the earlier example of retraining
and deploying the AI/ML algorithms to different edge devices, this process involves a number of considerations and
constraints including evaluation of the knowledge content of a piece of data, human in the loop or automated labeling,
periodic refinement, optimization, and versioning of data sets, and incorporation and tracking of changes in dataset.
A few commercially available tools extend parts of this functionality to generic AI/ML applications, and provide
motivation for the Edge-to-HPC scenario. For example, Weights & Biases [6] has a data management product focused
on AI/ML, Label Box [1] and Label Studio [2] incorporate human-in-the-loop and automatic pre-labeling and model
based quality ranking, and Paperspace Gradient [3] provides data management and integration with notebooks for
retraining AI/ML models on the cloud.

3 Timeliness, Maturity, and Impact
The traditional workflow adopted by scientists gathering and analyzing data at DOE facilities is to temporarily cache
the data at the instrument (edge), and then transfer the data across the network (ESNet etc.) to computing centers
for analysis, processing, and visualization. The DOE Report on the 5G Enabled Energy Innovation Workshop [7]
identifies the need to reinvent the digital continuum linking the wireless edge to advanced scientific user facilities,
data analysis, and high-performance computing (HPC). DOE facilities are rapidly embracing this new paradigm and
adding edge computing, from distributed sensors in Oklahoma (ARM) to beam-lines at DOE laboratories. A new
breed of data storage, management, and discovery systems are required to usher us into this new world of computing
across a vast continuum of diverse systems. DOE with some of the most powerful HPC systems, advanced scientific
user facilities adopting edge-computing, field proven AI@Edge systems like Waggle, and a strong history of designing,
implementing and operationalizing data systems, is uniquely situated to tackle the challenges and synthesize solutions.
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Topic: Data management support in HEP workflows  

Challenges:   
Traditional HEP workflows cannot take optimal advantage of HPC resources. These are file-based and 
developed to work well in grid (high throughput) computing environments. Generating large numbers 
(typically thousands to hundreds of thousands or more) of small files is a common practice. For example, 
in a relatively small test case for neutrino candidate selection, we used a sample that consisted of 2000 
small files; a machine learning task using a liquid argon time-projection chamber (LArTPC) simulation 
sample made use of 200 thousand files. Data exchange is based on files sized to fit in archive storage or 
convenient for output from data acquisition systems. This does not work well with the traditional processing 
model of HPC. Many workflows have several steps, each of which creates a number of output files that 
matches the number of input files. While this model has worked for decades in the grid environment, this 
large number of small files-based approaches is not suited for HPC environments.  
 
In contrast to working with many small files, we also have experience working with very few large files on 
HPC. Dealing with large files on HPC brings a new set of challenges. First, since HEP applications are not 
designed to work with large files, how to create a large file effectively from the small files? Second, 
knowing what data is in the file, and how to organize it for fast indexed access to allow fast access and 
balanced data distribution? Then, once such a large file is created, placing it where it can be readily 
accessed, or moving it to a different location is also not straightforward. The largest file we have worked 
with so far is 4TB (compressed size on disk). Another observation is that HEP data is naturally compressible 
- either as sparseness because of geometry or measurement data similarity. The challenge here is making 
this compression work well when there is extensive indexing needed to locate data quickly and transfer 
pieces (slices) into processing applications. In the current setting, the indexing problem is in user space but 
should be handled by the data management systems.  
 
Data access patterns have changed in HEP workflows with machine learning applications becoming a 
significant part of data analysis. Many analyses in LHC and LArTPC experiments use deep learning for 
problems such as object reconstruction, identification, and calibration. Modern machine learning tools work 
with data models that are simple to be used in training and languages that are oriented towards productivity. 
For example, use of HDF5 with Python-based tools is more common in machine learning applications while 
other applications continue using ROOT IO and C++, which has been the traditional way in HEP.  
 
Usually, HEP data processing phases are executed sequentially. Each phase itself can use both 
multithreading and multiprocessing. Each phase requires a substantial commitment of resources: possibly 
tape access, considerable disk storage for inputs and outputs, and much compute time. The granularity of 
the phases is largely determined by the magnitude of the data handling tasks. A much finer level of 
granularity would allow better load balancing and more efficient use of computational resources.   
 
An example of workflow is the Exa.TrkX project [1]. Its particle track formation pipeline consists of the 
following tasks: 1) raw hit data preprocess into feature vectors, 2) embedded network training to identify 
edges, 3) GNN training to classify doublets and triplets, and 4) track labeling. The output data produced 



from one task becomes the input to its subsequent task. In this example, the computational demands of 
individual tasks are intensive, requiring parallel processing on the DOE leadership supercomputers. 
Workflow tasks are often developed independently by different scientists, resulting in a disparity in data 
structures and file layouts being used to store the input and output data. Given the sheer amount of data 
flowing from one workflow task to another, the computation-bound tasks can become I/O bound. This 
phenomenon has been observed in many SciDAC applications. To tackle such obstacles, researchers have 
been developing ad-hoc I/O solutions in hope to reduce the data transition time. An example in the HEP 
community is PH5Concat. 

Opportunity:  
Considering the above-mentioned challenges, R&D in developing data services and developing workflow 
control to make efficient use of HPC systems to allow the complex workflows that are needed for HEP to 
work in the HPC environments.  
 
Given a more flexible data management system and workflow engine, HEP reconstruction and analysis 
tasks could be started as soon as their required input data becomes available. R&D into better pipelining of 
processing tasks – rather than chunking by file – would allow a finer granularity for data access and open 
the door to improved processing models. Better use of resources by intelligent, active controls, which can 
dynamically shape the workflow may significantly reduce turnaround time for processing stages that now 
take months to complete using traditional distributed processing systems.  The intelligent shaping of 
workflow can be used to optimize machine efficiency subject to many constraints, such as memory 
available, delays caused by startup/shutdown, access to accelerators.  
 
Given that currently indexing needed for data location and distribution is implemented in user space, 
research on automated indexing i.e., how to define the indexing structure appropriate to locate and bring in 
data for processing will be beneficial.  
 
Given that there are large variations in runtimes for computational steps in HEP workflows, there might be 
significant benefits to moving to a task-based approach, one that is specifically tuned and can adapt to 
changes in CPU time and power needed to process current experimental datasets and is also tightly 
integrated with the parallel storage systems and available interfaces.  We don't have means to use the 
resources automatically and efficiently we have. Having tools that can deal with varying application load 
while giving them access to the needed data in a workflow setting can benefit us. This leads us to the 
scenarios where our workflows will be using a combination of CPUs and accelerators as required by 
different processing steps and running on the machines that will have both types of architectures available. 
Being able to optimally run in such a setting will be of great value. 

Timeliness and maturity:  
We have a relationship and collaboration with ASCR teams and have made significant progress in 
developing tools to partially address issues in running HEP analysis workflows on currently available HPC 
systems, including using tools and libraries that are made to work well in the HPC environment. With 
exascale machines coming online soon and given the increase of complexity and data rates of new HEP 
detectors that will be deployed over the next decade, now is the time to engage in further research to develop 
solutions for complete workflows.  
 
[1] Xiangyang Ju, et. al. Performance of a Geometric Deep Learning Pipeline for HL-LHC Particle 
Tracking. Eur. Phys. J. C 81, 876 (2021). 
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Challenge

Performance variability, manifested as unpredictability in application execution time, is an im-

pediment to efficient resource management and productivity in scientific computing [1]. I/O per-

formance is one of the most prominent underlying contributors to this execution time variability.

High performance computing (HPC) storage resources are simultaneously shared by a large number

of applications, and I/O behavior in those applications is often characterized by intense bursts of

data access interleaved with intervals of computation. This mix of bursty, uncoordinated storage

system traffic causes significant fluctuations in the I/O performance perceived by individual appli-

cations. The issue is exacerbated by growing complexity in I/O architectures that integrate more

heterogeneous storage technologies in order to maximize the price/performance ratio.

The ability to model I/O performance and its variability allows for more accurate prediction of

application I/O performance at runtime as well as application- and system-level optimizations to

proactively mitigate performance variability. I/O performance models could therefore be leveraged

to make more efficient use of the I/O subsystem, a crucial shared resource on HPC systems. How-

ever, no well-established method exists for modeling I/O variability on HPC platforms, in part

because of the increasingly large-scale and complex I/O subsystem designs that such platforms em-

ploy. Several approaches have been employed to address I/O performance modeling, ranging from

analytical to empirical models, which lately have focused on machine learning-based approaches.

Although several researchers have developed machine learning-based I/O performance models, the

critical issue of modeling performance variability still remains elusive.

Opportunity

Modeling performance variability of the heterogeneous storage systems would require a system-

atic assessment and characterization of the different sources of uncertainties that can effect the I/O

performance as well as a mathematical framework that can accommodate the incorporation of such

uncertainties to build accurate machine learning models of I/O performance. Modern probabilistic

machine learning approaches, especially the Bayesian formalism provides a platform to build per-

formance models with the aforementioned characteristics. In addition, since heterogeneity of the

the storage systems can lead to complex interactions between the various sub-components of the

storage stack, it is crucial to be able to interpret and understand the decision making process of

the I/O performance model to understand the sources of bottlenecks and draw insights that can

help build better systems in the future. Explainable AI approaches customized for the probabilistic

machine learning employed for I/O performance modeling would be key to achieve this objective.

A possible mathematical framework to model I/O performance ϕ on a given platform [4] is:

ϕ = f(α, ζ, ω), (1)

where α represents a set of observable parameters that describe application characteristics, ζ rep-

resents a set of observable parameters that describe file system and/or I/O characteristics (e.g.,

filesystem health, system configuration, node availability, etc.), and behavior (e.g., the behavior
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of other applications co-located with the modelled application during its run, contention from re-

source sharing, etc.) and ω represents unobservable parameters that remain unchanged and/or

uncontrolled. The performance modeling problem is to find a function f that models the rela-

tionship between ϕ and the parameters (α, ζ). Given the unobservable nature of ω, ϕ is treated

as a (possibly multivariate) hidden random variable. The central idea behind this formulation is

that for the same values of parameters in α and ζ, we can observe variability in ϕ; we attribute

this variability to the hidden random variable ω and model its effect in f . Therefore, for a given

input parameter values in (α, ζ), the function f should provide a prediction (as in any other typical

modeling approaches) as well as distributional information (such as standard deviation, quantiles)

that captures the variability in ϕ.

The two types of uncertainties that effect empirical models are: Aleatoric uncertainty due to

inherent randomness in the data which may not be reduced even if more data is collected (e.g.,

the sensor noise or the inherent randomness of simulation data). The second type is the epistemic

uncertainty that accounts for the uncertainty which can be explained away with more data (higher

spatial/temporal granularity or more telemetry), and/or incorporating domain-informed bias into

the modeling exercise. To this end, we identify three main sources of uncertainty that are important

to be characterized in the context of the I/O data: a) Data uncertainty: Characterize the aleatory

uncertainty in the sensor and telemetry data using the procedures such as [3]. This characterization

can be used to inform the choice of ω, and ultimately the likelihood function employed [4]. b) System

modeling uncertainty: This is a form of epistemic uncertainty that arises due to the interaction with

the system-wide background traffic that might not have been captured due to the limitation on

the diversity and granularity of the application and system-wide metrics that could influence the

application performance. c) Model-form uncertainty: This is a form of epistemic uncertainty that

arises due to the implicit bias in the modeling choices and simplifications made for predicting the

application performance, as well as the parameter uncertainty inside each of this model.

This mathematical framework can be effectively modeled using modern probabilistic machine

learning approaches such as the Gaussian process and Bayesian deep learning approaches, where the

latter promises to scale to large datasets and feature spaces along with uncertainty quantification.

After a probabilistic model of I/O performance that can explain the variability is obtained, it is

also important to interpret, explain and check the scientific plausibility and consistency of the

results to derive scientific findings and actionable insights. These considerations are core elements

of explainable ML/AI (XAI) [5], but primarily explored for deterministic models. Developing such

XAI techniques for probabilistic models and especially for I/O performance needs further research.

Timeliness: Understanding storage systems and I/O was identified as a key challenge in the

2018 ASCR Workshop on Storage Systems and I/O [1]. The report noted that storage perfor-

mance measurement and interpretation lags behind computational performance measurement and

interpretation despite the increasing importance of data-intensive scientific methods. With recent

development in probabilistic machine learning and explainable AI [2] the time is ripe to develop

and customize these techniques to model and understand I/O performance variability.
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Topic: Storage-system architecture design; Utilizing AI to improve I/O patterns;

Challenge: End-to-end I/O subsystems are complex in nature, especially at large scales. We are designing I/O
subsystems based on historical data and assumptions, some even decades old, which may or may not hold true for
a system targeted for 4-5 years into the future [3,4,5] and is expected to have an operational life of 5 years beyond
that [2]. On top of that, the user workloads and I/O patterns are now changing in unpredictable ways, especially
with the advent of AI in large-scale systems and this trend will continue with the integration of edge scientific
experiments and instruments. Even today, on a large enough system, multiple applications are running concurrently
(e.g., large-scale complex AI workflows that inherently couple various types of tasks such as short ML inference,
multi-node simulations, long-running ML model training, etc. [1]), and these different applications are generating a
mixed I/O workload utilizing traditional and specialized computing hardware (e.g., GPUs, quantum, neuromorphic
chips) observed by the file and storage systems. On one hand, we have a wealth of log and telemetry data coming
out of a large-scale compute and I/O system from across all layers of the OS and I/O software stack and hardware
components (in terms of variety, velocity, and volume), simply beyond our current capabilities to meaningfully
stitch together, analyze, and take action (design or operate). On the other hand, we are not getting enough and
high fidelity data in real time from applications and I/O middleware libraries. We have new opportunities to design
and operate better I/O subsystems given the data we have, but we are also missing fundamental comprehension of
how applications are individually utilizing a given I/O subsystem or as a collection at the system level, and therefore
failing to provide actionable feedback (real time or post mortem) to them on how they should improve their I/O
behaviors.

Opportunity: To mitigate these data processing challenges, we argue that we need to meaningfully and intelligently
reduce and filter the data. We further argue that to effectively operate a large scale storage system using a data
driven approach we need to: (1) institutionalize and limit the number of “learning points”, and (2) use the learned
models to “control” and achieve certain holistic system-level targets instead of individual-application focused
metrics (e.g., system throughput, system-level I/O control congestion). These learning points can be placed on
certain I/O servers and routers — instead of collecting data from every single source of the system along the
end-to-end I/O path — learning points act as a representative sample and limit the data that needs to be ingested
[3,4]. Data collected from these learning points are then fed to the “action controllers” [3,4]. These action
controllers can essentially act as “recommendation implementers” to meet certain system-level objectives via
better resource allocation (e.g., I/O bandwidth allocation, checkpointing frequency [6]). For example, we envision
that these action controllers are embedded into job schedulers and I/O servers and routers to selectively
co-schedule application traffic. These components will leverage control-theoretic property with the AI power to
ensure that AI power is being harnessed but in a controlled way. This approach will also allow us to develop robust
“learning points” and “action controllers” that can rely on extensive system-level benchmarks that can periodically
calibrate these “learning points” and “action controllers” with ground truth [3,4]. Unfortunately, developing a
representative system-level benchmark is difficult, but having this feedback-based approach (learning points and
action controllers) will help us refine the benchmarking process itself and become more useful. In some sense, the
benchmarking itself will become automatic and AI-driven, where it helps us achieve target objectives better (e.g.,
system throughput, I/O bandwidth allocation, checkpointing frequency). We believe that such an intelligent (data
and model driven) system-level benchmark will allow us to design better and more cost-effective I/O subsystems.

We also have the opportunity to design a prediction system that would leverage both logs obtained from actual
systems, and data that could be obtained from simulations of the system – i.e., a digital twin that could explore
unforeseeable scenarios, or how the currently available technologies would perform on novel architectures. By



combining both types of data, it is possible to develop ML models (with acceptable confidence) that could be used
to (1) identify current and upcoming system bottlenecks, and then (2) infer the design of novel
technologies/solutions to address these challenges.

Timeliness and Maturity: Frontier at ORNL is being deployed today, and within the next two years El Capitan at
LLNL and Aurora at ANL will be deployed. All these installations have I/O subsystems, speced and designed 4-5
years ago, are tuned for writing out large volumes of data, from multiple ranks, in the shortest possible time. These
requirements may be based on, say writing a dump of the entire system memory in X seconds. This may capture
the state of the application in restart and/or analysis files. One of the considerations in the past has been the MTBF
of large systems. These stringent performance requirements also resulted in higher procurement costs and
increased operational overhead. During the same time period commercial cloud service providers have developed
and refined cost-effective approaches toward operational reliability. Over the past decade leadership class systems
have become relatively more stable. The emerging class of AI and data intensive applications mostly require
efficient and performant data ingress and egress operations. Besides, many digital twin (DT) applications are
loosely coupling simulations, analytics, inferencing, synthesis and decision-support capabilities that could take
advantage of native support for complex workflows and data management. Application developers and users prefer
to think about data in a much more natural way that need not necessarily be I/O-centric. In some instances, the
data may need to be desegregated (from files) and then reassembled in multiple ways to support various
components of the digital twin applications. The bespoke workflows involved in DT applications result in complex
I/O patterns that can occur concurrently during the course of the simulations and learning/inferencing phases. The
emerging application needs for data management and DT workflows would need to be supported at multiple levels
in the storage hierarchy. This requires intelligent provisioning and management of storage systems.
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Topic: Secure architecture for metadata and provenance to support FAIR principles

Challenge Our main research question is how to co-design hardware and software security mechanisms to
allow scientific computing operators to enforce and ensure trustworthy data pipelines to provide guarantees
and evidence, in the form of provenance, about the integrity and confidentiality of data analyzed or created.

Data useful to science is at risk in the same way as any other kind of data. This is particular true when
the data contains sensitivities of some kind and there exists the risk not only of tampering or ransomware
but also that of exposure. At the largest scale, scientific computing is characterized by massive datasets,
distributed, international collaborations, and HPC centers such as those sponsored by DOE SC/ASCR.
The security problem can be particularly acute for HPC centers because such centers host and process
data at the largest scale and therefore assume commensurate risk [6] This problem is exacerbated when
the data pipeline extends outside the perimeter of the HPC facility. Advanced wireless networking has led
to a rapid proliferation of network-connected devices. In the scientific world, this includes computational
systems, sensors, and control devices. For example, in DOE SC domains, this includes concerns about the
integrity of climate date, confidentiality of geolocation of remote coordinates of field sensors, and exposure
of proprietary synthetic biology pipelines. It even now includes closed-loop experimentation in which Earth
sensors deployed on remote deployed drones are controlled in conjunction with HPC simulations over a WAN.

All this connectivity introduces new vulnerabilities with each new device connected. A key risk due to this
increased vulnerability is the trustworthiness of data collected at the edge. The risk of tampering with and
theft of U.S. scientific intellectual property grows exponentially outside HPC facilities because traditional
physical controls are no longer available for devices deployed in the field.

Even within HPC facilities, risk to data is still significant. Despite elaborate technical and procedural
security protections, traditional enclaves still require implicitly trusting system administrators, and anyone
with physical access to the system containing the sensitive data, thereby increasing the risk to and liability of
an institution for accepting responsibility for hosting data. This security limitation can significantly weaken
the trust relationships involved in sharing data, particularly when groups are large and distributed.

Isolation mechanisms and abstractions to support secure execution have been an active area of work for
decades. At the hardware level, virtual memory is widely used for process-level isolation. Trusted execu-
tion environments (TEEs) take this further with hardware-based protection mechanisms to create “secure
enclaves.” Storage systems also have a central role to play in the challenge of maintaining integrity and
confidentiality of data and for supporting FAIR data principles. Existing storage systems for scientific
computing scale data do not support provenance tracking and other key properties to of strong data trust-
worthiness. Provenance cannot be trusted unless the computational and storage pipeline by
which it is trusted, manipulated and stored can be trustsed. New storage systems are needed
that are co-designed and integrated with trustworthy computing architectures to bridge the gap
between hardware-enabled TEEs and secure storage systems.

Opportunity We must consider mechanisms for providing security guarantees as the next generation of
leading-edge DOE facilities’ hardware and software are designed. TEEs can be used to maintain or even
increase security over traditional enclaves, at minimal cost to performance in comparison to computing over
plaintext. TEEs can isolate computation, preventing even system administrators of the machine in which
the computation is running from observing the computation or data being used, generated, and stored by
the computation, including even from certain “physical attacks” against the computing system. Therefore,
such systems are a means to significantly change trust relationships involved in secure data management.

Common commercial TEEs today include Intel’s SGX and AMD’s Secure Encrypted Virtualization
(SEV), and the recently-announced Arm “Realms.” The Linux Foundation’s Confidential Computing Con-
sortium, Microsoft Azure’s Confidential Computing, AWS’s Nitro Enclaves, and Google’s recent “Move to
Secure the Cloud From Itself” demonstrate the interest in such TEEs. In addition, there exist RISC-V-based
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open-source hardware efforts such as Keystone.
However, none of these TEEs have not yet been developed that target scientific computing and are

appropriate for the performance requirements and vendor and protocol-specific hardware and software stacks
used in HPC. Our own empirical evaluation of commercial TEEs under typical HPC workloads show results [2]
that Intel’s SGX has fundamental performance limits, and while AMD’s SEV has minimal performance
degradation on single-node operation, low-latency communication between SEV nodes and with secure HPC
storage is currently impossible, making most scientific computing also impossible. Current hardware TEEs
and the environments surrounding TEEs, including storage, are designed for either client and IoT devices
or cloud systems; whereas HPC systems have different system constraints which should be exploited to
co-design a higher-performance and easier-to-use secure environment.

An entirely new TEE architecture tailored for scientific computing is needed, which is our aim. Further,
RISC-V provides the opportunity to co-design and demonstrate alternative TEE concepts that overcome the
limits of current practice to meet DOE scientific computing needs, including broadening the scope of pro-
cessors that contain TEEs and also specific co-design and integration with next-generation, trusted
storage systems. Our own work in porting Keystone to the gem5 architectural simulator [4] demonstrates
the value of the ability to explore new architectural design spaces [1]. RISC-V is also open source and
possible to formally verify. We aim [5] to develop approaches to addressing shortcomings of existing TEEs
for scientific computing as natural extensions to the way that data is secured in scientific computing envi-
ronments, and leveraging a hardware/software co-design effort to accomplish, because solutions will clearly
require modifications to comute and storage architectures, operating systems, and libraries.

More specifically, we argue that the dichotomy between the usage model (software view) and the imple-
mentation on today’s hardware architectures (hardware view) is the fundamental obstacle to designing secure
HPC systems that needs to be overcome. Software has a single (unified) view of data with an understanding
of what is sensitive, whereas a hardware implementation of an application results in data distributed across
multiple, fine-grained “silos” in the form of cores, memory, communication, I/O, and storage subsystems.
Enforcing isolation, the core functionality of a TEE, involves restricting the ability to share with a combi-
nation of hardware/software mechanisms such as physical memory protection registers, security monitors,
different “modes” of operation, etc.. This bottom-up approach is problematic when an application runs
across multiple nodes (especially accelerators) and third-party network, I/O, and storage subsystems.

Our insight is that HPC applications do not benefit by fine-grain resource sharing via time-multiplexing
that is offered by today’s hardware and OSes. We envision a data-centric approach to secure HPC that is
based on co-designing the hardware, software, key exchange and attestation protocols around data enclaves
for scientific computing (DESC), that delineate data sharing boundaries in memory and storage. Our key
idea is to replace fine-grain software compartmentalization with an alignment of architectures around a
data-centric view, or how data moves through the system and enforces checks.

Timeliness or Maturity Scientific computing operators have made it clear that there is a need for
enhancing data trustworthiness to more robustly support FAIR data principles. Current technical and
procedural approaches are functional but leave large gaps both in security and usability. TEEs represent a
valuable solution for enabling trustworthy computation and storage without trusting system administrators.
Commercial TEEs exist and are used in the cloud but have significant performance limitations for scientific
computing. Open-source hardware, such as the RISC-V-based Keystone represents an opportunity to design
and build new solutions specific to HPC needs.
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Background. Extremely large volumes of data are generated by today’s exa-scale scientific applications
or advanced instruments, bringing out unprecedented challenges to scientific data management and
storage. As such, data reduction turns out to be indispensable for such a data explosion issue. Lossless
compression, however, suffers from very low compression ratios (less than 2:1 in most cases) for
scientific datasets [1]. By comparison, error-bounded lossy compression is arguably the most promising
solution since not only can it significantly reduce the scientific data volumes but it can also respect the
data fidelity according to user-defined error controls. Although error-bounded lossy compression has been
very effective as verified by many recent studies, how to combine/integrate this technique in scientific
data management and storage efficiently to adapt diverse
scientific use-cases was rarely studied.

Figure 1 demonstrates a typical software stack of data
management, representation and storage which includes
compression techniques. According to a handful of existing
studies [2,3,4], the data compression technique needs to
be positioned between the data management layer and the
virtual file layer. It plays a critical role for optimizing the
overall performance, since it can be called by all upper
layers and its compression performance and quality (such
as compression ratio) may also considerably affect the
efficiency of all lower layers such as parallel data storage.

State of the arts. A few data management or storage packages/libraries have integrated various lossy
compressors. HDF5, for example, leverages the H5Z filter [3] to call third-party compression libraries
(such as SZ [5], ZFP [6]) inside its hierarchical data format. pNetCDF provides a utility package [4] to
compress the dataset stored in the netcdf format upon user’s compression requirement. On the other
hand, some prior studies [2,7] have validated that the error-bounded lossy compression can significantly
improve the data reading/writing performance if the compressors can be selected appropriately and the
compression parameters can be tuned well.

Gap analysis and challenges. The existing state-of-the-art data management/storage systems,
however, cannot fully leverage lossy compressor’s performance and functionalities, introducing a
significant gap to the best performance and quality. (1) Simply calling lossy compression API (as what the
existing data management/storage software did) ignores compressor’s characteristics, inevitably causing
unexpected compression performance or quality. H5Z filter, for instance, executes the compression in the
unit of the field/dataset, so that different chunks of one dataset are limited to the uniform
configurations/settings. Another example is that some lossy compressors such as SZ need a specific
configuration adjustment when being used on small datasets or chunks, whereas the existing data
management/storage is completely unaware of this characteristic. (2) Various compressors have
particular pros and cons depending on different use-cases and diverse datasets, which leaves users a big
trouble to determine the best compressors and appropriate settings. For instance, in-situ data access
(such as real-time visualization) requires high parallel decompression speed as decompression time is
often a bottleneck compared with other high-speed components; while the online data access web service
such as HSDS [8] may need high compression ratios considering the relatively low network bandwidth on
WAN. (3) Some key functionalities offered by lossy compressors require specific integration with data
management/storage systems. For example, progressive lossy compression allows users to reconstruct



data in a progressive way according to different
levels of precision. This progressive compression
technique generally involves multiple
loosely-coupled data representation layers [9],
each of which may also involve multiple
blocks/chunks for the purpose of random access.
As such, how to manage, index and query the
corresponding data chunks efficiently is a
significant gap. (4) When all the gaps/issues are
combined together, boosting the usage-driven data
access performance would turn out to be extremely
non-trivial, as illustrated in Figure 2, based on a
random access progressive compression example.

Research opportunities. In order to maximize the lossy compression performance and quality in the
data management, representation and storage system, a joint effort between data management/storage
experts and lossy compression developers is highly needed. Specific new research opportunities are
summarized as follows (but not limited): (1) How to enable data management/storage layer to suit
different use-cases at runtime. This requires an in-depth investigation of diverse use-cases with domain
scientists and flexible/user-friendly interfaces for data access with lossy compression needs. (2) How to
enable the data management/storage layer to be aware of various lossy compressors’ characteristics,
which may boost the data access performance in turn. This requires a comprehensive study of lossy
compressors’ characteristics and their impact to the data access performance. Machine learning or AI
techniques will likely be needed. (3) How to efficiently utilize advanced lossy compression functionalities
such as random access and progressive compression in data management/storage. This requires
in-depth understanding of the design and implementation of these advanced functionalities as well as the
data management/storage systems. This direction is also well-consistent with the FAIR principles, in that
random data access involves findability and progressive compression projects the interoperability.

Timeliness and potential scientific impact. Error-bounded lossy compression is a very timely
technique to resolve the scientific data explosion issue for exa-scale applications, data management and
storage systems. How to leverage lossy compression to offer efficient data access and storage service for
upper level applications is an open problem which is critical to a wide range of users with diverse
use-cases. (1) With use-case aware lossy compression, the data systems can offer significantly improved
data storage/access performance for different use-cases adaptively. (2) With compression-characteristic
aware design, the system can maximize the capability of lossy compression techniques automatically. (3)
With dedicated design and optimization for new advanced lossy compression functionalities, the
users/applications/services can access the data more efficiently upon their sophisticated demands (e.g.,
in-situ data processing/visualization and memory-limited data reconstruction from compressed datasets).
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Topic:
Optimizing the flow of data in complex workflows by more precisely controlling the flow of
information from source to destination.

Challenge:
One of the many responsibilities of a data management system is to allow data to be at the right
place at the right time. This task is made more complex as this data movement typically involves
orchestrating a disparate array of storage systems, data transfer systems, caching layers, and
transfer protocols, each with their own set of unique capabilities and limitations. Given the
heterogeneity of systems involved, data management systems tend to be loosely coupled to the
component systems in each active data pipeline and have limited visibility into the state of these
components (e.g., overloaded, underutilized, stalled). The net result of this situation is that the
data management system has limited ability to determine whether the system is running at peak
capability and efficiency or is underutilized or operating inefficiently.

On the flip side, each individual component in the data flow pipeline typically operates with little
to no information on the overall state of each active data pipeline and more surprisingly, limited
visibility in the next system in the pipeline with which it is interacting. To compensate for this
limited visibility, the data management system and each component in the pipeline typical run
with limits, thresholds, timeouts and heuristics, be they on capacity (bandwidth, storage),
resources (tape drives), connections (active transfers), cache lifetimes, and open connection
timers, among others. If these controls fail to maintain smooth operations, time outs expire,
transfers stall or never complete, or data gets flushed and must be re-acquired from a previous
stage of the pipeline. These all lead to inefficient utilization or over provisioning of resources,
less than optimal performance, or outright operational failure until the root cause can be
determined and operational parameters modified so that the problem does not reoccur.

Opportunity:
As is apparent from the previous section, there are numerous paths to increasing the ability of
data management systems to get data where it needs to be more efficiently. Design discussion
will clearly be necessary in order to determine the priority for each path and the solution(s) to be
pursued. Implementation of these changes will require close cooperation between researchers
generating and consuming data, developers of the data management (and possibly the
workflow management) systems, storage system developers, “middle ware” developers, and
facility operations staff, as changes will need to be made in multiple systems.



Timeliness:

The convergence of two trends in scientific research has created an environment that will spur
the development and adoption of I/O optimizing data and workflow management systems. They
are:

1. Increased use of data and workflow management systems by researchers in multiple
fields

2. The realization that the current status quo in storage systems, hardware technologies,
and data management will not cost effectively meet the needs of next generation
scientific experiments.

With the increased deployment of data and workflow management systems, the limitations of
the current state in the control of the overall pipelines are becoming apparent to more groups.
This operational experience will motivate improvements in visibility and control at each stage of
the pipeline. The second trend provides both the “carrot” and the “stick” that will motivate the
implementation of better controls, as they will reduce operational problems and increase the
ability to move data around.
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Topic: Enhancing data management systems to improve the performance of magnetic tape
systems.

Challenge: Multiple generations of magnetic tape technology have satisfied the cold
(infrequently or never accessed files) archives and warm (files likely to be accessed at least
once a year) data storage requirements for scientific data storage over several decades.
However, poor random access performance is making it less suitable for warm data storage as
time moves forward. In addition, the increase in the number of research groups requiring warm
archive service is exacerbating the problem by increasing the randomness of data on tape and
access to data. This is occurring at a time where proportionally larger warm data storage is
needed and where the projected rate of change in the cost of magnetic disk storage is
preventing it from satisfying the needs of warm storage capacity by itself.

Cost effective use of tape in a warm storage environment requires utilizing the full performance
(bandwidth) of the tape drives, which is particularly challenging when reading data from tape. To
fully utilize tape drives, the time spent mounting tapes and positioning tape must be small
relative to the time spent reading data. With files as the fundamental unit of data access,
achieving the goal of extracting full tape drive performance is not possible as file sizes are too
small to keep time spent reading data significantly greater than the amount of time spent
mounting and positioning a tape. (In order to extract 90% of the performance of current
technology tape drives, more than 500 GB of contiguously laid out data would need to be read
per tape mount, assuming no time is spent positioning tape.)

Opportunity: The key to increasing the effective utilization of tape systems is to change the unit
of data management from files to file aggregates (e.g., dataset) of the appropriate size. If data
were written and read to/from a tape in quanta of datasets, the time spent reading data from
tape could be made larger than the time spent mounting the tape. If all files in a dataset were
written sequentially on tape, time spent positioning the tape would be minimized when the
dataset is read back.

Achieving the goal of maximizing tape drive utilization will require effort on multiple fronts. First,
researchers must provide input on the access requirements and access “relationships” among
the files being stored. Information on what files will be accessed at the same time would need to
be captured. Data management systems would need to ensure that data in a given aggregate
are faithfully stored on a minimum number of tapes and that read requests for aggregate are
transmitted intact to the tape system for efficient recall.



Timeliness: Access to and storage of data has always been needed in scientific research.
However, the proliferation of “big data” experiments, the increases in data volumes collected by
next generation experiments and the push towards FAIR access to research data have brought
light to the fact that better data management and utilization of storage resources is necessary to
keep scientific research moving forward. Increased recognition of this fact is key to getting the
necessary resources and interests aligned to make progress in this area.
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Topic: Utilizing the SCSI/NVMe Zoned Storage model to make SMR disks viable for scale out
nearline/warm storage.

Challenge: Long term projections for disk storage systems show that the cost of these systems
will not drop fast enough to keep up with the growth in data volumes in scientific research.
Furthermore, while disk capacity continues to increase, improvements in Input/Output
operations per second (IOPS) have basically stalled. Keeping disk systems viable as
nearline/warm storage will become more difficult over time.

Opportunity: Theoretically, SMR (Shingled Magnetic Recording) disk drives can provide up to
25% higher capacity compared to “conventional” magnetic recording (CMR) drives, be they
PMR (Perpendicular), MAMR (Microwave Assisted), or HAMR (Heat Assisted). The downside of
SMR drives is that write latencies can be significantly higher than CMR drives, making them
unusable in standard disk based storage architectures, e.g., HW/SW RAID arrays, standard disk
file systems. However, as SMR and CMR read performance are comparable, if SMR write
problems can be mitigated, storage costs can be reduced. Furthermore, if IOPS can be
reduced for reads through changes in data access models and data layouts on disk, the limits in
IOPS can also be mitigated.

Mitigating the write and IOPS problems might be achieved by building disk storage systems that
work more like tape systems, particularly with regards to data placement and write operations.
The problems associated with SMR write latencies can be eliminated by writing large blocks
sequentially to disk. If properly executed, write performance is not hampered by the shingle
nature of the media. This can be achieved by using the Zoned Storage tools that have been
developed for SMR disks and Flash memory. Also, if a file is written to a single extent, IOPs
needed to read the data are likely to be reduced compared to a block based system. Use of an
object based access paradigm can be used to enable the necessary large block sequential
writes and reads to disk.

Three potential side benefits for a SMR warm storage system are:
1. Increased performance of any archival tape storage systems that might back end the

warm storage. Through the use of an object storage paradigm, the “bucket” could be
used as the unit of data that is pushed back to tape, resulting in larger contiguous blocks
of data on tape that are likely to be read back at the same time. This would result in
more efficient utilization of tape drives, as more data would be read back from a tape,
reducing the overhead associated with mounting a tape, and minimal time would be
spent seeking to files as the data would be contiguous on tape.



2. Provide a better warm storage layer than would be possible from a tape based system,
as seek latencies for the disk system would be substantially lower and access bandwidth
scales with storage capacity.

3. Integrate more effectively with flash based caching systems or storage pools that might
sit in front of an SMR warm storage system, compared to standard disk storage or
nearline tape storage system, for applications requiring lower latency I/O. These flash
systems can also be used as staging areas where data can be aggregated into large
multi-object or multi-file containers to be colocated on the SMR disk system for better
read performance.

Timeliness:

Next generation scientific experiments in multiple fields are expected to generate an order of
magnitude more data than current experiments. Extrapolation of current technology trends
suggest that current disk based storage systems will not be affordable at the scale that is
required if existing usage profiles remain in place. Little to no change in IOPs per disk has
resulted in a steady drop in IOPs/TB, increasing the likelihood that there will be issues utilizing
disk in the future in the same way they are used now. Multi-actuator drives can mitigate the IOP
problem, but at a cost of higher device complexity (and hence cost) and power consumption.
These issues are strong motivators for investigation into alternative system architectures,
increasing the likelihood that a more suitable solution can be developed and be adopted
sufficiently to give the technology some longevity.

Investigation into systems using zoned storage is not isolated to SMR disk drives. Similar
techniques are being advanced for flash memory systems, for the same reasons. This is likely to
lead to a larger pool of talent knowledgeable with zone based storage, increasing the long term
viability of zoned storage solutions.

At this point in time, the basic tools needed to build storage systems based on zoned storage
are available in the form of SCSI Zoned Block Commands (ZBC) and Zoned ATA Commands
(ZAC) and support for zoned devices is in the Linux kernel. The equivalent API’s for Flash are
the Zoned Namespace command set in NVMe. These are key enablers for widespread
deployment of zone based storage.
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SSIO and data management: opportunities for convergence 

Spyros Blanas, The Ohio State University

Many scientific datasets are inherently very large and highly structured. Fundamental data management 
principles, such as declarative querying, data indexing and query optimization have proven to be highly 
effective in managing petabyte-sized warehouses for structured data in enterprise settings and in the 
cloud. Despite promising efforts within DoE to develop state-of-the-art data management capabilities 
that are tailored for scientific data, high-performance scientific applications have been slow to embrace 
data management technologies.

This  has  led  to  a  widening  gap  in  how 
scientific  computing  and  data  management  achieve 
high  I/O  performance.  Scientific  applications  derive 
their  impressive  performance  from  fast  and  highly 
parallel I/O, but the fundamental data access pattern is 
naive:  applications  typically  start  by  loading all  the 
data  from  a  remote  file  system  to  local  memory. 
Enterprise  and  cloud  applications  achieve  high  I/O 
performance  through  sophisticated  data  access 
methods that carefully consider what data to load to 
memory and when, but target I/O devices that are many orders of magnitude slower than the typical I/O 
system of a high-performance computing facility. We posit that the convergence opportunity lies in 
combining the sophisticated I/O optimizations of data management with the I/O scale and concurrency 
of high-performance computing. 

Finding the pathway to convergence is particularly important, because future I/O scalability is 
currently challenged by a confluence of paradigm-shifting trends: at the software level, the new reality 
of asymmetric I/O capabilities has prompted the rethinking of the roles of block-oriented versus object-
oriented storage; at the hardware level, the storage stack is becoming deeper and more heterogeneous, 
requiring a more nuanced understanding of the storage topology; at the application level, the pursuit of 
AI-assisted  science  is  imposing  unforeseen  demands  on  I/O  scalability.  This  presents  a  unique 
opportunity for novel research across three thrusts:

1. Data  layout  optimization.  A  promising  research  avenue  lies  in  investigating  chunking 
strategies that are more closely tailored to the application access pattern. The data management 
literature has recently introduced hierarchical partitioning and irregular partitioning strategies 
for tabular data as a way to minimize I/O for applications with data-dependent accesses. Extend 
these ideas to multi-dimensional datasets that are common in scientific applications is not trivial 
and the I/O gains can be even more significant as the dimensionality of the data increases. In 
particular, more research is needed to understand how to synergistically use both block-based 
and  object-based data  stores  from applications.  Additional  optimization  opportunities  lie  in 
using AI,  specifically  leveraging unsupervised learning techniques  to  discover  novel  access 
patterns without developer involvement.
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2. Topology-cognizant data placement.  Many scientific applications were developed with the 
assumption  of  homogeneous  storage:  the  file  system  spreads  the  data  in  different  storage 
devices, but all devices are equally "far" from every CPU in the cluster. This assumption is 
challenged by the increasingly heterogeneous nature of compute and storage, that spans from 
the edge,  to the HPC center and to the cloud. Currently theoretical models,  algorithms and 
systems assume a uniform topology; this assumption rarely holds in practice. Future research 
needs to recognize the need to track the distribution of data across storage devices in a fine-
grained manner and systematically consider the impact of the underlying network topology. 
This  necessitates  an  end-to-end  investigation  of  how  one  can  model,  design  and  deploy 
topology-aware algorithms for fundamental data processing tasks at large scale.

3. Near-data AI.  The nascent area of near-data processing is investigating novel ways to bring 
limited forms of computation, such as computing an aggregate, as close to the physical location 
of the data. Promising prior results have considered processing-in-memory, namely how one 
perform limited computation inside the DRAM array or how can some DRAM cells be replaced 
with  simple  processing  units,  and  processing-near-flash,  where  simple  computation  can  be 
executed at the controller of a flash-based storage device. Further research on how to bring the 
early stages of ML pipelines closer to where the data is stored would be of particular relevance 
to data-intensive scientific computing.
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TOPIC: Metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles

I. CHALLENGE

Digital data management has been around for decades. Yet, integrated, connected data that is discoverable and reusable has
eluded the largely distributed and heterogeneous scientific data resources of today. This is because it is not just a technological
problem. The problem lies in the way scientific data is treated and modeled.

There has been a culture change with ”open data” and the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) data
principles to help promote sharing data in a useful way. ”Open data” [1], [2] is the concept that data is made available from
scientific studies, whether they are published openly before or after the study is complete. Yet, simply making data open does
not provide connections and integrations between the data. Mainly, as pointed out in the original FAIR data principles paper in
the context of open data, ”...the data ecosystem, therefore, appears to be moving away from centralization, is becoming more
diverse, and less integrated, thereby exacerbating the discovery and re-usability problem for both human and computational
stakeholders.” [3] As valuable scientific data is collect in this manner, independently managed “silos” of data are created with
very little interaction, connections, or knowledge gained. This compromises the full potential of scientific data, surprisingly,
in the age of the digital revolution.

Yet, there is a burden of accurate metadata for FAIR data that requires rethinking how we collect data. FAIR data management
is new and requires additional metadata be recorded. Semantic meanings are inherent in our research data. Semantic scientific
metadata needs to be captured “at birth” (i.e. from experiments and computations) and as automated as possible.

An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization contextualizing the data and what is used to define the semantic
meaning in our research data. [4] A difficult task is determining what ontologies already exist that support a domain and if
they capture all of the semantic definitions required of our datasets. Either the standardization of a single ontology or the
integration of ontologies between different domains (that connects cross-cutting, interdisciplinary research) is an even bigger
challenge.

There are current challenges of capturing semantic metadata “at birth” to enable producing “at birth” FAIR data, how can
we do this as automated as possible to lower the burdens on research teams, and long-term challenges of migration of the
semantic meanings (i.e. ontologies) in connected, FAIR data.

II. OPPORTUNITY

A. Emphasis on creating scientific knowledge graphs

A knowledge graph is a directed, labeled graph where the labels have well-defined, semantic meaning of the relationships
(i.e. edges) between nodes (data) of the graph. [5] A knowledge graph is a graph representing explicit connections of the
relationships between data and context of the importance (i.e. semantics defined via an ontology). The significance of scientific
knowledge graphs can be correlated to the importance highlighted for graph technologies in information technology radars,
such as the Gartner 2020 report [6] stating: ”By 2023, graph technologies will facilitate rapid contextualization for decision
making in 30% of organizations world-wide.” and ”It helps data and analytics leaders find unknown relationships in data and
review data not easily analyzed with traditional analytics.”

This latter goal is exactly what we envision for an integrated, connected scientific data. With connected scientific data, we
can use machine learning (ML) / artificial intelligence (AI) analytics to determine unknown relationships within the knowledge
graph (i.e. “knowledge completion”). Thus, the knowledge graph itself can help with automating semantic annotation of the
data. Also, we gain new insights by analyzing the data with ML/AI with deeper context provided by the semantics in a
knowledge graph.

Also, what if the initial knowledge graph has a sub-par ontology and requires migration to another? This results in lost time,
lost value, and a detriment to momentum of creating FAIR data. Yet, AI and ML analytics tools can again be developed and
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used to create an ”enhancement service” for the knowledge graph. Examples of current scientific ontologies are both domain-
specific, such as the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontology [7], and also more general scientific ontologies, such as the
SciData Ontology [8]. Given we invest in creating robust, scientific knowledge graphs using common scientific ontologies,
graph ML/AI can be used to optimize data access and connections within the graph. Thus, the knowledge contained in the
knowledge graph itself helps to iteratively improve the graph using analytics services. This can include providing feedback of
the effectiveness of the current ontology, and visualizing gaps where expansion is needed.

B. Benefits of knowledge graphs with digital twins

One area where the knowledge graph is showing unique benefits is the creation of digital twins. Digital twins are meant to
be digital clones which represent real physical systems and are designed to perform in-depth analysis offline. [9] The Internet
of Things (IoT) has shown lots of growth through the use of digital twins. IoT digital twins include virtualized sensors and
devices that can be used together either fully virtual or with the physical devices as well in a hybrid ecosystem.

The combination of digital twins represented by knowledge graphs has been presented recently and highlights how a
knowledge graph ”...enriches the intelligent digital twin by internal linking and referencing, knowledge completion, error
detection, collective reasoning and semantic querying capabilities.” [10] Thus, a knowledge graph can be used to enhance a
digital twin by utilizing the full potential of the two way data flow combined with data analytics (i.e. ML and AI) to refine
the digital twin representation. The approach of using digital twins is seen as a huge growth area for industry. In 2020, the
digital twin market was valued at $3.1 billion and is speculated to steeply climb to $48.2 billion by 2026. [11] If knowledge
graphs are continually used to enhance digital twins, a similar steep climb should occur with data management infrastructure
around knowledge-graph-related data technologies. Scientific data management efforts will need to shift sooner than later to
enable a cultural change around how we treat data and utilize its full potential.

III. TIMELINESS

A. Short-term strategy and gains

Standing up more scientific knowledge graphs, creating semantic data ”from birth” at instruments and compute resources,
treating data as a ”first class citizen”, and concentrating efforts into standardized ontologies at organizations will immediately
show value for a single organization’s data. Specifically, these gains are needed to capture the organization’s knowledge
(currently stuck in data silos). By creating data services around the knowledge graph asset, easy-to-access, connected data will
be provided. This will in turn empower data analytics teams and data scientists across the organization to operate on this data
in the knowledge graphs.

B. Long-term strategy and gains

As the short-term strategy is realized, long-term efforts will need to go into adaptability of the knowledge graphs for ensuring
continual productivity and also different knowledge graphs through alignment (semantic equivalency) of ontological terms. Also,
federation of knowledge graphs between institutions and organizations should be a priority to move toward a unification of
the national and/or international scientific data enterprise. Given this vision, a federated data management infrastructure would
provide what the FAIR data principles describe as an end goal:”...more rigorous management and stewardship of these valuable
digital resources, to the benefit of the entire academic community.” [3]
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Title: Designing End-to-end HPC Data Reduction by Leveraging Smart Storage and AI Intelligence
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1. Challenge
In this post-Moore era, high-performance computing (HPC) applications and workflows are being designed or enhanced
to scale across hundreds of systems and generate massive amounts of data. Enhanced data processing capabilities
with massively parallel accelerators like GPUs and FPGAs, combined with memory tiers, storage tiers, and network
infrastructures [2, 7] have resulted in petabytes of data generated each day. The data increase is also driven by traditional
large scale workflows such as molecular dynamics [1], and more recently, AI-driven applications, such as nuclear
physics [3] and earth system models [4], which run across thousands of general-purpose cores and accelerators.

In spite of hardware advancement, the increased data volume overwhelms hardware system resources such as compute,
memory, storage, and network. Consequently, software components and services, such as runtimes, OS, storage, and
network stacks that manage hardware resources, spend a significant fraction of time addressing resource pressure, resulting
in a tremendous slowdown in application and workflow performance. Adding more hardware is not the solution because
scaling software across new hardware introduces its own set of software bottlenecks.

While reducing data has been an important focus, and several widely used approaches have been employed, in this
position paper, we argue that current triggering, sampling, compression, or application-specific filtering solutions are
mostly done at the host system and one dimensional. In these approaches, the data reduction is mainly performed at the
application layer or the runtime and lacks end-to-end cross-layered designs that include all system software resources
and hardware resources (for example, near-storage processing) or the right interface to perform near-storage processing
without incurring high-overheads. In this position paper, we specifically focus on using near-storage data reduction (i.e.,
processing), where modern storage devices are attached with wimpy or general-purpose processors that can perform
simple operations. Beyond the use of near-storage processing, we explore the I/O interface support and techniques to
extend near-storage processing with the use of AI/ML techniques for identifying what and when to reduce.

2. Opportunity
We see the opportunities to combine near-storage I/O processing and AI algorithms for data reduction, emphasizing the
end-to-end design and programming abstractions to make data reduction seamless and without impacting the overall
workflow performance.

3. Using Smart Storage to Reduce Data Movement
Our first focus is the support for near-storage processing to reduce data (e.g., applying compression on the data). We
believe reducing data and the related overheads to move data between applications and storage and additional overheads
such as communication cost when moving data over the network requires expressive file system interfaces that can
support near-data processing. Specifically, we focus on introducing novel I/O abstractions as an extension to POSIX
and generically applicable for both local and remote near-storage solutions as well as traditional kernel file systems. We
take inspiration from seminal CISC (complex instruction set computers) architectures to support aggregation of simple
POSIX I/O instructions (operations) and data processing/filtering or reduction operation offloading them to a processor.
Intuitively, a CISC-based I/O would allow combining I/O and data processing/filtering operation (e.g., read-modify-write,
read-compress-write) to a near-storage file system, thereby significantly reducing overheads between host and (local and
remote) storage devices. Beyond offloading I/O operations, CISC-I/O would also support near-storage processing.

To realize CISC-I/O, we plan to extend our cross-layered near-storage designs for HPC systems, CrossFS [5] and
CompoundFS [6], orginally designed for supporting in-storage computation for data center key-value stores. As shown in
Figure 1, the in-storage computation platform uses Linux Kernel that uses dedicated CPU cores and drivers to emulate
the smart storage platform. Applications issue simple POSIX operations (e.g., read or write) that are modified inside the
library with data reduction operations (e.g., write + compress) and dispatched for in-storage processing (i.e., compress).
Additionally, applications can be given the flexibility to use their custom I/O and data processing operations. To understand
the benefits of CISC-I/O for HPC applications, we will extend HDF5, MPI-IO, and POSIX libraries that are traditionally
used by most HPC applications and support CISC-I/O operations. We expect first to explore general-purpose data filtering
and reduction operations like data compression/decompression and then focus on triggering sampling operations.

As a preliminary study, in Figure 1.B, we show the benefits of using traditional data compression (bars showing
host-reduce) that uses host CPUs to fetch and compress the data and our proposed CISC-I/O-based data compression
(in-storage-reduce) that performs in-storage compression and decompression without moving data. We use a widely used
HPC I/O benchmark, MADBench, that continuously generates I/O data. In the traditional approach, a set of background
threads perform compression by loading I/O data constraining the I/O bandwidth from data movement. In contrast,
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Figure 1: High-level Overview of Smart Storage + AI Data Reduction

our proposed CISC-I/O performs in-place data reduction without impacting application performance and providing
comparable performance as no data reduction case (that fails to reduce data size), highlighting the overall benefits.

4. Using AI-based Techniques for Smart Data Reduction.
We next focus on employing AI-based techniques for data reduction in HPC applications instead of the application or a
programmer specifying what to reduce or not reduce based on how applications use the data. While one could offload data
reduction techniques to smart storage, one opportunity/challenge lies at the application level about what data reduction
to apply (e.g., data filtering vs. compression vs. or other operations) that would reduce the I/O cost. Similarly, another
opportunity lies in using AI/ML techniques at the application-platform level by identifying data access patterns and
deciding whether data reduction is useful or bound to increase overheads (e.g., not to compress data frequently read by an
application).

At DoE’s experimental facilities and science instruments, we observe that applications are usually submitted as many
jobs for debugging, testing, and production runs. The jobs perform the same application logic for each such application
but may conduct computations at different scales, process/generate data with different volumes and benefit from different
data reduction techniques and strategies. Nevertheless, these different but similar jobs provide the opportunities to
‘learn’ the behaviors of each application across jobs and scales. We could utilize this information to select the best
techniques/strategies to process data reduction transparently, dynamically, and autonomously by estimating the overall
data movement overheads and related resource and software bottlenecks and then offloading them for near-storage
processing. More specifically, for applications (e.g., nuclear physics and molecular simulation), we propose to build the
data-reduction context (e.g., using parameters like data sizes and locations, access patterns, etc.) as a neural network.
We will consider the strategies and techniques as actions in deep neural network models to identify the best strategies
and techniques via trials and errors. Beyond the application-specific data reduction techniques, we aim to develop a
platform-centric solution for smart data reduction. This approach builds a deep-learning (DL) model on the context
and features collected from various I/O-intensive jobs across applications. We then aim to learn the effects of different
strategies/techniques on different jobs via trials and errors. Specifically, we plan to explore the cost estimation benefit to
understand the reduction of smart storage.

5. Timeliness or Maturity:
By proposing a foundational approach to rethink data reduction in HPC systems by combining near-storage data
processing enriched with application-explicit and transparent programming interface combined with AI-based techniques
for identifying what to filter or reduce, the position paper’s research ideas provide an opportunity to efficiently apply
intelligent data reduction techniques to a wide range of HPC applications. We believe the ideas will pave the way for new
data storage innovation considered an Achilles heel for decades.
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● Topic: Understanding the overlap between traditional storage systems and I/O (SSIO)

efforts and data management.

● Challenge:

Data storage management ensures that data is available to the users when they need it. Data

management is an extensive topic and can include various strategies related to data retention,

storage tiers, consolidation of systems/protocols, backup and disaster recovery. With vast

amounts of data produced every day, traditional storage systems like SAN and NAS platforms

and distributed file systems are being pushed to their limits which hamper scalability. Scientific

data is usually semi-structured data which could contain tags, markers or some other method of

organizing the data. Traditional file systems are primarily designed for large file transfers and

not for quick metadata querying while we observe on home directory storage and scientific

semi-structured distributed storage that metadata access is much more frequent than file

transfers. There is a need for quick search, storage and retrieval of data present in different file

formats. Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability (ACID) compliant systems and the strategy

around them are still important for many scientific applications however ACID compliant

storage systems were not designed from the ground up to address several of today’s data

challenges. The complexity, cost and required performance of using these traditional systems to

address these new data challenges would be extremely high.

With effective data management, storage systems perform well across geographic areas. It

ensures data security, protects against system failures and preserves data integrity. Proper

backup and disaster recovery are important aspects of a data protection strategy.

● Metadata management:

Metadata generally refers to information about data. It could include traditional user visible

information like who owns the data, file attributes, permissions, extended file attributes or

custom user defined attributes. Most traditional storage systems are based on a hierarchical

namespace storage management. Such hierarchical namespaces are often viewed as

inherent limitations on concurrency and usability.



● Storage security:

Challenges of data storage management include persistent cyberthreats, data management
regulations and a distributed workforce. These challenges illustrate why it's so important to
implement a comprehensive plan: A storage management strategy should ensure
organizations protect their data against data breaches, ransomware and other malware
attacks; lack of compliance could lead to hefty fines; and remote workers must know they
will have access to files and applications just as they would if in a traditional office
environment.

● Opportunity:

Develop methods to store science metadata in a scalable manner, and in a standardized and
productive way. One possible mechanism would be to decouple metadata storage from the
underlying file system, so that they may evolve independently while preserving consistency.

Traditional storage systems rely heavily on Schema-On-Write models which require that data
must be validated when it is written and must conform to ACID semantics, instead switching to
a loose model of Schema-On-Reads will improve performance and reduce complexity
considerably.

Adopting an object storage framework architecture solves multiple problems including data
security, complexity, cost and data retention. Adopting such a higher-level model could also be a
fundamental breakthrough needed to scale namespace to high concurrency levels.

● Timeliness:

SSIO systems are becoming increasingly complex and hierarchical. Organizations today contain
large volumes of information that is not actionable or being leveraged for the information it
contains. It is important to analyze and correlate large amounts of data quickly and efficiently
and with traditional storage systems and its limitations this is not possible. It is important to be
able to correlate semi-structured and unstructured data with existing structure.



Storage Abstractions for Data Movement and
Interoperability Between SSIO and Workflow Systems
Authors. Tom Peterka (ANL), Dmitriy Morozov (LBNL)
Topics. Data management support for AI and complex workflows; overlap between traditional SSIO
efforts and data management.

Challenge. A dichotomy between software for data movement in SSIO and for data movement
in scientific workflows exists today. SSIO software consists of mature libraries such as NetCDF,
pNetCDF, and HDF5 that many computational science communities use in application domains,
either directly or through high-level libraries such as HighFive. In contrast, workflow data
movement software such as Conduit, Decaf, or ADIOS is usually custom built as part of a
workflow system and not used elsewhere.

Opportunity. From a user’s perspective, data movement in SSIO and data movement in
workflows appear to have similar objectives: to move data in parallel, efficiently, with minimal
user intervention. The only difference is the destination: a storage target in SSIO or another task
in a workflow. Such similarity offers an opportunity for interoperability between data flow in SSIO
and in workflow systems, an opportunity that can and should be addressed in the following three
ways. (1) SSIO researchers should develop data movement abstractions for their
libraries, analogous to the HDF5 virtual object layer (VOL) for HDF5. (2) Workflow
researchers should develop data movement libraries for workflow tools on top of the
SSIO abstraction layers, customizing data movement for particular cases specific to workflows
on HPC systems. (3) SSIO and workflow researchers should co-design (1) and (2) to
minimize redundant research and maximize common functionality between SSIO and
workflows.

State of the Art. There are at least two approaches to increasing interoperability between
software libraries: (de)composition and abstraction. Decomposing monolithic software stacks
into smaller pieces and re-assembling them in modular ways is the approach taken by the
Mochi project and advocated in the “composable ISDM” PRD of the report on the DOE
workshop on In Situ Data Management. The alternative approach presented in this document is
to provide abstraction layers (middleware) accommodating different uses of a software library.
This is the approach taken by HDF5 VOL and DataElevator, which applies HDF5 VOL to staging
burst buffers. We argue that interoperability between SSIO and HPC workflows can be achieved
by applying analogous data movement abstractions to in situ data movement. Composability
and abstraction can also be combined, by composing interoperable abstraction layers. For
example, we are currently  experimenting with climate codes issuing NetCDF-4 calls, which are
mapped to HDF5, and then capturing those HDF5 calls with HDF5 VOL for the purpose of
redirecting data in situ to tasks in a workflow.



Timing. The costs of continuing to ignore the potential synergy in SSIO and workflow software
systems are lost performance, reduced usability, and duplication of effort on the part of
computer scientists and end users. Legacy SSIO libraries such as HDF5 are now starting to
support virtual object layers, and developers are beginning to write abstractions on top of those
capabilities. With new storage services such as Mochi and Daos beginning to emerge, now is
the time for R&D of similar virtual abstractions for those services. Doing this later as an
afterthought is much more difficult than designing such capability into the SSIO service from the
outset.  Now is the time to take advantage of this opportunity and co-design such abstraction
layers together with experts from the ASCR HPC workflow community.

New Research Directions. New research is needed to provide abstraction layers so that the
same user interface can direct data movement between workflow tasks as well as accessing
storage. The functionality listed below can come from an SSIO abstraction, from workflow
plugins on top of the SSIO abstraction, or in an ideal scenario be co-designed by both SSIO and
workflow teams working together.

● Redistributing data between different numbers of producer / consumer tasks with varying
resources (e.g., number of MPI processes) between tasks.

● Interchanging physical file storage with in-memory or in-network communication per data
object, per pair of tasks in a workflow.

● Support for deep and shallow copies of data, configurable per data object, per workflow
task pair.

● Support for distributed-memory and shared-memory data communication. The latter
requires thread safety of abstraction layers and underlying libraries.

● Abstraction layers in modern C++, that are well-documented and actively supported.
● Composability of abstraction layers for even greater interoperability.

Potential Scientific Benefit. The above research would require several years of initial
investigation funded by ASCR research, followed by sustaining investments through programs
such as SciDAC in order to increase technological readiness to the level of production usage.
Short-term metrics for success after 3 years would include prototype development of one or
more abstraction layers and their demonstrated use in scientific workflows in addition to
traditional SSIO use cases. Long-term success would be measured by usage in DOE science
applications by end-users. The beneficiaries of the proposed research direction are computer
scientists and domain scientists alike. Computer scientists would gain expertise in developing
interoperable abstraction layers, and would save time by reusing and composing software rather
than re-inventing it. Domain scientists would minimize changes to their codes in order to switch
seamlessly between data movement destinations, using a consistent data model for both
storage and workflow use-cases.
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Topic: Devising metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles (Findability,

Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability).

Challenge:

Supporting and implementing FAIR principles at data centers puts an emphasis on rapid

automatic data discovery and efficient data access by users in scientific studies, while favoring

the future reuse of data. For scientific collaborations it is common that metadata and its

definition are globally distributed in heterogeneous catalogs, data repositories or stored with

the data itself on different administrative domains. Research defined metadata, e.g., datasets,

publications, are usually in data catalogs while storage defined ones, e.g., size, checksum, url,

last access are stored with the data on storage. The inherent challenge for a data center is to

provide a scalable, extensible and interoperable FAIR interface for the data and metadata stored

on its domain and the respective services. The aim of such an interface is twofold: (1) to allow

all users to further benefit from FAIR principles for data access, extraction and reuse (2) to

enable Data Centers to gather more information and organize data accordingly to respond more

efficiently to user needs like identifying patterns in data usage.

Opportunity:

Enabling FAIR data principles at Data Centers has the potential to accelerate science by

providing our scientific communities the abilities to efficiently locate access and reuse data no

matter their geo-location. As examples, integrating generic standards tools and principles will

demonstrate its effectiveness with real use cases and production workflows; and introduce

measurable benefits in the future evolution of Data Center architectures, especially for the

storage design and metadata support across heterogeneous infrastructures.

Timeliness:

FAIR principles is an active topic for many big data sciences like weather, geo or health sciences.

In an era where not only collaborations but experiments are no longer confined to a single

place, this key to distributed science. As different implementations, tools and standards have

been developed, it emphasizes the need to review the solutions and to take advantage of them

in a context of data centers and cross-disciplinary support. A set of case study examples should

be developed and maintained to demonstrate that providing FAIR data principles can increase

the impact of Data centers by increasing data reuse and thereby return on investment in Data



centers. With FAIR principles, Data Centers can truly Federate at all levels of workflows and

storage.
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1 CONTEXT AND FOCUS

Our central message is that a well designed interface
enables access to new types of data and processing capa-
bilities not originally envisioned by it’s architects, capa-
bilities that are broadly applicable across a broad cross-
section of DOE mission science codes. We observe
that there are numerous challenges and opportunities
in the areas of simplifying access to a rapidly growing
collection of heterogeneous software tools in the sci-
entific computing ecosystem (§2), and the inescapable
reality of challenges in using heterogeneous computa-
tional platforms now and in the future for data-intensive
processing (§3).

2 THE INTERFACE ENABLES ACCESS TO DI-
VERSE, HETEROGENEOUS PROCESSING CA-
PABILITIES

Challenge. There has been an explosive growth in
useful data-intensive software tools, but brittle inter-
faces inside of codes may be unable to keep pace with
evolving technologies. The past decade has witnessed a
rapid growth in the diversity of software tools that play
important roles in DOE mission science. These include
tools for AI/ML, for data analytics, performance mea-
surement and analysis, code coupling, workflow environ-
ments, I/O, platform portable programming and more.
The rapid growth in tools often results in increased com-
plexity for code developers who must contend with and
rectify differences in APIs, data models, execution mod-
els, and parallelization strategies. Given that we expect
the first exascale systems to be put into service during
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2022, we can expect additional unknown challenges will
arise due to the nature of those systems.

Opportunity. Lowering the barriers to using hetero-
geneous tools for data intensive workloads will have
broad benefit. The complexity of adopting and using
a growing and changing ecosystem of scientific soft-
ware tools is multi-faceted. When focusing on data-
intensive scientific workloads, which in particular can
benefit from third-party methods from research pro-
grams and industry, efforts to reduce complexity will
likely be directed towards simplifying and streamlining
the use of diverse software for data-intensive scientific
analysis/learning/understanding pipelines where multi-
ple codes and tools are coupled, and run in parallel on
DOE HPC platforms.

Timeliness, Maturity, Impact. The SENSEI
project [1] is an example of early success where a
SENSEI-instrumented code may leverage any number
of different parallel endpoints (Fig. 1), including user-
written Python code [3, 6]. While SENSEI’s strengths
lie in its embrace of diversity in data-centric tools, the
broader community will benefit from a compendium
of knowledge that provides exemplars and curated, pre-
configured examples of use cases and tool combinations
important to DOE science. A potential impact of this
type of breakthrough would be an acceleration in devel-
opment and deployment time, where scientific software
developers and users would have a ready-made set of
”recipes” or ”motifs” from which to quickly implement
common processing patterns that involve use of 3rd party
tools for AI/ML, for iterative data-intensive pipelines,
and bidirectional data movement and execution control.
Because all sciences are increasingly data-driven, lower-
ing complexity of using diverse toolsets will have broad
impact across DOE mission science.



Figure 1: SENSEI’s design promotes diversity of computational end-
points, where a user may switch between different endpoints with a
runtime configuration file. The endpoints may include existing parallel
applications, like VisIt, as well as user-written parallel Python that
implements iterative scientific analysis pipelines. Image courtesy B.
Loring.

3 THE INTERFACE ENABLES ACCESS TO AND
USE OF HETEROGENEOUS COMPUTATIONAL
PLATFORMS

Challenge: Use of heterogeneous computational plat-
forms for multistage, data-intensive scientific analytics
pipelines is not a straightforward endeavor. While
many code teams are leveraging GPU platforms for
work in computational and data sciences, numerous is-
sues emerge when considering the more complex task of
using heterogeneous computational platforms for multi-
stage scientific data-centric pipelines. These include the
fact that different stages of the pipeline may not use the
same approach for parallelization (domain decomposi-
tion), may need to run at different levels of concurrency
and/or thread blocking factor due to underlying algo-
rithmic characteristics, and data may need to be reparti-
tioned and moved from producer to consumer as in the
case with M-to-N processing pipelines [5]. Furthermore,
different stages of these pipelines may be implemented
using completely different technologies: some portions
may be distributed-memory parallel with MPI, other por-
tions may be targeted at a specific device, e.g, NVIDIA
GPUs using CUDA.

Opportunity. Simplify and streamline the use of
heterogeneous computational resources for multi-
stage scientific data-centric pipelines. Given that the
exascale-class platforms will all consist of heteroge-
neous platforms, efforts that target simplifying the use
of these resources will be of broad benefit across many
DOE science programs. Here, “simplifying use of”
should be interpreted broadly, but with an emphasis
on encouraging the diversity of tools and approaches

that are in use now and that will emerge in the future.
Timeliness, Maturity, Impact. Significant effort

has been directed towards the problem of code plat-
form portability, with language extension models like
SYCL [2] and Kokkos [4]. While these help with in-
dividual codes, they don’t address the challenges that
arise when combining multiple heterogeneous process-
ing stages into a pipeline, where the pipeline stages
are diverse and consisting of many potentially different
types of code implementations. Advances in awareness
and management of data residency and placement is
a critical part of the computational landscape needed
to support DOE mission science. Other efforts have
shown the benefit of careful data partitioning and prox-
imity portability in an M-to-N context [5], ideas that are
likely to have applicability and benefit in heterogeneous
computational environments. Together, these concepts
of platform portability and proximity portability hold
promise to be of benefit for data-centric multi-stage sci-
entific pipelines on heterogeneous computational plat-
forms.
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Topics: Data management support for AI and complex workflows.

Challenges: The increasing complexity in scientific workflow and unprecedented data volumes from
scientific simulations and instruments are revolutionizing the I/O workloads in current and future
High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems. Unlike the simple access patterns in traditional workflows,
current scientific workflows may involve extensive interactions between data producers (e.g., scientific
applications) and consumers (e.g., data analytics). This is further complicated by the large volume of data
that needs to be exchanged, where the increasing gap between computing capability and data movement
bandwidth will pose huge challenges in data transmission and analytics. Although error-controlled lossy
compression has become a common way to reduce the size of scientific data and has been proved to be
efficient for multiple applications [1, 2, 3], several challenges exist for deploying it for data management in
exascale scientific workflows. First, identifying a proper compression method for data movement is
challenging and should be dynamic [4]. Although data compression plays a trade-off between data
preparation time and transmission time, the impact on each component varies a lot among different
compression algorithms. This becomes more challenging considering the variability in I/O and storage
systems. Second, since compression adds new complexity in data access latency, it is important to revise
the data placement and prefetch strategies accordingly in current data management and storage
systems. This will ask for careful decision-making in a finer granularity, compared to that of lossless
compression methods which incur less variability in compression ratios. Furthermore, coordinating the
data management among multiple workflows when they are running on the same system is very
challenging, because dynamic workflows can be added and introduce new contentions for shared
resources such as aggregated burst buffers at any time. Third, adding compression creates new
difficulties in configuring the workflow, since the best configuration might change depending on the
compression methods adopted. For instance, a previously in-transit analysis may be performed in situ if
in-memory compression is used to reduce the memory overhead. In addition, the impact of compression
differs in a write-heavy workflow (e.g., scientific applications for data generation) and a read-heavy
workflow (e.g., training phase of deep neural networks), because of the asymmetric performance of data
compression and decompression.

Opportunity: As leveraging lossy data compression becomes a trend for exascale scientific applications,
data management and storage systems need to be rethinked and redesigned to address the above
challenges. This imposes several research opportunities, which can be summarized as the following
questions. 1) Compression-assisted data movement: how can we determine the proper method for
compression to accelerate data movement? This requires understanding the speed-ratio trade-offs for
various compression algorithms and building accurate performance models for both compression and
data movement. The former can be achieved by a careful decomposition of compression stages, where
each stage will be modeled with the combination of theoretical analysis and sampling methodologies; the
latter can be estimated using performance monitors along with AI models. Then, a preferred data
compression method can be identified based on the performance models. For instance, homomorphic
compression, where computation can be performed in compressed representations, shall be used for
aggregated data movement such as Allreduce in MPI to reduce the data preparation cost. This will make
a big difference on how data is exchanged in in-situ, in-transit, or staging analytics, and lays a foundation



for the following tasks. 2) Compression-assisted data placement and prefetch: how should we place and
prefetch compressed data in hierarchical storage systems? This includes both determining the proper
compression method for each data segment and how to manage them dynamically in the storage
hierarchy while the workflow is running. A simple way for the placement strategy is to revise a
performance model in [5] with finer granularity and better cost model to account for the variability in lossy
compression. With the evidence that associating adaptive lossless compression methods with different
levels of storage hierarchy improves I/O performance, it is promising that adopting lossy compression will
further boost the performance due to its flexibility. For instance, lossy compression can enable in-memory
computation with a decompression-computing-compression process due to the high compression ratios,
which allows for faster analytics [1] and/or larger-scale applications [2]. As for data management
coordination across multiple workflows, a possible way is to combine the application-centric methods with
the data-centric methods [6], where the former has proactive knowledge while the latter persists a global
view of data flow. Such a method is expected to make better decisions with additional information. 3)
Compression-assisted workflow configuration: how can we appropriately configure the workflow with
compression? This can be simplified to an optimization problem with proper parameterization on the
compression methods and workflow design, and solved by hyperparameter search when data placement
decisions are considered unchanged. A better estimation needs to consider the interaction between data
placement and workflow design, which requires an iterative process such as expectation-maximization
method or evolutionary algorithm to identify the best option. To consider the impact of other running
workflows, the data placement strategy may need to leverage other information such as the global data
flow pattern and resource utilizations as well.

Timeliness and maturity: Scientific applications and instruments are producing more data than that can
be stored, transmitted, and analyzed, causing problems in many aspects of the data management and
storage systems. Error-controlled lossy data compression significantly reduces the data volumes while
preserving necessary information, providing a direct solution to address the data challenge. Nevertheless,
there is limited research and development effort for the adoption of lossy compression in data
management and storage systems. As both lossy compression and interfaces for storage hardware are
becoming more and more mature and necessary, it is crucial to explore such usage at the current stage.
This will allow for better utilization of the existing hardware in HPC systems, reducing the time to insights
for various scientific disciplines. Meanwhile, it will enable the execution and exploration of larger-scale
problems, opening possibilities for novel scientific discoveries.
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High-bandwidth, large-capacity storage systems have been built to absorb big scientific data.
However, applications running on high-performance computing (HPC) systems still often expe-
rience I/O performance deficit [2], which significantly degrade scientific applications’ overall ex-
ecution efficiency. Therefore, identifying and understanding why these I/O performance issues
occur is important for data-intensive applications running at Exascale.

1. Challenges

On common HPC systems, the first layer of the I/O software stack is usually the I/O library
which hides the complexity of the parallel file system (PFS) from the application. Some of the I/O
libraries like ADIOS directly call POSIX functions to interact with the PFS, while the others like
HDF5 call MPI-IO library first which then triggers POSIX function calls. The client-side library of
the PFS is the second layer of the I/O software stack. The POSIX I/O requests are rearranged at
this layer and forwarded to the server-side library of the PFS through the network. Once the I/O
requests are further aggregated and reorganized by the server-side library, they are passed to the
local file system of the storage server through the OS kernel and finally committed to the storage
devices. As we can see, the I/O software stack in HPC environments can be deep and complex.

Since the actual I/O stack for each application running on the same HPC system might be different
(e.g. some libraries are only used by a certain application), in order to be generalizable, we abstract
the cross-layer behavior as the interactions between the upper layer and lower layer. Typically,
the lower layer provides necessary services (i.e., APIs) to allocate resources and schedule tasks
created by different programs in the upper layer to maximize the throughput. The upper layer
expresses necessary semantics (e.g., algorithms) via invoking the APIs provided by the lower layer
to minimize its latency. Software bugs, inappropriate configurations, and resource contentions
can easily introduce defects in the entire stack, which makes identifying the root causes of I/O
inefficiencies challenging.

Particularly, we highlight three potential issues in I/O stack that can cause performance issues.
First, the upper layers may use suboptimal algorithms that invoke heavy, useless, or unnecessary
APIs from the lower layers. Second, the APIs provided by the lower layers are not well imple-
mented, which incurs inefficiencies upon usage. Third, the upper and lower layers might have
different performance requirements. For example, the I/O requests from the upper layer are small
and more latency-sensitive, while the lower layer is designed for achieving high I/O throughput.
Such a mismatch can lead to inefficient I/O bandwidth utilization.
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2. Opportunities

In our vision, to understand how the I/O requests are propagated along the entire software stack
and identify the root causes of any I/O performance deficit, a novel profiling tool is needed. This
tool can penetrate the abstractions (i.e., upper and lower layers) along the I/O path and correlate
the behaviors across multiple layers. For example, by using this tool, the user can understand the
causal relationship between the API calls of I/O libraries and the operations conducted by the PFS
internally. Moreover, if the timing information is also captured, this tool can also locate at which
layer in the I/O stack the performance bottleneck occurs. We foresee the following two techniques
are the keys to make implementing this profiling tool possible.

• Top-down correlation. One can monitor the execution in a higher-level layer in the system stack.
When an event (e.g., PMU sample) occurs, one can query the state maintained in the lower-level
layer and correlate the event in the higher-level layer with it. It requires some bookkeepings in
the lower-level layer and the state query interface.

• Bottom-up correlation. One can also monitor the execution in a lower-level layer. When an event
occurs, one can correlate this event with the activity in the higher-level layer. This will be
especially useful for understanding the semantics involved in the inefficiencies in the lower-
level layers.

In practice, although there are still many technical challenges need to be addressed to fully sup-
port the cross-layer I/O behavior analysis, a variety of existing tools can be leveraged as building
blocks. On the software side, one can employ Intel Pin binary rewriter, Dyninst, eBPF, and LLVM
compiler to analyze software behaviors. On the hardware side, one can rely on performance mon-
itoring units (PMU) and debug registers to capture architecture-related events. Thanks to these
software tools and hardware capabilities that are widely supported by most of the HPC architec-
tures, capturing the behavior in each individual layer of the I/O stack is promising. However,
to profile the entire I/O stack and correlate the I/O related operations across layers without in-
curring too much overhead remains a challenging problem. Novel algorithms and techniques are
needed to achieve this final objective.

3. Timeliness

This research is timely. As the applications, I/O stack, and OS become mature under the support
of ECP, understanding the performance across the I/O stack layers is an urgent task. The existing
performance analysis tools mostly target applications, which are not mature to give a holistic
view for the HPC I/O stack. Today, the evolution of various measurement techniques such as
performance monitoring units, eBPF, and binary analysis engines makes this research feasible.
This research will complement the coarse-grained tracing tool, Darshan [1].
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Topic: This position paper discusses metadata management infrastructure to support FAIR principles and the
overlap between traditional storage systems and I/O (SSIO) efforts and data management.

Overview: Large-scale scientific applications increasingly need to manipulate enormous volumes of data, which
imposes substantial challenges for efficiently finding the data that scientists require for performing their research
and discoveries. The need to address dataset search challenges has been acknowledged by numerous recent
initiatives, including FAIR principles, Research Data Alliance, and a prior DOE ASCR SSIO Workshop [1]. This
problem, if unaddressed, could hinder scientific advancement across many fields. In existing practices, the metadata
stored in datasets is a typical source for understanding and locating desired scientific data. Many scientific domains
store experimental, observational, and simulation datasets in self-describing data formats, such as netCDF, HDF5,
ROOT, FITS, Zarr, N5, PnetCDF, and ADIOS-BP. The primary advantage of self-describing file formats is that they
allow scientists to store data and metadata together side by side using attributes. The metadata can be accessed as a
collection of attributes that are in the form of key-value pairs. Each attribute key-value pair consists of a key
representing the attribute name and a value representing the metadata attribute. The metadata in self-describing files
provides detailed descriptive information about the internal data objects.

Challenges and Research Gaps: As metadata is stored alongside the datasets in self-describing data formats, the
problem of searching over massive datasets, which are typically stored in thousands to millions of files and
organized in deep directory hierarchies, can be achieved by performing metadata search over the metadata attributes.
However, there are no efficient search strategies for the massive amounts of heterogeneous metadata stored in
self-describing formats and file systems. Additionally, a dataset search is typically for exact search without the
inclusion of any semantic meaning. Furthermore, datasets are managed in an isolated manner without any
relationships. Efficient metadata search remains a challenging, open problem which we discuss below in more detail.

First, current data management lacks self-contained, interoperable search solutions. Scientists commonly issue
structured queries against metadata attributes to find the corresponding matched data objects. In order to perform
structured queries, scientists often rely on external metadata search systems based on a database management
system, such as BIMM, EMPRESS 2.0, JAMO, or SPOT Suite. In these dataset search solutions, the metadata in the
self-describing data formats has to be extracted and stored in an external data infrastructure (i.e., the database) along
with the indexes built for dataset search purposes. However, these solutions employ an external data infrastructure
that is disjoint from the self-describing data files and, as such, conflicts with the goals of the self-describing and
self-contained data management paradigm. Moreover, these solutions introduce additional overhead in deployment
and require constant maintenance in order to update the external database when data is changed. Furthermore, initial
deployment of the database system for metadata search requires reading the metadata from the self-describing files
and then loading it into the database. This process duplicates the metadata into two places and hence leads to storage
redundancy. More importantly, metadata databases have to be either allocated or migrated when the self-describing
files are transferred to a different system, which is a tedious process. This area deserves in-depth examination to
develop a self-contained indexing, querying, and searching solution for scientific datasets.

Second, current data management methodologies suffer from poor metadata quality and a lack of semantic
understanding. In existing systems, scientists are forced to issue structured queries with query conditions that exactly
match the metadata attribute names and/or the attribute values. In other words, a successful search can only be
achieved by locating exact or partial lexical matches between the metadata attributes and queries. As a result, these
solutions are often criticized as inefficient. The root cause of these limitations is the inability to capture the semantic



relationships between the content of the metadata and the query keywords, which precludes performing queries at
the semantic level. There are many constraints with lexical data search methods for self-describing files. Due to the
specific structure of the metadata, such approaches often require scientists to navigate through their dataset schema
and understand the metadata attributes to be able to query and search datasets that are of interest. This renders it
impractical for scientists to mine a large number of datasets due to inconsistent metadata attributes and naming
schema (e.g., two datasets can describe the exactly same observation, but with two different metadata attributes as
“speed” and “velocity”, respectively). Users may spend an inordinate amount of time manually locating attributes or
need to rely on external resources or repositories to assist, even before starting their experiments. This challenge of
metadata quality and lack of semantic meaning also needs to be addressed in order to deliver an efficient data
management solution at scale.

Third, current data management practices utilize datasets in an isolated manner and are unable to exploit links
between them. Scientific datasets are typically stored and managed in an isolated manner without capturing
relationships among them. Self-describing datasets store metadata related to only the data in the constituent files.
There is no metadata relating to other files or datasets describing their correlations. This isolation is a barrier for
leveraging patterns and relationships among datasets for effective searches. In fact, the concept of linked data has
attracted an increasing amount of attention in the web domain wherein insights from mining oceans of web pages on
the Internet has shown promising results. Current linked data principles, however, are difficult to leverage in
scientific datasets due to different schemas (or structures) and naming conventions used by different organizations,
lack standard specification, and the complexity in binary data formats and data changes. This area deserves in-depth
investigation in order to develop a linked data management solution for scientific datasets.

Opportunities: To address these aforementioned challenges, four topics of research should be conducted by the
research community. First, the community needs to develop an efficient indexing strategy for heterogeneous
metadata that is stored in self-describing file formats and file systems. Second, we need to explore the usage of AI,
machine learning, and natural language processing methods for extracting semantic meanings in metadata attributes.
Third, we should develop methods to build and manage relationships among datasets that can be searched as linked
data. Fourth, we should design and develop innovative search APIs in high-level I/O libraries (i.e., HDF5, netCDF,
etc.) that can utilize these methods. Numerous concepts and research efforts have started exploring these areas. For
example, we have developed a Metadata Indexing and Querying Service to deliver efficient indexing and querying
for scientific datasets [2], along with an open-source prototype available [3]. Other research efforts in the web
domain, such as RDF (Resource Description Framework), knowledge graph models, and the usage of AI and natural
language processing approaches in mining semantics provide an inspiration to the scientific community.

Timeliness: In this position paper, we argue that efficient metadata search is a critical, challenging, and open
problem in current scientific data management and storage practices. However, numerous cutting-edge research
efforts have shown promising potential for addressing these challenges by offering self-contained indexing and
querying, integrating semantics for searching, etc. Given the growing importance of collecting rich metadata and
maintaining FAIR compliance, these gaps deserve the data management community’s attention and collective effort.
The return on investment in these investigations will be profound and result in the ability to efficiently find data and
improve scientific productivity.
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Topic: Data-management support for AI and complex workflows.
Challenge Data generated by experiments, simulations, and digital twins, and ML models de-
rived from those data for use in digital twins, are used on multiple time and distance scales. For
example, data from an in-situ experiment must be delivered quasi-instantaneously to the AI model
trainer that updates the digital twin used to choose the next experiment [2]. Here, speed, as to be
provided by the data-management service, is of the essence. Those same data and/or AI models
trained may also have value for the next experiment, for the construction and updating of other AI
models, and to other scientists. Thus, data and AI models need also to be FAIR. These character-
istics will requires a FAIR Data and Model Service (FAIR-DMS), which will provide publication,
enrichment, discovery, and access capabilities for the DevOps of AI based applications.

Opportunity When move to Software 2.0 where expertise and even physics are represented im-
plicitly by data instead of explicitly coded in a programming language, the FAIR-DMS needs to
consider the unique characteristics of the AI/data-driven component of the software being devel-
oped. For example, requirements on FAIR-DMS including (but not limited to):

• Machine learning is an exploratory engineering technique, its development requires exploring
different architecture, parameters and data. The ability to track numerous ML training
experiments will be needed to accelerate the development and testing process.

• Each science problem is unique from a certainty point of view which causes lack of data to
update/retrain ML model. As physics are encoded and represented in data (possibly from
different experiments), FAIR-DMS needs to version and index different data automatically (e.g.,
using AI but should relax the demanding on meta-data).

• The successes of foundation models for natural language processing have shown that knowl-
edge/physics/expertise encoded in the “black-box” neural network can be versatile. Thus,
a ML model management will be needed in the FAIR-DMS to index trained ML models and
rank them in a way for developer to find the best model for fine-tuning and transfer learning
to other downstream tasks.

In addition, to advance the state of the art in the use of ML/AI methods in science, we will also
need to investigate methods for the synthesis of content-based descriptors for scientific datasets.
Scientific image repositories e.g., TomoBank [1], digital rocks portal [3], PSI public data reposi-
tory [4]) typically rely on human-supplied annotations for indexing and search [1, 3, 4]. Successful
AI relies on a number of factors including a large corpus of data. While data management can
improve the development of AI applications, AI can be used to improve data management in areas
such as data ingestion and query performance. As shown in Figure 1, an automatic image indexing
and searching service based on learned representations can be achieved with AI techniques such
as using self-supervised representation learning, transfer learning used to extract representations
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automatically from images, sequences, and molecular graphs. The basic philosophy underlying this
architecture is a transformation from the data-rich representation of explicit image pixels to a com-
pact, semantic-rich representation of visually salient characteristics. We expect that by reducing
the need for user-supplied metadata, this solution may encourage data contributions.
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Figure 1: A search engine for scientific data powered by AI tech-
niques for the DevOps of AI based scientific applications.

Thus, data management sys-
tems and AI are synergistic.
When AI becomes embedded
throughout the data manage-
ment system, it has the potential
to improve database query ac-
curacy and performance, as well
as optimize system resources, re-
ducing the burden on human ad-
mins while improving data ac-
cess for data scientists and de-
velopers. When AI gets embed-
ded at the data layer, it creates a
synergistic relationship between
the underlying data manage-
ment system and the development of AI applications, which has the potential to impact the entire
data life-cycle. Data architects should ensure that they are delivering data infrastructure that is
capable of supporting the rapid development of AI applications through direct support for machine
learning tools and frameworks and the acceleration of the complete AI data pipeline.

Timeliness Content-based data retrieval allows users to (also) search for datum that are sim-
ilar to supplied datum. Emerging research and commercial systems enable content-based image
retrieval, a technique which explicitly manages image assets by directly representing their visual
attributes. There are currently two dominant interface types for searching and browsing large
image collections: keyword-based search, and searching by overall similarity to sample images.
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